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PREFACE 

BY 

THE MADRAS LIBRARY AssociATION 

With the object of spreading the essential ideas 
of the Library Movement and of directing thought 
towards the creation of a library service suited to 
our country, the Madras Library Association in
augurated its Publication Series in 1929. The first 
volume, The Libr.ary movement, a collection of 
essays by Divers Hands, was widely circulated 
throughout the country. The second volume, The 
five taws of library science, by S. R Ranganathan, 
which came out in 1931, sought to expound the prin
ciples of library organisation and management in a 
systematic form. The preface to that book con
tained the announcement "With the present volume 
on the Five l.aws of librory "science . . the Madras 
Library Association commences the publication of a 
series of books on the technical and practical aspects 
of Hbrary work." 

In partial fulfilment of this announcement, the 
Association has already published the Colan classi
fiootion in 1933, the Classifie& clitalogue code in 
1934 and the Library Gdministrotion in 1935, all by 
S. R. Ranganathan. All these volumes have ex
perienced a good circulation, both in India and 
abroad. 

As another instalment of the Publication 
Series, the Association is publishing the present 



xi 

volume entitled Prolegomena to library classific.a.
tWn., the manuscript of which Mr. S. R. Rangana
than had been good enough to place at the disposal 
of the Association. 

The Association hopes that this volume will get 
as widely circulated as its predecessors and enable 
the libraries in India and elsewhere to organise 
their work in an efficient, scientific and serviceable 
manner. 



INTRODUCTION 

It has been my experience-one doubtless 
shared by many others-that, when one is engaged 
on a problem, the most useful ideas occur suddenly, 
seeming at once to cast a flood of light over murky 
tracts of half-formed thought and promising reward 
to further exploitation. These inspirations, which 
present themselves as ready-made wholes, come, as 
we all know, at the oddest moments. They seldom 
come if they are sought, and they delight in choos
ing moments when pen and paper cannot be used 
to impede their flight. They come and whisper in 
our ears as we lie sleepily after dinner or as we 
mechanically repeat a long-drawn-out hymn as part 
of the daily routine of worship. To sit at the study 
table, with note-book and pencil, with the intention 
of meditating on one's problem invariably produces 
nothing but sleep. 

It is a feature of'tliese ideas that they always 
seem at first inspired, and we think them quite 
original-as in fact they are: But before long, and 
usually before our first notes have been developed, 
there comes awakening. Somebody else, we find, 
has thought of the same thing before, and has ex
pressed it all in some well-known work. One's 
feelings at this discovery are mixed. First there 
is dismay at being deprived-nay robbed-()£ well
deserved priority. Then there is relief that one is 
spared the labour of cudgelling one's brains over the 
pioneer work involved, and further there is satis-
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faction in the thought that if others, and cleverer 
men, have trodden this way before, then one is pro
bably on the right path, and not wandering hope
lessly in the wilderness. 

Finally one is buoyed up by the hope that if one 
continues long enough in this way, one will in the 
end have climbed the crests of the known and be 
looking forward to undiscovered country. Would 
that it were possible that in this book the distant 
peaks should be visible through the wreaths of mist I 
One can hope for no more than this, and yet one 
is conscious of a . thoroughly enjoyable journey, 
which has recalled again and again the sentiments 
expressed by R. L Stevenson, "To travel hopefully 
is a better thing than to arrive". 

This book is one result of twelve years' work 
at forging and polishing the Colon Classification 
and of nine years' work of teaching the principles 
of classification to mixed classes composed of some 
highly-disciplined minds and a few bewildered but 
w.illing ones that needed to be led step by step with 
explanations and illustrations even of the obvious. 
In teaching such classes, the exposition given in 
existing text-books were sometimes found inade
quate. 

It is now five years since the manuscript of the 
first edition of the Colon Classification was put into 
the hands of the printer. During this period, the 
scheme has been applied to 50,000 additional 
volumes of which 25,000 covered the wave-front 
of nascent thought on all the most important sub
jects. It afforded a good test. The test disclosed 
hidden potentialities in the scheme, which bad not 
been consciously sensed at the time of invention. 
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It also disclosed some minor maladjustments 
which could have been avoided no doubt if I had 
been working on the basis of a well-tested theory 
of classification. But the process was reversed in 
my case. My theory had to be developed later to 
discover the cause of such maladjustments and to 
set them right. The first edition of the Col.on cl.as.si
fication being almost exhausted, I decided that it 
would be advantageous to work out the theory of 
classification before preparing the second. 

Thus, it became a personal necessity and seem
ed not a useless labour to collect my thoughts which 
bore upon the theory of classification and record 
them in exact terms. These thoughts had been in
cubating in extra-conscious regions of the mind 
during the last twelve years in a way which seems 
to me exactly expressed in the following passage of 
John Drinkwater's Loyalties:-

Haunting the lucidities of life 
That are my daily. beauty, moves a theme 
Beating along my undiscovered mind. 

These were the general pre-disposing causes. 
But the book w.as actually precipitated last June in 
an attempt to expound to niy class the full import 
of the principle of hospitality in reference to Book 
Oassification. The experience in the class room 
had stirred the latent thought-mass at all levels. 
When I came home I found sleep impossible. See
ing my restlessness and probably disturbed by it, a 
relation who was sleeping in my room gave an in
nocent piece of advice. "Why don't you take up a 
book and read for a while?," he said, "That will 
bring you sleep". No doubt he was not aware of 
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Schopenliauer's observation "To put away one's 
own original thoughts in order to take up a book is 
to sin against the Holy Ghost". However, this sug
gestion rec.alled two books which I had set aside for 
later study, when at the first attempt I had found 
them unmanageable. They were the books of Bliss• 
on Classification. 

My mind was by this time so saturated with the 
theory of classification that so far from these two 
books proving difficult and causing sleep, before 
midnight, in a single movement, I had forged 
through their entire range of 740 pages. My mind 
was pressed through these pages in so intimate and 
critical a way that my own book emerged clear cut 
as from a mould. All that remained was to fill in 
details and provide illustrations. 

The First Part expounds the theory of classi
fication. After the first seven pages, the first chap
ter, which seeks to build up the necessary scaffolding 
of terminology, may prove to be stiff reading for 
beginners. But they may skip over that portion 
in the first reading and refer to it whenever need 
is felt for definition of technical terms. 

The second and third chapters develop the 
canons of classification that belong to the general 
theory. It is believed that these two chapters carry 
the analysis further than existing books on the sub
ject. The treatment of Terminology and Notation 
may be found to be new. 

The fourth chapter which deals with the special 
theory of Knowledge Classification, shows the ad-

• Bliss (Htnry Eftlyn) : O~<>t~ of ltrtOWldg#. 1929. 
,. Org....&Nii"" of ltooowldg# ia libr.J..Ws. 1934. 
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It also disclosed some minor maladjustments 
which could have been avoided no doubt if I had 
been working on the basis of a well-tested theory 
of classification. But the process was reversed in 
my case. My theory bad to be developed later to 
discover the cause of such maladjustments and to 
set them right. The first edition of the Colon classi
fication being almost exhausted, I decided that it 
would be advantageous to work out the theory of 
classification before preparing the second. 

Thus, it became a personal necessity and seem
ed not a useless labour to collect my thoughts which 
bore upon the theory of classification and record 
them in exact terms. These thoughts had been in
cubating in extra-conscious regions of the mind 
during the last twelve years in a way which seems 
to me exactly expressed in the following passage of 
John Drinkwater's Loyalties:-

Haunting the lucidities of life _ . 
That are my dilily beauty, moves a theme 
Beating along my undiscovered mind. -

These were the general pre-disposing causes. 
But the book was actually precipitated last June in 
an attempt to expound to my class the full import 
of the principle of hospitality in reference to Book 
Oassification. The experience in the class room 
had stirred the latent thought-mass at all levels. 
When I came home I found sleep impossible. See
ing my restlessness and probably disturbed by it, a 
relation who was sleeping in my room gave an in
nocent piece of advice. '"Why don't you take up a 
book and read for a while?," he said, "That will 
bring you sleep". No doubt he was not aware of 
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I. GENERAL THEORY 
Y</HAT IS A SCHEME 01" CLASSIFICATION? 

To appreciate the strength and weakness of a 
scheme of classific~tion, to compare the relative 
merits of two or more schemes and to do the day
to-day work of classification in a library consistently 
and in conformity to the chosen scheme, it is neces
sary and helpful to enunciate a set of tests and to 
lay down some systematic procedure. To arrive 
at the tests, to enunciate them in exact language, 
to lay down a system of procedure and to study 
schemes of classification in precise and concise 
terms, it is necessary and helpful to have the funda
mental concepts and terms associated with schemes 
of classification examined and defined as a prelimi
nary measure. 

. This dlapter is devoted to the last mentioned problem. 
While its latter part will make an analytical approach in 
an abstract manner, the first part will deal with it diagram
matically and concretely. 

Du,GJLt.:anu.TtCAL APPROACH 

The diagram on the left band page is the basis of 
exposition. In the diagram there are forty rectangles 
excluding the four dotted ones, which are marked with 
numbers. They all represent classes. They all bang, as 
it were, from the class 0, which we sball call the OlllGIN.U. 
UNlYitiiS& 

There are twenty-five rectangles marked E excluding 
the dotted ones. We sball say that these ~tangles contain 
just ~ and Oftly ~ EN'lTIY. We sball call them UNrrARY 
CI.ASSI!:S. We sball Dame or denote these oentities by the 
numbers which are contained in their ~ve ~gles.. 



4 CoMPLETE AssoRTMENT 

These numbers are 111, 112, 1131, 11321, 1132211, 
1132212, 1132213; 113222, 11323, 12, 13, 141, .1421, 
1422, 143, 1441, 1442, 2, 31, 321, 322111, 322112, 32212' 
3222, 323. 

This may look like a mess, if we read the numbers as 
integers. But if we read them as decimal fractions, i.e., as 
1£ there is a decimal point to the left of each number, we 
can easily realise that the numbers are arranged strictly in 
the ascending order of magnitude. This is by the way. 

COMPLETE ASSORTMENT. 

Let us go back to the twenty-five entities, which are 
contained in the twenty-Jive unitary classes. 'fl!ese twenty
five entities lie IsoLATED from one another. As we pro
gress from left to right, they are arranged in a definite 
order-in the ascending order of the decimal fractional 
numbers denoting them. 

An arrangement like this in a definite order is called a 
CoMPLETE AssoRTMENT of the entities. 

Let us think of a stage ·in which all these twenty-five 
entities were huddled together in the rectangle at the top 
which is marked 0. We have already agreed to call this 
rectangle, originally containing· all the twenty-five entities, 
the ORIGINAL UNIVERSE. 

We shall trace the successive stages by which the 
entities should have been isolated. 

Cuss AND' ARRAY 

Let us imagine that the aggregate of these twenty-five 
entities in the original universe 0 is divided into the three 
sub-aggregates or GROUPS, marked l, 2 and 3, on the basis 
of some CHARACTERISTIC or ATTRIBtrrE which distinguishes 
them as those assignable to group 1 or group 2 or group 3. 
Let us further assume, as it is actually in the diagram, that 
these groups are arranged in the ascending order of the 
numbers 1, 2, 3 which denote them. Then we say that the 

' groups are arranged in. a definite order. We also say that 
each group is assigned a rank, or simply, is RANKED. 

A ranked group we shall call a CLAss. Thus the 
rectangles 1, 2, 3 are classes. The twenty-five entities of 



PRocESs oF AssoRTMENT s 
the original universe 0 have been AssoRTED into the classes 
1, 2 and 3. As the classes have been derived from the 
original universe by one process of assortment, we shall 
call the classes 1, 2 and 3 classes of the FIRST OaoEL The 
line of the classes 1, 2, 3 we shall call an ARRAY of the 
FIRST ORDER. 

Now the class 2 is a unitaty class as it is marked E. 
Tbat is, it contains one and only one entity; it has isolated 
one entity. But the classes 1 and 3, not marked E, are not 
unitaty classes. They must be MULTIPLE classes, because 
each of them should have had more than one entity. In 
fact, the remaining twenty-four entities of the original 
universe should have been shared by them. A little count
ing in the diagram will show that class 1 should have con
tained seventeen entities and that class 3 should have con
tained seven entities. · 

SECOND ORDER 
The diagram will make us say that, at the second stage, 

c:lass I would have been sub-divided into the four classes 
11, 12, 13 and 14. These four classes may be said to be of 
the SECOND OaoER and their array also may be said to be 
an ARu Y of the SEcoND 0RDEL 

. Similarly class 3 also would have been sub-divided 
into its two classes 31 and 32. These two classes form 
another Array of the Second Order and the classes also are 
of the Second Order. 

Now, of the six classes of the second order, the classes 
12, 13 and 31 are unitaty classes as they are marked E. 
Tbe remaining three classes 11, 14 and 32 are multiple 
clssses, sharing between themselves the twenty-i)lle entities 
not yet isolated. A little counting in the diagram will show 
that the multiple class 11 should have had nine entities, the 
multiple clsss 14 ·should have had six entities and the 
mutliple class 32 should have had six entities. 

HroaaOmus 
At the third stage, class 11 would have been sub-divided 

into the three c1ssses 111, 112. and 113, which are all of the 
TBIBD OBDEL Similarly, class 14 would have been sub-
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divided into the TBniD ORnER CLASSES 141, 142, 143 and 
144, and the class 32 into the TBim ORDER CLASSES 321, 
322 and 323. These ten third order classes arrange them
selves into three AliRAYs of the THIRD ORDER. Of these 
ten third order classes, six are marked E and hence are 
unitary classes and the remaining four, viz., 113, 142 and 
322 are multiple classes. These four multiple classes 
should have shared among themselves the fifteen entities 
no\ yet isolated. 

In this way, classes of the fourth, fifth, sixth and 
seventh orders should have been formed at successive stages 
as shown in the diagram. As all the classes of the seventh 
order are marked E, no further division is possible. 

Now the diagram shows that fourteen multiple classes, 
other than the Original Universe have been formed in the 
process of the Complete Assortment of the twenty-five 
entities of the original universe. 

FILIATORY AliRANGEMENT 
Let us arrange alt the classes and all the entities ( uni

tary classes) numberiog fortjr in all in ascending order of 
the decimal fractions denoting them. We get 0, 1, Ill, 112, 
113, 1131, 1132, 11321, 11322, )13221, 1132211, 1132212, 
1132213, 113222, 11323, 12, 13, H, 141, 142, 1421, 1422, 
143, 144, 1441, 1442, 2, 3, 31, 32, 321, 322. 3221' 32211, 
322111, 322112, 32212, 3222, 323. 

This arrangement iii a special order, taking together 
all the twenty-five entities of the original universe imd all 
the fifteen classes, including the original universe formed 
in the course of the complete assortment of the original 
universe of the twenty-five entities will be called a FzLIA
TORY AliRANGEMENT. 

The resemblance of the diagram to a genealogical tree 
is obvious. The above arrangement is like that which has 
the ancestor at the head with line after line of descendants 
coming thereafter in succession in the best order of filiation. 
Hence the arrangement is called a filiatory arrangement. 

The arrangement of the entities alone--i.e., the result 
of knocking away from the filiatory arrangement all the 
classes-has been already called a CoMPLETE AssORTMENT. 



ScHEME oF CLASSIFICATION 

ScBJWE Ol' CUSSinC4noN 

A third alternative is to consider the arrangement of 
the fifteen classes alone-it., knocking awaY. from the filia
tory arrangement all the entities. 

Thus we get the following arrangement of classes:-
0, 1, 11, 113, 1132, 11322, 113221, 14,142, 144, 3, 32, 

322, 3221, 32211. 
This arrangement of the classes alone is calle& a 

SCBIWE 01' CLASSIFIC4TION. 
It should he noticed that the .arrangement of classes is 

not a random one. It is, on the contrary, a filiatory arrange
ment of the classes. 

CHAIN 01' Ct • SSES 

A few more terms and concepts may be introduced:
A set of classes, like 3, 32, 322, 3221 having lineal 

kinship, so to speak, will be called a CHAIN of 0 •sSEs. 
The class 3 will be called the FiRsT UNX of the above 

cliain and the class 3221, the LAsT UNX. 
A chain like 0, 3, 32, 322, 3221 which has the original 

universe for the first link will be called a l'n)UJlY CHAIN. 
A chain like 32, 322, 3221, 32212 whose last link 

32212 is a unitary class will he called a LooSE CHAIN. 
A chain like 0, 3, 32, 322, 3221, 32212 which is both 

primary and loose will he called a CoMPLETE CHAIN. 
Now we pass on to a formal and abstract treatment of 

the question and give precise definitions of the various 
terms. If extra illustrations are felt necessary, they may 
be taken from the diagram at the beginning of this chapter 
and from illustrations given in the diagrammatic ap{lroach. 



8 ENTITY AND ATTRIBUTE 

ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

AD. ENTITY is any existent, concrete or con
ceptual, i.e., things or ideas. 

Exampkls:-
1 A boy. · 3 A school of philosophy. 
Z A boo}(. 4 A subject of study. 

An ATTRIBUTE is any property or quality of 
an entity. 

Examples:-
. 1. In tho ease of a bor., the following are some attri

butes:-
U Height. 
12 Colour (of the skin). 
13 Possession of face. 
14 Mother tongue. 
15 Intelligence. 
16 Extent of knowledge. 
17 Handwriting. 
18 Physical strength. 
191 Ancestry. 
192 Wealth. 

193 
194 
195 
196 

197 

198 

and so on. 

Character. 
Date of birth. 
Age. 
Horoscope (The posi

tion of planets at the 
time of birth). 

Mode of dressing of 
hair. 
Na~ of clothin,. 

2. In the case of a boo!<,. the 
attributes :-

following are some 

21 Subject-matter. 23 Colour of the covering 
22 Form in, which the sub

ject-matter is ex- 24 
pounded (say as a 2.5 
catechism or as a die- 26 
tionary or as a skele- 27 
ton, or as a continu- 28 
ous narrative). 

and so on. 

material. 
Quality of the paper. 
Author. 
Language. 
Year of publication. 
Printer. · 

3. In the case of a school of philosophy, the following 
are some attributes:- · 
31 Number of ' ultimate 32 Attitude towards reality 

principles assumed (or otherwise) of 
:(e.g., monism, dual- things. 
ism, pluralism). 33 Founder of the school. 

34 Country of origin. 
· anil so on. 
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4. In the case of a subject of study, the following are 
some attributes:-
41 Field comprehended. 
42 Extent to which books 

and so on. 

have been written on 
it. 

Two entities are LIKE with reference to a given 
attribute when they share it equally in measure, 
intensity, extent or in any other way. 

Two entities are UNLIKE with reference to a 
given attribute if they do not share it equally in 
measure, intensity, extent or in any other way. 

Examples:-
1. Two boys, each 5 feet high but born in 1926 and 

1927 respectively, are like with reference to their height 
but vnlik' with reference to their oge. 

2. Basu's Algebra and Radhakrishna 1\.yyar's Algebra 
are like with reference to their svbject"fnatte,. but unlike 
with reference to their authol'. 

It must be noted that the terms like and unlike 
have no significance 

(I ) except with reference to an attribute; 
and 

(2) unless there are two or more entities 
with that attribute. 

CHARACTERISTIC 

A CHARACTEIUSTIC is any attribute or any 
complex of attributes with reference to which the 
likeness or Wllikeness of entities can be determined 
and at least two of them are unlike. 

Exampl,s:-
1. Height is a characteristic of boys but possession of 

face is not, although both of them are attributes. Posses
sion of face is an attribute shared equally by all boys and 
hence with reference to it all the boys are lib. Thus it is 
not a characteristic of boys considered as entities. 

2. If we are considering boys-of-equal-height as 
entities, height will not be a characteristic. 

2 



10 UNIVERSE AND ITS DIVISION 

A UNIVERSE is any aggregate of entities under 
consideration. 

DIVISION of a llliliverse is the process of sort
ing the entities of that universe into sub-aggregates 
with reference to a chosen characteristic, putting 
like entities into the same sub-aggregate and unlike 
entities into different sub-aggregates. 

DIVISION will also be used to denote the result 
of division, i.e., a group of sub-aggregates formed 
by a division of the entities of a universe or that 
state of such entities in which they have been 
divided. 

The chosen characteristic may be called the 
DIVISION CHARACTERISTIC. 

Example:-The ·aggregate of boys in a class-room is 
a UNIVERSE. Sort them with reference to their height. 
Then the DIVISION CHA.RAcrE!usnc is height and boys of 
the same height form a sub-aggregate. DIVISION denotes 
the state of having been sorted as well as the proce&s of 
sorting. 

Divisions of the same universe based on con-· 
comitant characteristics will not be different. 

Divisions of the same universe based on in
dependent characteristics · will, in general, be 
different. 

Example :-Height and age, since they are independent 
characteristics, will, in general, divide the boys into two 
different s'ets of sub-aggregates. But age and year of birth, 
since they are concomitant characteristics, will divide them 
into the same set of sub-aggregates. 

The number of possible different divisions (considered 
as processes) of a universe cannot be greater than the num
ber of inde];!eodent characteristics of the entities of that 
universe. 
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Any sub-aggregate of a universe will now be 
called a GROUP. 

A UNITARY GROUP is a group which contains 
one and only one entity. 

A MULTIPLE GROUP is a group which contains 
two or more entities. 

Each multiple group may, in its turn, be considered a 
universe, and divided on the basis of a further charac
teristic. Each multiple group will, then, give rise to a 
number of groups, some of which may be unitary and some 
multiple. If the process of division is continued with each 
resulting multiple group, and if the number of entities 
ia finite, a stage will be reached when there is no multiple 
group left and the universe will have been sorted into 
unitary groups. That is, the entities of the original 
universe will ha've been isolated. 

CoMPLETE DIVISION of a universe is the 
process of extending division of that universe on 
the basis of a sequence of characteristics until no 
multiple group is left. 

COMPLETE DIVISION will also be used to denote 
the result of complete division, •. e., the completely 
isolated state of the entities of any divided universe. 

It is obvious that in the second sense of the term, there 
ean be one and only one Complete Division of a universe, 
whatever be the initial characteristic and the further cha
racteristics used and whatever be their sequence of suc«S
aion. 

E-pli.-If the universe of boys in a class room is 
divided on the basis of their height, the first multiple group 
so formed may be divided by age. the second by weight, the 
third by colour, the--fourth by age, and so on. Again further 
subdivide the multiple groups that still remain by appro
priate characteristics. Ultimately the boys will be separated. 
The same would be the result even if we had divided first 
by colour and then by age, "c. 
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AssoRTMENT of a universe is the process of its 
Givision into groups plus that of arranging the 
groups in a definite order (i.e., of ranking or assign
ing a rank to each group that arises). 

AssoRTMENT will also be used to denote the 
result of assortment (i.e., the groups so formed and 
ranked). -

The ASSORTMENT CHARACTERISTIC is the cha
racteristic on the basis of which (or by which) the 
universe is assorted. 

Esample.-Consider the universe of the boys in a 
class-room. Use height as the characteristic of assortment. 
Let us assume that the height of every boy is between 50 
and 65 inches. Put into one group all the boys who are 
above SO but not above 51. Put into another group those 
that are above S1 but not above 52, and so on. Then the 
number of groups will be 15 or less. Let us assume that 
there are 15 groups. · 

These 15 groups can be arranged among themselves 
(ranked) in several ways, e.g., in ascending. order of height, 
in descending order or so that the group having the greatest 
height is in the centre and those on either side of it in· 
descending order as we proceed away from it, and so on. 
Let us assume that the groups are arranged in ascending 
order of height. Then each group is r;mked. 

Now there are 151 ''1X2><3X.4XSX6Xl X8X9X.l0 
lXllX12X.13Xl4Xl5) possible ways of arranging the 
groups among themselves. Thus, while only on.e divis<on 
by height is possible, there are 151 (-1,307,674,368,000) 
possible assortments. 

Similarly, every different division of a universe 
will give rise to several assortments of it. 
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A Cuss is a ranked group. 
An AllllAY is the sequence of the classes of a 

unive.rse arranged among themselves according to 
their ·ranks. 

A UNITARY Cuss is a class which comprises 
QJ~e and only one entity. 
: A MuLTIPLE Cuss is a class which comprises 
two or more entities. 

Consider the classes in any particular array : some may 
be unitary and some multiple. 

Consider any one multiple class. Look upon it as a 
univuse. Assort it into classes by a further characteristic. 
These classes will now fonn another array. The classes, 
the array itself, each of the arrays similarly derived from 
the other multiple classes of the original uni~rse. and each 
class of each of such arrays may be said to be of SECOND 
OmlER (with respect to the original universe). The words 
within brackets will henceforward be understood. 

In the same way each of the first set of classes of the 
original universe and its array may be said to be of FiliST 
OIIDu and the original universe itself may be said to be a 
claSs of Zuo ORDER. 

Further assort each multiple class of the second order 
by further characteristics. This will give rise to classes 
and arrays of Tamn OIIDER. 

This process continued will give rise to classes and 
arrays of higher and higher orders till no multiple class is 
left. · 

Then the assortment may be said to be CoM
PLETE. This process of progressive assortment, as 
well as its result, may be called CoMPLETE AssoRT
MENT. 

The classes belonging to one and the same 
'Array may be called Co-oRDINATE CLAssEs. 

S11 the diagram on p. 2 for examples. 
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The ORDER of a CLAss may be defined by the 
number of successive characteristics used to derive 
that class from an Qriginalllliliverse. 

The ORDER of an AIIRAY may be taken to be 
the same as that of the classes that form it. 

The IMMEDIATE UNIVERSE of a class of given 
order is that class of the next smaller order from 
which it has been derived. 

The IMMEDIATE UNIVERSE of an array of given 
order is that class of the next smaller order from 
which it has been derived. 

Any class of any order may be considered a class of 
the first order of its immediate universe. The latter class 
(the immediate universe) may in its tum be considered a 
class of the first order of its own immediate universe. This 
last immediate universe may then be considered the imme
diate universe of the second remove of the class with 
which we started. In the same way, we can define the 
immediate universe of the third remove, fourth remove 
and so on. until we reach the original universe. 

Classes which are of the same order but are 
not co-ordinate may be called CoLLATERAL CLASSES. 

Arrays of the same order may be called CoLLA-
TERAL A.RRAYS. . 

A class may be said to be SuBORDINATE to its 
Immediate Universe of any remove. 

See the diagram on p. 2 for examples. 
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A CHAIN is a sequence of classes made up of 
any given class, its immediate universe, its imme
diate universe of the second remove, of the third 
remove, etc. A chain may he arrested at any stage, 
short of the original universe concerned. 

Example.-In the diagram on p. 2, the classes marked 
11, 113, 1132, 11322 and 113221 form a chain. 

It is obvious that no two classes of a chain can be of 
the same order. 

THE FIRST LINK of a chain is the class of the 
lowest order comprised in it. 

The LAST LINK of a chain is the class of the 
highest order comprised in it. 

Example.-In the example of chain cited above, class 
11 is the first link and class 11322 is the last link. 

The ORDER of a chain is the order of its first 
link. 

Example.-In our example the order of the chain is 2 
since the order of class 11 (its first link) is 2. 

A PRIMARY CHAIN is a chain of zero order, 
i.e., a chain whose first link is an original universe . 

.ExomplA-ln the diagram of p. 2, the chain whose 
successive classes are 0, 3 and 32 is a primary chain. It 
will be seen that there are many other primary chains in 
the diagram. 

A LoosE CHAIN is a chain whose last link is a 
unitary class. 

Esomple.-ln the diagram of p. 2, the unitary classes 
are marked E, since each of them contains only one entity. 

The classes marked 3, 32, 322 form a loose chain. 
A CoMPLETE CHAIN is a loose primary chain. 

E-ple.-In the diagram of p. 2, the classes 0, 3, 32, 
322 and 3222 form a complete chain. 

It is obvious that there is only one class (an origuw 
universe) that can be the first link of a complete chain. 
But any one of the entities of a universe may be the last 
liuk of a chain. Thus the number of complete chains 
pos51ble is the number of entities In a uninrse. 
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To INDIVIDUALISE the entities of a universe is 
to separate them and arrange them in a definite 
order (:RANK THEM). 

A complete assortment individualises the enti
ties of a universe. 

Consider a class of the nth order which has rank "• 
in its- array and the primary chain of which it is the last 
link. Consider the successive classes in this chain begin
ning from the original universe. Suppose the class of the 
first order in the chain has rank a,. in its array, the class 
of the second order in the chain has rank a2 in its array 
. . . . . • • , the class of the ( n·l) th order in the chain 
has rank a .. " in its array. Then the class of the nth order 
in question may be said to have, in the assortment as a whole, 
ranka1 of the first order, rank a2 of the secrind order ... 
_. • • rank a •·• of the ( n-1) th order and rank a. of the 
nth order or to be more compact ( a1 a2 a3 • • • a.) may 
be taken to be the MEASUIIE OF rrs RANK.· This number may 
be considered a pure decimal fraction ( ie., as if there were 
a decimal point before a 1 ): -

Consider a complete assortment. Consider the last 
links of the complete chains {the individual entities. of a 
unive,rse). Tbey wiU stand arranged according to the 
measures of their ranks. Take an entity a. Suppose it is 
of order n. Suppose it~~ rank a,. of the first order, a 2 of 
the second order, etc. • • . . • • • and a • of the nth order. 
Then the decimal fraction (a1 aa a3 •••••••• a_ ) may be 
taken as the measure of the -rank of the entity a in the 
complete assortment. 

It is now obvious that no two measures of rank 
will be equal and that the mea911res of rank of all 
entities taken together will have a definite ordinal 
relation among themselves. 

Thus a CoMPLETE AssoRTMENT may be defined 
as the process of arranging .all the entities of a uni
verse, entity by entity, in a definite order, i.e., giv
ing a different rank to each of them. 

CoMPLETE AssoRTMENT may also be used to 
denote the state of entities so ranked and arranged. 
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A ScHEME OF AssoRTMENT means a statement 

(1) the characteristic used; in conjunction 
with, 

(2) their sequence; and 
(3) the mode of ranking of classes in each 

array that arises in the progress to
wards aomplete assortment of an 
original universe. 

By varying the «heme of a.uorlment it may be IXlssible 
to vary the ctmoplete a.ssortmeHJ. 

While the number of ~plete a.ssorimmts of a uni-
' verse is limited (viz., nl if the universe contains 11 entities), 

the number of schemes of assortment may be far greater. 
Thus it is possible for two or more different schemes of 
assortment to give one and the same complete assortment. 

An AssociATED ScHEME OF AssoRTMENT of a 
·given complete assortment is any of the schemes of 
assortment which gives the complete assortment in 
question, which in turn may be called the AssociAT
ED COMPLETE ASSORTMENT of the scheme of assort
ment in question. 

Exomple.-Let us consider the simple case of a class
room of 4 boys ; 24 complete assortments of these boys are 
possible. 

Let us take their names to be Gopu, Ramu, Seenu and 
Yogu. 

Let us also assume that 
Gopu is short, fair and light (in weight) ; 
Ramu is tall, fair and heavy (in weight) ; 
~u is tall, dark and very heavy; and 
Y ogu is short, dark and very light. 

Now there are four characteristics available for arri~
ing at a complete assortment of the four boys. 

Let ua consider a few of the possible schemes of assort
mmts and the associated complete assortments. 

S cltt'ffte 1. Characteristic: name. Ranking: alpha-
3 
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betical. The associated complete assortment: Gopu, Ramu, 
Seenu, Yogu. + 

Solleme 2. Characteristic: weight. Ranking: des
cending order of weight. The associated complete assort
ment: Seenu, Ramu, Gopu, Yogu. 

Scheme 3. Characteristic: weight. Ranking: very 
light, very heavy, heavy, light. The associated complete 
assortment: Yogu, Seenu, Ramu, Gopu. 

Scheme 4:-
( 1) Characteristic: Height. Ranking: Descending 

order of height. 
(2} Characteristic: Colour. Ranking: Dark and 

fair for the tall and fair .and dark for the short. 
The associated complete assortment: Seenu, Ramu, 

Gqpu, Yogu. 
Scheme 5·:-

{11) Characteristic: Colour. Ranking: Fair, dark. 
{2) Characteristic: Name. Ranking: AlphabeticaL 

The associated complete assortment: Gopu, Ramu, 
Seenu, Yogu. 

Scheme 6:-
(1} Characteristic; Height. Ranking: Descending 

order of height. . 
(2) (a) For the tall:~ 

Characteristic: Colour. Ranking: Dark, fair.· 
(b) For the short:-

Characteristic': Name. Ranking: Alphabetical 
The associated complete assortment :-Seenu, Ramu, 

Gopu, Yogu. 
·we can improvise several other schemes with the 

given attributes, by varying the succession of characteristics 
and the ranking in each array. We can also increase the 
number of schemes by introducing other independent 
characteristics. 

In the examples given, 
Schemes 1 tmd 5 give the same complete assortment. 
Schemes 2, 4 and 6 give the same complete assortment, 

but different from that of schemes 1 and 5. 
Schtme 3 gives a third kind of complete assortment. 
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Con!tider any array and its immediate universe. 
Each class of the array will contain one or more 
entities. Before their assortment, they will aU 
have been comprised in their common immediate 
universe. Into this immediate IUiliverse intro
duce the immediate udiverse itself as an 
additional entity. This additional entity may 
be called its PsEuDO-ENTITY. We shall assume 
that it possesses no attribute in common with any 
other entity of its class. 

A class which is enriched by the addition of a 
Pseudo-entity may be called an AMPLIFIED CLAss. 

In the assortment of such an amplified class, 
its pseudo-entity will form a unitary class and may 
be called a PsEuDO-CLAss. 

Make its rank smaller than that of any other 
class in the array produced by the assortment. 
This may be done by making the rank of the pseudo
class :zero. 

Example.-Iu the diagram of p. 2, a few pseudo
classes, 00, 140, 30, 320, arc shown by dotted lines. 

Any loose chain whose last link is a pesudo
class may be called a PSEUDO-CHAIN. 

Any loose chain whose last link is a pseudo
class may be called a CoMPLE"I'E PSEUDO-CHAIN. 

Amplify each multiple class in each array by 
the addition of its pseudo-entity. Amplify the 
original universe also by its pseudo-entity. Then 
the result will be as if the original universe were 
amplified with as many pseudo-entities as there are 
multiple classes. The original universe so ampli
fied may be called a CoMPLETELY AMPLIFIED 
ORIGINAL UNIVERSE. 

It is also obvious that every multiple class that 
arises in the process of assortment of a completely 
amplified original universe will be a CoMPLETELY 
AMPLIFIED CLAss, in the sense that it will comprise 
all the pseudo-classes possible to it. 
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A FILIATORY ARRANGEMENT of the entities of 
a universe is a complete assortment of that original 
universe completely amplified. 

Let us examine in what essential respects a 
filiat.ory ~ement will differ from a complete 
assorl?ment of a given universe. 

~ One obvious difference is that whereas a com
plete assortment merely separates the entities of a 
il.llliverse and ranks each of them (arranges them 
in a definite order), the corresponding filiatory 
arrangement introduces into the sequence the dif
ferent ckMses that were formed in the process of 
complete assortment. Further, these classes are 
not interpolated among the entities at random but 
each has a unique position. 

The peculiarities of this unique 'positioning of the 
classes may be visualised in two ways. 

FAMILY OF SIDDHAS 

First, let the original universe (the class of zero order) 
be the ancestor of a family of beings (known as Siddhas 
in India) several g~erations of whom are alive at the sam~ 
time with him. 

Then a chain of classes corresponds with the beings in 
one line of descent (a set of .lineal kinsmen). 

An array is a set of brQthers (a fraternity). The 
immediate universe of the array is the father of the frater
nity. 

Assume that every being bas either no son or more 
than one son. Call a being with no son a ttOt!-fath". As
sume also that the brothers in any fraternity are ranked 
in descending order of age. 

Then an entity or a unitary class or a loose link of a 
chain (which are the same) correspoods with the members of 
the family who are fWfl-'/athers. 

The order of classes corresponds with the order of 
generations. 
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Suppose the members of the family are to be arranged 
in a line according to their degree of l'elationship. To put 
each father close to his sons and them together would be 
ideal. But obviously we cannot do so for all fraternities, 
since the members of some fraternities have their own 
children and in remaining with them are necessarily sepa
rated from their brothers. 

Now it will be assumed that persons have more attach
ment to their own lineal descendants than to their brothers 
or to the lineal descendants of their brothers. Then a 
reasonable compromise will be that the degree to which the 
wish of any father and his family to be together (the sons 
arranged according to age) is satisfied is made to vary with 
the generation to which the famil~ belongs. The later the 
generation, the closer must the brothers be, the earlier the 
generation, the more willing should the brothers be to be 
separated from each other by their descendants. In other 
words, it should be secured that no two lineal groups get 
intermingled. Also, if we ignore, for the moment, the 
presence of the descendants of the members of any frater
nity, the members of that fraternity should be in order of 
age with their father at their head. Of course the ancestor 
wiU be at the head of all. 

·Such an arrangement is the best arrangement of the 
ancestor in relation with all his descendants or the FILIA· 
TORY ARRANGEMENT of the family. 

It will be seen that the Gt~Cestor represents the origiMl 
""'"".sw and the fathers, the various classes. 
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· Alternatively, each multiple class of any array of any 
order, including the original universe, may be considered as 
a sorting box. The multiple classes constitute the differ
ent sorting boxes used in the complete assortment of the 
universe (i.e., the group of sorting boxes through one or 
more of which each entity of the universe has to pass be
fore attaining its rank in the final arrangement). 

Mark the boxes with distinctive symbols. Whenever 
an entity is put mto a box, let it acquire the symbol of that 
box. 

An entity is said to be a RELATED ENTITY with refer
ence to a given box, if it passes through that box in the 
course of complete assortment. 

An entity which is not a related entity is a STRANGER 
ENTITY with reference to a given box. 

Similarly, a box is said to be a RELATED Box ·with 
reference to a given entity, if the entity l'asses through it 
in the course of complete assortment. · 

A box which is not a ~ted box is a STRANGER Box 
with reference to a given entity. 

Two boxes are said to be RELATED BoXES if they have 
a common related entity and STRANGER BoXES if they have 
not. · 

It is obvious that the box corresponding to an origimil 
universe will have no stranger entity or stranger box and 
that an entity and a box, or a box and a box, will be related 
if they lie on a chain, ie., if ~ey have 141Ce41 kinship. 

Assume that 
(I) all the entities are equal in size; and 
(2) the size of each sorting box is just that which is 

necessary: and sufficient to hold all the entities 
that it must receive during sorting of the enti
ties of an original universe. 

When the entities are completely assorted all the sort
ing boxes willl be empty. It will be seen that the empty 
boxes correspond with pseudo-entities. 

Arrange all. the entities m a line in accordance with 
their final rank in the complete assortment Let the empty 
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boxes be arranged among the entities in the following 
way:--

Consider any box. It will be seen that the entities re
lated to it will be contiguous (i.e., no entity which is stranger 
to it will lie between the entities related with it). Place 
the box just before the first of its related entities. When 
every box has been so placed it may happen that two or more 
boxes lie side by side. Then they will necessarily be of 
different capacity. Arrange them in descending order of 
capacity. When all the boxes are so ranked each entity 
acquires a new rank. 

This arrangement implies 
( 1) that no box will be posterior in rank to any of 

its related entities; 
(2) that no box will be posterior in rank to any 

smaller related box ; 
( 3) that the box correspondirig with the original 

universe wiD rank first ; 
( 4) that the last place will be occupied by an entity 

and not by a box; and 
( 5) that, if we start from a box and proceed along 

tbe line, we shall meet with no box or entity 
stranger to it until we have passed the last of 
its related entities. 

There is also a sixth implication which the following 
may make clear. 

CoLLECTING TBB ENTITIES 

Collect all the entities into the biggest box at the head 
of the line, proceeding systematically as follows:-

Locate the last box in the line, pick out in their order 
each of the entities posterior to it and put them into the 
box until it is full. The number of entities J;!OSterior to it 
wiD be just enough to fill it, or more than enough, but never 
Jess than enough. 

Then take the empty box prior to the last. Pick out in 
their order, each of the entities posterior to it and put them 
into it until it is full. If the box first filled is reached 
before the second box is full, there will be enough space in 
the RCODd to empty into it the whole content of the other. 
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Further there will be posterior to the second box either 
enough or more than enough entities (either stray or in a 
61led up box) to fill that second box. 

Again take the next prior empty box. Fill it up as 
before with the entities posterior to it. If a filled box is 
reached before this third box is full, there will be enough 
space in it to receive the whole content of the filled box. 

If this is done with every box, at the penultimate stage 
the first box will be empty and the line will contain some 
filled and some empty boxes and some stray entities. 

TilE ULTIMATE STAGE. 

At the ultimate stage, all the boxes but the first will be 
empty, the first will be full and there will be no stray en
tity. In other words, all entities will have been collected 
into the first box, which is the biggest and which corre
sponds with the original universe. 

The arrangement proposed implies that 
( 1) no entity will pass through a stranger box ; 
(2) every box when it is full will contain all its re

lated entities ; · 
( 3) no box will receive a stranger entity ; 
( 4) no filled box will be emptied into a smaller or 

a stranger box ; ·. · 
( 5) no box will receive the content of a bigger or a. 

stranger box ; and 
"( 6) when a box is ·full all its related smaller boxes 

will be empty. 
This arrangement of entities and boxes (pseudo-entities 

or the classes that arise in the process of complete assort
ment) shows the kind of coherenoe implied by jiliatory 
tm'all{ffmmt. 
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In this general theory the concept of pseudo
entity (an empty box) may appear artificial. But 
in book classification there will be books corre
sponding with each pseudo-entity (empty box). 

In other words, the universe of knowledge as 
embodied in books is a cmnpletely tJtmjJlified universe. 

Let us now compare the relation of a complete assorl
me~~t of a given universe with its filiDtory. Mt'M<gement. We 
have remarked that the 61iatory arrangement of a universe 
comprises the entities and the classes derived by the process 
of complete assortment in a coh"em or ji/ia(ory order. If we 
remove all the classes from the 61iatory arrangement and 
retain only the entities, we get a complete assortment. 

Now considerations of symmetry suggest examination 
of a third kind of arrangement-that which arises when 
we remove from the filiatory arrangement all the entities 
and retain only the classes. Then we shall have an arrange
ment comprising only the classes arranged in a coh.ermt or 
jiliotory order. 

This third arrangement may be called a 
SCHEME OF CLASSIFICATION. 

. It is easy to see that any given sc.heme of 
ossorlment gives rise to a definite os.rocioted com
plete a.s.rortmetll as well as to definite os.r.ociated 
schetne of classificotW1n.. 

Also by f!OTyi'$[1 the scheme of assortment, we 
can get different schemes (}j da.ssification. 
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A ScHEME OF CLASSIFICATION may be defined 
as a statement showing a coherent or filiatcwy 
arrangement of the classes that arise in the course 
of the complete assortment of a given universe. 

A scheme of classification, therefore, implies 
(1) that there is an associated scheme of assort

ment, i.e.-
( a) a statement of the succession of characteristics 

used in -the course of the complete assort
ment; 

(b) a scheme of ranking adopted for the classes 
in an:r. array that may arise in the course 
of the complete assortment; 

(2) that the classes belonging to any array lie ranked 
continuously with their common immediate 
universe (if we ignore the presence of the 
classes of the lower order which are lineally 
related to them) ; and · 

(3) that any class in ):he statement has immediately 
next to it:-
all the classes belonging to all the chains of 

which it is the first link, no class belotiging 
to any other chain intervening, 

or in other words . . 
that any class has immediately next to it 

all the classes of lower order which are lineally 
related to it, no· class of a lower order not 
lineally related to it nor any class of the 
same or higher order, intervening. 

That is to say 

A scheme of classification involves three con-
cepts:-

( 1) Characteristics; 
(2) Arrays o~ classes; and 
(3) Chains of classes. 
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Although we started with en#itiN, and used successively 
the ideas of unituel'se, ~qmplete dWisitm, complete as.rcwt
mml and filiatory arrangeme11t of a universe before reach
ing the idea of a scheme of classification, a scheme of classi
fication or its definition does not explicitlY. refer to entities 
or the number of entities in a universe. 

A scheme of classification states explicitly only 
classes. And definition of a scheme of classifica
tion refers only to classes, characteristics and the 
ranks in each array of classes. 

The advantages of thus eliminating entities and the 
number of entities in a universe will be seen when we deal 
with the theorr of knowledge c;lassification and of book 
classification. 
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The aids necessary to make a scheme of classification 
easily' applicable correspond with the facts that 

( 1) there are classes in the scheme; and 
(2) the classes fall into a unique order or have a 

unique ordinal arrangement. 
The first fact suggests that we must have a set of names 

by which the classes can be denoted. The second fact sug
gests that it will be convenient to have a set of ordinal 
numbers to represent the classes in their order so that the 
ordinal arrangement of any random sample of the classes in 
the scheme may be mechanical (there being no need t& 
remember or consider the exact connotation or denotation 
of the classes in their mutual relation). ' 

This leads us to two additional concepts :
( 1) the terminology of the scheme; and 
(2) its notation. 

The TERMINOLOGY of a scheme of classifica
tion is the system of terms used flo denute or name 
the classes of the scheme. 

The NoTATION of a scheme of classification is 
the system of ordinal numbers used to represent- the 
classes of the scheme. · 

The CLAss NuMBER of a class is the ordinal 
number representing 'it· in its position in a scheme 
of classification. 

Another auxiliary necessary" to make a scheme of classi
fication easily applicable is an ALPHABETIC INDEX of the 
terms occurring in the scheme and their equivalents show
ing against each term its class number or class numbers, as 
the case may be. When two or more class numbers are shown 
against a term, there must be an adequate and unambiguous 
indication of the circumstances in which the several class 
numbers are to be used. 
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CLASSIFYING the entities of a universe ordi-
narily implies · 

( 1) the presence and the adoption of a 
scheme of classification applicable to 
the universe; · 

(2) the implicit or explicit indication of the 
associated succession of characteris
tics; 

(3) the assignment of each entity to the 
appropriate class of the scheme of 
classification by ascertaining the way 
in which each of the characteristics 
of the scheme is shared by it; and 

( 4) the assignment of the appropriate class 
number to each entity. 

It will be seen later that, when the universe is 
one of knowledge or books, classifying may also 
imply the creation of new classes in accordance with 
set rules of practice and the location of the same 
in appropriate places in the scheme of classification, 
be~ore the assignment of some of the entities to 
their appropriate classes. 



2. GENERAL THEORY 
CANONS OF CLASSIFICATION 

Char.acteristics, Arrays mul Chains 
A ili;eory of classification must determine the 

principles and procedure by: whicli two different 
schemes of classification of one and the same uni
verse may be compared with regard to their suit
ability or efficiency. Even apart from comparison 
such principles and procedure will make possible 
evaluation of the soundness and usefulness of any 
given scheme of classification. Mr. Sayers has 
invented the phrase CANONS OF CLASSIFICATION to 
denote such principles. 

In this and the next chapter, we shall enunciate the 
general canons of classification pertaining to the general 
theory of classification and reserve to later chapters the 
additional special canons, if an;t, that may be indicated by 
special theories of classification such as those of knowledge 
classification and book d~fication. 

FUNDAMENTAL CATEGORIES 

The general ct:IJJWnS dj classification may be 
developed in five groups, in relation to the following 
five concepts or fundamental categories involved in 
a scheme of classification:-

( 1) Associated scheme of characteristics; 
(2) Any array of classes; 
( 3) Any chain of classes; 
(4) Terminology; and 
(5) Notation. 
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Asscciated Scheme of Cthtwacteristics. 
The associated scheme of characteristics and 

each characteristic of the scheme should satisfy the 
following canons:-

DIFFERENTIATION 

( 1} Each characteristic used should be an 
attribute that differentiates, i.e., one which gives 
rise at least to two classes. 

This may be referred to as the CANON OF 

DIFFERENTIATION. 

This has been already enunciated, when characteristic 
was defined. The necessary exatn(lles also were given at 
that stage. -

CoNCOMITANCE 

(2) No two characteristics should be con
comitant. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
CoNCOMITANCE. 

It is obvious that the use of a concomitant attribute is 
futile. This has also been pointed out already. 

RELEVANCE 

( 3} Each characteristic should be relevant 
AD the purpose of classification. 

This may be referred to as the CANoN of 
RELEVANCE. 

&ompk.s:-
1. Taking the universe as the boys in a class room, 

( l} If the purpose of classification is to divide the 
boys into convenient graded groups for 
tutorial work. 

Mother tongue, intelligence, and extent of 
knowledge may be relevant characteris
tics; 
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Height, colour, handwriting, physical 
strength, wealth, mode of dressing hair 
and nature of clothing may not be 
relevant characteristics. • 

'(2) If the purpose of classification is to divide the 
boys into convenient graded groups for phy-
sical game, · 

Height, physical strength, and age may be 
relevant characteristics; but 

Colour, extent of knowledge, handwriting, 
ancestry, wealth, mode of dressing hair 
and nature of clothing maY. not be 
relevant characteristics. 

(3) If the purpose of classification is to divide 
the bop into convenient graded groups for 
answering matrimonial queries from out
side, 

Colour, mother tongue, ancestry, wealth, 
age and horoscope may be relevant 
characteristics; but handwriting, mode 
of dressing hair and method of clothing 
may not· be relevant characteristics. 

II. Taking the universe of books, 
{ 1) If the purpose of classification is to suit the 

needs of printerS; 
Typography, leading, margin, illustrations' · 

and paper may be relevant characteris
tics. 

(2) If the purpose of, classification is to suit the 
needs of binders ; 

Thread and tape used for stitching, ~le 
of stitching boards used, covering 
material used and tooling may be rele
vant characteristics. 

:l3) If the purpose of classification is to suit the 
needs of the readers in a library; 

Subject matter, language, date of publi
cation and author may be relevant 
characteristics. 
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Too KANY llELEVANT ONES 

The number of characteristics relevant to the purpose 
of classification are usually many. Practical considerations 
1lowever would restrict us to the inclusion of just a few 
of them only in the Associated Scheme of Characteristics. 
Further, it may also happen that the Scheme o£ Classifica
tion becomes as <efficient as it can be even without giving 
us an opportunity to employ all the relevant characteristics. 
If then there is need for a selection of just a few only of 
the possible ~elevant characteristics, it follows that we can 
construct different Schemes of Characteristics and they may 
yield different Associated Schemes of Classification for one 
and the same universe. All these Schemes of Classifica· 
tion may not be equally heiP.ful to the purpose in view. 

GENIVII AND Fail! 

This naturally raises the question, how to select ju.~t 
those relevant characteristics for the construction of the 
Associated Scheme of Characteristics that will give us the 
most satisfactory Scheme of Qassification. There can be 
no definite answer to this question. Obviously there can 
be no o J!riori rules as to how we may hit upon the most 
helpful characteristics. Generally, it dq~ends on genius, 
except that, other things being equal, we can say that he, 
who has more knowledge and more experience, is more 
likely to have the flair to reject the less helpful character
istics. 

( 4) Each characteristic should be definitelY. 
ascertainable. · 

This may be referred·to as the CANON of 
ASCERTAIN ABILITY. 

Unless this test is satisfied, it will be difficult to use 
the characteristic. To give a ridiculous example, the date 
of death is a characteristic of the persons in a group, as 
there is next to no probability for all the persons to die on 
the same date. But, ~~ is not definitely ascertainable. 

5 
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(5) Each characteristic should be definable 
and should endure unchanged, as long as there is 
no change in the purpose of the classification. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of PER: 

MANENCE. 

Unless this test is satisfied, confusion will be caused 
whenever a characteristic undergoes a change in an entity. 
Such a change may lead to the shifting of the entity to a 
new class and consequently the classes themselves will 
undergo a change. 

uamples;-
1. Imagine the result of using colour as a charac~ 

teristic for classifying chameleons! We often experience a 
similar difficulty in classifying politicians by their political 
complexion or their party affinity I 

PERIODICALS, 

2. To take some examples from the universe of 
books, it has been the tradition to' divide periodicals into 
two classes-those that are published by Learned Societies 
being put in one class and those that are not so published 
into another class. This haS led to not a little difficulty in 
libraries. As has been fully discussed in the Classified 
catalogue code' J!eriodicals um!ergo frequent changes in the 
authority or agency publishing .them. For instance,-

( i) The periodical M edicallibrary which had been 
running its course from .1~ without a "learned" godfather, 
was taken over in 1890 as its official organ by the American 
Electrotherapeutic Association"which was just then.founded. 

( ii) Here is another ·example from India. The 
Joui'Wll of Indian botany was launched as a private con
cern at Madras in September, 1919. It was the property 
of a private individual Mr. T. R D. Bell, late Chief Con
servator of Forests, Bombay. In 1920, the Indian Bota
nical Society came into existence. At a meeting held on 
February 3rd, 1922, it was decided that the Journal should 
be taken as the property and official organ of the Society. 

> Ranganathan (S.R.), C/a.rsified tatalogt~e todr. 1934. 
(Madras Library Association Publication Series, 4.) 
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In fact, with the second issue of V. 3, it became the official 
organ of that Learned Body. 

(iii) Here is another example belonging to the 
universe of periodicals in Physics. The following extract 
from the first page of the first volume of the second series 
of the PhysictU review will make clear how the character
istic under consideration underwent a change in January, 
1913. "With the present number the American Physical 
Society takes o~r the Phykal review • • • . In so doing 
the Society wishes to give expression to its deep apprecia
tion of the great service done to physics and pP.ysicists in 
America by the editors who, in July-August, 1893, put 
forth the first number of a new journal . • • . During nearly 
twenty years the original editors have carried on the 
arduous task of maintaining this journal on a high standard. 
• • . • The former editors have now thought best to com
plete their task by transferring their control to the Ameri
can Physical Society, and the Physical review now be
comes, the Journal of that Society." 

In the Madras University Library, which has about 
1,600 periodicals, the difficulty caused by such cases of 
change of characteristic was so pronounced that the library 
has now decided to give up this characteristic of classifi
cation and to put both kinds of periodicals in one and the 
same class. 

POETJ.Y. 

3. Here is !lnother example from the universe of 
books, belonging to the category, poetry. 

Form is one of tbe commonest attributes used in the 
classification of literature. In fact, poetry itself is a form 
division of literature. Let us consider tbe further divi
sion of poetry on tbe basis of the same characteristic form. 
Here is a typical pronouncement. With regard to poetry, 
form is used in ways not only divergent but also contradic
tory. And all the ways are in turn justili.a.ble.• 

In English poetry the forms change through different 
causes.• Form in poetry is often merely an &SJ!eet. some-

• Mil (W.P.): Fo"" a ~J!k U. ~H,_. 19,?.3. P. 95, 
1 ll>i<l. P. ISIP. • 
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thing one takes for convenience of understanding and then 
lets go.~ Opinion changes frequently regarding the forms 
of poetry such as lyric, narrative, ode, elegy, sontfet, epic 
and so on. To his own 11intem Abbey, Wordsworth added 
the note "I have not ventured to call this Poem an Ode". 
ProbablY. be thought of it as nearer to lyric. 

The result of this lack of definability of the form
characteristic is that in most of the schemes of classifica
tion, no attempt is made to classify poems into different 
forms. In other words, "form" is not used as a character
istic to divide or classify the universe of poems. This 
practice is in conformity with canon 5. 

1 KER (W. P.): Form and sl~l~ in /)oetry. 1928. P. 286. 
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(6) The sequence in which the characteris
tics of the scheme are to be used should be relevant 
to the purpose of classification. 

This may be referred to as the CANoN of 
RELEVANT SEQUENCE. 

Exampk.r:-
1. Take the problem of classifying the boys in a 

class room for matrimonial purposes. Let us assume, for 
definiteness, that they are aU Hindu boys. Then the fol
lowing sequence of the relevant characteristics may be con
sidered relevant :-

Mother tongue, Ancestry, Horoscope, Wealth, Age 
and Colour. 

Suppose that the families with mother tongue B give 
more weight to wealth than to horoscope and more weight 
to horoscope than to ancestry and that in language C, 
colour is igoored but otherwise the same sequence as B 
is preferred, then the relevant succession of characteristics 
will have to be stated as follows:-

First characteristic: Mother tongue. 
Further characteristics:-

( o) For mother tongues other than B and C, 
ancestry, horoscope, wealth, age and colour. 

(b) For mother tongue B, wealth, horoscope, 
ancestry, age and colour. 

(c) For mother tongue C, wealth, horoscope, 
ancestry and age. 

2. Let us take an example from the universe of 
books. According to the scheme of Colon Classification, 
Organ as well as Problem is used as characteristics both 
in Medicine and in Zoology. But in Medicine, Organ 
occurs before Problem whereas in Zoology, Problem occurs 
before Organ. This variation in the sequence of the two 
characteristics is made in the light of the primary lines of 
specialisation which obtain in the two subjects and of what 
is felt to be a comfortable order by the readers of the books 
in these two subjects, 
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3. Both in the Decimal Oassification and in the 
Colon Oassification, Problem and Substance are used as 
characteristics in classifying Chemistry. Both the schemes 
agree that putting the Problem characteristic before the 
Substance characterisnc is demanded by the purpose of 
classifying books in Chemistry in a library. 

4. In the Decimal Oassification, Language, Form, 
Period and Author are the four characteristics used in 
classifying literature. There are twenty-four different 
sequences in which these four characteristics can be used. 
But the Decimal Oassification has rightly chosen the 
sequence, Language, Form. Period and Author, as most 
relevant to the purpose of the classification of books, which 
is the convenience of the readers. 

5. Similarly, in the Colon Oassification, Language, 
Form, Author and Work are the four characteristics used 
in classifying literature. Out of the twenty-four different 
sequences available, the Scheme has fixed the sequence, 
Language, Form, Author and Work, as the most relevant 
order. The implications of this choice in shelf-arrange
ment are discussed fully in that Scheme.• 

• Ranganalhan (S.R.) : Co/.,. classification. 1933. (Madras 
Library As.sociation Publication Series, 3.) Rule 701 and the com
mentary on it. 
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(7) The characteristics of the scheme and 
the sequence in wlhich they are to be used should be 
fixed and consistently adhered to. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
CoNSISTENCY. 

This canon requires consistency not only in the charac
teristics used but also in the sequence in which they are 
used. It is obvious that lack of consistency will lead to 
chaos and de£ eat the purpose of classification. 

It may be possible to find any number of characteristics 
to make up an associated scheme of characteristics. As 
we have seen already a selection of them will be sufficient 
for the purpose of classification. Practical convenience also 
will make us restrict the selection to as few of them as 
possible. If it is a question of choosing a few and not all 
the available characteristics, the choice of those few that 
are most helpful is a matter of flair. Decision as to the 
number chosen is also a matter of flair. Once the choice 
and the decision with regard to their sequence are made, we 
should not deviate from them. Let us take a few 
examples:-

1. For the universe of books in history, the Decimal 
Oassification has chosen the Geographical and the Period 
characteristics as the only necessary characteristics and bas 
decided their sequence as Geographical and Period. Those 
that use the Decimal Oassification should not change this 
decision from time to time. They should adhere to the 
decision consistently. 

2. For the same universe, the Colon Oassification has 
chosen three characteristics instead of two. They are the 
Geographical, the Point of view and tbe Period charac
teristics. The scheme has also decided the above as the 
most relevant sequence.• Those that use the Colon Oassi
ncation should adhere to these decisions consistently. 
Otherwise, confusion will arise. 

• Ranpnathan (S.R.): Col"" <W.ft{icolitnt. Rules 80 and 
801. 
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Each array of classes in a scheme of classifi
cation should satisfy the following canons:-

ExHAUSTIVENESS 

( 1) The classes in any arr3(Y of classes should 
be totally exhaustive of their common immediate 
universe. 

This may be referred to as the CANoN of 
ExHAUSTIVENESS. 

This means, that every entity comprised in the imme
diate universe should find a place in one of the classes in 
the array derived from the immediate universe. This is 
always possible. The real value of the canon consists in 
drawing our attention to the need for examining if the 
enumeration of classes in the array has been correctly 
completed. 

1. To take an example, let us consider the universe of 
rational numbers. Let the characteristic used be the re
mainder that is left by diViding a number of the universe 
by 2. It is obvious that the remainder may be 0 or 1 or 
a fraction. If we enumerate i:he classes of the array merely 
as 'odd numbers" aod "even numbers" -as one is likely 
to be tempted to do on account 9£ their mtimate association 
w1.th division by 2---, the classes in the array will not be 
totally exhaustive of the universe in question. The least · 
that should be done to n:'ake them totally exhaustive is to 
introduce at least one more class into the array under the 
name "Mixed or pure fractional numbers". 

2. As another example, we may cite a pract'ice that 
obtains in Decimal Qassification. Throughout the class 
literature, a class entitled "Minor poets" or "Minor drama
tists" or "Mmor writers" comes after the enumeration of 
certain individual authors. Such a provision of residual 
classes under the caption "other" can also be seen scattered 
throughout the scheme of Decimal Classification. 

3. The Colon Qassification employs the concepts of 
"open arrays" and "octave notation" to meet this canon. 
This will be explained in a later chapter. 
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(2) The classes in an array of classes should 
be mutually exclusive. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of Ex
CLUSIVENESS. 

This means that no entity comprised in the immediate 
universe can belong to more than one class of the array. Ia 
other words, no two classes of the array can overlap or have 
an entity in common. 

This condition will be automatically satisfied if we 
follow the instruction that the classes of an array are to 
be derived from its immediate universe on the basis of a 
single characteristic. 

To show that it is possible to construct an array with
out adhering to a single characteristic, an example may be 
given. We may divide the universe of professors into the 
array compming the classes "mathematicians," "physicists," 
etc., and "dull lecturers.'' "brilliant lecturers," etc. The 
earlier set of classes are formed by using the subject they 
profess as the characteristic, while the later classes are 
formed on the basis of their rhetorical ability as the charac
teristic. It is obvious that each professor will fall into 
two classes of the array so formed and that the canon will be 
violated. 
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(3) The order of the cla,sses in any array 
should be according to some convenient principle 
and not ar~itrary, wherever insistence on one prin
ciple does not violate other more important require
ments. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
HELPFUL ORDER. 

Various principles may be available for fixing the 
order of classes. 

QUANTITATIVE ORDER 

( i) If the characteristic used for the formation of the 
classes admits of quantitive measurement, the order of the 
classes may be in the ascending order of the measure in 
which the classes share the characteristic. 

Ezamples:-
1. If the universe under consideration comprises 

the boys in a class room and the classification-characteristic 
is age, it is convenient to arrange the age-classes in: ascend
ing order of the age rather than to arrange them in any 
random order. 

2. In classifying the universe "Geometry" on the 
basis of the dimension of the space under consideration, 
the Colon Oassificatron arranges the classes in the order, 
Plane, Three dimensions, Four dimensions, Five dimen
sions and n dimensions, i.e., in ~cending order of the 
dimensions of the spaces .. 

DEvEi.oPJIIIEN'I"AL ORDER 

( ii) If the characteristic is of a developmental nature, 
the order of the classes may be parallel to the course of 
development. 

Examplu:-
1. In classif>'in:g the universe "Zoology" on the 

basis of the Nat ural Group as characteristic, the Congress 
Oassilication, the Decimal Oassification as well as the 
Colon Oass'"tfication arrange the resulting classes in the 
developmental order beginning with Protozoa and ending 
with Mammalia. 
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2. In classifying the Universe "Philology" on the 
basis of the "Element" of study as characteristic, the Colon 
Oassification arranges the resulting classes in the order, 
Isolated sounds, Syllables, Words, Phrases, Oauses, 
Sentences, Pieces of composition and Readers as practising 
materials, which is the correct developmental order. 

3. In classifying the umverse "Geography" on the 
basis of the "Problem of study" as the characteristic, the 
Colon Oassification sets down the classes 1n the order, 
Mathematical geography, Physical geography, Bio-geogra
phy, Anthropogeography, Political geography and Econo
mic geography which is an acceptable developmental order. 

SPATUL 011 TIHE Olu>EII 

{ tii) If the classes correspond to phenomena or rela
tions in nature or society wl:iich we have been long accus
tomed to look for in a certain spatial, temporal or other 
rela tiona! order, the classes may be arranged in the same 
familiar order. 

E:ramplts~ 

1. In classifying the member.s of the Solar System, 
the Congress Oassification uses the order, Sun, Mercury, 
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune 
-which is their correct spatial order. 

2. In classifying the universe of the processes in
Yol'l<ed in Laundry, the Decimal Oassification arranges the 
classes in the order, Marking, Washing, Starching, Bluing, 
Drying and Ironing which is the correct time-order. 

3. Let us next give some examples from the Colon 
Oassification. 

(i) In classifying "Syntax" in Philology, the 
classes are arranged in the order, Subject, Adjuncts to the 
Subject, Predicate and Adjuncts to the Predicate, which is 
the correct relational order. 

(Iii) Again, in classifying "Family Ethics", the 
classes are arranged in the order, Husband and Wife, 
Parent and Child, Guardian and Ward, Dependent Rela
ti~s. Other Relatives, Guests and Domestic SCNants, 
which is an acceptable relational order. 
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(iii) In classifying "Contracts" in Law, the 
classes are arranged in the order-capacity, Consideration, 
Formation, Avoidance, Lien, Enforcement and Dissolution 
-which is the correct time-order as well as developmental 
order. 

(iv) In classifying the parts of human body on 
a basis different from regional and functional, the classes 
are arranged in the order--Bones, Muscles, Connective 
Tissues, Skin, Hair, etc.-which is acceptable as a conve~ 
riient spatial order: ' 

4. In classifying "Stratigraphy", the Congress 
Oassification, the Decimal Oassification as well as the 
Colon Oassifi.ca1lion arrange the classes in the order, 
Archaen, Primary or Palaeozoic, Secondary or Mezozoic, 
Tertiary or Cenozoic, Quaternary or Glacial and Recent, 
which at once agrees with all orders--numerical, develop
mental, spatial and temporal. 

CANONICAL 0RDE!I. 

(iv) If the classes are being tradit.ionally referred to 
in a specific order, though no underlying principle is dis
coverable, it will be a convet~ience to conform to this tradi
tional order. It may even happen that no specific charac
teristic can be -isolated as forming the basis of the deriva
tion of the classes, except that the classes may be simply 
the classes into which their immediate universe has been 
traditionally divided. In the Colon Oassification sucli 
classes are known as canpnical divi.!oions and their order 
canonical order. 

The classes of many arrays in almost all schemes of 
classification are arranged only in canonical order. That 
is because, in most cases, the classwcation-characteristic 
does not lead to classes with quantitative ·Or developmental 
or spatial or temporal or any other relational affinity or 
sequence or order. 

Examples:-
CoLoN CLAssiFICATION 

1. In the Colon Oassification the classes in the 
following arrays are only in canonical order:-
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( i) The classes in the first array derived from 
"Mathematics", viz., Arithmetic, Algebra, Analysis, Other 
methods, Trigonometry, Geometry, Mechanics, Potentials, 
Astronomy. 

( ii) The classes in the first array derived from 
"Physics", w., Properties of matter, Sound, Heat, Light, 
Electricity, Magnetism, Cosmic hypotheses. 

(iii) The classes in the first array derived from 
"Geology", viz., Mineralogy, Petrology, Structural geology, 
Dynamic geology, Stratigraphy, Palzontology, Economic 
geology, Cosmic hypotheses. 

(w) The classes of precious stones given under 
"Mineralogy", viz., Diamond, Ruby, SaJ:!phire, Opal, Topaz, 
Spinel, Pearl. 

( v) The classes of physical characters of mine
rals given under "Mineralogy", viz., Density, Hardness, 
Touch, Taste, Smell, Thermal characteristics, Optical pro
perties, Electrical properties, Magnetic properties, Etching. 

( fli) The form classes of "Literature," viz., Poetry, 
Drama, Fiction (including short stories}, Letters {litera
ture written in the form of letters). Orations, Other forms 
of prose, CIJfll/14.. 

DECIMAL Cu.sslFIC.t.TION, 

2. In the Decimal Oassilication the classes in the 
following arrays are onlY. in canonical order. 

(i) The classes of fruits ·in "Agriculture," w, 
Pome fruits, Stone fruits, Citrous fruits, Minor fruits, Nut 
fruits, Palmaceous fruits and small fruits. 

( ii) The classes showing the departments of the 
United States Government, in the subject "Administra
tion,'' w., State department, Treasury department, Interior 
department, Post office department, Justice department, 
War department and Navy department. 

( ii) The classes in the first array derived from 
"Law," w., International law, Constitutional law, Criminal 
law, Martial law, Private law and Church law. 
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( 4) . Whenever the same or similar classes 
occur in different arrays, their orders should be the 
same or similar in all such arrays, wherever insist
ence on such sameness or similarity does not violate 
other more important requirements. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of CoN

SISTENT ORDER. 

Conformity to this canon will be conducive to economy 
of time and of attention or mental energy. It will mini
mise load on. memory both for the classifier and the user. 

It is the first aspect of this canon in the form "arrange 
the same group of classes in the same order, whatever be the 
array in which they occur" that is responsible for certain 
practices in some of the printed schemes of classification. 

SUBJECT CLAssiFICATION 

(I) The Categorical Table of the. Subject Classifica
tion is an iostance in point. In introducing this concept, 
Brown says, "In the absence of a more expressive port
manteau word, 'categorical' is used to denote a table of 
forms, phases, standpoints, qualifications, etc., which apply 
more or less to every subject·or subdivision of a subject. 
It was thought unwise to load tlie Classification Tables them
selves with repetitions of such categories". The construc
tion of such a Categorical Table has automatically secured 
the fulfilment of the first aspect of the canon to a large 
extent. 

ExPANSIVE CLASSIFICATION 

(2) In a similar manner, we find in the Expansive 
Classification, two auxiliary tables of classes, which secure 
automatic conformity to this particular aspect of the canon. 
The two tables are-, 

{a) the Local List which arranges the geographical 
divisions in a definite order; and 

(b) the table of Common Subdivisions. 
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DECIMAL Cl.AssiFIC~TION, 

( 3) In the Decimal Qassification, the geographical 
classes, the classes of industries and the common sub
divisions are arranged in exactl;r. the same order, wherever 
they occur. - ' 

(a) The prototype for the order of the geographical 
classes is given in the History Schedule covering the num
bers 940 to 999. Wherever classification on that basis is 
warranted, instruction is given to divide like 940-999. 

Examples:-
( 1) Under the class "376.9 Education of women in 

special countries," we find the following note: "Subdivided 
like 940-999, e.g., 376.943, Education of women in 
Germany". 

(2) Under the class "325.2, Emigrants", we find the 
following note. "Divided by country of origin like 940-999, 
e.g., Chinese emigrants 325.251". 

(b) Next, the prototype for the order of industries 
is given in the schedule of Useful Arts covered by the num
bers 620 to 699. Wherever classification on the basis of 
industries is warranted, instruction is given to divide like 
620-699. 

Examples:-
(1) Under the class "331.8928 Strikes-By industry" 

we find the note "82-89 divided like 620-699". 
· (2) Under the class "658.9 Sales and salesmanship 

in specific industries" we find the note "-92- -999 Special 
material. May be subdivided like 620-699, e.g., Dry goods 
at ores 658 -977". 

(c) The common subdivisions are always given 
in the same order under each class and an alphabetic index 
of the common subdivisions is given separately in "Table 2, 
Form divisions" at the end of the later editions. 

COLON 0 •SSIFI~TION. 

( 4) In the Colon Oassilication, this practice of auto
matically securing conformity to the canon in question is 
developed to a much larger extent resulting in great eco
nomy in the lencth of the schedule. 
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CoMMON SUBDIVISIONS 

(a) Table 2 of its schedule is one of common sub
divisions, the api>lication of which automatically secures 
that all conunon subdivision classes found in whatever 
array fall in the same order. 

GEOGRAPHICAL DEVICE 

{b) Table 3 of its schedule gives the geographi
cal divisions. The use of this schedule in securing same
ness of classes in all geographical arrays wherever they 
occur is laid down by rule 62 entitled Geographical Device' 
which "consists in using the appropriate Geographical 
Number for the further subdivision of a class which is 
capable of geographical division or when the individuali
sation of the subclasses may be made to depend conveni
ently on the place of' origin or on the place of prevalence 
or on the place of habitation or on the place that may be 
definitely associated with the respective subclasses in any 
other manner or for any other reason: The cases where 
this device may be applied are generally indicated either 
in the Schedules of Classification in Part II or in the 
Rules of Classification in this Part". 

Exampl'.r:-. . 
In addition to the geographical classes of Geographl', 

History, Economics and Sociology following the same order 
as in the Geographicaf Table, the Geographical Device is 
also used -in several other places such as the classification 
of dialects and jargons in -P.hilology, certain religions in 
the main class Religion, and certain systems of J2hilosophy 
in the main class Philosophy. Further, several common 
sub-divisions such as laboratories, exhibitions, periodicals 
of all nature, statistics, commissions, travels and history are 
also further subdivided by the Geographical Device. The 
result is that in all these and other similar cases the geo
graphical classes come in one and the same order. 

1 Ranganathan (S.R.): Co/ott Clossiji&atiDtt. Rule 6Z. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL DEVICE 
(c) Table 5 of the schedule is entitled Chronological 

Divisions and rule 63 enunciates the Chronological Device• 
and shows how the arrangement of periods given in this 
table should be automatically adopted in all cases where 
classification proceeds on a chronological basis. 

The Chronological Device is used in quite a large 
number of cases in the Colon Qassification-practica!IYJ 
several times in all subjects. 

Enmples :-
( 1) In the main division Mathematics, 

special forms of Diophantine equations, 
special arithmetic functions, 
special forms of algebraic equations, 
special determinants, 
special algebraic transformations, 
special types of infinite series, 
special integrals of real variable, and 
special functions of complex variable 

are divided by the chronological device and in all these cases 
· the chronological classes are arranged in the same order. 

( 2) In the main division Economics, special theories 
of distribution and special types of organisation are classi
fied by the chronological device. 

In fact there is hardly any subject where this device 
is nol employed. 

CoLON DEVICE 

(d) In the tables relating to most of the subjects, two 
or more schedules based on different characteristics are 
given. 

For example, in the table for Medicine, we have the 
Organ Schedule and the Problem Schedule. The organ 
schedule contains about 200 classes. The problem sclledule 
contains even a larger number of classa But a few of 
its main classes are Mo~hology, Physiology, Diseases and 
Growth, As a result of the Colon Device,• the problem 
divisions of all the two hundred and odd Orp!Kiass<s 

• Ranganathan (S,R.): CoM& c/a.uifitdlitm. Rule 63. 
I liM. Rule 61. 

7 
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automatically get arranged in one and the same order, w., 
the order in which the problem classes are given in the 
problem Schedule. 

Such ail automatic conformity to the canon of consist
ent order is secured by the Colon Device in every subject. 
As stated in the Introduction to the Colon classification, its 
schedules consist of a number of standard schedules, which 
correspond to the standard pieces in a Meccano Apparatus, 
the colon ( :) playing the role of bolts and nuts. By pick
ing out one class at a time from some of the unit schedules 
according to assigned combinations and arranging those 
classes in assigned permutations, the class numbers of all 
possible classes are constructed. The standard order of 
classes fixed in the unit schedules automatically persists in 
all arrays where these classes figure no matter what the' 
subject is and no matter what the order of the array is. 

SUBJECT DEVICE 

(e) The Subject Device' enunciated in rule 66 reads 
"The Subject Device consists in using appropriate Oass 
Numbers for the further sub-division of a ·class which is 
capable of such sub-divisiQn or when the individualisation 
of the sub-classes may be made to depend conveniently on 
a Oass Number that may be definitely associated with the 
respective sub-classes in any. manner or for any reason. 
The cases where this Device tnay be applied are generally 
indicated either in the Schedules of Oassification in Part II 
or in the Rules of Oas~ification in this Part". 

This rule adds greatly to. the profuseness as well as the 
minuteness of the classes. At the same time, sameness of 
order is automatically secured wherever it is possible, in 
all similar arrays. This device also is employed frequently 
in almost all subjects. 

Examples:-
Several divisions of the main class Useful Arts, 

most of the buildings under the utility-characte
ristic in Architecture, 

most of the subjects under the figure-characteris
tic in Sculpture, 

t Ranganathan (S.R.): 'Co/Oft cla.rsificatian. Rule 66. 
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most of the special views under the view-charac
teristic and aU the classes under the subject-characteristic of 
Metaphysics, 

the classes under the division teaching tec.hnique 
in Education, 

the classes under the divisions, rights, duties, ad· 
ministration and records in History, 

the classes of od ·~we bodies for special £unctions 
in Politics, -i 

most of the businesses under the business-charac· 
teristic in Economics, and 

most of the implements, other material equipments 
and activities under the problem-characteristic in Sociology 
are arranged by the Subject Device and their order is thus 
automatically secured to be the same. 

We find the subject device in an incipient stage in 
a few places in the Decimal Classification, though it is not 
applied as frequently as possible. 

Under "Subjects of study" in Education, we find 
the note "divided like the classification 010-999, e.g., 375 ·5 
Place of science in the curriculum, 375 :84 French literature 
in the curriculum, 375 ·88 Classics in the curriculum." 

Again under "Relations of capital to labour. By 
industry" in Economics, we find the note "divided like 620-
699, For occupations not included in 620-699, use 331·181 
divided like main classification". 

This device is applied also twice in the class "Biblio
graphy". 

Bas Nu11BE11. DEVICE 

(f) The Bias Number Device' enunciated in rule 68 
is another means by which orders of the same classes are 
secured to be the same, in all the different arrays in which 
they occur. 

Thus in the Colon Classification, conformity to the first 
aspect of the canon under consideration is automatically 
secured in many ways. In a sense, if the Subject Classi
fication respec15 the canon in one way, the Expansive 

• RaD&11D&than (S.R.).: Co/<11t clGSsi~. Rule tie. 
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Classification in two ways, and the Decimal Classification 
in three ways, the Colon Classification seeks to satisfy it 
automatically in six ways. 

CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION 

(S) But the Congress Oassification is quite indifferent 
to the canon of consistent order. 

INCONSISTENCY IN GEOGRAPHICAL ORDER 

(a) Arrays of geographical classes occur in hun
dreds of plac.es in the schedules of the scheme. But in 
comparing them, one is tempted to say "Inconsistency, thy 
name is geographical array!" 

Esamples :-
( 1) In "Paleontology," the countries of continental 

Europe are arra.nged strictly by the alphabet. 
(2) But in several classes of "Natural History,'' 

"Botany" and "Zoology," some of ilie countries in conti
nental Europe are grouped and the groups are alphabetised, 
with the result that Holland, Belgium and Luxemberg are 
placed with N under Netherlands, Polapd and Finland are 
placed with R under Russia and so on. 

(3) Here is another. whimsical variation. Under 
"Fauna,'' Holland precedes Belgium; but under "Flora," 
Holland succeeds Belgium. 

Again, the countries of. Africa are arranged alpha
betically under "Fauna,'' but are grouped under "Flora" 
with the result that Natal, Transvaal, East Africa, Nigeria, 
and Uganda come with.B. under British Africa, Abyssinia 
comes before British Africa. But West Africa comes 
before Abyssinia and so on. · 

( 4) In "History of printing,'' the continents are 
arranged in the order: Europe, Asia, Africa, America and 
Australia; and Great Britain comes after Germany among 
the sub-divisions of Europe. 

(5) But in "History of C~yright Laws," all the 
couotries of the world are arranged in one alphabetic 
sequence which gives no quarter to names of continents. 

(6) On the other hand llnder "Bibliography in 
Botany,'' the countries of the world and the names of the 
continents including oceanic areas like Arctic Regions are 
merged in one alphabetic order. 
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(7) The geographical array prescribed for arranging 
"Library reports" prescribes a still another sequence giving 
the first place to the United States and giving Great Britain 
precedence over Austria in an order which is otherwise 
alphabetic by countries. 

(8) An altogether different order is prescribed for 
the geographical classes under the division "Light House 
Service" in the class "Naval Sciences". It is as follows l-
Europe, Great Britain, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Russia, 
Germany, • • . Africa . . • Asia • • • Australia . • • 
South America . . . • 

The illustration of the richness of this idiosyncracy can 
be continued to any extent. It is not clear what purpose 
is served by arranging the geographical classes in so many 
ways, ruthlessly flouting the canon of consistence, confor
mity to which would have considerably shortened the bulk 
of the schedule, would save classifiers a good deal of \U1'" 

necessary strain in their daily work and would cause less 
irritation to readers, in whom curiosity is not altogether 
dead. 

INCONSISTENCY IN SUBJECT 0IIDER 

(b) The idea of Subject Device-which is explicitly 
exploited in the Colon Classification, which is incipient in 
the Decimal Classification and which figures, though 
meagrely and in an unrecognised form in the categorical 
tables of the Subject Oassilication-is quite foreign to the 
Congress Classification. One example will do. 

Exomple:-
We find the following different orders l--

In the Schedule o£ I In the Schedule of "Biblio-
"Fine Arts." graphy by subjects" 

Architecture -----.,..,A'rch-itecture 
Sculpture Engraving 
Drawing Painting 
Painting Sculpture 
Engraving Decoration and ornament 
Decoration and ornament Drawing 
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INCONSISTENCY IN ORDER OF CoMMON SUB-DMSIONS 

(c) The pestering trivial discordance in the order of 
common sub-divisions is endless. None but the Law of 
Permutation can find delight in such eccentricities. 

Examples:-
(1) In most subjects, no distinction is made between 

P eriotiicals and Societies. In some, they are distinguished 
but put consecutively. But in certain subjects like "Science 
(General}" and "Decoration and Ornaments," they are sepa
rated by Y etwbook$, 

(2) In most subjects, Exhiibitions and museums 
come after Study and tead.ing and Laboratories very near 
the end of common sub-divisions. But in "Chemistry" and 
"Sculpture," they come very near the beginning-imme
diately after Peri,odicals in the former and one place later 
i.e., after Congress in the latter--while, in the subject 
"Engraving," it comes still later after Dictionaries and 
Directories. A more meaningless variation is that of 
Museum preceding Exhlibition.r in some. subjects like "Fine 
Arts (General),'l while the order is the reverse in some 
subjects like "Sculpture," "Graphic Arts,'' and "Chemistry". 

(3) In "Fine Arts (General),'' Directories comes 
about the middle and occurs between Biography, and His-
tory. But in "Engraving" if. comes much earlier imme
diately· after Y eOJYbooks and Dictionaries, while History_ 
and Biogrophy come several places later. On the other 
hand, a place near the· end is found for Directories quite 
after History and BiogrO.phy,.in "Science (General)'' and 
uGeologyn. 

( 4) Yetwbooks is usually given the second place. 
But in "Geology," it is taken a long way down and is 
clubbed with Directories. 

( 5) lflistpry and Biography are separated by Direc
tories in "Fine Arts (General)". But in most other sub
jects they are put consecutively. Again, History comes 
before Biography in "Sculpture,'' "Engraving" and in most 
of the "Natural Sci~ces". But Biography comes before 
Histo"l1 in "Fine Arts (General)," "Graphic Arts" and 
"Painting". 
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(6) Nome11elature comes at the very end in "Ana
tomy," very early in "Botany," "Geology" and "Chemistry" 
and somewhere in the middle in "Science (General)". 

( 7) Studies and T eoclling usually comes imm-ediately 
after Essays and Lectures and about two-thirds way down 
in the array of common sub-divisions. But, it comes last and 
gets separated from Essays and lectures by many divisions 
in "Physics". In "Anatomy," "Botany" and "Zoology," 
on the other band, Studies ond 11eaching retains its usual 
place two-thirds of the way down the array but Essays and 
lectures comes last. 

(8) Study and Tleaching comes after History in 
most subjects but it comes, many classes before History in 
"Decoration and Ornaments". 

(9) General '11/0rk.r usually comes immediately 
before Studies and Teaihing in most of the subjects and is 
about two-thirds way down the array. But in "Decoration 
and Ornaments," General 'WOrks comes near the end of 
the array and Stuclies and TNChing occurs somewhere in 
the middle. · 

( 10) Essays and lectures usually comes near Ge~~tral 
worfts about two-thirds way down the array. But in 
"Botany" it comes almost near the end of the array. 

Surely no useful purpose can be served by such hap
hazard variations. A little coordination and forethought 
would have secured conformity with the canon of Consistent 
Order and resulted in compactness, convenience and 
economy of space, time and energy. 

PARALLEL ORDn oF SnnLAII 0 • ssEs 

( 6) The Colon Oassification seeks to exploit the ad
vantages of the canon of Consistent Order not only by 
arranging the samt classes in the same order in whatever 
array they occur, but also by arranging similar classes 
occurring in different arrays in a similar order. 
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Compare the following arrays and mark tlie similarity 
or parallelism. 

In Psychology : In Education: In Sociology : 
Array formed Array formed on Array formed on 

on the basis of Entity the basis of Educand the basis of Group 
characteristic characteristic characteristic 

Child . . Pre-secondary .. Groups arising frpm 
Newborn .. age and sex 
Toddler .. Pre-school .. 
Jofant .. Elementary .. Children 

Pre-adolescent .. Secondary .. Youths 

Adolescent .. Adult .. Old persons 

Post-adolescent .. Literate .. Women 
Middle-age .. Foreigner .. . Family 
Old age .. Illiterate .. Groups arising from 

restdence 

Vocational .. University .. Groups arising from 

Sex 
occupation .. Sex .. Groups arising from 

Male .. Male 
birth pr status .. 

Female .. Female .. 
Abnormals .. Abnor.mals .. Abnormal• 

Genius .. 
Subnormal .. (To be subdivided (To be subdivided as 
Insane .. as in Psychology) in Psycb0lpgy) 
Sick and infirm .. 
Criminal .. 
Deaf and dumb .. 
Blind .. 

Race .. Backward dasses •• Race as a social group 

Soda! .. Groups arising from 
association 

Other Other .. Other 
(To be divided by th~ (To be divided by (To be divided by the 

Subject Device) the Subject Device) Subject Device) 
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(2) Note the parallelism in the following tables 
also:-

In Mathematics Dynamics Hydro-dynamics Ae~o-dyna• 
m1ca 

In Physics •. Solids Liquids .. Gases 
ln. Ci~il Eng· Land transport Water transport Air trans-

sneenng port 
In Mechanical Prindcles of Hrdra'!lic Eng- Pneumatic 

Engineerina Mcc aniam meenng ~ngineer· 

In Dynamic Glacial GeoloiY Action of water '"II Ac!lon of air 
Geology 

Land Water Air In E co I o a: y 
(Physiograph· 
ic ngiona) 

Air sport• In Sport and Athletics Aqualic sports •• 
Gamet 

In Geography .. 
In History 

Geomorphology 
Military history 

Oceano!Jraphy •• 
Naval hiStory .. 

Meteorology 
Aerial his-

In Economics .• Land transport Water transport 
tory 

A i r trans-

In International Invasion, etc. • • Maritime war· 
port 

A1rwarfare 
Law fare 

(Lawa of War) 

(3) Here is another set of ~rallels :-

ln each of the 
Natural Sci· 
ence1 and in 
Medicine: 
(Problem 
divi•ionl) 

I n Philology: 
(Pro b 1e m 
diviaions) 

In Politics: 
(Pro b lem 
divisions) 

1 n Sociology : 
(Problem 
divisions) 

MorpboloiY •• Physiology .. Diseases 

Structure, mor- Function syntax 
phology 

Parts ofGovem· Functions of 
mont Government 

Material equip· Activitiu 
ment 

Social patho· 
loiY 

Such examples can be multiplied to any extent. 
DEciMAL CussiPJCATION 

(7) Tbe Decimal Oassification also respects the 
canon by arranging similar classes iD similar order to some 
exknt. 

8 
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In Medicine 

Eye 
Ear 

, Organs of smell 
" taste 

Organs of touch 

In Physics 

:Mechanics 
Liquids 

Gases 
Light 
Heat 
Electricity 
Magnetism 

Vision 
Hearing 
Smell 
Taste 
Touch 

In Chemistry 

Solid state 
Liquid state 

Gaseous state 
Photo-chemistry •• 
Thermo-ehemistry ... 
Electro-chemistry •. 
Magneto-chemistry 
Radio-chemistry 

In Psychology 

In Therapeutics 

Mechanical rendering 
Imponderable render-

ing 

Light 
Heat 
E!ectro·therapeutica 

Radio-therapy 

CoNGRESS Cus.szFICATION 

(8} 
severely 
ment:-

The Congress Oassification, on the other hand; 
ignores the advantages of such similar arrange-. . 

E~rmnples:-

In Physics. 

Heat 
Light 

In Chemistry. 

Thermo· chemistry •• 
ElectrQ-chemistry •• 

X-rays and Electric Magneto-chemistry •• 
radiations 

Electricity •• , Photo-chemistry •• 
Magnetism •. 

In Therapeutics 

Photo-therapy 
X -ray therapy 

Radio-therapy 
Thermo-therapy 

Electro·therapy 
Magneto-therapy 

and 
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CHAINS OF CLASSES 

Each chain of classes in a scheme of classifica
tion should satisfy the following canons:-

INTENSION 

( 1) As we go down a chain from its first 
link to its last link, the intension of 
the classes should increase and the 
extension of the classes should de
crease. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of IN

TENSION. 

The tenns extension and intension require elucidation. 
Much controversy exists in logic about the proper use of 
the tenns and the inverse relation between them impl~d in 
the canon of intension. But as applied to a chain of classes 
in a scheme of classification defined in the last chapter, 
these can be detennined without complicating ourselves 
with this controversy. Applying only to classes subordi
nated one to another in chains, the canon is an attempt to 
explain the nature of classification, as chains of classes so 
related that each class is of wider extension and smaller 
intc;nsion than the MXt below it in its chain. 

For practical purposes, ~e may say that exten.rion of a 
class bas for its measure the number of entities or the range 
comprised in the class, while its mlmrioft has for its mea
sure the number of characteristics used in deriving the class 
from the original universe or the order of the class. 

In a certain sense we may also say that 
Extension is a quantitative measure of a class; and 
Intension is a qualitative measure of it. 

INTENSION ILLUSTRATED 

Sa}·ers puts the matter in this way.' A main class 
rovers a wide field, a great number of things. Its ,compass 

1 ~rs (W. C. Berwick) : A• iniTodiiCiioto 111 ~ doui
~u,,._ 1935. P. 13. 
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is its extension. IntenSion on the other hand signifies 
meariing: the broader the class, the fewer are the attributes 
that can be predicated of it; or the greater the extension 
the smaller its intension. Philosophy has great extension; 
Ethics, which is a division of Philosophy, is of less exten
sion but is of very much greater intension. Sobriety, 
which is a division of Ethics, is of much less extension but 
of much greater intension; Abstinence has still further 
reduced extension and increased intension, and Total 
Abstinence is of very small extension and very great in
tension. Oassification moves according to that method. 

Examples:-
( 1) If we take the chain relating to chemical sub

stances--Substances, Inorganic substances, Elements, Halo
gens, Chlorine--the number of entities comprised in each 
class decreases and the number of characteristics that have 
been used to derive it from the original universe Substances 
increases as we go down the chain and reach Chlorine. 

(2) If we take the chain-World, Asia, India, 
Bengal-the range comprised in the class decreases and the 
order of the class increases, as we progress from the class 
World to the class Bengal. 

WHEN APPi..J:CABLE? 

It may be emphasised here that the canon of intension 
is applicable only to the. classes in cm1e and the same chain, 
ie., to classes that have lineal !clnship and not to any set of 
classes. Obviously it would be ridiculous to compare in 
this matter such different clasSes as democracy and steam 
engine; it is equally unmeaning to compare classes which, 
though belonging to the same main class, occur in different 
chains of subordination; bird and nptile, for example, 
both belong to the same class animals, but are not subordi
nate one to the other (do not occur in the same chain), and 
nobody can well tell which has the greater intension, nor 
if that were decided would be able to infer from the deci
sion, which had the greater extension, or comprised the 
larger number of subordinate species. 
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(2) A chain of classes should comprise one 
class of each and every order that 
lies between the orders of the first 
link and the last link of the chain. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
MoDULATION. 

Examples:-
( 1) To take the first example given in the preced

ing canon, "Substance" is the first link and "Chlorine" is 
the last link of the chain. "Substance" is a class of order 
zero and "Chlorine" of order four. The canon of modu· 
Iation stipulates that the scheme of classification would be 
defective, if the chain omitted to give either "Inorganic 
substances," or "Elements," or "Halogens" which are the 
classes of the intermediate orders, one, two and three, 
in the chain in question. 

(Z) Again, if we take the_ second example given 
under the preceding canon, "World" is the first link and 
"Bengal" is the last link of the chain. "World" is a class 
of order zero and "Bengal" of order three. The canon 
stipulates that the scheme of classification would be defect· 
ive, if the chain omitted to give either "Asia" or "India", 
which are the c:Iasses of the intermediate orders, one and 
two, of the chain in question. 



3. GENERAL THEORY 
CANONS OF CLASSIFICATION 

Terminology an!l Notation 

The second chapter dealt with the canons of classifi
cation to be observed in the choice of the Characteristics of 
Oassificition and in the foilllation of the several Arrays 
and Chains of a Scheme of Oassification. In this chapter 
we shall deal with the remaining two categories-Termino
logy and Notation. 

TERMINOLOGY 

Teilllinology, it may be recollected, is the system of 
Teillls used to denote or name the classes in a Scheme of 
Oassification. Two parties are to be recognised in the 
discussion of Terminology. There is ·the author or the 
accredited revisor and editor of the scheme of classification 
on the one hand and the classifier or the user of the scheme 
on the other. We shall have to search for the canons to be 
observed by each of these ~rties in regard to Terroit¥>1ogy 
-the canons to be obse.-ved In the construction of • the 
schednle and those to he observed in interpreting the Teillls 
in the schedule while applying them in the process of actual 
classification. 

V•GUENESS 
In spite of we humans priding ourselves on our pos

session of articnlate speech or language, which is denied 
to other creations, many of our social, economic, political 
and even domestic ills are traceable to the imperfection and 
vagaries of language. Oassification Schemes will have to 
share with other human endeavours, some consequences of 
such imperfection and vagaries. The language of every 
conversation is notoriously vague. The language of even 
carefnlly prepared documents yields several inte111retations 
and bides or confuses the original intention to such an 
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extent that society is forced to maintain the costly profes· 
sion of advocate£ and, what is worse, unintentionally divert 
to that profession, by the lure of disproportionate emolu
ments, some of the best brains which should be used in more 
substantial creative work. 

The language of even technical treatises is not always 
very much better. Everybody is familiar with the difficulty 
of deciding whether certain micro-organisms are "plants" or 
"animals", whether a given society is or is not a "demo
cracy", whether we do or do not have certain "rights". 
Such words are vague, because their denotation shades off 
imperceptibly into the denotation of other words. The 
vagueness of ordinary words is one of the principal reasons 
why technical vocabularies must be constructed in special 
sciences. 

Much of the best effort of human thought must go, 
therefore, to delimit the vagueness of words and eliminate 
their ambiguity. This is the justification for standing com
mittees on terminology, appointed on an international basis 
in different departments of knowledge. With all that, vague
ness can be reduced but never completely eliminated. So 
also with ambiguitY.. 

CREATION OF NEW TERMS 

To add to this difficulty, new words are coined and 
bro1Jght into use sometimes to express new ideas and some
times to express even old ideas. The publication of the 
sumptuous supplementary volume of the New E,.glish 
didiOftai'Y is a proof of this pheoomenon so far as a single 
language is concerned. This volume and the • original 
volumes together demonstrate also the changes that came 
over the meanings of the terms with the progress of time, 
with nobody in particular shouldering the resi!O"sibility for 
such changes. 

Then we have the multiple meanings of certain tenns. 
Etymologists may find justification for them and may even 
en joy the semasiological pleasure they impart to them. But 
they are a source of trouble to classifiers of either class
the inventor and the use~nd this has to be met by some 
carefully framed canons. 
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The following canons relating to Tenninology must be 
observed in the construction and use of a Scheme of 
Oassification :-

1. Each of the terms used to denote the class
es in a Scheme of Classification must be the one 
in current use among those who specialise in the 
universe to which the scheme is applicable. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
CuRRENCY. 

This canon implies two things. In the first place the 
terms chosen at the time .a Scheme of Oassification is forged 
should accord with the usage then current among the specia
lists concerned. 

Se~ondly, there should be some arrangement by which 
the terms can be changed over to current ones, as and when 
changes take place among the SiJeCialists. 

CoNGRESS Cu.SSIFICATION 

In this matter, the best provided scheme today is the 
Congress Oassification as the library-minded Government 
of the United States of America is at the back of the organi
sation and bas provided a liberal establishment of specialists 
to be in constant charge of the revision of the classification. 
This staff of specialists has one of the biggest libraries of 
the world, adding books at a far greater rate than any 
other library, as the testing laboratory for the terms of the 
Scheme. Thus financial resource, human resource and bQok 
resource are at their maximum to help the perpetual fulfil
ment of the Canon of Currency by the Congress Oassifi
cation. 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION • 

The astute organiser that he was, Melvil Dewey pro
vided the necessary machinery for the fulfilment of this 
canon by his Scheme by entrusting the future editions of 
the Decimal Oassification to the Lake Placid Club Educa
tion Foundation chartered by the University of the State 
of New York, ]lanuary 26, 1922. He turned over to this 
Foundation the considerable property owned by the Lake 
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Placid Co., thus assuring permanent financial support, which 
has already been furtber increased by gifts and bequests 
from interested friends. One important condition imposed 
on the publication of the future · editions of the Decimal 
Classification is that the entire receipts above necessary ex· 
penses should be used for ever solely for improving Decimal 
Classification. A Committee on Decimal Classification, con
sisting of the most interested Foundation Trustees, in con
sultation with committees of American Library Association 
and Institute International de Bibliographie, is to ensure 
the observance of the above condition. So much for the 
business side. · 

On the academic side, the editor ap_pointed is one who 
had been in close association with Dewey and the Decimal 
Classification for the last thirty-five years, i.e., from the 
Seventh Edition onwards. During this period the Decimal 
Clas&ification has grown from 792 pages to 1645, a fact 
which shows that continuity of policy wiU be well preserved. 

NuNc Dnuns 
But the irrepressible ambition and the uncannY. farsight 

.of Dewey did not allow him to be satisfied with these pro
visions. By persistent efforts spread over many years, he 
ultimately succeeded in turning all the resources of the Con
gress Libraty to the advantage of the Decimal Classification 
from the year 1930. How much he bad set his heart on the 
consummation of this ambition of his can be inferred from 
the following remarks of bis:-"When I see the Decimal 
Classification Numbers on the Library of Congress Cards, 
I shall be ready for the -llC dimAtis." 

AKBITION Ftn.l'ILLED 
1930 saw the establishment of the Offic.e for D. C. 

Numbers on L. C. Cards in the Library of Congress and 1933, 
the formation of the D. C. Section as part of the staff 
of the Library of Congress. At present the Editorial Office 
of the Decimal Classification is also located in the Library 
of Congress and the intimate way in which the resources of 
the Library of Congn:ss are exploited for tbe fulfilment of 
the Canon of Currency by the Decimal Oassification is des
cribed in the following words by J. C. Pressy, Assistant in 

9 
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charge, D. C. Section, Library of Congress.' "Of neces
sity, the Decimal Classification Section must work in close 
cooperation with the editors of D. C. They, are constantly 
at work rounding out and eq>anding D. C., and reinterpret
ing the older parts in modem terms; we are constantly at 
work applying the D. C. to the stream of printed material, 
new and old, which is entering the Library of Congress. 
They help us when we are puzzled by the interpretation 
of numbers and topics in the tables, and by new subjects; 
we help them-and hope to do so still more 1n the near 
future-by serving as a kind of testing laboratory for their 
work. 

TESTING I..ABoRATORY 

"As a 'testing laboratory' our shelf list is available to 
the editors of D.C., whenever they wish to examine it. And 
they, in tum, send copies of tentative expansions for us to 
consult and to criticise. These tentative expansions cannot 
be used until they are surelY. permanent. But they do 
offer suggestions to us, for new sub-topics included under 
a heading that has already appeared in the printed tables 
are not likely to be shifted and put under another, even 
though their order, and therefore the numbers assigned to 
them, may be altered. These schedules, though tentative, 
are useful to us in that they indicate the scope of many 
numbers now printed in Edition 13. And as we study them 
and compare them with our sli.elf list, we hope to be able to 
make practical suggestions to the editors as to the applica
tion of these sclredules to classification of books." 

HELI' FI!.OJII CATALOGUE 

As a secondary means of meeting the second inrplica
tion, the class index cards in the catalogue of a library 
should be constantly revised. Cards whiclr have old obsolete 
terms for headings should be marked obsolete and, if 
practicable, be furnished with an additional note in dis
tinctive style showing the period when it was current. Also 
new cards should be written in terms of the current equi
valent headings. This inrpact of the theory of classifica
tion on the theory of cataloguing has been set forth in the 

• American Library .Association. Catalog Section. Comt.: 
Catalogn~ 011d closnfin;( y...,.boo.t, 6. 1937. Pp. 54-56. 
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following terms in the Classified catalogue code1 :- "There 
is another factor which makes the Class Index Entry a 
source of trial for cataloguers. One of the basic Canons 
of Classification is that the term used to denote a Class in 
the Schedule of Classification should have a fixity of mean
ing. In deference to this canon, individuals that have to 
do with the administration of libraries may use the same 
term with the same meaning at all times. But there are 
forces, beyond the control of individuals, which change the 
meaning of terms in course of time. The vicissitudes in 
the meaning of terms like Philosophy, Philology, Anthro
pology, Sociology and so on, are cases in point. Nobody 
in the world, much less the classifier and the cataloguer, can 
arrest this semasiological change and evolution of the words 
in human use. Apart from the changes that come through 
ages,-a library catalogue, being a pennanent entity, has 
no doubt to take note of these-the recent publication of 
the supplementary volume of the Big Oxford Dictionary 
demonstrates the extraordinary rate at which new terms 
are born and old terms change their colour and meaning 
even in a single generation. 

INTERNAL Ru.&lll 
"What cannot be prevented must be met with suitable 

adjustments. It is here that the need for repair of the 
catalogue comes,-intemal repair as distinct from the repair 
of ~e physical card. As the terms used as 'Headings of 
Oass Index Entries become obsolete, their cards should be 
replaced by ones having their more up-to-date equivalents 
u Headings. This ~recess requires constant vigilance and 
industry. Otherwise, instead of the catalogue helping the 
people, it may prove to be harmful and misleading. Again, 
the need for such replacement of isolated entries from 
time to time makes it imperative that the physical form of 
the catalogue should be such that any given entry can be 
removed, corrected or replaced without disturbing the other 
entries. This would rule out the ledger form of the cata· 
Iogue and make the Card Catalogue, the form par 
r~retUiftCr.'' 

• Ranpnathan (S.R.): CIMii{id tvlal~t etnlr. 1934. 
Rule 311. Commentary. 
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2 The terms used to denote the classes in a 
scheme of classification should not be critical. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of RE
TICENCE. 

Common sense will usually lead one to the observance 
of this canon. But the inclusion of this common sense rule 
among the canons has been necessitated by the use of certain 
terms in the Decimal Oassification by the pioneer classifier, 
Melvil Dewey. 

HUMBUGS 

(a) He introduced the term "Humbugs" to denote 
classes in metapsychology. This is a privilege or rather a 
freak of genius that can be tolerated only in Dewey even as 
the Johnsonian definition of oat as "A grain which in Eng
land is generally given to horses but in Scotland supports 
the people" was tolerated in his famous lexicon. 

But the classifier must learn to subordinate his own 
opinions about classes and use only terms which are purely 
descriptive and not opinionative. · · 

MzNOlt AUTHORS 

{ l1) Another term frequently occurring in the 
Decimal Classification much against the Canon of Reticence ' 
is "Minor". "Minor Authors" is found scattered over all 
the pages of the Literature sChedule. How is it the pt"9-

vince of a classifier to adjudge men of letters as "Major'' 
and "Minor''. Even. aJnong literary critics, opinion is 
divided. What is worse, the valuation changes. Accord
ing to the famous gentlenwi, whose name is used by the 
Library of the 'university of Oxford, Shakespeare was 
worse than a minor author. His plays were simply thrown 
out of that library. But a century or two later, the "worse 
than 'Minor' author" had shot up in public estimation as 
the "Majormost" author and the successors of Bodley had 
to pay out fabulous sums of money to secure for that 
library representative copies of the Quartos of Shakespeare. 
The purpose of the scheme of classification could very well 
have been served by replacing the critical word "Minor'' by 
the colourless descri],!tive word "Other'. 
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Then we pass on to canons to be observed by the users 
of classification scheme. 

3. The denotation of each term in a scheme 
of classification should be decided by the enumera
tion of the classes in the chains which have the 
class denoted by the term as their common first 
link. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of ENu

MERATION. 

This canon becomes necessary as there is no agreement 
or uniformity in the denotation of terms· as used by different 
persons and by different schemes. Nor is it possible to 
force any suc:h uniformity by the fiat of the order of any 
government or academy. Hence, the only course open to 
usen of a sc:heme of classification is to find out the denota
tion of a term by a reference to the classes and the c:hains 
of sub-classes shown to be comprehended bY. it in the sc:heme. 

ARITHMETIC 

Examples:-
( i) (a) The enumeration of the sub-classes of the 

dass denoted by the term "Arithmetic" shows that it com
prehends only what is known as "Lower Arithmetic" in 
the Decimal Oassification and the Congress aa~sification. 
But "Higher Arithmetic" otherwise known as "Theory of 
Numbers" is compl'eMnded by the term "Arithmetic" in the 
Colon Classification. But "Theory of Numl!ers" is not com
prehended either in "Arithmetic" or in "Algebra" iD the 
Subject Classification. It does not appear to occur any
where in that sc:heme. 

GEOMETRY 

(b) In the Decimal Oassification, the enume
ration of the sub-classes of the class denoted by the 
term "Geometry" shows that it includes what are known 
as "Pure Geometry", "Infinitesimal Geometry", "Systems of 
Geometry" and "AIR lysis Situs," but not "Descriptive 
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Geometry" and "Analytical Geometry." But in die Colon 
Classification the term "Geometry'' is shown by enumera
tion to include all these, except "Analysis Situs" which 
is shown under Analysis as "Foundations". The enume
ration in the Subject Classification and the Congress Classi
fication agrees with that. in the Colon Classification. 

R.I.DIATION 

( ti) (a) The class in the Decimal Classification de
noted by the term "Light" and the alternative term "Radia
tion" presents a hopeless deviation from accepted usage. 
It violates the Canon of Currency so much, that, but for 
the Canon of Enumeration, a classifer must experience many 
pitfalls. We have to read the enumeration of subclasses 
with the index, to escape these pitfalls. In the first place 
the index shows that ''Ultra-violet Rays", which is a 
colourless invisible ray, is comprehended under the term 
"Radiation" or "Light", though the place shown for it by 
the index is denoted by the term "Colour" in the Schedule!
indeed an irony in the eyes of those who have even a smatter
ing of modem developmen~ in physics. But another radia
tion, "X-rays" is shown by the index to be comprehended not 
by the term "Radiation" but by the term "Electricity" in 
the sub-class "Induction spark in rarified gases"-a. grie
vous violation of the Canon ·of Currency. "Infra-Red 
Rays" and "Cosmic Rays" do not find a place either in the 
enumeration under the te:t:m "Radiation" or in the index. 

On the contrary, the enumeration of the sub-classes of 
the class denoted by the term ."Light" in the Colon Oassi
fication and the Congress Oassification shows that all the 
radiations mentioned above are comprehended by the tenn 
"Light". 

The Subject Oassification does not recognise so many 
rays and there is no enumeration of different kinds of radia
tion under the class denoted by the term "Light". But 
from the index entry one has to infer that the subclass 
"Light Rays" of "Light" includes also "X-rays". But no 
mention of any other radiation either in the enumeration 
or in the index is made. 
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PHILOSOPHY 

'(iii) In all the schemes, but the Colon Classification, 
the enumeration of the sub-classes of the class denoted by the 
term "Philosophy" includes Psychology. On the contrary 
Psychology is left out in the enumeration under the class 
Philosophy in the Colon Oassification and is given a co
ordinate place with Philosophy. 

PoLITics 
(iv) The enumeration of the subclasses of the class 

denoted by the term "Politics" in the Colon Oassification 
excludes Constitutional History. This is also confirmed 
by a special rule.• But in the other schemes, the enumera
tion under the class Politics explicitly mentions Constitu
tional History. 

(v) Examples of such variations can be multipliedto 
any extent. Some cases will also be referred to and com· 
mented upon in chapters 6 to 8, where a comparative study 
of the schemes i., attempted. 

CoNTEXT 

4. The denotation of each term in a scheme 
of classification should be decided in the light of the 
different classes of lower order belonging to the 
same primary chain as the class denoted by the term. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
CoNTEXT. 

This canon is necessitated bY. the fact that one and the 
same term denotes several different entities, in popular as 
well as technical usage. It may be stated that this canon 
is usually overlooked by beginners. It leads to many ab
surd placings. The tutorial hours in my School of Library 
Science are usually rendered most enjoyable to the teacher 
as wdl as the taught on account of the fund of humour so 
amply provided by the neglect of this canon by the beginners. 
The importance of this canon has to be rubbed in, for many 
hours in discussing the class numbers in the tutorial hours. 

• Ranganathan (S.R.): Co/Oft clauificolm. Rule 822, 
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As the scheme of classification we teach in our 
school is the Colon Oassification, the following con<:rete 
iUustrations which occurred actually are taken from that 
scheme. 

Examples:-
( i) The term "Accidents" naturally occurs in Min

ing Engineering, in . Insurance, in the subclass Labour in 
Economics, and in Sociology. If we have a book which has 
the term "Accidents" as a prominent word in its title, we 
should not put it into any one of these classes at random. 
We must see that the context in which the term is used in: 
the book agrees with the context in which it is used in the 
schedule, in fixing the class number of the book. 

( Oi) The term "Foundation" occurs under the class 
"Analysis" (Mathematical) as well as under the class 
"Buildings". But the denotation of the term is obviously 
different in the two cases. We must be guided by the 
Canon of Context in placing a book in whose title the sub-
stantive word is "Foundations". . 

( m) The term "Morphology'' occurs in General 
Biology, Botany, Zoology, Medicine, Crystallography and 
Philology. · One can easily imagine the funny situation 
that -will arise in a tutorial class when a "Textbook of 
Morphology" is classified by different freshmen differently. . ' 

{ iv) A treatise on "Stone" may treat of its Geology 
or of its use as a building material. It may even be a book 
on the stone in the bladder. It is the province of the Canon 
of Context to establish correct.correlation between the books 
under consideration and the dijferent classes denoted by the 
term "stone" in the scheme of classification. 
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NounoN 
Notation, it may be ~collected, is the system of ordi

nal numbers used to represent the classes in a scheme of 
classification. The term "numbers" brings to one's mind 
the ten Arabic numerals and permutations of them as in 
integers. But it requires only a slight effort to realise that 
neither of these restrictions is essentiaL To deal with this 
question, it would be c.onvenient to introduce certain terms. 

A DIGIT may be defined as a single or isolated 
or primary symbol that occurs in a notation. 

The total number of digits used by a notation 
may be called its BASE. 

If a notation uses only the Arabic numerals, its base 
is 10. If it uses only the capi\alletters of the Roman Alpha
bet, its base is 26. If it uses both of them, its base is 36 and 
so on. 

The digits of a notation which belong to any 
one conventional group-such as, saJy, the Arabic 
numerals, the capital letters of the Roman alphabet, 
the operational symbols of mathematics, the asso
ciative symbols of mathematics and so on-may be 
said to be of one SPECIES. 

PURE AND MIXED 
A notation which uses one and only one species 

of digits may be said to be PuRE. 
Esamples:-

346 is pure. So also H.B F is pure. 

A notation which uses two or more species of 
digits may be said to be MIXED. 

Esampl~s:-

D L : 2 is mixed. N 317 is mixed. H.E. 6471 is 
mixed. 

A notation may build its numbers out of its 
digits, in one or more dimensions. In simple arith
metic, involving only integers and decimal fractions, 

10 
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the Jllll.mbers are built in one dimension, 'i.e., along 
a line a;nd that too along a horizontal line. In alge
bra and higher branches of mathematics, the digits 
in a number are not restricted to 31line but may be 
arranged in two dimensions or a plane. It is possi
ble to have a notation in three or more dimensions 
as well. Hence we may speak of LINEAR notation, 
PLANE notation, SoLID notation and so on. 

Taking the linear notation, two modes of pro
gression are possible in reading and writing the 
digits. They may progress from left to right or 
from right to left. The former mode may be 
called RIGHT HANDED notation and the latter, LEFT 
HANDED notation. 

1 INTEGRAL AND DECIMAL 
Taking the right handed notation, which is the more 

common, two further subdivisions can be recognised, by the 
effect that is produced by the addition of another digit 
at the right en4 of a number. Begin with the number 346 
and let us add 5 to the right end. We get 3465. If we read 
the numbers as integers, in the ~ormer, the place value Qf 3 is 
300, that of 4 is 40 and that of .6 is six. In the latter, the 
place value of 3 is 3000, that of 4 is 400 and that of 6 is 
60 while that of the new comer 5 is only 5. In other words, 
the addition of a digit at lhe right end changes the place 
values of the digits that exist already. 

_ On the contrary, let us imagine a decimal point to be 
understood to the left of the digit 3. Then, in both the 
numbers, the place value of 3 is 3110, that of 4 is 4'1100 and 
that of 6 is 6j1000, while that of the newcomer 5 is 5110,000. 
In other words, the addition of a digit at the right end 
does not change the place values of the digits that exist 
already. • 

An INTEGRAL notation is one in which the place 
values of the digits of a number change when an 
extra digit is added at the end of a number. 
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A DECIMAL notation is one in which the place 
values of the digits of a number remain intact when 
an extra digit is added at the end of the number. 

SCALE OF ABSOLUTE VALUES 

Regarding the absolute ordinal values of the digits, 
they are conventionally fixed in the species of Arabic nume
rals, as of increasing order when we progress from 0 to
wards 9. The scale may be fixed similarly in the case of 
other species and in regard to the relative values of the 
digits of different species. 

DECIMAL CLAssiFICATION 

Example:- . 
( i) In the simplest form of Decimal Classification, 

only two species of digits are used-Arabic numerals and a 
dot. Thus it is impure; its base is 11. It is linear, right 
handed, and decimal. The need for fixing the absolute 
value of the dot does not arise, as it occurs in the fourth 
place and the fourth place only and no other· digit ever occurs 
in the fourth place. 

CoLON CL.tssJFICAnoN 

( u) In the Colon Classification, the following five 
species of digits are used:-

{ts) The 10 Arabic numerals; 
(b) The 26 capital letters of the Roman Alpha

bet; 
(c) The 24 small letters of the Roman alphabet 

(excluding i and o) ; 
(d) A: (colon); and 
(•) A-(dash). 

Thus, its notation is mixed-more mixed than that of 
the simplest form of the Decimal Classification. Its base is 
62. It is linear, righthanded and decimal. By rule, the 
absolute values are fixed to be of increasing order as we pro
gress from a to Z in the following arrangement:-

a, b, ..• y, Z, o.-. : • 1, 2 ... 8, 9, A. B .•. Y, z. 
There is another queer rule which provides that a num

ber followed by a small letter occupies a lower place in the 
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scale than the number itself-a rule by which the so called 
"anterior" divisions are secured m "anterior'' places. This 
will be explained in the chapter on Book Oassification. 

SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION 

('iii) In the Subject Oassification, the following 
three species of digits are used:-

(a) The I 0 Arabic numerals; 
( b} The 26 capital letters of the Roman alphabet; 

and 
(c) A dot. 

Thus its notation is mixed-less than that of the Colon 
Oassification but more than that of the simple Decimal 
Oassification. Its base is 37. It is linear, right-handed and 
may be treated as decimal. 

CoNGRESS CLASSIFICATION 

( iv} In the Congress Oassification, the following 
three SJ.lecies of digits are used:-

(a) The 10 Arabic numerals; 
(b) The 26 capital. letters of the Roman alphabet ; 

and . 
(c) A dot. 

Thus its notation is mixed-just as mixed as that of 
the Subject Oassification. Its base is 37. It is linear and 
right handed but mtegral ~d not decimal. The question of 
fixing the absolute values of the digits of the different spe
cies relative to one another does not arise as the scheme 
prescribes that capital letters and dots can come in only at 
particular places. For example, the first place is always 
to be a caeital letter. The second place may be capital 
letter. But Without explicitly stating a rule, in sacb classes 
the schedule is arranged as if the caeital letter had greater 
value than an Arabic numeral. In certain subjects, the 
capital letter again appears when alphabetic arrangement is 
prescribed. It is prescribed after the third digit in certain 
subjects, after the fourth in certain cases and so on. Sucb 
a rigid prescription of the place where a capital letter can 
follow an Arabic numeral obviates the necessity for con
sidering the relative absolute values of Arabic numerals and 
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capital letters. The dot usually precedes a capital letter 
and henc:e there is no need to fix its absolute value either. 

ExP•NsiVE CIAssiFie&.TION 

( v) The notation of the Exeansive Oassification 
uses the following species of digits:-

(a) The 26 capital letters of the Roman alphabet; 
(b) The 10 Arabic numerals; and 
(£1) A dot. 

Here also the notation is mixed, although the original 
intention of the author of the scheme was to make it a pure 
notation consisting of the capital letters only. It has a base 
of 37; it is linear, right-handed and decimal. 

(vi) The notation of Classification Decimale of the 
Inteme.tional Institute of Bibliographie is the most mixed 
of all the notations. It uses the following symbols in addi
tion to the 26 capital letters of the Roman alphabet and the 
10 Arabic numerals:- -

• : - + = (. • .) GO " " 

thus making 10 species of symbols. 
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PuRE vs. MIXED NoTATION 

·Sayers puts down the following as the twelfth canon of 
classification :-1 

"12. The notation should be pure; that is to 
say, it should be composed entirely of one kind of 
symbol." 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
PURITY. 

But in his lnlf'IJthu;#on, • Sayers hiniself appears to 
endorse the statement of Richardson that an ideal notation 
is one "using mixed symbols, but with a predominatingly 
decimal base" and also that "every ~ractical system sooner 
or later does make use of both letters and figures". As 
Bliss says, • there is psychology as well as common sense 
back of this statement. A mixed notation of letters and 
figures combined preferably with a convenient punctuation 
mark is virtually as legible as a notation of figures alone. 
In this matter, the psychology of familiarity plays so great 
a part that we may definitely state that conformity to the 
Canon of Purity is not necessary at all. 

1 Saye.., (W, C. Berwick) : A _..., of classijicalion. 1926. 
p, 112. 

• Sayers (W, C. Berwick) : lntrodvction to lilmJr:v. classifi
cation. 1935. P. 53. 

• Bliss (Henry Evelyn} : 0f1Janil/>lion {lj /mow/edge;, lilwarUt. 
1934. Pp. 54-56. 
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LoNG 'IJS. SHORT NOTATION 
The question of long w. short notation is even of ,less 

value than that of pure vs. mixed notation. In a sense the 
question itself is illusory, unless it is stated with special 
care. Remembering that by notation is meant a system of 
numbers used to represent the classes in a scheme of classi
fication the term "Length of Notation" has no meaning, 
unless it happens that all the numbers of a system are of 
equal length. It is a matter of experience that in no 
scheme in use are all the class numbers of equal length. On 
the contrary, variation in length of class numbers is a fairly 
common feature. 

Under such circumstances one may think of two wen
defined basis for comparing the notation of two schemes of 
classification in regard to length of class numbers. 

In the first place, we may examine the greatest 
order or intension of classes that can be represented 
in the schemes by a class number of given length 
(of a given number of digits). Let IUS call the 
greatest order the maximum order. If the maxi
mum order of one scheme is greater than that of 
the other, the first scheme may be said to have a 
sho~;ter notation than the l~ter. But this state
ment can only be made in respect of the classes of 
class numbers considered. For, the result may vary 
from one class of class numbers to another. 

Exomplt :- • 
{ 1) Let us consider class numbers of five digits. 

(a) We have the following class numbers for com
parison:-

Scheme 

Decimal Oauification 

Colon Oa .. i6cati<m •• 
Coqresa Clusifioation 

I Oass N u~ber of I 
five d~&•ts 

J23•4 

W:252 
jC60S 

Nameofclus 

Relation between State 
and Individual 

Freedom of property 
Freedom of property 
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It ;s obvious that the classes represented by a class num
ber of five digits are of greater intension in the Colon Oassi
fication and the Congress Oassification than in the Decimal 
Oassification. As a matter of fact, to reach the same inten
sion, we must use a nutnber of six digits in the latter 
Oassification, Viz., 323 ·46. 

(b) Consider the following tables:-

Scheme 

Decimal Oassification 

Colon Oassification •• 
~ 

Congress Oassification 

I Class Number of I 
five digits 

{ 
581'1 
589•1 
124:3 

fQK581 

QK720 

Name of class 

P I a n t physiology 
Lichens 
Physiology of Lichens 
Anatomy, physiology 

etc. of Lichens 
Plant Physiology 

It is obvious that in this case, the Colon Oassification 
is able to express a class of greater intension than the Deci
mal' Oassification or the Congress Oassification with a 
class number of five digits •. 

(Z) Here is another example:-

Scheme 

Decimal Classification 
Colon Classification •• 

Congress Oassification 

I Oass NuJDberof I 
·five digits 

• 591"4 
K:2:Z 

{QL9116 

~ QL857 

fQL856 

QL805 

Name of class 

Anatomy of animals 
Anatomy of 1 h e 

digestive system of 
animals 

Anatomy of the 
tongue .. .. 

.. 
mouth 
digestive 

system 
animals 

This table discloses the illusoriness of comparisons of 
this kind. With a number of five digits, the Congress 
Oassification reaches a greater intension or the same in
tension as the Decimal Oassification and greater intension 
or the same intension or even a smaller intension than the 
Colon Oassificat.!'on. 
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~(c) Consider class numbers of six Wsits. We 
have the following table for. comJ?.Won:-

J?ccunal Classification 
Colgn Clatsilicatign .. 

Cling~•• Classilication 

Class Number pf 
live digits 

021•Jl 
D664:1 

TK2765 
TK2761 

TK2411 

Name pf class 

Electrical generation 
Altcmatiog currw 

gcucration 
Indicator dynamo 
Altcmatiog c:urrcnt 

generators 
Electrical generators 

This table shows that with a class number of six digits 
the Colon Classification reaches greater intension than the 
Decimal Classification. But with the same number of six 
digits, the Congress classification can reach a smaller or the • 
same or a greater intension than the Colon Classification. · 
This also shows the unreliability of this method of com
~son for purposes of generalisation. 

(d) Several other examples will be given in 
chapters 6 to S. _ ~ 

Secondly we may; take a specific class or specific 
class of classes which occurs in both of two schemes 
and compare the length of .(the number of digits 
in) . the class numbers representing them. l'hat 
scheme, whose class numbers are shorter, can be 
said to have a shorter notation. Even here, the 
relative merit of two schemes will not be same but 
may; vary; according to the class of classes taken for 
consideration. 

(i) Consider the following tables:-
~{o) Class Number and Name of Class 

Treatises liD 

ca olOI!Y •• 
Muufactuno of acids •• 
Muufactuno pf aulpburic 

acid 
Manufaetuno pi nitric: 

acid 

11 

F3 
F3616 

F3S03 

Cooereu 
Oas$i6ca· 

tion 
145 

TP213 
TP21S 

TP217NS 
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Number of Digits in Class Number 

Order Decimal_ Oassilica-1 Colon ~assilica·l Congress 
tlon tion Oassification 

1 3 1 

I 
5 

2 5 2 5 
3 5 5 s 
3 s 5 8 

This table shows that the Colon Classification has a 
shorter number in the first two cases and the last, while 
its number is of the same length as the Congress Oassifi.ca
tion in the third. The Decimal Classification's position is 
the second in the first case. It shares the second place with 
the Congress Oassification in the second case. If it has 
the acids subdivided, 12robably its number will be the longe.1: 
in the third case, but may be shorter than that of the Con
gress Classification in the fourth case,. though longer than 
that of the Colon Classification. 

( u) Consider again· another table:
_(a) Class Number and Name of Class 

Decimal I Colon 
Treatises on aa~si.fica~ Oassilica-

uon tion 

Textile manufactue .. 677. M7 
Cotton manufacture .. 677•2 Mn 
Cotton cording .. 677>21213 M71:13 
Cotton SJ1inning .. 677"2i22 M71:2 

Number of digits in Class Number 

. 
Congress 

Classifi.qo-
tion 

TS1445 
TS157S 
TS1578 
TS1577 

Order 
J 

Decimal Classi
fication 

Colon Oassi
fi.cation 

Congress classi
fication 

2 
3 
5 
4 

3 
s 
!I 
8 

2 
3 
6 
s 

6 
6 
6 
6 



STATISTICAL METHOD 

,Here also while we find that the class number is gene
rally shorter in tlle Colon Classification, it is easy to see 
how this method of comparing the length of notation of 
two or mol'e schemes is ·also unreliable and leads to as 
contradictory results as the other. 

Under such circumstances, there is only one method 
of comparing the length or shortness of notatioos and that 
is the statistical method. The statistical method tries to 
give some definite shape to such elusive problems by com
parison of a¥erages. But the statistical method has, in its 
anxiety to look round. all the sides of questions, invented a 
number of averages. All these points and the application 
of these points to the problem of long vs. short notation are 
illustrated by the following discussion by Mr. K. M. Siva
raman, my colleague and classifier. The discussion was 
published in the Modem libranan and the So•th indiaN 
teac·nrr and it is extracted here with very slight modifica
tions. 

COLON w. DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 
A Statistical stvd;y. of their no~ 

Occasionally a critic of the Colon Oassifieation ex
presses the opinion that the notation of the scheme is long 
when comEllred with the notatioo of the Decimal Oassi
fieation. The tenns 'long' and 'short' are amenable to 
quantitative examination. Hence, in comparing the lengths 
of the notations, fallacies possibly implied in dependence 
upon vague feelings and general impressions can be avoided. 
With a view to testing the correctness of such general 
remarks, not founded on any quantitative e.Yamination, a 
statistical analysis was undertaken during the last month 
and the result is set dowo in this paper. The analysis 
shows that the length of the notation of the Colon Oassi
ficatinn is not longer than that of the Decimal Oassificatioo, 
but, on the other hand, is definitely shorter. The meaning 
of the terms 'longer' and 'shorter' will get defined iD the 
course of the paJi!C!'. 

The sample taken for this analysis consists of the class 
numbers of books taken out on loan in February, 1934, from 
the Madras Uni¥enit:I Library, in subjects Other than the 
dasa 'Literature'. It is 2roped to deal with the clasa 
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'Literature' in another paper. Further, periodical publica-
tions have been excluded from the study.· · 

MEr:a:oo 
The loan slips of the books issued in February, 1934, 

were used for study. They already contained the Colon 
class numbers at the top. The number of digits in the 
class numbers were counted and this was noted prominently 
at the left hand top comer. The corresponding Decimal 
class numbers were written at the bottom and the number 
of digits in these class numbers were counted and noted at 
the right hand bottom comer. The slips were sorted in the 
usual way by the number of digits in ·the two schemes of 
classification and the followitlg correlation table was 
obtained, 

Colon class number 
:J:iu. of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total 

3 108 662759 16 2 9 3 1 291 

4 

s 
2 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

2 60 122 54 60 44 74 n 16 !I 1 453 

3 5 3449 43 39 4!1 3014 1 1 268 

916 33 4$3125112 1 1 '174 

2 2 10 JO 10 11 14 5 3 

11·1.4259 

J ·4 2 9 1 

'2 3 

1 

67· 

23 

18 

5 

12 1 1 

Total 113 134 195 190 166 148 181 104 48 15 2 4 1300 

FuQUENCY DaGRAMS 

The frequency distribution for the two schemes were 
plotted, representing the number of digits in the class num
bers along the x-axis and the number of books having the 
given number of digits in their class numbers along the Y.
axis. The frequency diagrams, thus got and shown on another 
page visualise the distribution of books in the samples taken 
in accordance with the two systems of classificatioo. The 
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taller and sharper curve corresponds to the Decimal classi
fication, the shorter and flatter curve corresponds to the 
Colon classification. 

CoNST.un:s o:r DisTRisunoN 

The following are the chief constants of distribution of 
the two schemes of classification:-

Colon Decimal 
Classification Classification 

I. Mode (mo•t frequently occur-
fins number of digits) 3 5 

2. Median (Number of digits 
which is not exceeded by half 
of the class numbers) 4 5 

3. Mean (The average number of 
digito in the class numbers) 4''11 

4. Standard deviation (A measure 
of the opread of the nnge of 
the lelll!lh of notation) Z' 35 1.67 

S. Correlation co-efficient +·56 

Mona 

The mode in the Decimal Oassification is 5 whereas 
it ir only 3 in the Colon Oassification. In other words, the 
peak in the former corresponds to a 'longer' class number 
than the peak in the latter. That is, the length of the class 
number that occurs most frequently in the Colon Oassifica
tion is less than the corresponding one of the Decimal 
Oassification by two digits. In this sense, the notation in 
the Colon Oassification is distinctly 'shorter' than that of 
the Decimal Oassification. 

MmuN 

Then let us take the median as the basis of comparing 
the lengths of notation in the two schemes. 4 is the median 
in the Colon Oassification. That means 50 per cent. of the 
hooks in the sample have in their class numbers four or 
less than four digits. On the other hand, the median ~ the 
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Decimal Classification is S. In this sense also tlie Colon 
Classification has got a 'shorter' notation. 

MEAN 
Perliaps, a mo!'e popuar measure of tlie lengtli of the 

notation is the mean, i1., the arithmetic mean of the num· 
ber of digits in the class numbers of all the books m the 
sample. He!'e again the average in the Decimal Classifica
tion is one digit more than the average in the Colori Classi
fication. In this also the length of the notation m the 
Decimal, Classification is 'longer'. 

STANIW~D DEvunoN 

Perliaps, the features disclosed br. tlie sfan<1ard devia
tions of the two schemes are more vitaL They bring to 
the surface a factor' which lies much deeper. The 'Colon 
curve' with its standard deviation of 2 ·35 is much more 
spread out than the 'Decimal curve' with its standard devia
tion of 1·67. Is this diffe'l'em:e significant at all and if so, 
what is its significance? To answer this question, we should 
remind ourselves that the class number io either scheme 
may be taken to be a symbolic translation or representation 
of the subject-matter of the book. Further, in either 
scheme, the length of the class number is obliged ultimately 
to vary directly as the 'intension' of the subject-matter of 
the book and inversely as its 'extension'. 

Now, with our knowledge of books, we may state tliat 
the distribution of the 'iotension' of the subject-matter of 
the bonks io a random aample is more likely to be spread 
out and graduated in a manner that would correspond to 
the 'Colon curve'. In other words, the notation in the Colon 
Classification imitates more closely the variation of the 
'intension' of knowledge which is to be found in the aample 
of books. The comparative flatness of the 'Colon curve' 
visualises it. In this sense the Colon Classification is a 
more natural one than the Decimal Classification. 

On the other hand, it is clear that in the Decimal Classi
fication, the class numbers lean more towards artificiality. 
They get unnaturally crowded within a narrow range io 
the neighbourhood of five digits. This is prominently 
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visualised by the steep and narrow shape of tlie 'Decimal 
curve'. 

CoRRELATION CoEFFICIENT 
The correlation coefficient is ·56. Perhaps this low 

figure may also be taken as a measure of some fundamental 
difference between the two schemes. If they are not funda
mentally different, rememb~ that they are both intended 
to serve a similar purpose and that they both use the digits 
as in decimal fractions, one should expect a much higher 
value for the correlation coefficient; something as high as 
·8 or -9. In what direction has one to look for this funda
mental difference? One aspect of this difference is already 
indicated, 'fliz., the Decimal Oassification leans more 
towards artificiality and the Colon Oassification more 
towards a faithful expression of the nature of the books. 

CoNCLUSION 
It is evident from this quantitative examination t1iat 

only those people, with a limited experience, who have not 
had either the inclination or the opportunity to classify a 
large number and variety of books, would consider the 
notation of the Colon Oassification as lengthy when com
pared with the notation obtained by the Decimal Oassifica
tion. It has been shown that the number of digits in the 
class numbers of books used by .half the number of rei!.ders, 
is four or less than four in the case of the Colon Qassi. 
fication, whereas it goes up to 5 in the Decimal Classification. 

But, after all, what ·;s·the value that should he attached 
to the length of the notation? Here is the opinion expressed 
by Berwick Sayers in a paper .read before the Third Con
ference of the Association of Special Libraries and Informa
tion Bureaux, as follows:-

". . • • Tlie length of a notation should always be 
judged in the relation to its effectiveness. To object to a 
sign that consists of five or six symbols-letters or figures
is unworthy of present day librarianship. Minute classi
fication must always have a fairly long notation. "1 

1 Sayers (W. C. Berwiclc:) : Sy.rt-s o'/ das.rijicolillli, tllitll 
prwtkulcw refft'etlct to tlooJii us <ill illl special librt>ries. Report and 
Proceedings of the Tbirld Conference. of the Association of Special 
libraries and Information Bureaux. P. 68. 
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The function of the notation in classification is to faci
litate the arrangement of books in a systematic and helpful 
manner. A librarian who chooses or advocates the adop
tion of a classification scheme because it has a simple nota
tion shows a lamentable disregard for what is essential in 
classification. 

Hence, let it not be understood that the preparation of 
this paper implies a plea for a short notation, although as 
a matter of fact, it happens that the Colon Oassification 
has a 'shorter' notation than the Decimal Classification in 
spite of the fonner being more minute than the latter. The 
primary object of the paper is merely to indicate a more 
reliable and res~onsible way of comparing the lengths of 
the notation, if such a comparison is deemed to be necessary. 

But, some of us, who have been closely associated with 
the development of the Colon Oassification, are, in a sense, 
grateful to those critics who draw their missiles from vague 
feelings, preconceived notions and general impression; 
because it is probable that but for their provoking, though 
irresponsible, criticism of the length of the notation in the 
Colon Oassification, a statistical study of the two schemes 
might not have been suggested. And, but for such a satis
tical study, one cannot appreciate the merits of the Colon 
Classification lying at much deeper levels--almost unguess
able:-which are pleasingly brought to the surface by the 
Standard Deviation. We are glad to be shown the nearness 
of the Colon Classification to 'naturalness' when compared 
with the Decimal Oassification. 

u 
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The above iliscussion enables us also to enunciate liut 
one intelligible canon that has to do with the length of the 
class numbers of a scheme of classification. It may be 
stated as follows:-

The length of a class number in a scheme of 
classification should be proportional to the order 
or intension of the class it represents. 

This may oe referred to as the CANON of RE
LATIVITY. 

We may perhaps use the word UNIFORMI'IY to express 
the opposite of R.EuTIVITY as applied to lengths of class 
numbers. -

It would have been more appropriate to have called this 
canon the CANoN of ELASTICITY. We speak of the elastic 
ribbon. But as some have popularised the use of this word 
in the sense of hospitality, I refrain from using it with a 
new significance. Hence the term CANoN of REl.t.TIVITY. 

Examples:-
( 1 ) Consider the following table, where Physics is 

taken as the universe. 

Oass Numbers 

Treatise on 
Decitnal Colon Subject Congress 

Oassilica- Classifica- Oassifica- Oassilica· 
tion · tion tion tion 

Science .. 500 A BOOO QIS8 
Physics .. 530 c BOO! QC21 
Light .. 535 cs CIOO QC355 
Dispersion 535"4 CS:3 CliO QC431 
Spectrum techni· 535"84 CS:31 CliO .QC46S 

que .. 
? CSMOI :31 ? QC459 Ultra-violet spect-

rum .. 
CS:38M96 ? QC67S Zeeman effect .. ? 

The following table visualises the relation of the length 
of the class number to the order (intension) of the class 
represented by it in the different schemes of classification. 
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NUMBEll OP DIGITS 

-
Decimal Colon Subject Congress 

Order Classi· C1assi- Classi· Oassi .. 
fica lion fication fication fication 

0 3 1 4 4 
1 3 1. 4 4 
2 3 2 4 5 
3 5 ~ l 5 
4 6 4 5 
5 p 8 l .5 
5 1 8 1 5 

It is obvious from the table how loyally the Canon of 
Relativity is observed by the Colon Oassification, how it 
is observed by the Decimal Classification from the third 
order classes only, how meagrely it is satisfied by the Con
gress Oassification and how it is not at all satisfied by the 
Subject Oassification. 

The class numbers of both of the last two classes is of 
the same number of digits (eight) because they are both 
of the same order. The order of the last class is one 
greater than that of the last but two, because it deals with a 
particular spectroscopic phenomenon; while the order of 
the. penultimate class is greater than. that of the last but two 
because it deals with the spectrum of a particular radiation 
and not of radiation in generaL 

(2) Jlere is another example l-

Decimal Colon Subject Congress 
Treatise on Oassi· Oassi• Classi· CJassi-

&cation fication fication fication 

GeograPhy • • sst u 02()0 GUS 
Physical seography 551'4 U2 DOOO GBS3 
Oceanography •• 551'46 U25 DIOI GCII 
Dynamics of the U2S6 .. GC201 

ocean 
Currenta 5st·47 U2562 012() GC231 
Currents In the 551'471 U2562:95 DIOZ·431 GCZ71 

Atlantic 
Current1 in the 

Mediterranean 
551'472 U2562:9St 0041•431 GC277 
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NUMBER 011 DIGITS 

Decimal Colon Subject Congress 
Order Oassi- Oassi- Oassi .. Classi-

fication fication fication fication 

First .. J 1 4 4 
Second .. s 2 4 4 
Third .. 6 3 4 4 
Fourth .. .. 4 .. s 
Fifth .. 6 s 4 s 
Sixth .. 7 8 8 s 
Seventh .. 7 9 8 5 

The above table visualises the length of the class num
ber in relation to the order (intension) of the class re
presented by it in the different schemes of classification. It 
is obvious from this table also that the Colon Qassification 
shows the greatest degree of loyalty to the Canon of Relati
vity, that the Decimal Qassification comes next in order 
while the Subject Classification and the Congress Qassifi
~tion respect the Canon le?St. 

Other examples will occur in chapters 7 to 9. But 
it may be stated here that practically in all the subjects the 
observance of the Canon of Relativity is roughly of the 
same degree in the four schemes as the one that the two 
examples given here bave disclosed. · 



4. a"HEORY OF KNOWLEDGE CLASSI
FICATION 

In library classification, the universe is that of books 
and the purpose is indicated by the laws of library science--l 
( i) Books are for use, ( ii) Every reader his book, (iii) 
Eveljl book its reader, (iv) Save the time of the reader, and 
( v) A library is a growing organism. The implications of 
these laws, in the field of classification, will be found eluci
dated in the Five larws of library, scimee. The UP.shot of 
tha.t elucidation is that, in a library, 

(1) the most popular approach to books 
among the readers is the SUBJECT-APPROACH; 

(2) hence, books are to be classified on the 
basis of the subject-matter or the KNoWLEDGE em
bodied in them; 

(3) the more MINUTE the classification, the 
more helpful it is in the fulfilment of the laws of 
library science; and 

( 4) books will be added to a library; continu
ouSly and without end. 

Hence, it will be a convenience if we consider the 
Theory of Knowledge Oassification be£~ we take up the 
Theory of Book Oassification. · 

The theory of knowledge classification is con
cerned with the elucidation and solution of the 
special problems that arise when the original 
universe classified is the UNIVERSE of KNow
LEDGE. 

Knowledge may be defined as "the sum of 
information conserved by civilization". We speak 

• Ranpnatlwl (S.R.): Tlw ~ ~ of lih..., tciftou. 
(Yadru Library Auociatiaa PublicatioA Scria, 2).. 1931. 
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of the boundaries of knowledge and of enen.rion of 
knowledge by research. The boundaries of know
ledge change with time. . Thus, at any moment we 
may speak of future knowledge or inaccessible or 
potential knowledge. 

Examp}es:-
From the standpoint of 1876, the year in which the 

Decimal Oassification was put forward, the following re
lated to future (inaccessible or potential) knowledge. 

Highly composite numbers Anthroposophy 
X -rays Existenz philosophie 
Cosmic rays Psycho-analysis 
Raman effect Gestalt psychology 
Wave mechanics We-psychology 
Pile foundation Dalton plan 
Radio Project method 
Television Visual instruction 
Radium Stratosphere 
Heavy water Fascism 
Diptherial ba~.eria Passive resistance 
Malarial protozoa Non-co-operation 
Air ports Mandatory powers 
Cinema production Social credit 
Surrealism Scout movement 
Hom-idyomo . . Quasi-contract 

Similarly, from the standpoint of the present, there no 
doubt exist in the potential future many fields of knowledge 
now Ullknown. 
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The UNIVERSE of KNoWLEDGE will tie taken to 
include all knowledge, past, present and future, i.e., 
k1110wn as well as tmknawn knowledge. 

Thus the Universe of Knowledge is one in which-
( 1) nothing is known of the total number of entities 

comprised except that it is indefinite and may 
be added to from time to time; and 

(2) some of the entities are uclmown. 
There is also a third feature recognisable in the universe 

of knowledge. This feature is bound up with the funda
mental questions:-

( 1) Can we speak of entities at all in the Universe of 
Knowledge? 

{2) Will it not be more appropriate to look upon 
the Universe of Knowledge as an Amplified 
Universe, in which the entities are all lost 
sight of amidst a plethora of classes (pseudo-
entities) ? · 

( 3) In simpler tenns, will it not be more appro
priate to look upon the Universe of Knowledge 
as a Universe of Qasses rather than a Uni
verse of Entities proper? 

. This feature will become more clear if we examin.e an 
actual Chain of Qasses in the Universe of Knowledge; for, 
we have agreed to say that an Entity is linked up to the 
Original Universe by a Chain of Qasses. Consider the 
following chain:-

Universe of Knowledge 

+ . Mathematics 

Aritb':netic 

+ Numbers 

In~ 
+ 
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Even Integers 

"" 
Even Integers divisible by 3 

+ Even Integers divisible by 3 but not by 5 . + 
and so on 

This chain can be continued ad infinitum by the use of 
further and further characteristics, of which there can be 
no end. Until we reach the last link of the chain, we can
not spot an Entity proper. The other links in the chain 
are only classes. Mathematics is a class; Arithmetic is a 
class; "Numbers" is a class; "Integers" is a class and so on. 

SPECIAL F'E&Tun:s 

The chain can be continued ad injinitsms. That is, 
however far we go down the chain, we can increase the 
intension one step further and decreaSe the extension and 
thereby reach a link of th~ next order. 

This means that the LAsT LINK of the chain 
can never be readied in a~tual practice in a s~eme 
of classification of the Universe of Knowledge. That 
is, all the links, which are reachable, are only classes 
(pseudo-entities) and the entities (proper) will 
never be spotted or reached. 

Hence, for all practical purposes, we shall haw occa
sion to deal only with the classes of the Universe of Know
ledge but never with its Entities (proper). Nor does this 
present aey difliculty, since, as we saw at the end of the first 
chapter, the Entities themselves do not figure in a scheme 
of classification. 

Another statement that can be made is this. Every 
chain explicitly described in a scheme of classification of 
the Universe of Knowledge is an Incomplete Otain. We 
can now bring together all the relevant peculiarities of the 
:Universe of Knowledge. 
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'A Scheme of Oassification of Knowledge 
( 1) must provide for an indefinitely large 

number of classes-tending to infinity, we may say; 
and 

(2) must provide for the creation of any 
number of new classes as and when need arises 
and for their location in the scheme without violence 
to the principle of filiation. 

The most difficult and at the same time the most vital 
of these requirements is the last one. If that requirement 
;s not fulfilled, the scheme of classification will cease to be 
a scheme and will land itself in chaos. 

THK IMPORT~NCE 01' NOT~noN 

Now the filia.tory location of a new class in a scheme 
is to be secured by the ordinal number (class number) 
which is constructed to represent it. Thus, in a sense, the 
great burden of locating new classes, without reducing a 
scheme of classification to chaos, is thrown upon the notation 
of the scheme-assuming, of course, that all the canons 
of the general theory of classification are to be implicitly 
observed. This is what is implied in the statement of 
Sayers,' "A good notation cannot make a bad classification 
good, but a bad notation may destroy a large part of the 
use£ ulness of a good one. This last fact has been the reason 
why some librarians have apparently chosen their classifi
cations only by their notations". It accounts again for the 
apparently undue prominence that is given to the notation 
in the ftry names of the chief modem schemes of classi
fication. Witness, for example, the two American schemes 
-Decimal Oassilication and Expansive Oassification
giving the substantive part of their names to the words 
"Decimal" and "Expansive", which simply describe the 
oature of the notation. So also the British Oassilicatioo 

• Sayers (W. C. llenvicl<) : &11 illlrodtKIWIJ r. lil>nlr)r clatsi
I«Rillfl, 1~. IP, Sl. 

~~ 
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was first named Adjustable Qassification and the Indian 
Oassification is called the Colon Oassification, where, 
again, the substantive words in the names-" Adjustable" 
and "COlon"-relate to the notation. 

WHY NoTATION rs GLORIFIED 

Let it be repeated here that if notation is unduly glori
fied in these names, it is not because "Librarians have 
chosen their schemes exclusively by their preference for 
this or that fonn of notation and have quite ignored the fact 
that the primary virtues of classification are scientific order, 
consistence of division, mutual exclusiveness of terms and 
generalness of application".1 What follows will illustrate 
how loyalty to these primary virtues would become im
possible in a scheme of knowledge classification and library 
classification but for a highly efficient notation. That is 
why the chief schemes are named after their notation and 
why it is that, "If you consulted the files of the 
professional library magazines, you might be forgiven for 
concluding that the only thing that mattered in a classifi
cation was its notation: because nearly every discussion 
of classification has been a wrangle about the merits of the 
notations of rival classification schemes." 

As conformitY. to the catiens of the general theory of 
classification is largely dependent on notation, if the Uni• 
verse is infinite and not wholly known, we shall begin with 
the study of notation and search f~r any new canons of 
classification that may become necessary when the general 
theory is applied to the Universe of Knowledge. 

NEW CANONS 

Three additional canons must be observed in the con
struction and use of a scheme of classification of the Uni
verse of Knowledge, as a result of the universe consisting 
of an infinity of entities some of which are unknown 
or may become known only in future. 

1 Sayers (W. C. Berwick) : A -UDI of c/assifica/ion. 1926. 
P.~. . 
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HosPITALITY IN ARRAY 
1. The Class Numbers belonging to an Array 

should be so constructed that any number of new 
Class Numbers can be added to the Array, with
out disturbing the existing class numbers in any 
way. 

This ml!G' be referred to as the CANON of Hos
PITALITY IN ARRAY. 

This canon is a corollary from the Canon of Exhaus
tiveness enunciated in chapter 2, in discussing the general 
theory. The efficiency and enduring capacity of a scheme 
of classification will depend mostly on the devices it em
ploys to secure compliance with this Canon of Hospitality 
in Array. If a scheme does not provide for Infinite Hos
pitality in Array, it is bound to break down sooner or later. 

DECillii.LL CLASSIFICATION 

( i) In the Decimal Oassification, this canon is sought 
to be fulfilled by a principle, which is enunciated as 
follows:-

"When more than nine divisions are needed the diffi
culty is commonly obviated by grouping on single numbers 
the subjects most closely allied or by assigning 1-8 speci
fically to most important subjects and grouping minor sub
jects on 9 as 'Other'."• 

This "Other" device is not however freely used. On 
the contrary all the nine places are found filled up in many 
Arrays. 

Aauy OF FiRST ORDER 

(a) Out of the 10 Arrays of the First Order, only 
the three arrays shown below have followed this principle. 
The other seven arrays break the Canon of Hospitality- in 
Array. 

290 Non-Christian n:ligions 
490 Other language!! 
890 Literature in other languages 

• Dew~y (Mel vii) : IHtitrtdl cla.rlijituliQft 411<1 re/Giiw WUif, 
1933. Edn. 13. P. 16, 
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1\RuYS OF SECOND OJmn 

(b) Out of the 81 Arrays of the Second Order 
only the eighteen shown below have followed the principle. 
The other .sixty-three Arrays break the Canon of Hospi
tality in Array. 

149 Other philosophical systems 
179 Other ethical topics 
199 Other modem philosophers 
259 Other ministrations 
289 Other Christian sects 
299 Other non-christian religions 
369 Other associations 
439 Other Teutonic languages 
499 Malay-Polynesian and other languages 
629 Other branches of engineering 
668 Other organic chemical industries 
689 Other trades 
719 Other topics in landscape gardening 
879 Other Italic literatures 
889 Other HelleJlic literatures 
899 Malay-Polynesian and other literatures 
939 Ancient history of other countries 
949 Other countries of Europe 

1\Ruys OF HIGHER 011DERS 

(c) The percelltage of Arrays of the Third and 
Higher Orders which break the Canon of Hospitality in 
Array is far greater and only" a negligibly small number of 
them satisfies the Canon. 

CoLON CLASSIFICATION 

'(ii) In the Colon Oassification, five devices or princi
ples are used to secure compliance with the Canon of 
Hospitality in Array. 

OCTAVE PluNCIPLE 

(a) The "Other" principle of the Decimal Oassi
lication has been extended into what is known as the 
"Octave Principle". According to this, when the classes 
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of any Array are numbered with Arabic numerals, only 
numbers 1 to 8 are to be used. 9 is not used ordinarily to 
individualise any class. The number next in order after 
8 is 91 and not 9. In the second octave also, only numbers 
91 to 98 are used. 99 is not used ordinarily to individualise 
any class. The number next in order after 98 is 991 and 
not 99. And so on. This principle is almost universally 
followed. Sometimes the classes of a second octave may 
admit of being labelled by a common term. In that case 
that common term may find itself put against 9 in the first 
octave. In the few cases, where this octave principle is 
deviated from in the First Octave-for ·example in the 
Array of the First Order formed in X Economics on the 
basis of the Economic Characteristic, 9 is Labour-a special 
device is employed. It will be explained and illustrated in 
chapter 8. 9 was reserved for "Applications" in certain 
Arrays in the first edition, as the "Octave Principle" was 
aot consciously and explicitly laid down, when it was pub
lished. But this and other deviations are being set right 
in the forthcoming second editioa. 

Examples:-
Y158 Slums 
Y1591 Groups arising from Titles of Distinction 
YlS9Z Groups arising from Caste 

SUBJECT DEviCE 
(b) But a much more powerful device used for the 

accommodation of new classes in an Array is the Subject 
Devi~ by which any number of co-ordinate classes c.an be 
accommodated in any Array. 

Examples:-
(1) In the Array of the First Order of D6 Mecha

nical Engineering, based on the Secondary Work Charac
teristic, we find 

D6:9 Other machinery (By Subject Device) 

( /UIIoS1raliw) 
D6:9D201 Excavating machinery 
D6 :9Ml4 Printing machinery 
D6 :9Mj38 Flouring machinery 
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'(2) In the Array of lhe First Order of M Useful 
Arts, we find "Further divisions by Subject Device". 

{ lllKStrative) 
MBl Calculating machines 
MCSJ Gramophones 
MJ38 Flouring of grains 
MN8 Musical instrument making 

(3) In the Array of the First Order based on View 
Characteristic in R3 Metaphysics, we find 

9 Other special classes 
(To be divided by the Subject Device) 

(lll..mative) 
R39G6 Genetic view 
R39Y Humanistic view 

'(4) In the Array of the First Order based on Edu
cand Characteristic in T Education, we have 

9 Other special classes 
{To be divided by the Subject Device) 

( IUfMtralive) 
T9U21S Education of mountain community 
T9Y131 Rural education 
T9Yl52 Education·of the aristocracy 

( 5) In the Array of the' Second Order based on the 
Point of View Characteristic in V History, we have · 

258 Other rights 
(To be got by the. Subject Device) 

( IU..mative) 
V :258Q Freedom of belief 
V :258X Freedom of trade 
V :258Yl8 Freedom of Association 

CHRONOLOGICAL DEviCE 

{c) Anolher vety sbatp device used by the Colon 
Oassification for securing conformity to lhe Canon of 
Hospitality in Array is lhe Chronological Device. 

Exmnples:-
(1} The aulhors in any form of literature in any 

language are individualised by the Chronological Device and 
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hence any number of them can be accommodated in an 
Array. We have, in English Drama, -e.g., 

0:2J64 Shakespeare (born in 1564) 
0:21.51 Sheridan (born in 1751) 
0 :2M 56 Bernard Shaw (born In 1856) 
0 :2NOO Richard Hughes (born in 1900} 

(2) The grammar of artificial languages is indivi
dualised by the Chronological Device and any number of 
them can be accommodated in the Array of the First Order 
in P eytilology. 

Exomples:-
P9M87 Esperanto (Invented in 1887) 
P9N23 Hom-idyomo (Invented in 1923) 

(3) In the Array of the Second Order based on 
Economic Characteristic in X Economics, which has X :3 
Distribution as the immediate universe, the classes are 
individualised by the Chronological Device. 

Example.r:-
X :3M24 Socialism (First enunciated in 1824) 

( 4) In the Array of the Third Order which has C84 
Hypothesis about Energy in C Physics, the different hypo
theses are individualised by the Chronological Device. 

Exomples:
C84K86 

C84M6S 

C84N01 

Gravitation theory (First enunciated in 
1686). 

Electromagnetic theory (First enun
ciated in 1865) 

Quantum theory (First enunciated in 
1901) 

GEOGRAPHICAL DEVICE 
(d) Sometimes the Geographical Device also is used 

to secure conformity to the Canon of Hospitality in Array. 
Exam pl~s :-

( 1) The languages, other than those belonging to the 
Indo-Germanic, the Semitic and the Dravidian families are 
individualised by the Geographical Device and thus the 
Array of Language Divisions can accommodate any num
ber of languages. 
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Examples:-
4 Other Asiatic languages 
6 Other African languages 

(2) In the Array of the Second Order which deals 
with the psychology of individual races, the classes derived 
from 57 Race Psychology, are got by the Geographical 
Device. 

Examples:-
5742 
5755 

Psychology of the Japanese 
Psychology of the Germans 

ALPHABETIC DEVICE 

(e) As a last resort the Alphabetic Device is used to 
secure conformity to the Canon of Hospitality in Array. 
T,his is only used very sparingly. 

Examples:-
Tbe Array of Oass Numbers under J37 in J Agri-

culture is extended as follows:-
J37Fl Fig 
J37Jl Jackfruit 
J37Tl Tamaririd 

SUBJECT WSSIFICATION 

(iii) In the Subject ~sification, the Candn of 
Hospitality in Array is sought to be served by leaving ~ 
finite number of gaps between any two consecutive class 
numbers. These are abaut 10,000 gaps in the whole 
schedule of classification. It .is obvious that this puts a 
very definite limit to the exten~ to which the Canon can be 
satisfied by the Scheme. Anticipating that this limit will 
be too hampering, the scheme makes an additional provi
sion in the following words' "If any new or other subject 
is found unrepresented in the tables, . . . . as a general 
covering head . . . the place for it can be made at any 
point by treating the existing numbers as decimals and 
adding the units from 0 to 9 as found necessary." 

However, no rule of procedure has been laid down 
by which the intercalation of ·numbers, made independently 

• Brown (James Duff): Sflbjut e!4rsijicatims. 1914. P. 14. 
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by different users of the scheme, may agree. This point 
will be dealt with more fully when we discuss the third 
canon. There is also another difficulty which will be re
ferred to when we discuss the second canon. 

CoNGRESS CLAssiFICATION 

( iv) In the Congress Classification also, the Canon 
of Hospitality in Array is sought to be satisfied by leaving 
gaps in between consecutive class numbers. The number of 
vacant numbers left in the Congress Classification is many 
times greater than that in the Subject Classification. In 
spite of this, there ·is only limited provision for accommodat
ing new classes. This is realised by the Congress Classi
fication itself and hence there is the make-shift arrangement 
of using the decimal point to provide additional clas5 
numbers. "A decimal, therefore, does not necessarily imply 
sub-arrangement, for it maY. have been employed, as in 
DC36:9 merely because no who~ number happened to be 
available at that particular place."• 

How often this make-shift arrangement is vitiated by 
other factors will be referred to in discussing the second 
and third canons. 

An array of class numbers which does not 
ad111it of extrapolation at the right end may be 
called a. CLOSED ARRAY. 

An array of class numbers which admits of 
extrapolation at the right end may be called an 
OPEN ARRAY. 

('i} It has been seen that in the Decimal Classification, 
3 arrays of the First Order, 18 arrays of the Second Order 
and just ·a few arrays of the Higher Orders are kept as 
OPEN Alt.RJ.YS by the 'OTHER' PRINCIPLE. The remaining 
'1 arrays of the First Order, 63 arrays of the Second Order 
and most of the arrays of the Higher Orders are CI.osm 
ARRAYS. 

• Ll'brary of ~ss • Cl..mli"""""· C'/Grs D. Ulfiwrsal tMd 
Old World Hisltw7. 1916: P. 6. 

14 
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( ii) It has been seen that in the Colon Oassification, 
practically all the arrays are kept as OPEN AlulA Ys by the 
OcTAVE PRINCIPLE, the SUBJECT DEVICE, the CHRONOLOGI· 
CAL DEVICE, the GEOGRAPHICAL DEVIcE, and the ALPHA
BETIC DEVICE. 

(iii) The integral notation of the Subject Oassifi
cation and the Congress Oassification does not admit of 
keeping the arrays OPEN in those schemes. 

HosPITALITY IN CHAIN 
We now pass on to the enunciation of the second special 

canon to be observed in tjle construction and use of a scheme 
of classification of the Universe of Knowledge, as a result 
of the universe cons.isting of an infinity of entities some 
of which are now unknown and may become known only in 
future. 

2. The class numbers belonging to a Chain 
should be so constructed that any number of new 
class numbers can be added at the end of the Chain 
without disturbing the existing class numbers in 
any manner, to accommodate new subordinate 
classes which can be formed on the basis of a single· 
Train of Characteristics or two or more Trains of 
Characteristics. 

This may be r~ft:rred to as the CANoN of Hos
PITALITY IN CHAIN. 

The meaning of the teim "Train of Characteristics" 
will be brought out by the following examples:-

DECIMAL CLAssiFICATION 
( i) Consider the following Chain in the Decimal 

Oassification :-
Universal Knowledge, 

..j. 
300 Social Sciences, 

..j. 
330 Economics, 

..j. 
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331 Labour 

+ 331 ·8 Labouring classes. 

+ 
331·81 Duration of work 

This chain can be extended in the Decimal Classification by 
three different trains of characteristics, vi.z., 

(I) The train relating to Hours, days, etc., for work 
and rest; 

(2) The train relating to Industries; and 
( 3) The train relating to Countries. 

But the classes formed on the basis of these three trains 
of characteristics are put in a single Array as follows:-

331·8 Labouring classes 
331·81 Duration of work. Rest 

(First TMin of classes ) 
331·811 ~gth of day 

8-hour day, 10-hour day, etc. Shifts of 
work 

331 ·812 Night work. 
See also 331 ·41 Night work of women 

331 ·813 Sunday work 
331·814 Overtime. Supplementary hours 

See also 331-65 Abuse of supemwne
rary time 

331 :816 Vacation. Leave of absence 
331·817 Holidays 

Weekly rest, Sundays, labour festivals, 
May 1, festivals of patron saints 

(S«Ofld TraiN of cla.ssu) 
331 ·818 In special industries 

2-99 Divided like 620-{)99 
For occupations not included in 620-{)99 

use 331 ·8181 divided like main classi
fication 

(Third T..-,. of classes) 
331 ·819 In special countries. Divided like 930-

999 
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In the first place, this ammgement offends against 
the Canon of Exclusiveness. If we have a book which 
deals with "Overtime in Agricultur.U Industry in India," 
is it to be put in the class 331·814 Overtime or 331 ·8183 
Duration of Work in Agriculture or 331·8194 Duration of 
Work in India? It may be said that each library should 
have its own convention. 

LIMITED HoSPITALITY 

Apart from this, whatever ~lace is prescribed by 
convention to the book in question, it is obvious that it 
requires to be placed in a class of greater intension (higher 
order). While the Decimal Classification has recognised 
the existence of these three distinct Trains of Characteris
tics for lengthening the Chain whose last link is 331 ,g) 
Duration of Work, it is its notation that prevents the length
ening of the Chain on the basis of all these three Trains 
of Characteristics simultaoeously. In other words, the 
notation of the Decimal Classification -is too limited in its 
capacity to allow of the subdivision of the class in question 
in every possible manner. · To put it in another way, the 
limited capacity of the notation of the Decimal Classification 
restricts the extent to which the Canon of Hospitality in ' 
Chain can be respected by tl!e scheme. It may also be 
added that it is this limited capacity of its notation that bjiS 
made it break the Canon of Exclusiveness. . . 

CoLON C.u.SSIFiaTION 

( i) How a more efficient notation can get over the 
difficulty created by the notation of the Decimal Classifica
tion can be illustrated by describing the way in which the 
problem is faced by the Colon Oassification. Consider the 
following corresponding chain of the latter. 

Universal Knowledge 

+ Y Social Sciences, 

.+ X Economtcs 

+ 
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Agricultural Industry X9J 

X9J:9 

XfJJ;95 

Labour ± Agricultural Industry, 

S ' i- d' . . Ag . It ral erv1ce con 1110ns m ncu u 
Industry, 

X9J:951 

X9J:9511 

X9J :9511 :44 

Hours in+ Agricultural Industry 

+ Overtime in Agricultural Industry. 

+ Overtime in Agricultural Industry in 
India. 

X9] :9511 :44 :N: 
+ . 

Overtime in Agricultural Industry in 
India in the 1930's 

ColiiPJ.R.ISON OF HosPITALITY 

The following tabular form shows the corresponding 
links in the chain in the two schemes l-

Oa•••• l.c?: •. ~{fi~!- Colon Classilica-
tum. tion 

Social Sdencea 
Economia 
Labour 

•. 300 
330 

•• 331 
Hours 
Overtime •• 
Houra in Arr!cultural Industry •• 
Labour Houra in India •• 
Houn of Acricultural Labour in 

India 
Houro of A1ricultural Labour in 

India in the 19JO's .. 
Overtime in A1ricultural Industry. 
Overtime in Alricultural Industry 

in India 
Overtime in Arricultnral Industry 

in India in the 19JO'a 
Overtime of Labour in India •• 
Overtime of Labour in lrulia in the 

1930's •• 

331'81 
331'814 
331'8183 
JJ1'81954 

l 

y 
X 
X:9 
X:951 
X :9511 
X9J:9SI 
X:~Sl :44 
~]:951:44 

X9] :951 :44 :N3 

X9J:9511 
X9] :9511 :44 

X9J :9511 :44 :Nl 

X :9511:44 
X :9511 :44 :N.J 
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This com11arative table brings out the facility with 
which the Colon Device of the Colon Qassification makes 
it gain a great advantage over the Decimal Oassifu:ation. 
It is the absence of anything corresponding to the Colon 
Device that makes the Decimal Oassification offer a far 
poorer Hospitality in Chain than the Colon Oassification, 
and incidentally get also on the wrong side of the Canon of 
Exclusiveness. 

THE DIFFERENCE EXPLAINED 

The position is this. Economics can bJ subdivided 
with the aid of four distinct Trains of Characteristics. 
They may be called the Train of Business or Industries 
Characteristics, the Train of Economic or Economic Aspect 
Characteristics, the Train of Geographical Characteristics 
and the Train of Chronological Characteristics. In the 
Colon Qassification, the chains based on each of these 
Trains of Characteristics are put down in four independent 
schedules in a filiatory order appropriate to each. · Any 
chain in any of the four schedules can be lengthened accord
ing to its own requirements and possibilities quite independ
~tly of any chain in any 'other schedule. The classes in 
each of these four schedules correspond to the standard 
pieces in a Meccano apparatu~. A class number in Econo
mics can be constructed by picking out one number from 
each of one or more of these schedules and combining them 
in a prescribed order, with colons taking the place of bolts 
and nuts to keep the parts together. In this way, class 
numbers can be formed for an possible topics in Economics, 
whatever be the combination of the four Trains of Charac
teristics that may be required. This is the function of the 
Colon Device. In fact, the Colon Device is described as 
the device for separating, by the colon, the parts of a class 
number which relate to the different Trains of Characteris
tics forming the basis of classification.~ It is this feature 
which makes the Colon Oassification a synthetic scheme of 
classification and it is this Colon Notation that makes an 
unusual richness of Hospitality in Chain a special feature 
of the Colon Qassification. 

> Ranga:nathan (S. R.): C'olan. cla.r:i/icalion. 1933. Rule 61. 
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DEWEY ON MINUTE CLASSING 

It iB possible that even so late in the day as now there 
may be somebody who damns it all with the epithet "purely 
of academic interest" and says "It is all very well to de
monstrate such possibilities of Hospitality in Chain. But 
of what practical use can it be? Whoever wants such 
minute classification as the cqmparative table brings out?" 
The best answer to such a question is best given in the 
words of the pioneer of the profession.' 

"Minute clossing. On first publication in 1876, a com
mon criticizm was that 1,000 beds cud never be successfully 
uzed, ho'l'l'ever desirabl so close classification myt be. As 
soon, however, as actual experience proved it as eazy to uze 
1,000 beds in the new sistemas 100 in the old, the obviously 
great practical value of close clasing led one uzer after 
another to urj strongly publication of more subdivisions. 
Minute as ar many now given there ar none that sum hav 
not askt for and almost none that others hav not declared 
needless. Subdivisions ar made in such a way that one 

. may uze all, or any part and ignore the rest without diffi
culty or confuzion, thus allowing each to uze minute sub
divisions where he wishes or needs them, without being 
forst into refinements in subjects where he has few books 
or Iitle interest. Since the deg~ to which any skeme shal 
be applyd is optional with each clasifyer and close analisis 
is useful to every one in defining content or in clarifying 
differences between related subjects, even elaborate skemes 
ar printed in ful if no essential objection has been bro't 
against them by the best qualif)'d critics. . . • On many 
topics minute subsections ar printed . • . . for use in 
indexing periodicals and society transactions, and in keeping 
notes. 

"The advantaj of close clasing ·is unquestioned, if the 
uzer knows just what it is. With this plan it is not only 
practicabl, but compantively eazy. If th~re ar only 10 
books on a given topic, it is useful to hav them in groups 
amung themselves, for otherwize they wud hav only acci-

• Ikwey (Molvil): ~tirnal daut/kaliOfl 010<l ulaliw ilulu, 
1932. Edn. 13. Pp. 17·18, • 
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dental order, which is of servis to no one. A reader wishing 
a specific book shud go not to shelvs, but to catalog, where 
he Can find its place quickest. If he wishes a specific sub
ject, he is sent instantly to its exact place by the Subject 
index. If he wishes to study the library's resources at the 
shelvs, he will be greatly helpt by minvte cla.sing. A 
teacher showing his pupil the material on any subject wud, 
if there wer only 20 books, surely put together those cover
ing same points, even if there wer only 2. Much more shud 
librarians group closely their colections, that readers may 
gain sumthing of the advantajes of an experienst gyd." 

HosPITALITY CoMPARED AGAIN 

Examples of the far richer Hospitality in Chain of 
the Colon Oassification as compared with the Decimal 
Oassification as a result of its Colon Device can be multi
plied to any extent but we shall here give just one more 
example before leaving the subject. Compare the chain 
that is implied in the following enumeration of links in the 
two schemes of classification:-

Decimal Colon aassi6ca-Class Oassifica~ 
tion tion. 

. 
Applied Sciences .. 600 M 
Agriculture . .. 630 J 
Manure .. 6.31"8 f2 Methods ofapplication of manure. 631'816 :2:9 
Green manure ... 631'87 ]:22 
Agriculture of cereals .. 633'1 ]38 
Agriculture of wheat .. 633'11 f382 
Man are for cereals .. ? 38:2 
Green manure for cereals ? ]38:22 
Method of applying green manure l ]38:22:9 

forcerea1s .. 
Manure for wheat .. ? ]382:2 
Green manure for wheat .. ? ]382:22 
Method of applying green manure l ]382:22:9 

for wheat .. 

This comparative table also brings out the same con
trasts between the Decimal Classification and the Colon 
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Oassification in regard to the Canon of Ho&P.itality in Chain 
and the Canon of Exclusiveness. 

DIFFERENCES IN PucTICE 

In the Decimal Oassification 631 Farmsted, which has 
631 :8 Manure as a subclass, and 633 Field Crops apP.Cllr 
in one Array as co-ordinate classes. It is obvious that we 
can have books that deal with the special manures suited 
to particular cro2s. Such books have to be placed eithe£' 
in the class 631 ·8 Manure or in a division belonging to 
633 Field Crops, according to some convention. But, 
wherever it is placed, it would be a misfit, as the book re
quires a class of greater intension (higher order) than 
either of the two classes. On account of the absence of an 
equivalent of the Colon Device, the Decimal Classification 
is not able to create a class of the requisite intension, i.~:., 
it is not able to extend either chain in the desired way, as 
the Colon Classification does. Similarly, in the Decimal 
Classification, 631 ~81 History, Nature and Uses of Manure 
and 631 ·82 to 631 ·88 Different Kinds of Manure, occur as 
coordinate classes in a single Array. Thus we have 631·816 
Method of Application of Manure and 631 ·874 Green 
Manure. But we can have books dealing with the applica
tion of Green Manure. Tbe Decimal Classification is not 
able to {!rovide a class of ,proper intension (order) for such 
booka as the Colon Classification does, because the former 
has no device equivalent to the Colon Device which manages 
it in the Colon Oassification. 

The table suggests also other comparisons of a similar 
nature, which establish the advantage the Colon Classifica
tion has over the Decimal Classification in regard to the 
Canon of Hospitality in Chain and the Canon of Exclu
siveness. 

DIFFERENCES ExPLAINED 

Tbe position is this. Agriculture can be subdivided 
with the aid of three distinct Trains of Characteristics. 
They may be called the Train of Crop Characteristics, the 
Train of Primary Farming Characteristics and the Train 
of Secondary Fanning Characteristics,-the schedule be
longing to the third Train of Characteristics varying with 

1S 
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the different divisions belonging to the second Train of 
Characteristics. In the Colon Oassification, the chains 
based on each of these Trains of Otaracteristics are put 
down in independent schedules in a filiatory order appro
~,>riate to ,each. Any chain in any of the schedules can be 
lengthened according to its own requirements and possibi
lities quite independently of any chain in any other schedule. 
The classes in each of these schedules correspond to the 
standard pieces in a Meccano apparatus. Oass number of 
the requisite intension (order) can be constructed for a 
class of any intension (order) in Agriculture, whatever be 
the combination of the classes belonging to the three Trains 
of Otaracteristics that may be required. It is a main func
tion of the Colon Device to secure this. It is by the ful
filment of this important function that it enriches the Hos
pitality in Otain of the Colon Oassification far more than 
what is EOSSible in any other scheme. 

THE EsSENCE OJ! CoLON NOTATION 

From the point of view of the designing of notation, 
the chief invention in the Colon Device is that of the 
colon as an ordinal number which lies between 0 and 1-
wbich is greater than 0 but less than 1. 

AUTO-BIAS DEVICE .. 
In the forthcoming Second Edition of the Colot& clas.ri

ficaticm, yet another ordinal number lying between 0 and 
!-greater than 0 but.l~s than colon-will be found intro
duced to serve yet another device known as the Auto-bias· 
Device by w bich the Hospitality in Otain will be en
riched still further. We may indicate the scope and use 
of this new Device briet!y by one example. 

In Yl Sociology. among the classes based on the Group 
Otaracteristic, we find the following among others. 

Yl SoCioLOGY 
Divisions based on 

Group Otaracteristic 
1 GYou.p_s arising from age and se:r 

11 Otildren 
12 Youths 
13 Old l}.ftSODS 
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15 Women 
5 Groups arising from birth or status 

51 RoyaltY. 
52 Aristocracy 
53 Middle class 
54 Military class 
55 Aliens 
58 Depressed class, slums 

591 Groups arising from titles of distinction 
592 Groups arising from caste (special to India) 

5922 Twice-bom. Dwijas 
5923 Brahmans 
5924 Ksbatriyas 
5926 Sudras 
5927 Harijans 

GENESIS OF Atrro-Bus DEVICE 
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The genesis of the Auto-bias Device is as follows:-
A book on women will get the number Yll5. A book 

on middle class people will get the number Y153. What 
about a book on middle class women? Is it to be placed in 
the class Yl15 Women or in the class Yl53 Middle Oass? 
Of course we may say, "Each library may fix one of these 
places by convention". Suppose it is agreed that such a 
book. is to be placed in the class Yll5 Women. Then 
aurely it will happen that all general books on Women as 
well as books that deal with Rural Women, Aristocratic 
Women, Middle Oass Women, Women of Military Class, 
Harijan Women and Brahmin Women will get huddled 
together without distinction. The fact is that such books 
require to be placed in classes of greater intension {higher 
order) than YllS Women. That means, it must be possible 
for the class YllS Women to be subdivided as the class 
YlS Groups Arising from Birth or Status. The Auto-bia.<~ 

· Device is invented to make this possible. This Device will 
give the number YUS-53 for Middle Oass Women. The 
"dash" is the symbol for the Auto-bias Device. The Device 
ia used to lengthen the chain (to subdivide a class) which 
mds with a particular class in a specific schedule by further 
aubdividin( that class like some other class in the same 
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schedule. YllS Women is a class that requires to be sub
divided as the class YlS Groups arising from birth or status, 
which lies m the same schedule. And we have seen how 
this subdivision is effected by linking up the class number 
YllS with the number 53, by a dash. 

INTEGRAL 'liS. DECIMAL NOT&TION 

(m) While the Colon Classification differs from the 
Decimal Classification in making its notation more efficient 
by the Colon Device and the Auto-bias Device, it absolutely 
imitates the Decimal Classification in making its class num
bers decimal fractions-in other words in adopting the 
.Decimal Notation. But, so far as the Subject ClasSification 
and the Congress Oassification are concerned, not only they 
do not adopt the Colon Notation or any full equivalent of 
it to secure such rich Hospitality in Chain, but they deny 
themselves even the limited benefits that the Decimal Nota
tion can give in providing Hospitality in Chain. The great 
difference between Integral Notation and Decimal Notation 
lies .jn their capacity to :erovide Hospitality in Chain. In 
the Decimal Notation, we .can interpolate between any two 
consecutive class numbers of a given order an infinity of 
class numbers of progressive subordinate orders by simply· 
addmg digit after digit to the right of the class number. 
But in the Integral Notation, there is no means of :erovi~g 
Hospitality in Chain except by leaving gaps between two 
integral numbers used for representing two consecutive. 
coordinate classes. . It is this. device that the Subject Classi
fication and the Congress Classification employ to -secure 
Hospitality m Chain. But it goes without saying that the 
Hospitality m Chain provided in that way must be limited 
by the capacity of the gap that is left and this capacity is 
comparatively small in the Subject Classification, and 
though relatively greater in the Congress Classification, 
cannot provide for Infinite Hos£itality in Chain. 

ANOTHER 1UNDIC4P 

There is another way in which Hospitality in Chain 
is still further reduced m the Subject Classification and the 
Congress Classification. A gap that is left between the 
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class numbers of two oonsecutive coordinate classes is in
tended to accommodate not only the new subordinate classes 
but also the new coordinate classes that may have to be 
interpolated between them. In that way any given gap has 
to satisfy not only the Canon of Hospitality in Chain but 
also the Canon of Hospitality in Array. 

SUBJECT CLAssiFICATION 

In the Subject Classification, the categorical table and 
the provision for the further division of any class geogra
phically or linguistically goes some way in satisfying the 
Canon of Hospitality in Chain. Reference has also been 
already made of the suggestion of the inte~lation of five 
digit numbers in connection with providing Hospitality in 
Array. The Hospitality in Chain also is expected to have 
a share of this intercalation. But as already remarked, 
apart from the mention of this possibility, the details of 
this device have not been gone into and no attempt bas been 
made to secure uniformity of treatment. Hence, the sug
gestion is not applied in the comparative studies here. 
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CoNGRESS Cr ASSJFICATION 

( iv) In the Congress Classification further amplifica
tion of the given integral numbers by the Alphabetic De
vice is frequently resorted to, to secure greater Hospitality 
in Olain as well as in Array_. 

Examples:-
(1) In DK History_ of Russia, we have 

(a) Ethnology. Races 
DK33 General works 
DK34 Special, A-Z 

~.g., ·Kl4 Kalmucks 
DK35 Cossacks 

(b) Biography of Historians 
DK38 ~s Collective 
DK38:7 Individual, A-Z. 

e.g., •K8 Kunik 
(c) Diplomatic History_ . 

DK68 ·A2 To 1800 Olronicles 
DK68 :A3-Z l801-

( d) Local History 
DKSll Provinces. governments, etc. 

:B2 Baku 
,e35 Biography, A-Z 
. · 12-25 Lithuania. 
:W2. Warsaw. 

(e) Buildings o~ Petrograd 
DK573 General works. 
DKS74 Special,' A-Z 

(2) In GN Anthropology, we have 
(o) GN37 Special museums, A-Z 
(b) Psychological Anthropology 

GN295 Other special, A-Z 
e.g., ·T9 Twins 

(c) GN419 Ornaments 
·Al-AS General 
:A6-ZS Special. 
'1 Head dresses 
:3 Tattooing 
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· (d) Industries 
GN434 Others, A-Z 

e.g., ·F3 Featherwork 
··S6 Skin dressing 

(e) GN447 Articles for special purposes, A-Z 
e.g., ·D77 Drilling instruments 

·IO Knives 
~'1'9 Traps 

(/) Prehistoric Arclueology 
GN799 Other special topics, A-Z 

e.g., ·FS FJSbing 
• ·N3 Navigation 

·54 Sculpture 
·W3 Weapons 

(3) In HV Social pathology, philanthropy, etc., we 
bsve 

( o) Cripples 
HV3018 Occupations for cripples 
IHV3019 By trade, A-Z 

(b) Special Class. By occupation 
HV3174 Other A-Z BI profession 

. :AS Actors. 
,p7 Professional men 

'(c) Alcoholism in the United States 
HVS289 Collections 

:A.l-5 Documents . 
:Al-49 Serial· 
.,AS Special, by date 
-AJ-Z Non-official 

(d) Drug Habits 
HVS822 Other, A-Z 

'(e) Penology. United States. 
HV9474 Federal prisons, A-Z 
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MNEMONIC NOTATION 

The Canon of Consistent Order, prescribed for classes 
in an Array, has its counterpart in the following canon to 
be satisfied by the Notation :-

3. The digit or digits used ro represent a 
specified Entity in a Oass Numoer shduld be the 
same in all Oass Numbers which have that Entity 
represented in them, wherever such insistence on 
consistent representation does not violate other 
more important requirements. . - . 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
MNEMONICS. 

In one of the chapllers of his Manual, devoted to nota
tion, Sayers remarks,' "There is a very general quality in 
modem classification notations which is ingenious, and, 
within limits, of great value to the cf;;lssifier. This is its 
mnemonic quality; its power of assisting the memory and 
of reducing the work of referenoe to tables and indexes to 
the minimum. By mnemonic notation 'we mean a notation 
which has always the same significanoe wherever it appears 
in the classification." This passage quoted contains at once 
the neatest definition of Mnemonic Notation as well as a 
pithy description of the benefits of the same. 

V A.I.UE OF MNEMONICS 

Bliss comments on the value of mnemonics• as fol
lows:-"Notation, as a kind of symbolic language, depends 
extensively on memory of meanings. In learning to read 
and write a new language we gradually learn the words and 
their meanings and remember more and more of them. In 
like manner librarians and the users of libraries gradually 
learn the order of the classes and remember the class-marks, 
tho they continue to make use of the catalogs, shelf-lists 

~ Sayers (W. C. Berwick) : A --' of c/a.ssijialtiun. 1926. 
P. 96. 

• Bliss (Henry Evelyn) : O..g~ of kltOUikdge ;, librmie.r 
1934. 'Pp. 58-59. 
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and index to schedules. The more systematic tlie system 
is. the more readily they will learn and the more efficiently 
they will remember. This 1s the natural and rational 
ground for a system of ffmt'm.onics, or symbols that may be 
readily and systematically remembered." 

TYPEs OP MNEMONICS 

We may recognise two types of Mnemonics. 

By ScHEDULED MNEMONICS is meant the Mne
monics that are secured by preparing, as a prelimi
nary measure, certain schedules of classes, which 
may recur as subdivisions of several classes or by 
referring all recurrent subdivisions of a given type 
to the one schedule of those subdivisions which is 
given in a most convenient and appropriate place in 
the scheme. 

Examples of Scheduled Mnemonics will be found here
under ln the discussion of the schemes of classification. 

By NoN-SCHEDULED MNEMONICS is meant the 
Mnemonics that' are secured by adopting certain 
conventions with regard to the different possible 
significances of some of the digits in use. 

· Examples of Non-Scheduled Mnemonics will be found 
below in the discussion of the Colon Oassification. 

DECIMAL CussJl'ICATION 

( t} ( o) In the Decimal Oassi6cation, the following 
Scheduled Mnemonics occur:-

GEOGRAPIIICAL DEviCE 

( 1) The Geographical Schedule which is coftred 
by the numbers 940 to 999 in 9 History is prescn'bed for 
mnemonic subdivision wherever geographical division is 
required. · 

E#!Jm~:-
Under 371 ·839 Student Organisations. BY. country, 

we find the following note 
"Divided like 940-999." 

16 
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This corresJ:!Oilds to the Geographical Device of the 
Colon Oassification. 

SUBJECT DEVICE 

(2} The entire schedule is prescribed for mnemo
nic subdivision wherever such a prescription is warranted. 

Example:-
Under 375 -{}l-355 :9 Subjects of Study, 

we find the following note 
"Divided like the classification 010-999." 

'(3) The main classes only are prescribed for 
mnemonic subdivision in certain cases. 

Exmnple:-
Under 371 ~ Student life and Customs by Subjects, 

we find the note "Divided like the main classifica
tion, e.g., 371 ~S Scientific; 371 ·848 Literary". 

~( 4)' Some part of the classification only is some
times prescribed for mnemonic subdivision. 

Esample:-
In several classes in 330 Eci:momics, division as in 

620 to 699 is prescribed. · 
The above three cases correspond to the Subject 

Device of the Colon Oassification. 
LANGU..A.GE MNEMONICS 

( S) An appendix gives a schedule of languages for· 
'Use in mnemonic subdivision wherever necessary. 

MNEMONICS MISSED 

(b) Opportunities for Mnemonics are also missed by 
the Decimal Classification in several places :

Examples:-
In the following examples the class numbers of the 

Colon Oassification aJso are gi1re11 in parallel columns to 
show the mnemonic construction of that scheme. The 
Mnemonic digits are shown in black type. 

l.rrERARY AUTHORS 

'(1) In the schedule of authors in 800 Literature, an 
author does not get represented by the same digit in all Form 
divisions in the Decimal Oassification. 
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Class 

Oliver Goldomith as poet 
Ollver Goldomith as essayist ··I .. 

Decimal 
Classifica

tion 

821'64 
824•66 

CuEAIS 

123 

Ctlon Classilita• 
tion 

O:IL28 
0:6L28 

(2) Compare the digits ·in the following class num
bers in which "Cereals" is represented to find out 
mnemonics:-

Class 

Adulteration of cereala 
Farming of cereala 
Diet of cereal• 
Trade in cereala 

.. 
I Decimal 

Classilica
. tion 

614"312 
633'1 
612'39273 
338'1 

M.u!NE 

Ctlon Classifita• 
tion 

L:523 :J38 
J38 
L:S33:J38 
X9J38 

(3) Compare the digits in the following class num
bers in which "Marine" is represented to find out 
mnemonics:-

Class 

M arlne Biology 
Marine Zoology 
Marine Botany 
Mariae Cor{»S 
Marine Enganea 
Marine Insurance 
Marino Law 
Marine Libraries 
Mariner' a occupation 

Decimal 
Classifica

tion 

574'92 
591'92 
581"92 
359 
621'12 
368"2 
341'7 
027'644 
613"64 

Colon Classilica· 
tion 

G:S255 
K:5255 
1:5255 
MV45 
D64:5255 
X895 
Zll25 
2:55 
MD5255 
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T!uNSl'Ol!T 

( 4) Compare the digits in the following class num
bers in which "Transport" is represented to find out 
mnemonics:-

aass 

Air Transpnrt Service •. 
Architecture of Transport Build

ings 
Transport facilities for industrial 

plant 
Transport in mines 
Transport of goods 
Transport busines~ 

Decimal 
Oassifica

tion 

629"1382 
725"3 

658•214 

622•6 
658"7885 
658 

I Colon .aassifica
bon 

X43 
N1:9D4 

X9:20X :4 

D3:4 
X9:4 
X4 

REsULT CYF NEGLECT OF MNEMONICS 

(S) How such missing of opportunities for mnemo
nics creates unnecessary sittiations in the application of 
the Decimal Classification is· illustrated by the following 
statement by the Head of the Decimal Oassification Section 
of the Library of Congress.• "One policy of ours s!J,ould 
be mentioned here, because 1t inust be puzzling at times. 
Take 338·1 Production of Agricultural products, considered· 
from an economic standpoint. Books on that general sub
ject, oot limired geographically, we class in 338 ·1. If 
limited to the U.S., we class in·338·10973. Now, wheat is 
an agricultural product; so books on wheat are classed in 
338 ·1 since no subdivision by products has yet been made. 
When we have a book on wheat in the U.S., we still class 
it in 338·1, not 338·10973. Why? Because some day we 
expect to have a definite number under 338 ·1 for wheat, 
and when that time comes we want to be able to add figures 
338 ·1 on the cards without first removing 0973. You may 
want to do the same thing, in anticipation of future expan
sions. Or you may prefer, either permanently or 

• !A.mericallJ Library Association: Catalog Seetion. C~. 
CulaJogt:r's !Wid da.ui/itr'• ~oolf. No. 6. 1937. P. 59. 
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temporarily, to ~ut all wheat in the U.S. with general 
agricultural products in the U.S." 

AN AVOIDABLE SITUATION 

How unnecessary and ridiculous this situation is, will 
be realised if we remember that in 630 Agriculture 633 ·1 
is Cereals and 633 ·11 is Wheat. Now in the number 338·1, 
338 stands for production and 1 stands for Agricultural 

"products. If the Canon of Mnemonics .js enforceable 
sufficiently in the scheme, it is so obvious that 338 ·1311 
should be taken as the class number for the Production of 
Wheat not only by the official editor of tbe Decimal Classi
fication but by any and everr. classifier using the Decimal 
Classification. Then, Production of Wheat in the United 
States of America can receive its permanent number even 
now as 338 ·13110973 without waiting for the time to come 
for adding figures to 338 ·1 to represent Production of 
Wheat. Surely classifiers using the Decimal Classification 
should not be made to depend for such trivial extensions 
on the official editors. The thought of the official editors 
too should be released from such trivial cases and allowed 
to dwell and dream upon more far reaching and fundamental 
improvements of the scheme. 

IF MNEllolONICS ARE 0BSEI!VED 

. Let us illustrate how the same situation would be met 
in tbe Colon Classification. In that scheme, we find that 
X Economics, i.s to be divided first by the Business Charac
teristic, then by the Economic Characteristic, then by the 
Geographical Characteristic and lastly by the Chronological 
Characteristic. In the Schoedule based on Business Charac
teristic, we find 9 Other Business (To be divided by the 
Subject Device). And Wheat being an agricultural com
modity, one would expect to find the number for Wheat 
specified in J Agriculture; and so it is. The number for 
Wheat in Agriculture being J382, the number for Wheat 
Business in Economics is X9J382. The number for Pro
duction in Economics being 2 as shown in the Schedule 
based on the Economic Characteristic, and the number for 
the United States of America being 73 as shown in the 
Geographical Schedule. we get for Production of Wheat 
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in the U.S.A. the number X9J382 :2:73. Any classifier can 
arrive at this, and only this, number for the subject. There 
is no need either for the official editor or for any classifier 
to postpone the creation of this number till "some day 
when we expect to have a definite number under 338·1 
(X9J :2) for wheat." 

This ridiculous situation is given by the Head of the 
Decimal Classification Section as typical of thousands of 
similar avoidable situations. They are not avoided in the 
Decimal Classification because it has not set up the neces
sary apparatus to exploit the Canon of Mnemonics to the 
maximum possible extent. 

The unerring way in which one and the same Oass 
Number can be got by every trained classifier with the aid 
of prescribed aP.Pllratus and without aid from the official 
editor, will be illustrated further at the end of the next 
subsection where we consider the Colon Oassifi.cation. 
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COLON Cu.sSJFI~TION 

( ii) (a) In the Colon Classification, Scheduled. Mne
monics are .secured in five ways :-By the Colon Device, 
the Geographical Device, the Chronological Device, the 
Subject Device and the Bias Number Device. The mnemo
nic digits are shown in black type in the exalll!>les given. 

Examp_les :-

(a) By Colon Device 

Clau 

{I) Gall bladder 
Anatomy of call bladder 
Physiology of call bladder 
Inllammation of call bladder 
Embryolocy of call bladder 

(2) InflammatioD 
IDflammatioD of eyeo 
Inflammation of ] ointo 
Inflammation of Tonsils 
Inflammation of Stomach 
Inflammation of Pericardia 
Inflammation of Bronchi 
Inflammation of Kidueya 
InflammatioD of Meninces 

(3) Rural ~mmwllty 
I-'astimes of Rural commUDity 
Opium habit of Rural community 
Underpopulation in Rural Areaa 

· Residences of Rural communit7 
Ornaments of Rural commllllity 
Apparel of Rural ~mmunity 

{4) Omamenta 
OtDamenta of Children 
Ornament• of Youth 
Ornament& of Women 
Ornament• of Musicians 
OrDamenta of Aristocraq 
OrDamenta of Ariato<:rallc children 
Omamentl o£ Aristocratic women 
Ornamenta of primitive people 
Omamenta of 'Muslims 
Omamenta pf Muslim women 

•• 

.. 

I S:!ass Number 

L29Z 
L292:2 
L292:J 
L292:415 
L292.:73 

L:415 
L183:41S 
Ll91 :415 
L219:415 
L24:415 
L31 :415 
L44:415 
LS1:41S 
L711:415 

Y131 
Y131:3MY 
Y1.31 :413 
Y131:Sl 
Ylll :1!1 
Y131 :85 
Y131:88 

Yl:BS 
Yll1:85 
YUZ:SS 
Yl!S:BS 
Y141N8:85 
YIS2:8S 
YIS2·11 :85 
YISZ-15:85 
YI72:8S 
Yl9Q7:85 
Yl9Q7-15:85 
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,(b) By the Geographical Dmce 

aass 
Flora pf India 
Fauna pf India 
Indian Sculpture 
Psychology of Indiana 
Geography of India 
History of India •• 
Double t;ptation in India •• 
Evolution of the ornaments of women in India •• 
Indian Criminal Law · 

I Class Number 

1:12:44 
K:l2:44 
N244 
S744 
U:44 
V44 
X7:32:44 
Yll5 :26 :6:44 
Z5:44 

(c) By the Olronological Device 

Class 

G. K. Chesterton as a Poet 
G. K. Chesterton as a Dramatist 
G. K. Chesterton ·as a Novelist 
G. K. Chesterton as a Prose writer •. 
Collection of G. K. Chesterton's critical essays •• 

(d) By the Subject Device 

Oass 

X-rays 
X-ray diagnosis 
X-ray therapy 
Makillg X-ray .apparatus 
Economics of X-ray apparatus industry 

J Oass Number 

0:1M74 
0:2M74 
0:3M74 
0:6M74 
0:9rM74 

OassNumber 

C5M95 
L :4 :4025M9S 
L:4:625M95 
MC5M95 
X9MC5M95 

(e) By the Bias" Number Device 

Oass 

Psychology 
Mathematics for psychologists 
Statistics for psychologists 
Endocrinol<>!Q' and Psychology 
Psychology tn Shakespeare's Qlays 
Psychology of family ethics 
The psychologieal aspeet o£ teaching 
Psychology of travel-mindedness 
War mentality 
Economic wants and Psychology 
Psychology of Borstal treatmeot 

I Class Number 

s 
BOS 
B280S 
L60S 
0:2}64:908 
R420S 
TOS 
U80S 
W:9140S 
X:lOS 
Z5::5410S 
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UNSCHEDULED MNEMONICS 

(ti) (b) The following are some examples of the 
Unscheduled Mnemonics that are observed in the Colon 
Classification :- · 

( 1) The digit 5 is used as mnemonic for Aesthetics, 
Emotion, Women, Water, Liquid, Ocean, Foreign Lands, 
Aliens, External environment, Not mtrirtsically sound, 
Crime, and so on. 

I am sure some kind of association can be perceived 
among many of these ideas sought to be represented by the 
digit 5. . 

It does not mean that S is not used to represent any 
other idea. Suppose we call the other ideas represented 
by it "Miscellaneous". Then an analysis of the various 
occurrences of the digit 5 in the schedules of the Colon 
Oassification shows that about 80 per cent. of the occur
rences fall under the mnemonic category and the remain
in& 20 per cent. under the category "Miscellaneous". 

Enmples :-

ks Aastbetic:e Z994S Maritime warfare (law) 
S:S Emotion a X:S Commerce 
sss Psychology of women T35 Education of aliena 
YIIS Womeu. •• a aocial aroup W:45 Relation of tbe State 

with aliens 
B75 Hydromecbanics Y.ISS Aliens as a aocial group 
C2S • Propertiea of liquids Z9SS Aliens in International 

Law 
DS2S Ships [:5 Ecology 
L35 BloOd L:S Public bealtb 
LSIS Urine St>S Psychology of criminals 
L:SS5 Hyaiene of water ToS Education of criminal 

classea 
MY2S Aq,uatic aporta Yl:45 Penology 
U2S OceanoJraphy zs Criminal taw 

(2) So also the digit 4 ·is used as mnemonic for Patho
logy, Disease, Transport, Interlinking, Synthesis, and so 
on. 

(3) So also the digit 6 is used as mnemonic for Financ
ing, Money, Mysticism, Abnormal types, Phylogeny, Evolu
tion, and so on. 

(4) Similarly, the digit 'I is used as mnemonic for 
Accounts, Value, Personality, Ontogeny, and so on. 

17 
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(5) ,Similar mnemonics are associated with other 
digits also. 

(6) When a given digit is to be used with two mnemo
nic meanings in the same schedule, it is used with the first 
meaning in the first octave and with the second meaning in 
the second octave. The class which ;s likely to attract 
more books is usually _put in the first octave. 

Example.-In J Agriculture, 7 is used for Harvesting 
(the last or the economic stage of the growth of an econo
mic plant, when its economic value assumes a manifested 
form) in the first octave of the Problem Schedule and 97 
is used in the second octave of the same schedule for Onto
geny, Embryology, Growth, etc. 

(ii) (c) We shall demonstrate how new placings are 
arrived at in the Colon Oassification with the aid of its 
devices and the scheduled and non-scheduled mnemonics, 
by citing a few cases that arose after the Colon classification 
was published. It is a matter for gratification that, in all 
these cases, a few of the librarians that had had training in 
the school of Librariansbip of the Madras University 
independently arrived at the same Oass Numbers. These 
instances are taken from a paper submitted to the Second 
All-India Library Conference held at Lucknow in 1935.' · 

1. HILBuT SPACE • 

The first placing to which I shall refer relates to 
Function-spaces or ~~ces of many dimensions. In the 
words of M. li. Stone "The systematic study of the possi" 
ble internal relationships with which a general class or space 
may be endowed and of the·various types of space charac
terised by such internal properties was begun by Frechet 
and Hansdorff; to the efforts of these mathematicians and 
their numerous followers, we now owe an independent and 
fertile mathematical discipline". Such function spaces 
belong to the foundations of analysis and hence they should 
form a class under B31. As the digit 3 when applied to 
the canonical divisions of Mathematics specialises in Analy-

1 Rangana&ut (S. R.) : SDme MW t/acmgs ;.. Colo• classi
/ltation. (Vide .. Proceedings of the Sd:ond All•lrulia Lih<ar7 
Conference, Lucknow. 1935. P. 28.:!. 
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sis, Function, and Transcendental operations, we have fixed 
the number for function-space as B313 by adding the 
mnemonic digit 3 to B31. This placing was necessitated by 
the receipt of Stone (Marshal Harvey): Linear troosforma
tipfts in Hilbl!t't space IJ1lll their appliqJtions to analysis, 
1932. Now, the Hilbert space is but one of a great variety 
of function-spaces. The basic article on Hilbert space was 
published in 1908. Hence, by the application of the Chrono
logical Device, we get for Hilbert space the number 
B313N08. 

2. Pntoll0Gil4M ANALYSIS 

The second placing in Mathematics refers to Periodo
gram Analysis and it is a branch of B28 Statistics. The 
problem is to find a place for it among the subdivisions of 
B28. Tbe outstanding elements in periodogram analysis 
are the crests and troughs, ie., the maxima and the minima. 
A reference to the problem divisions of the Function Theory 
will show that the digit 'l is mnemonic for maxima-minima 
principles. Hence, the number B287 has been assigned to 
Periodogram Analysis. There is also another appropriate
ness in this application. One of the most vital applications 
of the Periodogram Analysis is to the study of Business 
Cycles-the alternations between depressions and booms, of 
which we recently had such a bitter experience. Now 
Business Cycle comes in the problem division 7 of Econo
mics. 

3. CRYSTALS 

The first new placing in Physics relates to Crystals. 
Following the Dewey tradition, we bad given places for 
Crystals in Geology and Chemistry. But in recent years, 
particularly under the lead of Bragg, much work is being 
done on the pure physics of crystals. It is the classification 
of the works published by this school of workers that have 
led to the new placing in question. 

Crystal refers to a state of matter. It is one of the 
possible states of solid matter. Hence, Crystal should be a 
subdivision of 1 Solids of the canonical division C2 Pro
perties of matter in C Physics. Again, that which distin
guishes the crystal state from the glass state is that the 
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former has differential directional properties. The digit 
that specialises in direction is 6. Cf. B46 Vector Analysis, 
B6 Geometry and the Problem Number 6 Polarisation under 
CS Light. These mnemonic considerations led us to assign 
lbe number C216 to Crystals. 

4. MOLECULAR RAYS 

· Another curious state of matter was brought to our 
notice by Ronald G. J. Fraser's Molecular f'fPJS. It is the 
first English treatise on the subject. The concept of mole
cular rays originated with the brilliant pioneer work of 
Dunoyer, published in Le Rlidivm in 1911. From these 
beginnings in 1911, an daborate and increasingly important 
technique has been developed chiefly at the hands of Stern 
and his collaborators, who have been pursuing this subject 
in the Hamburg Institute for Physical Chemistry. A 
perusal of Mr. Fraser's book will show that molecular rays 
constitute a state of matter into which a gas can be thrown. 
In fact, ac.cording to him, "There is no Sharp limit separat
ing the conditions for the production of a molecular ray 
on the one hand and a gas jet on the other; tbe one passes 
continuously over the other as the pressure at the source is 
raised." These considerations show that Molecular Rays 
should be a subdivision of 8 Gases. Further the term "ray" · 
in the nomenclature and th~ fact that the molecular rays · 
obey many of the laws such as those of reflection, refrac
tion, etc., known to be obeyed by the rays of light suggests 
C285 as the proper nomber for the Molecular Rays, as 5 i~ 
the mnemonic digit for Radiation as Shown in C5 Radiation. 

s. ULTRA-SOUND .DETECTS A MISTAKE 

According to the printed schedule of the C<Xon c/a.rsi
ficahon. CS Light is to be divided on the basis of two 
characteristics, w., Wave length characteristic and Problem 
characteristic. But C3 Sound is divided only on the basis 
of the Problem characteristic. Is it not anomalous that 
such a differential treatment should be given to two topics, 
both of which are vitally based on wave motion? But within 
one year 'of the publication of Colon classijicoticm this 
anomaly was violently brought to my notice by the publi
cation of ,T.l of Bd. 17 of Handbuch del' experimental 
phy,rik under the title Sclvwin[~!mgs 1Uid WeRenleh,.e ult,.a-
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schollwellett. A oomplete section of this book is devoted to 
Ultra-110und. We also learnt that Sir C. V. Raman's labo
ratory in Bangalore had just then begun to work on Ultra
sound. This led us to set the anomalY. right and open under 
C3 Sound a section based on Wave length characteristi~ 
The number C35 has been assigned to Ultra-sound. 

6. BB.A.KTI (DEVOTION) 

Narada's BhaktWuf'tU and the allied 'works presented 
a problem. It was finally decided to place them under the 
problem division 4 Religious practices, 41 Personal, 419 
Other topics. The problem was, by what digit this division 
was to be amplified to denote Bhakti. It was felt that the 
mystic element predominated in Bhakti. As 6 is the digit 
that specialises in Mysticism and in related ideas, it was 
decided to denote Bhakti by 4196. 

'/. TYPES OP BANKS 

It has been found necessary to have special divisions 
to denote different types of banks. Accordingly the fol
lowing divisions have been opened:-

69 Types of Banks 
691 Mortgage Banks 
6911 Land Mortgage Bank· 
6912 Pawn Banks 
692 Industrial Banks 
694 Central Banks, Reserve Banks 
6942 Federal Reserve 
695 Commercial Banks 
6995 Bank of International Settlement 

Several of the end-digits belong to the category of non
scheduled mnemonics. 

8. A SOCIAL ILL 

Again in the Problem division of Sociology, we have 
4 Social Pathology. It bas been found necessary to open 
new divisions in its second octave, 49 Other Ills, which is 
to be divided by the Subject Device. Here is an example 
of the use of such a subdivision. The book entitled Cf'~i
tors Gftd IICIUI to ~KtJf' them, ~~-. gets classified as 
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Yl :49Z296, the number for Debtor and Creditor in Z Law 
being Z296. 

SUBJECT CLAssiFICATION 

(iii) In the Subject Oassification, Scheduled Mnemo
nics are provided for the geographical division.s and the 
language divisions. In addition, the categorical table pro
vides a rich source of Scheduled Mnemonics. 

CoNGRESS CLASSIFICATION 

(w) The Congress Oassification pays no heed what
ever ro Mnemonics. It has no such Scheduled Mnemonics. 
For lack of them, it is encumbered with hundreds of pages 
of repetitious details. The repetition of geographical divi
sions almost in every other page with entirely different 
numbers to represent them is most irritating. So also with 
other repetitions. 

EzDm ples :-
Let us take the Schedule for Politics. -.It runs 

through 374 pages. 
(a) Of these, above 100 pages are due to the repeti

tion of geographical areas some forty or fifty times, each , 
time with different significant digits, besides the prescrip- . 
tion of the Alphabetic Device for geographical division in 
more than a hundred places. · 

(b) Again the- problem divisions such as Crown, 
Legislature, Executive, Judiciary and so on, and their sub-· 
divisions are repeated prac?cally under every country, 
with different significant digits. A mnemonic schedule for 
these would have eliminated more than 100 pages. 

(c) With the full economy procurable by Scheduled 
Mnemonics, the number of pages in the volume could have 
been reduced to far less than 50. 

SUBJECT-INDEX Iu.usiON 

Neglect or only partial fulfilment of the canons of 
classification-general and SP.ecial-has vitiated many 
schemes with imperfection and confusion. The fond opi
nion that a scheme so vitiated can be rendered efficient by 
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an elaborate index has been rightly called the Subject
Index Illusion by Bliss. 

"The index idea has been overworked", he says, "The 
index has been trusted too much. Like the famous "gold 
dust twins" it was recommended to do all the house work. 
It would put the library in order, no matter how disarranged. 
It did not matter much what order, or disorder the sub
jects were in, the index would locate them. That is the 
wrong way in classification; it leads straight to what we 
have called "the subject-index illusion". It is a poor sub
stitute for a good classification, and not much better for a 
poor one. It is destructive not only of classification; it is 
self-destructive .•. No index, however convenient and ne
cessary, can convert an arbitrary and disordered arrangement 
into a systematic classification".• 

The use of the Colon Device, the Geographical Device, 
the Chronological Device, and the Subject Device not only 
helps the three special canons to be satisfied by a scheme of 
classification of the Universe of Knowledge, but it also 
leads to considerable saving in the matter of Tenninology. 

WHY IGNORE HISTORIES 01' LITERATURE 

In the Decimal Oassification, for example, each author 
in the class 800 Literature has to be mentioned in the Sche
dute against a class number. The result is that we have 
nearly fortyfive pages of Schedule of Authors and yet only 
a few so called "Major Authors" are individualised and 
as for the "Minors" who are far greater in number, the 
schedule fails to class them properly. But in the Colon 
Classification, the Literature Schedule is the shortest one 
occupying less than a quarter of a page. This is because, 
its use of the Colon Device and the Chronological Device con
stitute an apparatus, with the aid of which together with 
that of a suitable History of Literature, the class number 
of any author belonging to any fonn in any language can 
I.e constructed by the classifier as and when need arises. 
The scheme does not propose to repeat iu its schedules or 

• BU.. (Honry EMlyn): Org""WtiM of itttlwkd11• ilt lib
Nnt$, 1934. Pp. 200-201. 
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indexes the names or the infonnation readily found in 
Histories of Literature. 

The position is different however with library cata
logues. For the benefit of readers, a library should write out 
a class-index card-not for all autho~ut for such authors 
as are represented on its shelves. 

WHY :REPRODUCE SLICES OF DJ:cnONlllES? 

Again, take a subject like Medicine. Is it necessary to 
load the schedule or the index with the names of diseases 
like:-

(1)
Nephradenoma 
Nephralgia 
Nephrapostasis 
Nephratonia 
Nephrauxe 
Nephrectasia 
Nephrectomy 
Nephrelcosis 
Nephremia 
Nephremphraxis 
Nephria 
Nephritis 
Nephrocele 
Nephrocolic 
N ephrocystosis 
N ephroerysipelas 
Nephrohydrosis 
Nephrohypertrophy 

(2)-
Adrenalitis 
Alveoli tis 
Amniotitis 
Angitis 
Angiocarditis 
Angiocholitis 
Angiodermatitis 
Annexitis 

Neplvolith 
N ephrolysis 
Nepbromalacia 
Nephromegaly 
Nephroparalysis 
Nephropathy 
Nephrophthisis 
N ephroptosia 
Nephropyelitis 
Nephropyosis 
Nephrorrhagia 
Nephrosclerosis 
Nephrosis 
Nephrospasia 
N ephrotuberculosis 
Nephrotyphoid 
Nephrotyphus 
Nephrozymosis 

Antiaditis · 
Aortitis 
Aponeurositis 
Apophysitis 
Appendicitis 
Arthritis 
Gastritis 
Tonsilitis 
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LAw Ol!' PAliSIMONY 
Is the Oassification Schedule to ignore the presence of 

dictionaries and reproduce large slices of dictionaries? Does 
not the Law of Parsimony imply that such a course is 
wasteful and that it is desirable to recognise the existence 
of other informative books and to economise the schedule 
and the index by providing the necessary apparatus for 
drawing the maximum possible help from such books? 

To show how the classification schedule of a synthetic 
scheme of classification can take advantage of the existence 
of dictionaries and other reference books to construct the 
class numbers of DERIVED CoMPOSITE TERMS from out of 
FUNDAMENTAL CONSTITUENT TEIWS which alone are to be 
specified in the schedule, we shall illustrate from the Colon 
Classification:-

Taking Nephrauxe, we find from the dictionary that 
it is hypertrophy of kidneys. In the schedule for L Medi
cine, we lind, under the divisions based on Organ Charac
teristic, S 1 Kidneys and, under the division based on Pro
blem Characteristic, 412 Hypertrophy. Thus we get the 
number L51 :412 for Nephrauxe. 

To take another example, we find from the dictionary 
that Aortitis is inflammation of aorta. From the divisions 
based on the Organ Characteristic in L Medicine, we get 
34 Aorta and from the divisions based on Problem Charac
teristic we get 415 Inflammation. Thus we construct the 
number L34:415 for Aortitis. 

ExTENT OF SAVING 
As these examples show, the Colon Device leads to the 

maximum possible satisfaction of the Law of Parsimony in 
the matter of Terminology. The saving can be explained 
symbolically as follows:- · 

FUNDAMENTAL CoNSTITUENT W. DEliiVED CoMPOSITE 
TUKS 

Suppose there are o divisions on the basis of charac
teristic A, 6 divisions on the basis of characteristic B and 
c divisions on the basis of characteristic C in any subject. 
Then it is possible to form obc classes by combining them 

18 
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in all possible ways. As the schedules give the FuNDAMEN
TAL CoNSTITUENT TERMS of the subject and as the meaning 
of any DEJUVm CoMPOSITE TERM can be got from a good 
dictionary, there 1s no need to load the schedule or the index 
with the abc DERivED CoMPOSITE TERMs indicated by the 
abc classes. The enumeration of the a+b+c FUNDAMEN
TAL CoNSTITUENT TERMS is sufficient. Now it is a matter 
of elementary algebra that a+ b+ c is considera!>ly smaller 
than abc. 

A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

To realise how much saving this implies in the actual 
length of the schedule and in the shifting of a large part of 
the burden of terms to the dictionary or other appropriate 
reference book which already· exists, let us take, for 
example, that there are 100 divisions on the basis of the 
First Characteristic, 200 divisions on the basis of the Second 
Characteristic, and 300 divisions on the basis of the Third 
Characteristic. As a result of the Colon Device, ouly 600 
FUNDAMENTAL CoNSTITUENT TERMs· need figure in the 
schedule and in the index. The 6,000,000 DERIVED CoM
POSITE TERMS need not figilre there. The classifier should 
use the schedule along with a good dictionary or other 
suitable reference book to cqnstruct the class numbers to 
represent any of these 6,000,000 DERIVED COMPOSITE 
TERMS as and when need arises. There is surely a great 
difierence between 600 and 6,000,000 ! .. 

TBE ONLY SF;NSIBLE CoURSE 
Surely it is impossible t<? put in all the terms of the 

infinite Universe of Knowledge in the schedule. The only 
sensible course is to confine ourselves to the FuNDAMENTAL 
CoNsTITUENT TERMS and leave the DERIVE!> CoMPOSITE 
TERMs to be managed by individual classifiers with the aid 
of reference books, as and when need arises. 

PREsCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

If a new CoMPOSITE TERM gets coined in any field of 
knowledge demanding a new class, 

Firstly, the meaning of that term is to be got from the 
books concerned; 
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Next, that meaning is to be expressed in terms of the 
FUNDAMENTAL CoNSTITUENT TERMS occurring in the sche
dules of classification applicable to the field of knowledge 
concerned ; and 

Lastly, the expression so fanned is to be represented 
by the appropriate class number from the schedules con
cerned with the aid of the appropriate devices or apparatus 
prescribed in the scheme. 

A HELPFUL AND !Lu.MLESS EVASION 
Apart from Parsimony, such a provision in a scheme 

of classification, also invests the scheme with an element of 
evasion, which is of advantage to the scheme without result
ing in any disadvantage to the users of the scheme. The 
DERIVED CoMPOSITE TERMS are likely to take time to get 
settled and may also be unsettled and changed from time 
to time by usage and by the committees on terminology in 
different subjects. But the FUNDAMENTAL CoNSTITUENT 
TERMS will be relatively more stable. Hence, by mooring 
itself to the FUNDAMENTAL CoNsTITUENT TERMS and by 
merely providing the necessary apparatus to deal with the 
DERIVED COMPOSITE TERMS, a synthetic scheme of classifi
cation escapes many of the ordeals of terminological 
flickering• and fights leaving them to be negotiated by and 
reflected in the catalogues of individual libraries just to the 
extent warranted by the books on the shelves. The scheme 
can say "Terms may come and terms may go. But my 
representation of the classes behind them goes on for ever, 
even without my naming them." 

To Suu: UP 
We started with the statement that the crux of the 

Special Theory of Classification peculiar to the Universe of 
Knowledge which has an infinity of entities and classes, 
some of which are unknown, is that of providing filiatory 
accommodation for new classes. When a new class comes 
up for a place, one of two things happens. 

Eilh" 
( 1) There does not exist already in the scheme any 

class which is coordinate with it and with which it can 
share an Immediate Universe in common. 
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o, 
(2) There exists already in the scheme an array of 

classes which are coordinate with it and with which it can 
share an Immediate Universe in common. 

CREATE .A NEW OlmEll. 
1. In the former case the new class will have to be 

accommodated by lengthening that one of the existing chains 
of classes, whose last link can contain the newcomer as a 
subclass. It goes without saying that the last link in ques
tion will be of lower order than the newcomer. Further, 
according to the principle of filiation that the scheme 
should satisfy, the new class should oome immediately after 
that last link. This will be possible only if the notation is 
such that an ordinal number, intermediate in order between 
the class number of the last link and that of its immediate 
right hand neighbour, can be constructed and used as a 
class number to represent the newcomer. 

HOSPITALITY IN CHA.IN AND NOTATION 

This feature should persist to an unlimited extent 
between any two consecutive numbers of the scheme. This 
has led to the Canon of Hospitality in Chain. It can be 
secured only to a vezy limited extent by the Integral Nota
tion, to a greater extent by th~ Decimal Notation, aitd to 
a still greater extent, if the Decimal Notation is couple9 
with the Colon Notation. 

HosPITALITY iN· Alu!A.Y AND NOTATION 

2. In the second case, firstly a J2lace has to be found 
for the newcomer in the Array concerned. This has led 
to the Canon of Hospitality in Array. This can be secured 
to an unlimited extent by several devices such as the "Other" 
device of the Decimal Oassification or the "Octave" prin
ciple of the Colon Oassification, the Chronological Device, 
the Subject Device, the Geographical Device and the Alpha
betic Devine. An Integral Notation and one which does 
not use these devices would fail us frequently. 

WHY MNEMONICS 

Secondly, to find a place in the Array for the new
comer without violating the Canon of Helpful Order and 
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the Canon of Consistent Order, it is necessary that the 
Notation should satisfy the Canon of Mnemonics as closely 
as possible. 

ADVANTAGE OP THE THREE CANONS 

A scheme of classification of the Universe of Know
ledge, which satisfies these three additional canons well, can 
grow systematically and can make its schedule brief and 
compact, relying upon the classifiers to exploit the books of 
reference to construct the derived composire terms neces
sary for denoting the majority of the classes, as and when 
need arises, from tbe fundamental constituent terms which 
alone figure in the schedule. 

AUTOMATIC CauTION o.P NuMBW 

A scheme should have in it the necessary apparatus 
to construct class numbers for new classes satisfying the 
filiation of the scheme in a unique manner. That is, the 
same class number should be arrived at by anybody fol: 
lowing the prescribed rules for tbe use of the apparatus. 
This does not !~lean that wery, new class can be dealt with 
in that way. AU that is meant is, that the closer the ad
herence to the three canons is, the greater will be the 
types of classes that can be assigned class numbers in an 
automatic way and the smaller will be the types that should 
be .decided only by the official editors or revisers of the 
scheme. As the Colon Classification satisfies the canons 
far more closely than the other schemes, its use is far 
more independent of the official editors or revisors than 
any other scheme. It is this fact that is brought out so 
pointedly by the following observation made in the Library 
A.rsocialioll r~cord in regard to the Colon Classification :
"A new subject creates its own number in the notation.'" 

• LW.W, Jf....noti"" utord. Fourth Series, V. 1. 1934. 
P. 91. 



5. THEORY OF BOOK CLASSIFICATION 

In the first three chapters we developed a general theory 
of classification. The second and third chapters enunciated 
the main canons--eighteen in number-which it is desir
able that any scheme of classification applicable to any uni
verse should satisfy. In the fourth chapter we studied the 
Universe of Knowledge as a preliminary to our chief 
objective-elucidation of the special features of the theory 
of Book Oassification. In discussing the Universe of 
Knowledge we saw that classification of that universe had to 
face some special problems on account of 

( 1) its being a universe with an infinity of classes; 
and 

(2) many of its classes (pseudo-entities} being 
unknown. 

A consideration of these features of the Universe of Know
ledge led us to three additional canons, which are special 
to the Theory of Knowledge Classification and which it is 
desirable that every scheme of classification of the Universe 
of Knowledge should satisfy in addition to the eighteen 
general canons. 

EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE 

Now books are concrete entities which embody 
knowledge. We may say that books are "embodied 
knowledge". Hence we should expect, in the first 
place, that all the peculiarities of the Universe of 
Knowledge will be found reflected in the Universe 
of Books. In particular, the Universe of Books is 
a growing universe-growing towards infinity-and 
capable of accreting to itself new entities from time 
to time. Hence the Special Theory of Book Classi-
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fication will also involve the three additional canons 
that took shape in the Special Theo17. of Knowledge 
Qassification. 

But we must also expect some additional peculiar 
features in the Universe of Books, deriving from the special 
fact of embodiment. To this extent a scheme of Book 
Oassification will have to modify the Scheme of Knowledge 
Classification, which it adoj!tS as its basis. 

SEVEN I'ECULIAli.ITIES 

So far as the theory of classification is concerned, we 
may point out seven peculiarities special to the Universe of 
Books and not found ·in the Universe of Know
ledge. 

The seven special features may be briefly named 
as follows:-

( 1) Partially comprehensive books; 
(2) Artificial composite books; 
(3) National and local variations; 
( 4) Books from special points of view; 
( 5) Classics and commentaries and sub

commentaries on them; 
(6) Common subdivisions; and 
(i') Individualisation of books. 

We shall introduce the peculiarities of the Universe 
of Books, as usual, by enunciating the additional canons 
n«essitated by them and entering into a discussion of these 
canons in terms (with the aid) of the concrete practices 
that obtain in current schemes of classification. 

PARTIAL CoMPREHENSION 

The following is the first additional canon to be con
sidered:-

1. In a Scheme of Book Classification there 
should be, in association with each array of classes, 
a set of classes of the same order as that of their 
immediate universe and hence coordinate with it, 
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but differing from the immediate UIJiverse in that 
this set of classes comprehends the classes of the 
array only partially, whereas the immediate uni
verse comprehends them totally. 

This may be referred to as the CANoN of Pa
TIAL CoMPREHENSION. 

We will bejjin the discussion of this canon with a con
crete example. Take Pure Mathematics as the immediate 
universe and suppose its array of the FlTSt Order to con
sist of the five classes: Arithmetic, Algebra, Analysis, Tri
gonometry and Geometry. So far as the Universe of 
Knowledge is concerned, it is sufficient if a Scheme of 
Knowledge Oassification specifies Pure Mathematics in 
the earlier order and the above-mentioned five classes in the 
next lower order, as forming the array derived from it. 
For we have only one of six possibilities ; either the subject 
is Pure Mathematics or it is any one of its five subdivisions. 
It cannot be anything else in the subdivision of Pure Mathe
matics within the Universe .of Knowledge. In other words. 
it is enough if the scheme provides for one aii<Dmprehen
sive class and for each of the separate classes in the array as . 
follows:-

Pure Mathematics 
Arithmetic 
Algebra 
Analysis 
Trigonometry 
Geometry 

But this is not sufficient in the Universe of Books. 
For it is possible to have books on any combination of the 
five classes of the array taken any number at a time. In 
addition to a book on Pure Mathematics, which compre
hends all the five classes, we may have, theoretically speak
ing, books which deal with each of the following partial 
comprehensions of the five classes of the array :-

C~ oflulo classes 
1. Arithmetic and Algebra 
2. Arithmetic and Analysis 
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3. Arithmetic and Trigonometry 
4. Arithmetic and Geometry 
S. Algebra and Analysis 
6. Algebra and Trigonometry 
'1. Algebra and Geometry 
8. Analysis and Trigonometry 
9. Analysis and Geometry 

10. Trigonometry and Geometry 

Combination of thf'ee classes 
11. Arithmetic, Algebra and Analysis 
12. Arithmetic, Algebra and Trigonometry 
13. Arithmetic, Algebra and Geometry 
14. Arithmetic, Analysis and Trigonometry 
IS. Arithmetic, Analysis and Geometry 
16. Arithmetic, Trigonometry and Geometry 
17. Algebra, Analysis and Trigonometry 
18. Algebra, Analysis and Geometry 
19. Algebra, Trigonometry and Geometry 
20. Analysis, Trigonometry and Geometry 

C11mbinaliors uf fouf' classes 
21. Arithmetic, Algebra, Analysis and Trigono-

metry 
22. Arithmetic, Algebra, Analysis and Geometry 
23. Arithmetic, Algebra, Trigonometry and Geometry 
24. Arithmetic, Anaixsis, Trigonometry and Geo

metry 
25. Algebra, Analysis, Trigonometry and Geometry 

This enwnerstion o£ the twenty-fi.ve theoretical possi
bilities might be boring to those who know algebra. But 
it has been givw to make the matter concrete for those who 
have had no algebraical disci~line. Now the latter class of 
people may take the former on trust, when they say "We 
knew that there would be 25 classes of partial comprehen
sion, (rom the formula (2•--"!) lor the nwnher of partial 
comprehensions of 11 classes. If you care, you may verify 
this formula in the particular case considered by substi
tuting S for 11. We get 2L-S-Z=32 7==25, Q.E.D." 

19 
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A T.ALL OHDE.R. 
If an array has a classes in a Scheme of Knowledge 

Qassi6catioo, the corresponding Scheme of Book Oassi.6.
cation must add 2" 11 • 2 extra classes to that array to 
provide for books of partial comprehension. Such extras 
must be added in relation to each array. It may be that 
an the theoretical extras are not requisitioned in practice. 
But some already are.. For example, P. V. Seshu Ayyar's 
Elemnttary ~ comprehends Arithmetic, Alge
bra and Geometry but not Analysis and Trigonometty. 
Hence, to satisfy the Canon of Partial Comprehension, a 
Scheme of Book Oassi.6.cation must comprise the appara
tus Pecessary to create any number of these extras, as and 
when need arises. A tall order I 

A PRoBI.Dl FOJt REsEllcH 

A tall order indeed! For no scheme of Book Oassi
fication has so far succeeded in satisfying this canon to any 
extent whatever. Or there is perhaps one trivial exception. 
The COngress Oassi.6.cation now and again specifies a class 
under the name "General special" and this term is delined 
to denote books of partial CO!llprebension or "non-aJmpre
hensive books'.._just one extra class in the place of tlie 
2"-2 extras requirl;d. All the existing Schemes of 
Oassification evade this canon because of the limitati~ of 
their notation. Unless some new device is invented, any 
attempt to force the "Dotation, as it is now. to accommodate 
so many: extras of the nature described will lead us to ridi- · 
culously cumbersome class-l!umbers which maY. prove rather 
a hindrance than a help. 

This is a challenge to the library profession, a first
class research problem for gifted students! 

CALL THE CATALOGUE. TO Am 
Though the h"brary profession is at present incapable 

of finding the necessary device to make the notation satisfy 
this canon without breaking under its own weight, its bank
ruptcy is not so complete that it cannot at any rate offer 
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some make-shift arrangement. It has contrived to tide 
over the difficulty by calling the catalogue to its aid. 

In fact, the situation is met in this way :-Although the 
extension of the extra classes required is smaller than that 
of the all-comprehensive immediate universe, they are all 
given the class-number of the immediate universe. No 
doubt this is imperfect and may puzzle users. For, if they 
pick out at random books having the class number of the 
immediate universe on their backs, some will give informa· 
tion on all the topics expected, whereas others will prove 
disappointing in this respect. 

A CoNCI!ETE ExAMPLE 

Let us take a concrete case to show bow the aid of the 
catalogue is resorted to. Suppose a reader wants a short 
account of Algebra. Let us assume that books exclusively 
devoted to Algebra are all out on loan at the moment. In 
such circumstances he would naturally pick out a book 

, falling within the comprehensive class Pure Mathematics. 
Now unless all the books in that class are GCtuaily olJ-com· 
Pffhtnsiflt, the chances are very great for his picking out 
a book which is OPIIY. partially_ c~nnprehensWe and actually_ 
omits Algelwo altogether. 

To avoid such disappointments, the library profession 
has provided the catalogue with what is known as the Cross 
Reference Entry,• and has adopted the convention that fully 
comprehensive books need not be given cross reference 
entries but partially comprehensive books, on the other band, 
must be cross-referred in the classified part of the catalogue, 
under the class-number of each of the comprehended sub
classes. When the catalogue is so provided with cross 
references the reader need not depend on chance for his being 
successful in getting a book that treats of Algebra from 
among the books which have on their backs the class num
ber of Pure Mathematics, the fully comprehensive imme
diate universe. Reference to the catalogue under the head-

• Ranganathan (5. R.): CilwiMtl l!IIIGl<JgW cqdt. 1934. 
Rule 2 and its lllbdl.viiiona. 
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ing "Algebra" will show him exactly which of these books 
give information on Algebra. 

WHEN TO Cll.oss-REl'Ert 

The foUowing examples will illustrate the value of this 
Cross Reference Entry convention in the case of partially 
comprehensive books which could' not be successfuUy 
tackled by classification :-

Example:-
We don't write cross reference entries for each of the 

authors wh!JSe criticism is found in Charles Wells Moul
ton's Lib,.ary, of literary criticism 8 V., because it is a fully 
comprehensive book of reference. 

But every author studied in Andre Cbevrillon's Three 
studies in English literature: Kipling, Galswtwthy, Shake
speare gives rise to a cross reference entry. That is because 
this book is only partially. comprehensive, treating of only 
three authors. 

ARTIFICIAL COMPOSITE BOOKS 
P.a.THOLOGICAL PaTIA.L CoMPREHENSION 

The second peculiarity of the Universe of Books which 
is a trial to a Scheme of Book Oassification and its Nota
tion is the existence of Artificial Composite Books.• Here 
also we have partial comprehension, but it may be called 
pathological partial comJ:!rehension. In the cases we have 
so far dealt with it is only classes of a single array, that. 
have been partiaJiy compr~ended. But an Artificial Com
posite Booli;; is called Artificial because it comprehends 
classes from more than one array and at the same time its 
comprehension is not suf!iciently full to be given a place 
in a generalia class or a class of suf!iciently low order. 
Such Artificial Composite Books are not common in coun
tries where the art of publishing and book-production is 
sufficiently advanced and subjects itself to certain helpful 
standards. But, in contemporary India, we have a shoal of 
such nuisances to baffie classification. 

• Ranganatban (S. R.~: C/as#ip,d catalggWI eotk. 1934. 
Rule 0841Z, 
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The following extract from a paper entitled 'Vagaries 
in Indian book production" by K. Natarajan corroborates 
this statement :-

"Such instances are very common in books belonging to 
certain series. For example Brabmananda Sarasvati: Ad
vaita .riddlw.nta vidyottJM and Nrisimhasrama: Nrisimhavij
MPIJM have been issued as a single volume in the Princess 
of Wales Saraswati Bhavana Texts' Series with distinct 
title pages and sequences of pagination and in addition with a 
conunon title page". 

Am 011 THE C...TALOGUE AGAIN 

It is not fair to blame the library profession, if it cannot 
invent devices to make its notation stand the strain of such 
anomalous and freakish books. It is legitimate, indeed only 
sensible, for the classification not to stand on prestige in 
such cases but to call in the aid of the catalogue. The 
book is given the class number appropriate to the first consti
tuent class comprehended in the book and the other consti
tuent classes are provided with cross reference entries. A 
reference may be made to the Classified catalogue code for 
details and examples.• 

Thus no special canon is warranted by the 
seco~d peculiarity of the Universe of Books. 

Loc.u. V .UI.A.TION 

The third peculiarity of the Universe of Books which 
involves modification and adaptation of the Scheme of 
Knowledge Qassification leads to the following additional 
canonl-

2. The schedules of a Scheme of Book 
aassification should provide for variations due to 
special interests (e.g., national and local). 

This may be referred to as the CANoN of 
LocAL VARIATION. 

• Modmt lib~. V.S. 1935. P. 141. 
' Ranganatban (S. R.): Cl<wilitd toi<Jl- cod•. 1'134. 

Rules !>lt and 622 and u..it subdivisiom &: Rules 6Z3 aad 634. 
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The need to consider local variation is not very pro
nounced in the Universe of Knowledge. But when it 
comes to the classing and arranging of actual hooks in a 
library to meet the requirements of readers with the maxi
mum possible conformity to the Laws of Library Science, 
the Canon of Local Variation is seen to be valuable. 

PRoVISION FOR NATIONALITIES 

The term ''Local" should be interpreted liberally so as 
to refer to a geographical area of any size. Thus this canon 
will provide, for example, for interests peculiar to the 
Amerieas, or New World interests; interests peculiar to a 
continent (such as Euro{lean and Asiatic interests) ; interests 
peculiar to a country (such as English interests, Indian 
interests, Japanese interests) ; interests peculiar to a dis
trict or county; interests peculiar to a town or a village. 
In practice, however, except in what are known as "local 
collections" in local libraries, the special interests will be 
largely of a national nature. It is this fact that has led 
Bliss to say, "Adaptation to nationality should in a standard 
system be liberal even to ·radical alteration. This may in 
some cases be modified by alternative locations reserved or. 
provided. For history and "literature, these provisipns are 
especially requisite. The ingeniously adaptable Colon 
Classification in its "Geographical Divisions" provides first 
for the "Mother country" .and next for the · "Favoured 
country" • . . This ex~plifies the need in an international· 
standard for more extensive adaptability in providing for 
nationalities" .• 

CoLON CLAssiFICATION 

"(i) (a) In the Colon Oassification, 2 is set apart for 
the "Mother country". But in practice, when a library 
specialises in local collections so far as they are concerned 
2 is used for the locality in question, whether it is district, 
county, town or village. This . results in considerable 
shortening of class numbers and gives priority to local 
collections in shelf arrangement. 

~ Bliss (Henry EV!elyn) : A sysle110 D'f bibliogr,.hic clarsifica
ti;,.. 1935. p. 8. 
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3 representing "Favoured country'', may be similarly 
adopted. 

{b) This special use of "2" and "3" will provide 
for local variations in almost every subject and not merely 
in Geography or History, since the geographical charac
teristic figures as a basis of classification at some stage or 
other in most subjects as a means of amplifying a common 
subdivision digit and in a few subjects even as a fundamen
tal characteristic. 

FAVOUl!ED LANGUAGE 

(c) The Colon Qassification has also provided for 
Local Variation in the arrangement of books in Literature, 
by defining Favoured Language and by providing a special 
rule for Literature in the Favoured Language. We have 
the following specification:-

"The Favoured Language of a library is the 
language in which the majority of the books of the 
library are written. 

"Normally the language of the country is likely to be 
the Favoured Language. But under the peculiar conditions 
of India, and of Madras in particular, the Favoured Langu
age of many libraries, at present, is likely to be English."' 

· "In the case of the literature in the Favoured 
Language the Language Number may be taken as 
understood and need not be actually written.'" 

These two rules secure both saving of digits i6 class 
numbers and priority in shelf-arrangement for the Literature 
in the Favoured Language. 

PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS 

(d) The Canon of Local Variation is met by the 
Geographical Device and by the provision of special places 
for philosophical systems. We have in the Array_ of the 
First Order in Philosophy 

• Ranpnalhan (S. R.) : Colma cbuifjaJiioro. 1933. Rule 
0331. 

• lind., Rule 710Z. 
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R6 Indian philosophy 
R7 Greek philosophy 
R8 Other systems (To be divided by the Geo-

graphical Device) 
Indian and Greek Philosophies were given special places in 
the belief that they constitute the most elaborately worked 
out systems. 

In particular libraries, R6 or R7 may be used for 
Local Systems and the Inruan or Greek System thus ousted 
may be accommodated in R8. 

l.ocAL SYSTEMS OF MEDICINE 

"(e) In some cases the CHRONOLOGICAL DEVICE is 
used to secure Local Variation. For example, books on 
certain systems of Medicine peculiar to India may be sepa
rated from general books on Medicine by providing as 
follows:-

LA Ayurveruc system 
LB Siddha system 
LC Unani system 

The actual date (century). of origin of these systems is not 
known. Hence they have been taken arbitrarily in the 
order given. Any other system that may be current else-. 
where may be similarly fixed.and the Canon of Local Varia
tion duly satisfied. Any local system of mewcine can be 
divided like L Medicine with the necessary modifications 
in the schedules appliq.ble to merucine. 

The Colon Oassification is practically the first· 
scheme to show such great "respect to· the Canon of Local 
Variation. According to th"e Library Associatio11 reccwd, 
"The supreme advantage of this synthetic type of classi
fication scheme is that it may be utilised 1n various ways 
to suit the preferred principles of book classification. . • • 
Special collections can be formed at will at any point in 
the scheme."' 

DECIMAL CLAss!FICA.TION 

( ii) Dewey himself had recognised that the Decimal 
Oassification was little mindful of the Canon of Local Varia-

1 ~ A.rSO&ialio• ret:tWrl. Fourth seria;. V.I. 1934. 
P. 98. 
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tion. In a letter dated November 13, 1930, he wrote to me: 
"Naturali the sistem lst publisht in 1876 was from the 
standpoint of our American libraries. Thru the 12 editions 
it has constantli broadened. But we need speciali to cover 
Asia mor adequateli & hope we shal hav yur aktiv coopera
tion in making the decimal sistem stil mor wydli useful." 

The foil owing extract• will show that an attempt was 
made to make the Decimal Qassification fulfill the Canon 
of Local Variation:-

"In November, 1929 correspondence with Dr. Dewey 
was initiated by Wm. Alanson Borden, who was engaged 
in library work in India, 1910..1913. Mr. Borden had 
evolved an outline classification by which the libraries of 
any country could give to that country the place of chief 
prominence under those subjects in which locality was a 
feature of special importance, i.e., religion, language, lite
rature, history ll!ld geography, He wished, however, to 
take his subdivisions from D C and therefore laid the 
matter before Mr. Dewey. DC having already been adopted 
on every continent and in many countries and being used 
more than all other systems combined, was obviously the 
vehicle by which Mr. Borden's idea could best be carried 
throughout the world and thereby accomplish his purpose. 
Before Mr. Borden's death in November, 1931, the main 
features of the combination had been agreed on and on 
Mr. Dewey's death the following month the determination 
of minor details only was left to D C editor to bring about 
the most serviceable results possible for a world-wide 
constituencY.." 

VIEWPOINT 

The fourth peculiarity of the Universe of Books which 
involves modifications and adaptation of the Scheme of 
Knowledge Oassification on which a Scheme of Book Qassi
fication is based leads to the following additional canon:-

3. In a Scheme of Book Oassification there 
should be some device for differentiating books on 

I Dawe (GroaVt'nor) c-,.: MIIWI D_,: ..... ~. 
tltH't, 1&5JrlPJ1. 1932. Pp. 167·168. 
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a given subject treated from different points of 
view or from the point of view of different subjects, 
or adapted to special interests, special professions 
or special classes of readers. 

This may be referred to as the CANON oF 
VIEWPOINT. 

The importance of this canon will be demonstrated by 
the examples tabulated at the end of this section. In the 
meantime, we may examine the devices employed to satisfy 
it by the Schemes of Classification with which we are 
dealing. 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 

( i) In the Decimal Oassification, as originally published 
there was no provision to satisfy this canon. But the later 
editions recommend the adoption of the special devices 
introduced by the Institut International de Bibliographie in 
adapting and amplifying the Decimal Classification into the 
Oassification Decimale. Dewey himself has singled out: 

"The most important of these devices are 3 Relation 
Sign and 6 Place Sign and their use in libraries where they 
have been tried has proved that it is entirely practicable 
even for marking books. · 

"The wide and ever growing range of application o£ 
certain subjects makes it impossible to subdivide satisfac
torily by assigning definite numbers, hut use of colon to 
show relation between two subjects provides an automatic 
method which can be used witb any -subject for unlimited 
subdivision (For illustration see note under 150 Psycho
logy)."' 

The illustrations given under 150 Psychology are re
produced in the table of examples given at the end of this 
section. 

CoLON CLAsSIFICATION 

( ii) In the Colon Oassification, the Eighth Device 
known as the Bias Number Device has for its function the 

1 Dewey (Melvil): Decimal clas.sifiC!1lfo,. I1IUI relalw itldez. 
Edu. 13. 1932. P. 41. 
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fulfilment of the canon under consideration. Here are the 
rules bearing on the device :-• 

"The Bias Number Device is employed for 
bringing together such of the books in a class as 
are written with a special bias to some other class 
or from a special point of view that can be associated 
with some other class, or for the use of a special 
class of readers whose primary interest of study is 
in some other class, or as have some other special 
relation to some other class. The class to which the 
book belongs may be termed the 'Basic Class' and 
its number may be termed the 'Basic Number'. The 
other class may be termed the 'Bias Class' and its 
number may be termed the 'Bias Number'. 

"The Bias Number Device consists in amplify
ing the 'Basic Number' by the addition of the digit 
0 followed by the appropriate 'Bias Number'. 

"Both the 'Basic Number' and the 'Bias Num
ber' are to be worked out as fully as may be appro
priate to the book." 

· Examples of the application of these rules will be found 
in the table of examples given at the end of this section. 

AN ExTREME CAsE 
The Bias Number Device may be used even more than 

once if warranted. Consider a book on the statistical study 
of the words used by Shakespeare. This is a book on 
Shakespearean criticism. Hence, its Basic Number is 
0:2]64:9. The criticism is primarily from the point of view 
of words. Hence, the first Bias Number is P: :3. But 
even the class represented by 0:2J64:90P:: 3 has a greater 
extension than the book under consideration. To reduce 
the extension, we have to use B28, the number for Statistics. 
as an additional Bias Number. Thus we get for the class 

' Ranltllnatban (S. R.) : CoiOtt tiAsli/icolioa. 1933. Rulei 
68. 681 tl 682. 
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number of the book 0:2J64:90P:: 30B28 in which the Bias 
Device ;s applied twice. 

J USTIFICA.TION 

This notation is, no doubt, very long. But the .inten
sion of the class represented is also unusually great. Ac
cording to the Canon of Relativity, one cannot help having 
a long class number to individualise classes of such great 
intension. This extreme example should not lead one to 
infer that class numbers are generally, long in the Colon 
Oassification. The mistaken nature of such a presumption 
has been demonstrated in chapters 3, 7 and 8. The advan
tage of having to go to such lengths to individualise classes 
of great intension is, however, great from the point of view 
of the users of the library. If a man wants the ane book 
in the whole library which contains a statistical study of 
the use of words in Shakespeare, he has to search through a 
hundred volumes, or perhaps even a thousand volumes, in 
Shakespearean Criticism if the Bias Number Device is not 
used twice. But if it is used in the manner suggested, he 
will instantly find the ane volume standing alone in its pro
per filiatory place. When a classifier bas once examined 
the book and found out what it is about, a fully worked 
out class number records it permanently for the benefit of 
all the readers who may searcli for that topic. 

REALLY UNAVOIDABLE 

To show that in iny scheme of classification that 
attempts to individualise classes of such intension, the class 
number is bound to be unusually long, we give here, the 
class number for the same book, according to the Decimal 
Oassification amplified by the Relation Sign of the Oassi
fication Decimale :-

822.330 :428.3 :311 
This contains the same number ( 17) of digits as the Colon 
Oassification Number. 

SUBJECT CLAssiFICATION 

(iii) In the Subject Oassification the "do-all" cate
gorical tables will go a long way to satisfy the canon of 
Viewpoint. 
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CoNGl!ESS CLASSIFICA.TION 

:(w) In the Congress Classification, there is no special 
device employed to satisfy this canon. But in various 
places special numbers are given for special points of view 
with the usual disregard for the canon of Mnemonics. 

j/ 
I 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Examples• illustrating fulfilment of the Canon of 
Viewpoint 

Decimal Colon 
Clast or Book Classifica- Claooifica-

tion tioo 

Psychology applied to Education •• 115:37 SOT 
Ps~hology applied to Business 150:658 sox :!1 

anagement 
Paycholcgy applied to Medicine •• 150:61 SOL 
Psychology applied to Fine Arts .. 150:7 SON 
Etbico in relation to Fine Arts .. 170:7 R40N 
Art in Its ethica.lupect •• 700:17 NOR4 
Wright (T.W.): Tilt adjwtmVII of 311:526 B280B91:Z 

obsnt~altD,.., . . . tvitll DllliroliotU 
to 1/IDatlic t~~ori 

Guba Ro1 (K.K.) : Slotutitol ""'"<nh 311:630 B280J 
Gttd tlt.-.r Dttlication lo agt"onomy 

B280L:51 Ptarl (R.) : lllrOtlflcliOff lo fflt4icol 311 :614•1 
~OMIIry OM $IDfUhCI 

B280T Macdonald (M,E.)~ Practical 4lati.l- 311:370 
tit:• fol' ltotAtr.r 

Mayo-Sm!th (R.) : StatUtic4 alltl 311:330 B280X 
f'CCUtOMtt.r 

Davies (G.R.) and Crowder (W.F.): 311:301 B280Y 
MIIIW.U of slatUiical lltiiJiym in 
rlt1 40ciol 4MCI$ 

0 •SSit;S 

'The fourth additional canon needed for the Special 
Theory of Book Oassification may be enunciated as fol· 
lows:-

4. A Scheme of Book Oassifica&n should 
have a device which will bring together all the 
editions of a classic and next to them all the editions 

• The first silt examples are takm from Dew<7 (Mel!ril) : 
D•n""" c/oJStVicoliott ...., """'"' ...,,... • EdD. 13. 19.32. 
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of their commentaries and next to each commentary: 
all the editions of its subcommentaries ( commen
taries of the second order) and so on. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
CLAssiCS. 

This canon has been fully recognised and observed only 
in the Colon Classification Scheme. That the Colon Classi
fication should have devised a specal apyaratus to fulfil this 
canon is due largely to its being of Indian origin. The 
universe of ancient Sanskrit books, belonging to any sub
ject whatever, abounds in hierarchies of commentaries on 
a basic text (Oassic}. It had been a common and accepted 
practice in Ancient India to start with the enunciation of the 
fundamentals of a subject in the most general terms in a 
basic text (Classic} and to elucidate the most far-reaching 
implications of the fundamentals along all possible-some
times even opposite-directions, stage by stage, in a chain 
of commentaries and subcommentaries. Different New 
Schools of Thought have been formulated in different 
chains of commentaries and have become crystallised in 
course of time. 

Es0611ples:-
(l) (a) A basic text for the granunar of Classical 

Sanskrit is PIS:Cd Panini Astadhyayi The following 
are three of the chainS of commentaries depending upon 
it:-

(i) PlS:Cd 
Pl5:Cs12 
P15:Cs121 
Pl5:Cs1211 

(#) PlS:Csl 
PlS:Cs-16 

Pl5:Csl61 
P1S:Csl611 
PIS :Csl6111 

Panihi Astadhyayi 
Patanjali Mahabhasya 
Kaiyyata Mahabhasya-pradipa 
Nagoji Bbatta Mahabhasya-

pradipoddyota 

Panini Astadhyayi 
Bhattojidiksita Siddhanta Kau-

mvdi 
Bhattojidiksita Manorama 
Haridiksita Sabdaratna 
Balambhatta Bhavaprakasika 
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,(iii) PIS :Cd Panini Astadhy_ayi 
PIS :CxlKlO Annambbatta Vy_akara~~~Jmitak

sMrtJ 
(b) Another basic text for the grammar of Oassical 

Sanskrit is PIS :Cx7 Narendracarya SaiW'fi/Jta..mtras. 
The following are two of the chains of commentaries 
depending upon it:-

(i) PIS :Cx7 
P15:Cx71 

PIS :Cx71J90 
( ii) PIS :Cx7 

PIS:Y-72 

P1S:Cx721 

Narendracarya Sora.wata-.sutras 
Anubhutisvarupacarya Saras-

vata-praluiytJ 
Kasinatha S ara.svata-bhasytJ 
Narendraca'"Y.a SarOSTJata-.sutras 
Ramacandrasrama Siddhanta-

cM!drika 
Lokesakara Tatt'IJIJdipika 

(2) The basic text for the VedanttJ Philosophy is the 
Oassic R66 :5 BrahmGS'UiroA As is well known, six 
Schools of Vedanta have branched off from this basic text. 

( i) The R66 Advaita or Monistic School is deve
loped in a number of chains of commentaries all of which 
have R66 :Sxl Sankara Brohma.sutra-bhasya as the first 
link. Here are two chains depending upon this first link. 

R66:Sxl 
R66:5x11 
R66:Sxlll 

First Chain 
Sankara Brah1JfiJS1ltra-ilhasyiJ 
Padmapada Pancapadika 
Prakasatman Pan.capadiaka-

viwmna 
R66:Sxllll Akhandanandamuni TattTJadipaM 

Second Chain 
R66:Sxl Sankara Brohma.sutra-bhasya 
R66 :Sxl2 Vacaspatimisra Bhamati 
R66:Sx121 Amalananda Kalpatam 
R66 :SA'1211 Appayyadiksita Parimala 

( ii) The R67 Vi.ristadTJaittJ or ,Modified Monistic 
School is developed in the following chain of commen
taries:-

R67:Ss2 
R67:Sx21 
R67:Ss212 

Ramanuja SriblaasyG 
Sudarsana SribiUJSyQ-tryakhya 
.Laksmana GurvbllawproiiJSII 
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• (iii) The.R68 D~a or Dualistic School is develop
ed m the followmg chlllD of commentaries:-

R68;5zl Anandatirtha Brahmasutra-

R68:5.dl 
R68:5zlll 
R68:5zllll 

bhasya 
J ayatirtha Tattvaprakasika 
Vyasatirtha Tatparya-candrika 
Raghavendratirtha Tatparya-

catt,drika-prakasa 

{w) The R6892 Dvaitadvaita or Dualistic-Monistic 
School is developed in the following chain of commen
taries:-

R6892 :Szl Nimbarka V edantaplrijata-sau-
,.abha 

R6892 :Szll Srinivasacarya Vedanta-kaustu-
bha 

(v) The R6893 Sutldhadvaita. or Devotional
Monistic School has the following chain:-

R6893 :Szl Vallabhacarya Anubhasya 
R6893:5xll Gosvami Sri-Purusottamjee 

Bhasy_a-prakasa 

(vi) The R6891 Bhedabheda or Difference-Identity 
School is developed in the commentary · 

R6891 :5xl · · Bhaskaracarya Brahmasutra-
b~ 

( 3) Again, we have as a ·classic in A yurvedic surgery 
LA:4:i'z2 Susrutasamhita. A well known commentary 
on it is 

LA:4:i'z21 Chakrapanidatta Blumumati 

The Canons of the general theory of classification 
require that all the books on all the various schools of 
thought deriving from a given enunciation of fundamentals 
be arranged in a filiatory order. Thus the Canon of Oassics 
is only a corollary from the canons of the general theory 
of classification. 
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TBB APP.u&TUS 

The purpose of the Classic Device' of the Coloa 
Oassilication is simply to secure confonnity to this Canon 
of Oassics. The device is enunciated as follows:-

"The Classic Device is employed for bringing 
together the different editions of a classic in a class, 
the different editions of each of its com
mentaries, the different editions of each of the sub
commentaries of each of its commentaries and so on 
and of securing that the group of subcommentaries 
of a commentary is in juxtaposition to the commen
tary, that "the group of commentaries of a classic is 
in juxtaposition to the classic and that the group 
formed of each classic and its associated commen
taries is in juxtaposition to the groups of the other 
c:lassics of the same class. 

"The Classic Device consists in putting the 
digit :; after the number representing the ultimate 
c:lass to which the book should be otherwise assign
ed, and amplifying the digit :; by the Favoured 
Cat~gory Device or the Chronological Device to 
individualise the classic concerned. The amplified 
:; may be termed the Clossic N'Umber. The com
mentaries are indicated by amplifying the corre
sponding classic Number by the Favoured Category 
Device or the Chronological Device. This ampli
fying number may be termed the First-order Com
mentary Number. The subcommentaries of a 
commentary are indicated by amplifying the corre
sponding First-order Commentary Number in a 
similar way. This amplifying number may be 

• Ranpll&lhan (S. R.): CoiMt cla.r.ri/icalioJt. 1933. Rulea 
65 and 651 and the commmtariea en lbtm. 
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termed the SeC!Ofld-order Commentary N.u,mher and 
so on." 

The examples already given illustrate the application 
of this device to Indian Classics. "There are also some 
cases of occidental classics-such as Burke's works in 
Politics, some of the classics of International Law, the 
Greek and the Latin Classics-which may be more con
veniently grou~ed by the Classic Device. · 

"One result of the application of the Classic Device 
is that the classic becomes a class by itself and lienee its 
different editions come together, with the Book Number 
differentiating them. In the case of a classic, several 
editions are likely to appear even at distant dates. )3ut for 
this device, they will get scattered and intermingled with 
other ordinary books in the same class. Such an inter
mingling is hound to be revolting to the mind of the readers. 

' It is certainly not desirable that Aristotle's Poetics or Dan
din's Karvyadarsa would be indiscriniinately dubbed with 
the ordinary modem books on literary criticism. Nor will 
it be happy to interpolate· Sankaracarya's works on Indian 
Philosophy with the modem text-books on Indian Philo-. 
spphy •.. 

"It not infrequently happens, particularly in works in 
the Sanskrit language, that the classic gets many commen
taries which themselves- become classic and get many edi-. 
tions and many subcommentaries. All the Laws of Library 
Science will be best served i! and only if the whole family 
of commentaries and subcommentaries are grouped together 
and placed next to the different editions of the classic itself. 
Usually the commentaries and the subcomrnentaries carry 
forward the theories contained in the classic. This carry
ing forward is done step by st~ in the hierarchy of com
mentaries and subcommentaries. Hence the happy group
ing of a classic with its commentaries and subcommentaries, 
brought about by the Oassic Device, incidentally arranges 
the books in the proper evolutionary order. This adds 
greatly to the convenience of the readers-nay, it is even 
educative. · 
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"It may be stated here that the use of the digit s in 
the Qassic Device is not in any way in conflict with the 
use of the same to indicate collected works. As a matter 
of fact the one use is but a natural and consistent extension 
of the other." 

It ma:v. be stated here that a work attains the status 
of a classic and requires to be converted into a class by 
itself by the Qassic Device, iii 

(i) it has elements of permanent value; and 
(ii) it is saturated with the personality of the author; 

and lor 
(iii) it stimulates other books on itself. 

CoMMON SuBDIVISIONS 
The sixth peculiarity of the Universe of Books which 

involves modification and adaptation of the Scheme of 
Knowledge Qassi6cation on which a Scheme of Book 
Qassi6cation is based leads to the following two canons:-

5. A Scheme of Book Oassification should 
have a schedule of Common Subdivisions with the 
aid of which books belonging to the same know
ledge-class may be differentiated and further classi
fied on the basis of the form of exposition adopted 
by the book. 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
CoMMON SuBDIVISIONS. 

6. The Notation of the schedule of common 
subdivisions should be tolerably distinct from that 
of the schedule of the Knowledge Classification 
which forms the basis and should also satisfy the 
canons set down for the' Notation both by the 
General Theory of Classification and by the Special 
Theory of Knowledge Oassification. 

This may be referred to as the CANoN of Dis
TINCTIVENESS. 
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It is best to begin a discussion of these two canons by 
setting down the schedules of Common Subdivisions of the 
current Schemes of Oassification. It may be remarked 
that the common subdivisions are found merged in the 
categorical tables in the Subject Classification from which 
they are here extracted though not fully. Further, the 
Congress Oassification has, as usual, no distinct or mnemo
nic notation for the common subdivisions, thou'h they are 
fully employed. 

Decimal Colon Subject Expan-
sive Common Subdivisions classi- classi .. dassi- classi-lication fication lication lication 

Bibliography .. a 'I "2 
Profession .. 069 b •763 
Professional qualification .. bl 
Professional training •• 071 b3 '66 
Research • .. 072 b4 '632 
Professional associations •• .b7 
Laboratories .. 072 c "69 
Museums .. 074 d ·s1 
Exhibitions .. C64 d '56 
Instruments ... 078 e < •]67 
Formulae . . 0832 • '102 . 
Maps .. 084 f •40 
Diagrams .. 02 g 
Guide books .. q •J 
Memorial volumes .. 

~ 
•628 • < 

C1clopaedias .. 03 '2 ·s 
D1ctianaries 03 " •2 ·s 
Concordances .. 03 k •53 
Learned societies .. .06 l •6 ·s 
Periodicals .. OS '" •7 •7 
Yearbooks .. .. ·ss ·6 
Directories .. OS .. '52 '6 
Calendars . . .. "23 
Almanacks .. 059 " "24 
Conference!, Congresses, 063 p •702 

Conventions 
Bills .. q 
Acts .. 00037 q •785 
Codes .. q "74 
Reports (periodical) ... 00039 r •786 
Statistics , .. 00031 s '101 
Commissions, Committees 061 ' •7Ci6 

(ad hoc) .. 
Surveys . . .. "286 
History .. 09 " ·10 "4 
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Decimal Colon Subject ~pllll• 
Common Subdivisions c:Jassi .. claui .. claw .. stve 

-
fication fication fication cJassi· 

fication 

Bioaraphy .. 092 "' '41 '3 
Collect1ont .. 08 Jt •8 ., 
Selectiont .. ()8 Jt •961 
Scope .. 011 yl 
&llabua .. 02 y2 ·sso 

techiam .. 0761 ,s '663 
Caae atudy .. 092 y7 
Experimental atudy .. 072 ,s 
Digests . . 02 • •3 
In tho form of fillion .. .o3 '941 
Parody .. 0883 •4 •948 
Adaptation .. .s 
Sympoaia .. ()8 ··7 
Enaya .. 04 •7 '954 
Lectures .. 04 •7 •67 
Criticiam .. :9 

WHY? 

The need for Common Subdivisions, or Form Divisions 
as they are also called, is set forth as follows by 
W. F. Wright' :-"In whatever detail the classification 
scheme may be drawn up, however, there always comes a 
time when further subject division, although it is highly 
desirable, is impossible. In one particular library, for 
instance, in the subject "Steam Engines and Engineering," 
after very close subdivision and the placing out of works 
in this section to '19 specific beads there still remain 280 
works which cannot be further subdivided by subject. Such 
grouping occurs in all libraries which have a comprehensive 
collection of works on any important subject. Obviously 
it is laborious for any reader to have to wade through such 
groups of works. If he is interested in the economics of 
the subject then tables and catechisms will be of no use to 
him; if he is studying its history then he should be able to 
find at once works already written on the subject from this 
point of view. To place directly at his disposal exactly 
what be wants resort is had to further division according 

• Lihn>ry """*1. V. 39. 1937. Pp. ~. 
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to the form in which the works are presented. In the 
example cited the works are divided into ten form classes 
so removing 130 from the main group of "general treatises" 
and J2Utting together and making immediately available 
works treating the subject from the particular aspect in 
which the reader is interested. 

"Division of works according to their form may be 
called 'second-stage' classification. 

"Form headings, then, because they are a part of all 
classification schemes and are repeated und~r all headings 
of importance in every scheme, play a rna jor ·role in classi
fication. The value of any scheme is considerably affect
ed by the way in which the form headings are drawn up 
and by the ease with which allocation of matter to them 
can be effected." 

How? 

This idea is behind the following rules of the Colon 
Classification :-

• 
111Subdivisions which occur in many classes 

may be termed Common Subdivisions. 
"There are certain subdivisions which may oecur in 

many classes, for example, we may have to provide for ~e 
subdivisions :-bibliography, biography, collected works, 
conference, history ana so on in the case of many classes .. 
Subdivisions of this nature . which are lik~ly to occur in 
many classes shall be called Common Subdivisions. It will 
be convenient if the same Common Subdivision is always 
represented by the· same symbol in all cases. The mnemo
nic table of Common Subdivisions is built up with this 
object in view and has been included among the 12retiminary 
tables. 

"It is not maintained that every one of these Common 
Subdivisions will be applicable to every class. All that is 
intended is that they may be applicable to many classes. 
For example, Bv is History of Mathematics, Pv is His-

• Ranganathan (S. R.): Cqlo,. cla&sificaJimt. 1933. Rules 
2 to 23 and their commentaries. 
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tory o·f Philology, Xv is History of Economics, CSM95v is 
History of the Physics of X-rays, Pill :Jlv is History of 
the Phonology of Modem English. 

"In certain subjects, some of the symbols used in this 
table will be given a special meaning. For example, in 
Literature c will stand for 'Index of titles' and e will stand 
for 'Index of first lines'. In Philology z will stand for 
'Comparative genetic stud)". Such special use of the sym
bols of the Schedule of Common Subdivisions will be indi
cated in subsection '8' of the chapters dealing with the 
respective subjects. 

"Any class number may, if possible, be ampli
fied by the addition of a Common Subdivision 
Number, which shall consist either of a single Com
mon Subdivision digit or of that digit further 
amplified. 

"The Oass Number is to be worked out to the 
fullest extent admitted by the book before it is 
amplified by a bare or amplified Common Subdivi
sion Number. 

"The manner in which each Common Subdivision digit 
is· to be amplified is given in the succeeding rules of this 
chapter. In most of these Rules the terms ChroMlogical 
Deviu and G~ographical Deviu will appear. Their mean· 
ing will be found in Chapter 6 of this Part." 

The table of common subdivisions given in the preced
ing pages shows the extent to whicb the Canon of Common 
Subdivisions is satisfied by the four schemes. 

DISTlNCTlY'ENESS 

( i) With regard to the Canon of Distinctiveness, the 
Decimal Oassification seeks to satisfy it by beginning all 
common subdivisions with a ~<ero. The Colon Classifica
tion begins them with lower case letters except in the case 
of criticism and tbe Subject Oassification begins them with 
a dot. In the Expansive Classification, distinctiveMSS is 
got by change of species. The first-stage part consists of 
letters and the second-stage part, of numerals. 
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Exna.uSTIVENESS 
·c ii) With regard to the Canon of Exhaustiveness, 

it is not possible to anticipate and exhaust a1I possible fonns 
and common subdivisions. All that can be done is to make 
provision for new forms to be accommodated in a filiatory 
manner as and when they take shape. The 13th edition 
of the Decimal Classification has begun to do this by 
decimal interpolation. The other schemes admit of the 
same device. 

lNDIVIDUALISATION 

( Ni) In the amplification of a class number by certain 
common subdivisions--e.g., societies, periodicals, directories, 
conferences, commissions, surveys, history, biography, and 
so on-the Colon Oassification differs from the other 
schemes in one respect. In the other schemes there is no 
special provision, for example, for individualising the 
several periodicals, c-ommissions, surveys and so on in the 
same subject. In the Colon Oassification we find a defi
nite set of rules,x for individualising them. The Geogra
phical and the Chronological Devices of the Scheme play a 
large part in this individualisation in conformity to the 
Canon of Helpful Order, the Canon of Hospitality in :Array 
and the Canon of Mnemonics •. A few examples will make 
thiscl~:- . 

Work 

J TrM&sodloJU of the Bose Researrh I 
Institute (Calcutta) (Founded in 
1917) . 

2 Ct~rnnl scil11u (India) (Com· 
menced in 1933) 

3/Rnuliconli d. R. Accademia Na.i
onale d. Leinci (Rome) Klasse d. 
Scienze Fisiche. Matematiche 
e Naturali {Fonnded in 1603}. 

Decimtil Colon 
Oassmca- Oassifica-

tion tioa 

506 Ati044:Nl7 

505 At0044:N33 

506 A•S2:K03 

• • Raoganatban (S. R.): Coto. doui/ialliolt. 1933. Chap. 2. 
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6 Decimal Colon z Work Claosi· Classi-.: 6cation lication ell 

4 Com{'t•s ''"d"' d.L' Academie d. 506 Am53:K66 
Sc1ences (Pario) (Founded in 
1666) 

s Nat .. rwtstllt.tcha/1'". (Germany) sos A•SS:N13 
(Commeuced in 1913) 

6 Philosophical lrOftSOctiofft of the 506 Am56:K60 
Royal Society (London) (Founded 
in 1660) 

' Procudingt of the Royal Sode:f 506 A"'S6:K601 
8 Scimtific A,...l'ica10 (Commence in sos AM73:M45 

1845) 

' Rt,orl of the Indian Education 
ommission of 1882 

370'61 'ri44:M82 

10 r .. ,,.;,. rrporl .... ,,, rtllii'UI of .370'61 TI44:N28 
tducolioiO iN British India bf the 
Indian Statutory Commusion 
(of 1928) 

11 R~<>FI of the Travancore Education 
dorms Committee (of 1932) 

310'61 TI4422:NJ2 

12 Tilt lftzl tltfl iN tdllt'OtioN beinR a 370'61 TI56:N26 
. nport of a Committee (of 1926) 

conoistirt~ of Haldane and others 

1J R'l,ort of the Mo•ley Educational 370'61 Tt73:N03 
ommiuion (of 1903) to the 

United Statea of Amerka 

14 Altekar (A.S.): EdNcolioa 
.tfNctml JftdiiJ, 19J4 

;,. 370'954 Tt~44:HI 

IS Basu (B.D.): History o/tdNcoliort 
;,. /..dis ttlldn 11t1 rttlr ol tlsr 370'954 Tti«:MS 
Eul /ttdi4 Cowtpotty. 1922 

16 McKee (W.J.): n,. tclloolt for 370'954 Tfi44:NZ 
Y<>""''lndid. 19.30 

17 Ward (H.): EdttCDiiort ,y:l,.. ol 
ENg/oM and w "'''· 1935 

Jn·t54 TIIS6:Nl 

Ill R•torl of the National Academf S06 Af/3:M63r 
of Sciences J,.Ynitcd Statu 
(Founded in 1 ) 
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Work 

19 R•giskr of f•Hows, ossociatu 
alld stlldmts of the Institute of 
Chemistry of Great Britain and 
Irdand (F oanded in 1877} 

20 History (1877-1914) of the Ins!itule 
of Chemistry of Great Britain and 
Ireland 

'

Decimal/ Cl~-
ficauon 

l 

DECIMAL '11. CoLON 

Colon 
Classi

fication 

E/S6:M71a 

A comparison of the Oass Numbers according to the 
Decimal Oassification and the Colon Oassification wiD 
show the greater analysis to which the Common Subdivi
sions are subjected in the latter. The Oass Numbers of 
the Decimal Oassification are of greater extension than 
the titles represented by them ; whereas the extension and 
the intension of the class numbers of the Colon Oassilica
tion exactly fit the titles. In other words, whereas the ' 
Colon Oassification represent~ the ultimate classes 'of the 
works, the Decimal Oassification stops considerably short 
of their ultimate classes. -

The Joist three exa~ples further show that in the Colon -
Oassification common subdivisions can he repeatedly ap
plied, if warranted, until the ·requisite intension is reached 
to give full satisfaction to the Canon of Hospitality in Chain. 

In fact. to quote the Library Association record, the 
Colon Oassification "has aimed to secure the expressiveness 
of Brussels with the briefest notation."• 

THE CoNGRESS 0 ASSffiCATION 

So far as periodicals are concerned, the Congress 
Oassification attempts to go a little further than the Deci-

• Lihraty .A.rsotiolitm rectwd. Fourth Series. V. I. 1934. 
p_ 98. 
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mal Classification. It usually 
follows:-

divides . periodicals as 

1 American & English 
2 French ' 

ExCLUSIVENESS 

3 German 
4 Other 

(iv) With regard to the Canon of Exclusiveness, we 
depend on careful definition of the tenns used to denote 
the Common Subdivisions. But as Wright points out, none 
of the schemes, except the Classification Decimate of the 
International Institute of Bibliography, gives full and explicit 
definitions. But much can be inferred with the aid of the 
Canon of Context. In the case of the Colon Oassification, 
the specifications for amplifying the Common Subdivision 
digits found in the rules of chapter 2 indicate the defini
tion in the majority of cases. 

PERMANENCE 

( v) With regard to the Canon of Permanence, refer
ence has already been made, while discussing this Canon in 
chapter 2, to the difficulty caused by the form divisions 
"Societies" and "Periodicals". As stated there, the viola
tion of this Canon involved in their use, is due to the 
force of blind tradition that crept in from the first edition 
o( the Decimal cllJSsifitotictJ. 

It is rather disappointing that the otherwise excellent 
exposition of the standard headings by Wright1 simply re
commends the perpetuation of the inconvenient old tradi
tion, without recognising the violence it does to the Canon 
of Permanence. 

To set this matter right, the forthcoming edition of 
the Colo11 classijicatio" has modified the definition of these 
common subdivisions so as to read as follows:-

"Rule 21: The term Society is used to denote a Learned 
Society or an Institution founded and maintained for the 
pursuit of one or more branches of knowledge. The digit 
I (the symbol for societies) is to be used in the case of a 
book or a report which gives an account of a Society. But 

• Lii>Nry •oorld. V. 39. 19i7. P. ZJ'l. 
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in the case of occasional publications and periodicals issued 
by a Society on the subject-matter falling within its sphere, 
the digit l is not to be used. Such publications are to be 
treated as ordinary books or periodicals as the case may be. 
The class numbers of such books are not to be amplified 
by l while the class numbers of the periodicals are to be 
amplified by "' (the SY.IDbol.for periodicals)". 

Rules Zll, 2l2, 2l3, 214 are consequently deleted. 

For fixing the epoch in order to construct the Cbrono• 
logical Number amplifying "'• the last sentence of Rule 2m 
is modified so as to read :-

"The year in which the periodical was commenced is 
to be used as the epoch if it is not published by a Society. 
If it is published by a Society, the year in which the Society 
was founded is to be used as the epoch. If the Society 
publishes two or more periodicals on the same subject, the 
Chronological Number of the first period~cal needs no altera
tion; but the digit 1 is to be added to the Ounnological 
Number in the case of the ~nod periodical, the digit 2 in 
the case of the third periodical and so on. The purpose of 
the last mentioned provision is to keep together all the 
periodicals published by a -Society on one subject." 

PEII.KANENCE AND RETICENCE 

There is one practice of the Congress Oassification in 
regard to common, subaitisions which calls for special 
notice. Specifications like the following frequently 
occur:-

General works 
General treatises 
Comprehensive works 
Advanced text-books 

Elementary text -books 
Popular works 
Minor works 
Des<-riptive works 

The first four common subdivisions do not appear to 
be quite distinct from one another and hence, if used in 
the amplification of one and the same class, would violate 
the Canon of Exclusiveness. If they are intended to pos
sess shades of difference, these are not rendered explicit. 

The last five common subdivisions come into conflict 
with the Canon of Reticence as well as the Canon of Per-
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manence. A term like "Minor" is certainly criticaL The 
fixing of standard implied by these terms is bound to vary 
with time and place. What is regarded as elementary by 
one library may be advanced for another. Even in the 
same library the standard will vary with tirre. Time was 
when the first three books of Euclid's Elements were advanc
ed, though theY. are now elementary. 

FOURTH-sTAGE CLASSIFICATION 

There is no doubt that distinctions like the above may 
be helpful in a ;amctOO.r library at a particula¥ time. But 
it is not proper that a convenience, which involves change 
more frequently than a Scheme of Oassification, should be 
served by the Oass Number, which should be relatively 
more permanent. The right thing is, not to requisition the 
services of classification, not even those of the "second 
stage" classification (common subdivisions}, but to improvise 
a temporary "fourth stage" classification.• 

A method of doing this by temporary extra symbols has 
been indicated by the author in another book. A better 
plan is to recognise that matters of this nature fall within 
the sphere of the Reference Staff rather than that of the 
classifier. The Reference Staff and the Shelf Section Staff 
should be left to deal with this "fourth stage" classification, 
manipulating the temporary extra symbols and, wherever 
necessary, dividing the resources into different sequences 
according to the standards obtaining for the time being, and 
changing the temporary extra symbols and the sequences 
as the standards cllange. 1 

ANTERIOR PosiTIONS 

It was Bliss who suggested the name Anterior Sub
divisions for the Common Subdivisions. He justifies this 
appellation as follows• :-"It seems more convenient to 

1 In anticipation o{ the latter part of this cll.apller, it may be 
m•ntioned ll•re that "third .uge• classificatioo is concemed with 
tho individualioation of books having tile same ultimate das•. 

1 C/. Ranganathan (S. R.) : Libtwy adlllinolrlmrioot. 1935. 
(Madru Library AsoociaWn Publication Serle\ S). Chap. 8. 

• Bli,. (Henry Evelyn) ; A 17Sfnro o/ bi~ claJUiP.. 
w;o,. 1935. p. 15. 
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collocate the general treated generally with the general 
treated speciallY., and to follow that with the special treated 
generally, than it would be to interpose the large mass of 
miscellaneous ·and auxiliary material between the general 
and the closely related subordinate special items. . . • Many 
classifiers will agree with the reasons stated above and will 
place these (miscellaneous and auxiliary) items anterior 
to the general subject and its specific subdivisions . . • . In 
the order of books or cards correlatively to the notation, 
it seems more convenient to have the reference, auxiliary, 
and miscellaneous items of general scope precede the special 
and to avoid placing them between the general subject and 
the special treatment of it, followed by the general treat
ment of its special branches • • • • The anterior position for 
them (reference, miscellaneous and auxiliary items) is the 
more distinctive as well as the more convenient." 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 
( i) In the Decimal Oassification, · commencement of 

the Common Subdivision numbers with the digit 0 inter
polates them between the main class and its subordinate 
classes. ·It fails to secure "anterior positions" for the 
common subdivisions. 

CoLON CLASSiFICATION 
( ii) But in the Colon Oassification, the rule which 

.~ys that "Any number .fo!lowed by a small letter shall have 
precedence over the number itsel£"1 is calculated precisely 
to secure "anterior position" for the common subdivisions. 

SUBJECT CLAssiFICATION 
(iii) In the Subject Classification application· of the 

categorical numbers does not procure anterior places for 
class numbers amplified by Common Subdivisions. They 
come only between the general and the subordinate classes. 

CoNGIIESS CLASSIFICATION 
(iv) In the Congress Oassification there is no unifor

mity of practice with regard to the position of classes of 

1 Ranganathan (S. R.{: CoW.. ela.ssijioation. 1933. Rule 
0241. 
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Common Subdivisions. Some classes occupy anterior posi
tions and some posterior. 

Examples:-In the subject QC Physics, QC20-Q<?S 
reP,resent general works. 

(a) The following Common Subdivisions occupy 
anterior positions, as their class numbers show:-

QCl Periodicals, Societies, etc. 
QC3 Collected Works 
QCS Dictionaries 
QC6 PhiloSOJ2hy. Relativity 
QC7 History 
QCIS Biography of Physicists. Collective 
QC16 Biography of Physicists. Individual 

(b) The following Common Subdivisions occupy 
posterior positions, as their class numbers show:

QC30 Study and teaching 
QC31 Outlines, syllabi, etc. 
QC32 Problems, exercises, etc. 
QC33 Experiments 
QC35-41 LabGratory manuals 
QCSl Laboratories 
QC53 Instruments and Apparatus 
QC61 Tables, Formulae, SymbGls 
QC71 Essays, Lectures, Addresses, etc. 

BooK NuMBERS 

A seventh additional canon is necessitated in the Special 
Theory of Book Classification, on account of the seventh 
peculiarity of the Universe of Books. There may exist in 
a library many books, many volumes of a book and m,any 
copies of one and the san1e book or of one and the same set 
of volumes embodying knowledge of a given class. These 
books cannot be differentiated among themselves and 
arranged in a definite order by any further subdivision of 
Knowledge. They will, therefore, have to be subdivided, 
not on the basis of subject-matter, viewpoint or expository 
form, but on the basis of other appropriate characteristics 
or trains of characteristics. Hence the canon:-

. t -~ 
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4. A Scheme of Book Oassification should 
be provided with a Scheme of Book Numbers to 
individualise books all of which have the same 
class of knowledge as their Ultimate Oass. ~ 

This may be referred to as the CANON of 
lNDIVIDUALISATION. 

To make this canon easily intelligible, the definition of 
ultimate ~ is here reproduced:-

By the ULTIMATE CLASS of a book is meant the 
class of the least extension and the greatest inten
sion in the basic Scheme of Knowledge aassifica
tion in which it may be placed. 

In. conjunction with this definition of Ultimate Oass 
the canon under amsideration implies that:-

The Book Number takes up .the individualisa
tion of books at the point where the aass Number 
has to leave it as beyond its power. 

or in other 'UJOids 
The Book Number ioepresents "Third-Stage" 

Oassification, the Second-stage having been repre
sented by Common.Subdivisions as already stated. 

There are different views and different practices with 
regard to this canon. 

CoHMONSENSE Vmw 
There is first the commonsense view recorded by Brown 

in the following words: "Perhaps the most sensible and 
straightforward way to distinguish books from each other 
is to rely entirely UJ10il the class number or symbol, plus 
the lettering on the books themselves. For whatever pur
pose required it seems much simpler to arrange books on 
shelves. in charging systems, in catalogues, or anywhere else, 
in a plain and easy sequence of author's names in alpha-

• Ranganatban (S. R.>-: Colma ~""· l'lD. Rule 03. 
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betical order, under each division or subdivision of a class 
or subject.'" 

As against this, w: have the following opinion of Bliss: 
"Some librarian~ . • : • regard all such notation (Book 
Number) unnecessary. On the contrary it appears that the 
lack of internal notation (Book Numbers) in one of the 
great American libraries makes designation and location of 
its books very difficult, slow and uncertain.''' 

Our own experience inclines us to uphold the view 
expressed by Bliss. 

Sayers does not appear to ex{lress an opinion on this 
matter. But from the fact that he devotes some pages to 
the construction of Book Number in both his books, we 
may, perhaps, infer that the Canon of Book Number has 
his support. 

Assuming the need for Book Numbers, we may say that 
two different practices are current. The first practice uses 
the author's name, and the second, the date of publication, 
for individualising books having the same ultimate class. 

The first practice occurs in different forms. 

AUTIIOII. M£RKs 

. The first form is described by Sayers in the following 
words :--"When the whole question of author marks has 
been considered, we think something may be said for using 
the first three letters of the author's name, without any 
further refinements; at least where the books are not charged 
by combined class-marks and author numbers.''' But it 
is obvious that this simple type of Book Number cannot 
individualist 

( l) different copies of the same book; 
( 2) di~rent editi001 of the same book; 

• Brown Oames Dulf): Sabjttll dM.t/itoltofo. Edn. z. 1914. 
P.26 •.. 

• Bllu (H•nry Evelyn): Q,_~ of ~ig1 Mlibnlr+$. 
1~. P. 68. (Worda withill bradr.etJ are mine). 

1 Sayers (W. C. Berwick!: lwtrodwcti.ort to libnr.ll darli/i
...,;..,.. tillS. p 0 65. 

23 
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( 3) different volumes of a multi-volumed book; and 
.( 4) books by different authors the first three letters 

of whose names are identical. 

Thus. this ~ce does not satisfy the Canon of Indivi
dualisation to the fullest extent. 

AUTHOil N Uli!BEIIS 

The second form of using the author names to construct 
the Book Number depends on the "Invention of translation 
systems by which a name is represented by its initial, with 
remaining letters translated into numbers, e.g., Freeman, 
F85.''1 

' CUTTEil N UK BEllS 

The most widely used of these trauslation systems is 
that of the Cutter-Sanbom Numbers. Here is an example 
of such numbers. • 

Ab2 
All. 
Gl6 
G42 
G76 

Abbot 
Aldridge 
Gardiner 
Gilman 
Graham 

Sal 
SfVI 
Sch51 
Sch86 

M£Rpnr Nm.t:BDS 

Saint 
Swain 
Schneider 
Schwartz 

Another translation system is that of the Merrill Num-
ben of which the following is a sample.• 

01 A 10 Bix 
02 Agre 11 Bou 
03 Als 12 Brim 
04 Ap 13 Bum 
~ B M C 
07 Ban 15 Carr 
al Bax 

• Dewey (Melvil) : DetiMDJ cllwijicGtw.. Edo. 13. 19Ja. 
P. JZ . 

• Sayas (W. c. Benvick): llflrodtld~ "' ~ dlusi~ 
~- 1935 P. 63. . 

0 Sayers {•W. C. Benvick). : l11l_rodwfiott lo ~ c:ltwii:
-.,.. 1935. p. 64, • 
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The Jast Numbers and the Brown Numbers also satisfy 
the aame purpose. · 

But in all these cases, most of the objections already 
enumerated with regard to the use of the first three letters 
of author's names continue to hold good. 

BISCOE NUMBERS 

With regard to· the second practice of constructing 
Book Numbers, which depends upon the date of publica· 
tion, the Biscoe Numbers were invented in 1885. The 
Biscoe table is as follows':-

A Before Christ 
B 0 to 999 
C 1000 to 1499 
D 1500 to 1599 
E 1600 to 1699 
F 1700 to 1799 
G 1800 to 1809 
H 1810 to 1819 
I 1820 to 1829 

J 
K 
L 
;M 
N 
0 
p 

Q 
R 

1830 to 1839 
1840 to 1849 
1850 to 1859 
1860 to 1869 
1870 to 1879 
1880 to 1889 
1890 to 18~ 
1900 to 1909 
1910 to 1919 

A book is numbered with the letter and the year number, 
centuries being ignored. When more than one book in the 
llaJ!le class calls for the same number, these numbers are 
differentiated by adding lower case letters. 

This SY.Stem certainly satisfies the Canon of Individua· 
lisation more fully than the system of author numbers. 
But even here there is apparently no provision for indivi
dualising the different volumes of a multi-volumed book. 

Boox NuMBERS oF TBB CoLON SeBEKa 

Another form of the second practice is that developed 
in the Col ott clauificotiott. 1 In this form, "the Book N um
ber may consist of one or more of five parts, w., the 
Language Number, the Date Number, the Accession Part of 
the Book Number, the Volume Number and the Supple-

• Brown (J~m<s Duff)..: Stlbj#<l cliuli/ialli<Jfo. Edn, 2. 1914. 
P. 29. 

• Chapter 03. 
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ment Number. These parts are to be written in the order 
given above without interspace between the parts."• 

This rule implies that six different characteristics are 
used to construct the Book Number. While the use of 
these six characteristics ensures complete satisfaction of 
the Canon of Individualisation in every possible case, in 
most cases the Book Number consists of only two digits. 

An additional result aimed at by this system of Book 
Numbers is that books having the same Ultimate Oass are 
first separated and grouped by their language and the books 
within each language group are then arranged chronologi
callY.. This arrangement provides additional convenience to 
readers. Whenever the special circumstances of a library 
require the arrangement of books in parallel sequences 
according to language!, this system of Book Numbers is of 
great help in the formation of such linguistic sequences and 
the merging of them into one sequence at pleasure, with 
the aid of the Principle of Parall_el Movement. • 

Further description o( this system of book numbering 
may be found in Chapter 03 of Culdn cla.ssific'ptirm. 

Apart from the question of complete individualisation, 
any system of Book Numbef$ which- arranges books by 
date of publication will give greater satisfaction to the 
majority of readers than arrangement by author. 

·To suM UP 

By Library Oassification is meant minute classification 
of books on the basis of their subject-matter or the know
ledge embodied in them, to facilitate the subject-approach 
which, as the Five Laws of Library Science have established, 
is most popular among readers. 

A Scheme of Book Oassification is a Scheme of Know
ledge Classification provided with a scheme of common 
subdivisions (Second Stage Oassification) and a scheme 
of book numbers (Third Stage Qassification) caP.<~ble of 

• Rule 032.-
• Ranganathan (S. R.).: Liln'PrY. admini.strali..,., 1935. Sec

lion 81, pan. 15. · 
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individualising every book in the Universe of Books. All 
the Thne Stages of Oassification should obey the Canons 
of Classification. 

The Notation of the Scheme of Common Subdivisions 
(Anterior classes), the Notation of Book Numbers and the 
Notation of the Scheme of Knowledge Classification form
ing the core of the ,Scheme of Book Oassification in ques
tion should be easily and automatically distinguishable one 
from the other either by the use of distinct symbols, ot by 
the use of separating symbols, or by well-planned spacing. 

Provision should also be made for other contingencies 
like Local Variation, Differences of Viewpoint and Filia
tion of Oassics and their auxiliaries or commentaries. 

No scheme has so far adapted its Notation to indivi
dualise classes of Partial Comprehension to the necessary 
extent, while the Congress Oassification alone has provided 
a single place for all Partially Comprehensive classes under 
the term "General specia,l," which closely follows the term 
"General ... 
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6. COMPARATIVE STUDY 
La. Y-our 

This chapter is chief!! concerned with the lay-outs of 
five current schemes of dassifiation. We will begin with 
a few intmductmy remarks about their origin. 

THE DECIMAL a.ASSIFICATION• 

Melvil Dewey the author of the Decimal Oassi6cation 
was born December 10, 1851 at the Adams Center, in Jeffer
son County, New York. His father ran a general store and 
made boots. While yet a boy, Melvilleamed enough from 
the shoemakers to make a pair of shoes and boots for 
himself 'doing every bit of the work. from crimping to the 
final finish'. All kinds of jobs fell to bis share-tidying 
the store. making shoes, cleaning the yard, picking up 
stones, ploughing the garden, cleaning the cellar and wood
shed, spreading ashes on the meadow, splitting and piling 
wood, chopping up old boards; .washing windows and ·clean
ing the sewing machine. These odd jobs were punctuated 
with reading and chess. 

With bis accumulation of a little over ten dollars that 
he had gradually saved by running errands, shovelling coal 
and shoe-making, he walked eleven miles, while still under 
fifteen, to buy a book on which bis heart had been set for 
several years-W ebsters' unabridged DictioMry. 

RoKAN Nor.AnON ATTACKED 

At 17, he became a teacher on 1 :50 dollars a day. His 
first recorded commitment to Arabic numerals belongs 
to these pre-Amherst days. On April 13, 1870 he attacked 
the Roman Notation in the following words:-"The system 
itself is awkward in constrnction and almost ilccapable of 

1 This aal01IDt is lakeD from Dawe (Grosvenor) Co,.,.: Md· 
t>il Dm7, -. ilos/MW; Mer; 1851-1931. 193Z. 
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1mfsg used in rapid computations. On the other hand, we 
have, in the Arabic or Indian notation, a method of writing 
numbers, accurate, simple, and probably as nearly perfect 
as man can invent. That, awkward and ambiguous used 
only enough to compel everyone to be familiar with it; This, 
simple and accurate, in almost universal requisition. Why 
shall we not use it, then, exclusively." 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION PROPOSED 

Shortly after this he joined Amherst College. His 
strong subject was Mathematics. From 1872, he began to 
work in the library as a part-time assistant. His Decimal 
Oassification plan was formally presented to the Faculty in 
May, 1873, while he was still a student. After his gradua
tion, July 9, 1874, he became Assistant Librarian. 

UREEil 

Leaving Amherst on April 10, 1876, he settled down 
in Boston and during the next seven years loaded himself 
with too much responsible but unremunerative work. The 
Spelling Reform Association, the Metric Bureau, the 
American Library Association and the Library Journal 
were founded in 1876. oHe also took a leading part in the 
foundation of the British Library Association (1877), the 
Re11ders and Writers Company (1879) and the Library 
Bureau ( 1882). These multifarious activities brought him 
into the limelight. In 1883 be was called to Columbia 
College, where he stayed till 1888 as Librarian and Pro
fessor if Library Economy trying out all his theories. In 
January 1889, Dewey took up the duties of the Secretary 
of the Board of Regents of the University of the State of 
New York and also those of State Librarian at Albany. 
But the whole Albany period was characterised by a pro
longed struggle with the authorities till it culminated in his 
premature resignation in September 1905 and his retire
ment to Lake Placid Club, where he stayed till his death 
on 26th December, 1931. 

PUTNAM's EsTiMATE 

"Mr. Dewey eats, drinks, sleeps and talks library and 
library work throughout the twenty-four hours, the week, 

24 
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the month _and the year. His physical whereabouts 
at any one time is immaterial. He carries his business 
with him to his home; he brings it back with him in the 
evening and in the morning to his office. He is, in effect, 
as much engaged with it at Lake Placid as he is at Albany; 
it is as much his play as it is his work He is the clearest 
example in our profession of a man who cannot shake off 
his business. .• -. There is no man living to-day to whom 
more than to him is due the prodigious activity of the past 
quarter of a century in the promotion of libraries, and in 
the diffusion of interest in them. There is no one who has 
done more to stir with enthusiasm for pnctical library ser
vice competent people who are needed in it. His name is 
more widely known abroad than tbat of any other living 
American librarians, for his contributions to library tech
nique .and to the general acceptance of ~ublic libraries as a 
motive force in popular education." 

GENESIS OP THE SCHEME 

Dewey himself made the following statement in the 
Library jowxal. VAS. 1920:-

"In vistiog over 50 libraries, I was astounded to find. 
the lack of efficiency, and wa.ste of time and money .in con
stant recataloguing and reclassifying made necessary by the 
almost universally used fixt system where a book was num
bered according to the _particular room, tier and shelf where 
it chanced to stand on that day, instead of by the class, to 
which it belonged yesterday, to-day and forever. Then 
there was the extravagant duplication of work in examining 
a new book for classification and cataloguing by each of 
1,000 libraries instead of doing this once for all at some 
central point. 

"For months I dreamed night and day tbat there must 
be somewhere a satisfactory solution. In the future were 
thbusands of libraries, most of them in charge of those with 
little skill or training. The first essential of the solution 
must be the greatest possible simplicity. The proverb said 
"simple as a, b, c," but still simpler than tbat was I, 2, 3. 
After months of study, one Sunday duriog a long 
sermon by Pres. Stearns, while I looked steadfastly at him 
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without hearing a word, my mind absorbed in the vital 
problem, the solution flashed over me so that I jumped 
in my seat and came very near shouting "Eureka"! It 
was to get absolute simplicity by using the simplest known 
symbols, the Arabic numerals as decimals with the ordinary 
signifkance of nought, to number a classification of all 
human knowledge in print." 

This was in 1873. 
FAVOUUBLB FACTORS 

While the scheme was still in manuscript, John Eaton, 
Commissioner of Education of the United States, who had 
a flair for publicity, included it in a specfal volume on 
Public libraries in the United States as part of his Annual 
report for the Centennial Exposition of 1876. 

The Library Conference held at Philadelphia in the 
same year as a preliminary to the foundation of the Ameri
can Library Association also very appropriately provided a 
platform for discussing the scheme and directing attention 
to it. 

The Decimal Qassification first appeared separately in 
1876 as a thin pamphlet of 42 pages. It bas now reached 
the 13th edition (1932) and runs to 1647 pages. From the 
fourth to the tenth edition, the editorial worlt was shared 
by Miss May Seymour, one of Dewey's students in 1887 
and his chief assistant all through her later life. Since her 
death (June 14, 1921) her place has been taken by Dorcas 
Fellows, who had been closely working with her for over 
twenty-five years. The 13th edition, though technically 
posthumous, was as much the result of Dewey's immediate 
direction as if it had appeared during his life time; for the 
manuscript had been nearly comP.Ieted before his death. 
Although during his later years, Dewey no longer sat at 
the dffi< and actually worked out the expansions himself, 
tn the end of his life. he gave effective supervision. 

As already described in chapter 3, the Decimal Oassi
fication Numbers now appear on the Congress Cards and 
provision has been made for the perpetual revision of the 
scheme by an editorial office housed in the Library of 
Congress. 
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Parker Cutter, of the Order Section. This Committee 
made an extensive tour of libraries using either the Decimal 
Classification or the Expansive Classification. The Com
mittee met the authors of the Schemes and suggested to 
them certain changes. Cutter agreed to them. But Dewey 
absolutely refused to make any change on the ground that 
it would inconvenience the large number of libraries already 
using his scheme. On the recommendation of Mr. Martel, 
the Committee decided to use the lay-out of the Expansive 
Classification. Unfortunatel)l Charles Cutter died soon 
after this decision. 

Martel planned to use two letters for the main divisions 
and decimal fractions for the subdivisions. But A. R. 
Spofford, the former librarian, who still continued on the 
staff as an assistant, bitterly opposed the inclusion of any 
decimal notation! He carried his point and the rigid 
integral notation came in to spoil what would otherwise 
have been the best scheme in existence, backed by all the 
prestige, man-power and resource of the most library
minded government in the world. 

The schedules, which were issued from 1904, are now 
published in 28 volumes with quarterly supplements; these 
with the indexes, make a total of about 6,000 quarto pages. 

THE SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION' 

James Duff Brown, author of the Subject Classifica
tion, was born November 6, 1862, at Edinburgh. After 
serving in bookshops for about three years, on Christmas 
Day, 1878, he joined the staff of the Mitchell Library, 
Glasgow, where he gained his library experience. In 1888 
~he assumed charge of the newly established Clerkenwell 
Public Library in London. The sixteen xears he spent in 
that library were the most productive years. He introduced 
many innovations-open access was one of them-which 
have come to stay. He started the LibrMy world. He 
was one of the first in his country to write systematic books 

1 This account is taken from Brown (James Duff) and Sayers 
(W. C. Berw;ck): Mmmal of library. economy. 1920. 
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minuteness of classification, he started with the twenty-four 
letters of the Roman alphabet and ten classes with numeral 
notation. A fellow-librarian criticised it as having a 
'cabalistic look', 

Eventually he fixed upon a letter notation for his main 
schedules and numerical notation for form and local lists. 
The Expansive Classification takes its name frolll the fact 
that it is developed in seven stages-the first, a very simple 
one, for the smallest library; the second, rather more com
plicated, for a slightly larger library, and so on. The first 
six expansions were printed in 1891-93. It is in use in 
about a hundred libaries in the United States. The seventh 
expansion has not been completed. 

THE CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION 

Unlike all other schemes, the Congress Classification is 
the creation not of a single person but of a team of workers 
in the Library of Congress. This Library, the National 
Library of the United States, was founded in 1800. During 
its first sixty-four years it had a very ordinary history. In 
1864, Ainsworth Rand Spofford became its Librarian. In 
1865 he introduced the card catalogue. By 1870 the library 
had attracted to itself several other collections and had 
taken up th whole copyright business of the United States. 
It began to grow up by leaps and bounds and a new building 
was occupied in 1897. When Herbert Putnam took charge 
on April S, 1899, the library had a huge mass of books 
(750,000 volumes) ill-arranged on the century-old Jeffer
son's classification. 

Dr. Herbert Putnam (1862- ), a Harvard man, had 
already done solid organising work in the Minneapolis 
Atheneum Library and Public Library (1884-1892) and 
reorganisation work in the Boston Public Library ( 1895-
1899). 

GENESIS OP THE SCHE~U> 

One of his first acts was to make a new classification. 
As a trained administrator, he put himself at the head of 
a committee with Charles Martel, his classifier, and William 
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on Library Science. The Manual of library >economy which 
came out in 1903 was encyclopzdic in its range and still 
holds the field, thanks to Sayer's revision of it. 

In 1904 he became the first Borough Librarian of 
Islington. The imprint of his personality and genius was 
still visible in that library when I had the privilege of 
studying its working in 1924. After a long illness which 
had set in as early as 1911, he died February 25, 1914. 

GENESIS OF THE SCHEME 

Although the Subject Classification took its final shape 
only in 1906, ·it had been conceived much earlier. In 1894 
Brown placed before the British Library Association a new 
scheme of classification devised by him in collaboration with 
John Henry Quinn, the Librarian of Chelsea. Its inade
quacy was soon discovered and Brown published a more 
expanded scheme in 1894 under the title Adjustabl~ classi
fication. When he found that even this scheme could not 
make headway against the Decimal Classification, which 
was slowly conquering England, he invented the Subject 
Classification and published it in 1906. It reached its 
second edition in 1914. A revised edition is now being 
undertaken by James Douglas Stewart, a nephew of Brown 
and. Librarian of Bermondsey, who helped in preparing the 
first two editions. 

THE COLON CLASSIFICATION 

Having taught mathematics for seven years, the author 
spent a year in Great Britain in 1924-25 to acquaint himself 
with modem library methods, as required by the University 
of Madras, which bad just then appointed him as its first 
librarian. After reading up the splendid literature on 
Library Science collected at the School of Librarianship of 
the University of London and doing intensive apprentice 
work in Croydon Public Libraries, he made an extensive 
tour of G~at Britain, visiting all kinds of libraries and 
making a comparative study of their practice. This was of 
considerable educative value and suggested the formulation 
of an eclectic system of library economy. 
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THE GENESis OF THE ScHEME 

As. for classification, he found the Subject and the 
Congress Schemes in use in just a few libraries and spent 
some time in examining them from the point of view of 
shelf -arrangement and their reaction on the classifiers and 
the readers. He found the Decimal Oassification exten
sively used, but in almost every library considerably muti
lated. He bad always believed that there was nothing more 
pestering to a h"brarian than the recurring need to re-adopt 
a scheme already arbitrarily modified. Years later, this 
belief was corroborated by Melvil Dewey himself. · In 
referring to the Fwe laws uf lilmlry scie?tce, Dewey wrote 
to the author on September 5, 1931, "The most praktikal 
advys I fynd in the book is paje 401, 'don't mutilate the 
skeme' and ending with 'wyzest thing is to adopt a tryd 
skeme as it is without modifying it here and ther.' As. the 
authoc of the Decimal Oassification now mor wydli used 
than all others combynd, I have 11aturali given special 
atention to this and I am firmli convinst that 1 of the most 
serious mistakes is to waSte tym & muni in ~improving' a 
classification skeme." Still, there was the fact that almost 
every library was "improvil;lg'' the Decimal Oassification: · 
Why? There must be some fundamental reason for this. · 

A G~TER ZERO INVENTED 

These experiences led the author to think that a change 
was necessarr. in the basic p!inciples on which schemes of 
classification are founded. The first principle hit upon was 
the synthetic or Meccano principle. But notation proved 
a stumbling-block. One night the idea struck him that the 
class numbers were all merely ordiMI numbers, not canliftal 
numbers, and that new ordinal numbers might be invented, 
though they would have no cardinal value. This imme
diately led to the corollary that the invention of an ordinal 
number lying between zero and unity-a greater zero so 
to speak-was all that was required to meet the situation. 
A single dot, the simplest symbol, having been put to another 
use by Dewey, the double dot or the colon was taken to re
present the new zero. 
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A W .A.RNING ~CTS ~ MAINSPRING 
With this clue, it was but the work of a few days to 

design the lay-out, and construct the schedules of a few 
subjects as samples. At this stage, Mr. Sayers, whose 
lectures on Classification were a source of inspiration to the 
author, encouraged construction of a new scheme but gave 
a warning that struck home to the author's mind and had 
a ateadying effect. He said in effect that schemes of 
classification might look all right in the Arrays of the lower 
Orders but as one penetrated to higher Orders--which 
were the flil4l ones-all kinds of surprises and insuperable 
difficulties would appear. 

Exl'EIIIMEN'UTION 
With this warning, the author took an interleaved copy 

of the printed catalogue of the Madras University Library 
-a list of about 30,000 volumes-and experimented with 
the new scheme. Many surprises did appear. During the 
return voyage in July 1925, be was the only Indian on 
board the ship and he found it quite easy to spend the two 
weeks of the voyage in complete isolation revolving the 
"surprise& and insuperable difficulties" in his mind. No 
books and no notes to consult and nobody to talk to-an 
ideal condition to grapple with ide~d it did produce 
the desired result. Some tentative solutions were made. 
The moment be landed in Madras and resumed charge of 
the library, be began to handle by himself almost all the 
30,000 volumes and in about a year the Colon Device took 
form. Tentative rules were framed. In those days, fortu
nately, the author had full ft>eedom to dream, to do, to undo 
and re-do. The staff also was young and most loyal and 
participative. On the basis of the tentative rules, most of 
the volumes were classified and arranged on the shelves. 
Then open access was introduced and for months and 
months the reaction of the arrangement on the readers was 
carefully observed. Notes were taken of all untoward re
actions and various adjustments were made. The other 
Devices began to appear in the mind in a nebulous fonn. 

SuccESS 011 RUIN 
But 1929 to 1931 were the most important years. The 

"surprises and insuperable difficulties" appeared at very 
25 
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great depths and bad to be dealt with. Months and ~onthS 
of concentration led to their slow but partial solution. The 
strain was becoming unbearable. Consciousness of the 
risk being taken in using the confidence of the Library 
Committee and committing the University often weighed 
upon the mind. This strain was further increased by the 
well-meant and wise advice that Dewey gave in one of his 
letters. He wrote ''It is much wors to giv the tym and 
muni which everi librari so wjentli needs to devyz still 
another skeme. None will ever be made that is not justli 
subject to meni criticisms. The librari that adopts sum 1 
skeme in print can blame all its shortcomings on the 
author. But if it makes a sloeme of its own it is almost sure 
to spend a larj part of the tym needed for the presing work 
of the librari in devyzing, revyzing, and constantli arguing, 
and in trying to defend the inevitabl mistakes". This made 
tbe author say to himself ''Either success or ruin. No 
half-way hereafter''. 

CKisl:s .a.ND Sucaiss 
The crisis came one .evening. The library bad been 

closed at 5-30 P.:u:. It was 8 P.:u:. Still the author could not 
leave his seat. :Many, many refractory ~roblems began to 
surge through the mind like phantoms-now utber chaos. 
--now some clearness-and 5o on. All of a sudden, every
thing arranged itself. The one Colon Device brought in 
its train seven other Devices. Once this was hit upon, 
evet)'thing came to the mnscious level and could be handled 
and manipulated objectively-except the non-scheduled 
mnemonics, and the auto-b~ device which became tractable 
only after the first edition was printed. 

liELPFuL FACTORS 
A favourable factor was that the author could count 

among his personal friends and former colleagues most of the 
members of the faculties of tbe constituent colleges. They 
were experts in their subjects and gave help ungrudgingly 
in the final shaping of tbe schedules in the various subjects. 
There also came another godsend. The Library School was 
started in 1929. Teaching the subject from year to year 
led to further clari&:ation, progressive polishing and deli
cate adjustment of the many details. · 
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The first edition came out in 1933 with 127 pages of 
rules, 135 pages of schedules and an index of 106 P.ages. 
The eecond edition is now under preparation and may come 
out in 1939. ' 
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First Order Arrays or Lay outs of 
Decimal Classification Colon Classification 

0 Generalia 
1 Philosophy 
2 Theology 
3 Sociology 
4 Philology · 
5 Pure Science 
6 Useful Arts 
'7 FineArts 
8 Literature 
9 History 

Subject Classification 

A Generalia 

Matter and Force 
B-D Physical Science 

Life 
E-F Biological Science 
G-H Ethnology, Medicine_ 
I Economic B i o I o g y, 

Domestic Arts 

Mind · · 
J-K P h i I o s o p h y and 

Religion 
L Social and Political 

Science 

Record 
iM Language and Literature 
N Literary Forms, Fiction, 

Poetry 
0-W History and Geography 
X Biography 

Generalia 
A Science (General) 
B Mathematics 
C Physics 
D Engineering 
E Chemistry 
F Technology 
G Natural S c i en c e 

(General) 
H Geology 
I Botany 
I Agriculture 
k Zoology 
L Medicine 
M Useful Arts 
N FineArts 
0 Literature 
P Philology 
Q Religion 
R Philosophy 
S Psychology 
T Education 
U Geography 
V History 
W Politics 
X Economics 
Y Social S c i e n c e ·s. 

(General) 
Z Law 
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Five Schemes of Classification 

Congress Classification 

A General \V orks 
B Philosophy 
C History-Auxiliary Scien• 

ces 
D History and Topography 

(excluding America) 
E America (General) and 

U.S. (General) 
F United States (local) and 

America outside of U.S. 
G Geography 
H Social Sciences 
J Political Science 
K Law 
L Education 
1M !Music 
N FineArts 
P Lan~ge and Literature. 

Ltterary history 
0 Science 
R !Medicine 
S Agriculture, Plant a n d 

Animal industry · 
T Technology 
U !Military Science 
V Naval Science 
Z Bibliography and Library 

Science 

Expansive Classification 

A General Works 
B Philosophy 
C Christianity 
D Historical Sciences 
E Biography 
F History 
G Geography 
H Social Sciences 
I Sociology 
J Civics 
K Legislation 
L Sciences and Arts 
M Natural History 
N Botany 
0 Zoology 
R Useful Arts 
S Constructive Arts 
T Fabricative Arts 
U ArtofWar 
V Athletic and Recre-

ativeArts 
W FineArts 
X Language 
Y Literature 
Z Book Arts 

TERMINOLOGY 
Before examining the first order arrays of the 

five schemes of classification in the light of the canons ap
propriate to arrays, with the help of the Canon of Enumera
tion we must make clear what is comprised in such: of the 
classes as have unusual or ambiguous names. 

1. In the Decimal Clasaification 
(I) 0 Generali& includes 010 Bibliography and 

0.."0 Library Economy. 
(2) 3 Sociology comprises 310 Statistics, 320 

Political Scimce, 330 Political Economy, 340 Law, 350 Ad-
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ministration, 360 Associations, 370 Education, 380 Com
merce and 390 Customs. 

(3) 5 Pure Scieoce comprises 510 Mathematics, 
520 Astronomy, 530 Physics, 540 Olemistry, 550 Geology, 
560 Palzontology, 570 Biology, 580 Botany, 590 Zoology. 

( 4) 6 Useful Arts comprises all the applications of 
Scienoes. 

(5) 9 History comprises 910 Geography, 920 Bio
graphy and 930-990 History. 

Z.. In the Colon Classification 
( 1) Generalia includes 1 Bibliography and 2 

Library Science. 
{2) F Technology comprises only Olemical Tech

nology. 
( 3) G Natural Science (General) includes Bio-

logy. 
(4) M Useful Arts includes. Reaeative Arts and 

all applications of Sciences except Engineering, Techno
logy, Agriculture and Medicine. 

(5) U Geography includes U28 Meteorolog}'. 
(6) Y Social Sci~ces (Gaieral) inclu4es Yi 

Sociology. 

3. In the Subject Classification 
( 1) A Generalia comprises AO Generalia, AI Edu

cation, A3 Logic, A4 Mathematics, A6 Graphic and Plastic 
Arts and A9 General Science. 

{2) B, C, D, Physic3l Science includes among other 
things Engineeriog, Music, Astronomy, Meteorology, Geo
logy, Olemistry and some Useful Arts. 

(3) G, H Ethnology and Medicine includes Re
creative Arts. 

(4) I Economic Biology includes most of the 
Useful Arts. 

( 5) L Social and Political Science includes Eco-
nomics. 

( 6) M Language and Literature includes Biblio
graphy, Book Production and Library Economy. 
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'(7)" X Biography includes Heraldry. 
4. In the Congreaa Classification 

(I) B Philosophy includes BL Religion. 
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(2) G Geography includes GN Anthropology and 
GV Sports and Amusements. 

( J) H Social Sciences comprises HA Statistics, 
HB-HJ and HX Economics and HM-HY SocioJogy. 

(4) J Political Science includes JF-JQ Constitu
tional History and JX International Law. 

(S) Q Science includes QM Human Anatomy, 
QP Physiology and QR Bacteriology. 

( 6) T Technology includes all applied Sciences. 
S. In the Expansive Classification 

( 1) B Philosophy includes BR Religion. 
(2) M Natural History includes Geology and 

Biology. 
(J} V Athletic and Recreative Arts includes Vv 

Music. 
Now the following table gives the percentage of the 

classes of the first array that are self-explanatory and do 
not require any special elucidation in the five schemes:-

Decimal I Colon Cia· I Subject I Congress I Expansive-
Classifica• asUication Oa~stfica- Oa~sifica• classification 

tion t1on tron 

40% I 10% I 36% I 71% 87"A, 

Hence from the point of view of the Termino
logy of the First Order Array the five schemes may 
be arranged in the following order of satisfactori
ness:-

1. Expansive Oassification. 
2. {Congress Oassification. 

Colon Oassification. 
3. Decimal Oassification. 
4. Subject Classification. 
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ExHAUSTIVENESS 

·All the schemes f.ormally satisfy the canon of 
exhaustiveness with. equal! efficiency so far as the 
First Order Array is concerned by the provision of 
classes, whicli appear, from their names or other
wise, to be residual classes. 

Examples:-
( 1) In the Decimal Oassification, the classes 0 Gene

ralia, 3 Sociology, 5 Pure Science and 6 Useful Arts are 
residual. 

( 2) In the Colon Oassification, the classes Genera
lia, A Science (General), G Natural Science {General), 
M Useful Arts, Y Social Sciences (General) are residual. 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 

But the canon of exha,ustiveness is not 'aetlUally 
satisfied by the Decimal Classification. 

This is due to the fact that its notation limits the num• 
ber of classes in any array to 10. The second order arrays of 
all its residual classes ha.e exhausted all the ten classes. 
Hence, any new subject that crol!S up cannot be accommo
dated in a natural way. It bas to be squeezed in somewhere· 
like an unwanted stranger. ·. · 

SOCIOLOGY 

Examples:-
( 1 ) If we remember that the berm Sociology is used 

in the scheme in the sense Gf Social Sciences, there is no 
plaoe for the new subject "Sociology" (proper) that bas 
taken shape in recent years. The nebulous subclass 360 
Associations, which includes Insurance and the subclass 390 
Customs may accommodate part of "Sociology", though 
even these classes are not placed contiguously. But what 
about other branches of "Sociology" like "Social Pathology''? 
Again, topics dealing with man in society, like Prehistoric 
Archaeology, Ethnology, and Aothropology, have to find 
shelber under 570 Biology, which is strictly the pure science 
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of Jiving organisms, their ontogenY. and philogeny, and has 
nothing to do with social life in ~ups. 

FoRESTRY 

(2) The situation is even worse and almost borders 
on the ridiculous, in the case of the ancient subject of 
Forestry, which is given the ninth place under the class 
634 Fruits and is closely followed by the class 635 Kitchen 
gardens in 630 Agriculture. But 11erhaps true to the tra
dition that forestmen are a rough, hardy, undaunted folk 
who would make themselves at home and live a full life in 
any environment whatever, the divisions thrown forth by 
634 ·9 Forestry are amazingly many. And conscious, per
haps that the forces of law and order cannot penetrate far 
into forests, these Robin Hood divisions have kidnapped 
into their midst quite a rich caravan from Civil EngineU
ing. Its members are covered by the numbers 634·9285 
Mensuration to 634 ·9365 Domestic waterpower develop
ment I This range, which includes Surveying, Road and 
Bridge Construction, Electric Construction and Hydraulic 
Engineering, is secretly embedded between 634 ·9284 Forest 
Finance and 634-94 Forest Botany. 

BIOCHEMISTRY 

( 3) When we examine the treatment given to the 
infant science Biochemistry, the whole thing becomes most 
pathetic. Biochemistry occurs in the index in the last line 
of ,page 1048 of the thirteenth edition in black face against 
the class number 574 ·19. The line just below it at the foot 
of the page announces in black face: "Topics in black face 
type are subdivided." Filled with hope, we tum to 574·19. 
But 575 closely follows 574 Physiologic and Structural 
Biology, Natural History, with only a two-line note in 
small type reading "Subdivided when wisht like 581 and 
591 ; but class Phylogeny on 575, Variation on 575 ·2, Eco
logy on 575 ·3, Abiogenesis on 576·1, Cytology on 576·3". 
There is no 574·19 Biochemistry visible anywhere 1 

Undaunted however and ardently wishing to sub
divide 574 like 591 we tum to 591 to see what 591·19 is 
like. But we find only the bald single line "591·19 Physio
logic chemistry", traitorously forgetful of the promise about 

26 
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subdivision. But if Zoology, the science of animals, fails 
us, let us see if at least the plants will not behave better. 
We look up 581·19. It is also labelled "Physiologic 
chemistry". But it has five subdivisions:-" ·192 General 
chemic composition, ·193 Ferments and fermentation, 
Enzymes and catalysis, :194 Hormones. Vitamins, ·196 
Internal reaction, ·197 Special products. Divided like 547 
Organic chemistry''-a haphazard, make-believe, made-up 
affair! 

Poor Biochemistry !-accustomed to extravagant 
fondling everywhere except in the Decimal Oassi.fication ! 
Biochemistry can't get its rightful place in its paternal home 
540 Chemistry, since Chemistry has already dispensed its 
ten places ·in a most erratic way, giving three ( 543, 544 and 
545) to a single child-Analytical chemistry-and two 
others ( 548 and 549} to relations of doubtful affinity
Crystallography and :Mineralogy, which more appropriately 
belong to the next door neighbour 550 Geology. 

( 4} In using the Procrustean decimal bed, all the 
available places have already been used up in 3 Sociology, 
5 Pure Science and 6 Useful Arts and in their respective 
first arrays as well. It is . a problem how any new Science 
or a new Application of Science, with an individuality of 
its own and coordinate with but not subordinate to the. 
existing classes, is going to be accommodated. The. merci
less dismemberment of Sociology proper, the strange neigh
bours provided for Forestry and the step-motherly treat
ment given to Bioch~stry are not encouraging auguries 
for the future. 

COLON CLA:SSIFICATION 

On the other hand most of the residual classes 
of the Colon Classifica.'tion are meant to accommo
date new subjects of a coordinate sta1nls that are 
likely to come into existence in future. Further, 
the Octaval fea,ture of its notation, already explain
ed, makes it possible to satisfy the Canon of Ex
haustiveness not only f{}ffl~J(J/ly but also actually. 
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CANON OF ExcLUSIVENESS 

The Canon of Exclusiveness 1s generally satis
fied by all the schemes. This is secured by the use 
of the Canon of Context. Occa.sionally, the Deci
mal, the Colon and the Congress Classifications add 
special notes to classes to clear up false appearances 
of overlapping. 

HELPFUL ORDER 

W1th regard to the Canon of Helpful Order, 
the First Order Arrays of all the schemes of classi
fication cannot be said to come out equally well. 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 

( 1) Sayers has given a clever explanation of the order 
of the First Order Array of the Decimal Qassification 
on developmental grounds in the following terms' :-"The 
Dewey Cassification must be regarded from the inside; and 
the characteristic of development is that of mental perce;
ti<m.r, if I may say so. Thus: let Generalia be chaos from 
which all things were drawn, and the prime thing drawn 
by man from that chaos-the characteristic which {as 
Richardson says) made him man-was reason, or Mind I 
We write down miftd as our first class, ie., Philosophy. 
As soon as man can reason, as we see in the earliest ques
tions of the child, he asks who made him, and deduces (and 
by revelation, if we accept it, is made certain of) a Divine 
Power over aU things, which he worships. Hence we write 
down his second achievement as Religion. These things 
man has achieved in solitude, it may be presumed; but man 
multiplied, and formed the family, the tribe, and much later, 
the state. Hence this third achievement was what we write 
of as Sociology. For intercourse with other men his first re
quisite was language--merely a spoken one at first-hence 
whllt we name Philology. One can see how a knowledge of 
his C"nvironment followed as a necessity-Science; how he 

• Sayers (W. C. Berwick) : If -- ~~ c/4rJi/i<GJiDfl, Pp. 
53-54. 
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adapted what he learned first to the sustaining of life
Useful Arts ; and then to its beautifying-Fine Arts ; and 
finally, how he made all his records through language
Literature and History." 

But there is no doubt much also in the remarks• of 
Bliss according to whom 

( 1) "No good reason can be found for" separating 
4 Philology from 8 Literature. 

(2) "Hardly less wry is the separation of Sociology 
in Oass 3 from History in Class 9, whatever may be the 
point of view. • • . In view of modem studies it is wholly 
perverse." 

Bliss concludes with the rather severe stricture that 
these "Major separations are enough to disqualify any 
system as an organisation of knowledge, whatever the point 
of view may be. They are consistent with none of the 
comprehensive modem views." 

CoLON CLASSIFICATION 

(2) The helpfulness of the order of the clitsses in the 
First Order Array of the Colon Classification can be shown 
as follows:-

Out of the twenty-siX classes represented by capital 
letters the first thirj:een comprise the Sciences and their. 
Applications, while the last .thirteen comprise the Huma
nities. 

Taking the Sciences, let us start with B. It is Matlie
matics, the purest of pure sciences, which is used as a tool 
in most of the other subjects. 

Then follows C Physics, which uses Mathematics to 
elucidate the general (as distinguished from specific) pro
perties of matter and energy. Next in order comes D En
gineering which applies B Mathematics and C Physics so 
largely. Then comes E Chemistry which deals with the 
specific properties of substances (as distinguished from 
undifferentiated matter which is the province of C Physics). 
This class is followed by its application F Technology. 

1 Bliss {Henry Evelyn) : Org~ of lmtYWledg• ;, libro
rils. Pp. 2:03-204. 
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C-F constitute Physical Sciences and their applica
tions. 

Next, the element of life is introduced and we have 
Nat ural Sciences represented by the classes G-L. 

Let us begin with H Geology which deals with the 
vestiges of old and extinct fotms of life, and with the Earth, 
the scene of life. Coming to contemporary forms, we begin 
with the simpler vegetable life in I Botany and pass on to 
its applications in J Agriculture. Then comes the study 
of the higher animal life under K Zoology. Last in this 
series of Natural Sciences comes L Medicine which deals 
with the living body of man. 

At the head of the classes H-L comes the compre
hensive and residual class G Natural Science (General) 
which includes Biology, the science of life as such, (apart 
from the specific properties of plants, animals and the 
human body). · · 

At the head of all the Sciences-pure, physical and 
natural--comes the comprehensive and residual class 
A Science (General) while the sequence is completed by 
M Useful Arts which comprises all the applications of 
Science not provided far alreadY. in the sequence, and 
Recreative Arts. 

The order in the Humanities' half of the Array is not 
so natural as the order in the Science half. But still it 
cannot be said to flout the Canon of Helpful Order altogether. 

For we begin with N Fine Arts, then pass on to the 
Fine Art par txcellettell 0 Literature, which leads us to 
P Pbilology, the science of language, the canvass, so to 
speak, of the art-form literature. In justification of 
Q Religion's position next to P Philology, we might quote 
the common saying of Indian devotees that the best use of 
man's power of speech is in praise of God. After the sub
siding of the first fenour of religion, man begins to enquire 
about the reality or otherwise of God, himself, and other 
creations and so builds up R Philosophy. This involved 
use of the mind, the study of which is S Psychology. This 
is folio wed by its important application in the training of 
the mind of the young T Education. 
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The six classes N-S may be called Humanities Pro
per. 

The six classes U-Z may be called Social Sciences 
which is the other half of the Humanities (General). 

T may be classed with either half of the Humanities. 
We might also make out a helpful order in the classes 

comprised in the Social Sciences. We begin with a study 
of the surface of the earth, the support of Human Society. 
This is U Geography. Then comes the concrete account 
of the life of humanity on Earth in the past and the 11re
sent, which is V History. From the concrete data furnished 
by History, we distil the pure essence (unconditioned by 
space or time) of Political Science, which is represented 
by W. All Political Science, in the last analysis, is condi
tioned by man's economic needs and so the next subject is 
X Economics. The political organisation and the economic 
arrangement will become futile unless there is Law and 
Order. This is Z. The comprehensive residual class 
Social Sciences (General) has been put down as Y. It 
would have been wiser if Y represented Law and Z Social 
Sciences (General). 

Now at the head of all these twenty-six classe5-thir
teen Sciences and thirteen Humanities comes Generalia 
whose connotation is apparent and justifies its position as· 
the first class of the Array. ·_It is not represented by any 
symbol. But its 113rts are represented by Arabic num=Js, 
a fact by which they gain priority over the other twenty-six 
classes of the First .A:rray. 

SUBJECT CL.6SSIFICATION 
(3) In the case of the .Subject Oassification, Brown 

himself has indicated the developmental order in the Jay
out. But in view of the out of the way terminology of its 
First Order Array, we do not get any siguificant result 
if we examine the apparent First Order Array. We have 
to go into the classes of tbe Second Order to realise how 
much the order of tbe classes goes counter to usage. con
venience and filiation. The following extract• from Bliss, 

• Bliss {lla>IJ: Evdyn)_: OrgiJfliJrltios of k~ge ilt libra
n.-.r. Pp. 284-285. 
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in conjunction with previous remarks about what each class 
of the apparent First Array comprises, will make this clear. 
"Let us now proceed to examine the order of the special 
subjects. Psychology is separated on the one hand from 
Physiology and on the other hand from Education and 
Sociology. Aesthetics is remote from the Arts. Folk-lore, 
with Mythology and Religion (J 5 and J4) is dissevered 
from Anthropology and Ethnology (G). Human anatomy 
and Physiology (G2) are sellarated from special anatomy 
and physiology (G6 to H4) by Pathology, Materia Medica, 
Pharmacy, Surgery, and Therapeutics (G3 to GS), and 
consequently these more general branches of medical science 
are separated from the special pathology of diseases and 
special practice by all the details of special 1matomy and 
physiology. But worse is the separation of Chemistry in 
D7 from Physics in B by all of Engineering, Astronomy, 
and Geology, Meteorology and Metallurgy intervening in 
unconscionable confusion. Physiography and Meteorology 
come in between Astronomy and Geology, tho they should 
be subordinate to the latter. Hydrostatics, which belongs 
under Physics, is misplaced under Hydrography subordi
nate to Physiography; and the index refers Hydrodynamics 
to Hydrostatics. · CrystallographY. and Mineralogy are 
separated from Chemistry by Metallurgy and Mining, which, 
to accord with Mr. Brown's scheme, should be subordinated 
to Chemical Technology and to Economic Geology respec
tively. General and theoretical Physics is separated from 
Mathematics with the Graphic and Plastic Arts and 
General Science intervening. In the Arts there is the same 
disregard for "conventions and groupings", convenience and 
consistency. Gardening (1220) is separated from Agri
culture (1000) by Live Stock, Dairy Farming, Veterinary 
Medicine, and Milling and these are separated from Vege
table and Animal Products by Woodworking, Furniture, 
Textile Manufactures and the Oothing Trades, the former 
two of these subjects evidently being regarded as opplka
tioM of Forestry, to which they are subordinated. Com
merce and Trade (1.8) are separated from Political Economy 
(Ll) by all of Political Science and Law. In Law the 
subjects of Criminology and Criminal Law, Police and 
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Penology are interposed between Torts. and Contracts. 
Paleography and Bibliography are brought together with 
Typography in M7 between American Languages (M6) and 
Practical Printing, Papermaking, and Bookbinding (MS). 
Paleography and Diplomatics and Archives are usually 
regarded as accessory to History. Into the details of the 
subdivisions it is needless to examine. Any competent 
classifier should see how bad this classification is. It not 
only disregards "conventions" and convenience but it 
ignores established scientific relations and conceptual or 
logical relations that are no less important." 

CoNGRESs CLAssiFICATION 

(4) The Congress Oassification has generally followed 
the Expansive Oassification in the order of the classes of 
its First Order Array )>ut has deviated from it in many 
ways, so that in the words of Putnam, the Librarian of the 
Congress responsible for the Scheme, "The system has not 
sought to follow strictly the scientific order of subjects. 
It has sought rather convenient sequence of the various 
groups, considering them as groups of books, not as groups 
of mere subjects." "But convenient sequence or colloca
tinn, of groups or classes or subjects depends on order con
sistent with the scientific and .educational orders, and on 
logical subordination. Such order and collocation of sub< 
jects on shelves prove convenient to most readers who come· 
in the subject-approach, whether for reference or research. 
The distinctions between group. class, and subject do not 
materially affect these principles. . • • The main practical 
objection is the lack of conyenient sequence. • • • The 
fundamental sciences are not assigned main classes and are 
misplaced, and many other · important subjects are mis
related."1 

As against this indictment, a reference may be 
made to Charles Martel's essay2 entitled The Library of 

1 Bliss (Henry Eve~) : OrgOIIf6st¥iOA of lmowledgt in libnJ.. 
m. Pp. ~ 247, and 250. 

• Putnam (Herbert). Ded, :Essays offered by Air ColJeagflls 
and /rinldl "" Air th<rtieth ll!lniver.mry as librariarl of CDtJgreu, 
Pp. 327-332. . 
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Con{}f"ess classifiqJtion iD which are set forth "some con
siderations regarding the relation of book or library classi
fication to the order of the sciences", 

EXP.A.NSIVE CUSSIFICJ.TION 

( S) With regard to the developmental order in the 
First Order Array of Expansive Oassification, we may quote 
Sayers'. "Allowing A General Works to stand for chaos, 
that which contains the materials of the universe, but with
out form and void; we first presume that man exists. When 
he becomes £Onscwus of existence he may be said to have 
developed mind, which is covered by B (Philosophy) ; then 
the first question man asks himself is that which we all asked 
our parents at the beginning of things: "Where do I come 
from?" and man finds his answer in the existence of God 
which is covered by Br-C (Religion). Simultaneously or 
as an early development, man is conscious of and interested 
in his life as an individual (Biography) ; then his life as a 
member of a race (History); then, naturally, of the place 
in which he lives (Geography). Within that place his 
relations with his fellows came before everything (H-K 
Social Sciences). After iliat he turns his attention to the 
forces which govern existence (Science) ; then to the Arts 
that sustain life (R-U Useful Arts); then having discovered 
his origin and provided for his physical existence, he deve
lops his higher life through the Fine Arts in all their forms, 
and he reaches the highest form of his mental life when 
be reoords his inner and outer life iD Literature in all its 

Ncrr KucB ro CBooss 

The plausible justification found for the different 
order of the classes in the First Order Arrays (Lay-outs) of 
the Decimal Oassification, the Colon Oassification and the 
Expansive Oassification, shows that, while the Canon of 
Helpful Order would object to extreme distortions 
like those of the First Order Array (Lay-out) of the Subject 
Oassific.ation, it is extremely tolerant and accepts any 

• Sa,yua (W. C. Berwick). .f ....W of ct.wi{icalttnt. Pp. 
158-159. 

v 
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reasonable order, of which many ar~ possible. This means 
that, the Subject Classification apart, there is not much to 
choose between different schemeS, in so far as the lay
out or the order of the main classes is concerned. · 

PRACTICAL AIIRANGEMENT 

Moreover, ·in the stack room of a library, several con
siderations weigh in the arrangement of subjects. One 
would very much like to have books and periodicals arran~d 
in the order in which their subjects occur in the schedule 
of classification. But the logical or psychological order of 
the subjects found in the schedules of classification is sel
dom strictly parallel to the popular order. Nor is the 
popular order a permanent one. It does and must change 
with time. 

Hence, the rigid arrangement by the schedule of_ classi
fication ouly results in waste of the time and energy, not 
ouly of the reading public, but also of the reference staff. 
In an arrangement like this, a majority of readers may have 
to waste their time and energy in walking unnecessarily 
great distances to get at their books.· The reference staff 
also are affected in the same way, as their movem<;nts are 
dependent on those of the readers. It is thus quite neces
sary to break the schedule order and judiciously repermute 
the subjects on the shelves. Literature, for .example, as the 
subject attracting the greatest number of readers;· may be" 
located as near the entrance as possible, irrespective of. its 
proper place in aceordance with the schedule of classification. 
Other subjects may "be arranged at distances from the 
entrance varying inversely with their popularity. Any one 
arrangement should not be. considered as final merely on 
the ground of unwillingness to undertake additiona,llabour. 
Its utility must be constantly tested by experience in the 
light of the statistics of issue. Any re-slruffling of subjects 
found to be necessary should be imlt)ediately carried out 
even at the cost of additional labour and ..time, as the con
venience of the :readers is the convenience of the library. 

Altogether, then, the order of t,he main .classes in the 
lay-out of a scheme of classification is, not of much moment 
so long as it is reasonably tolerable. 



7. COMPARATIVE STUDY 
MATHEMATICS 

- We shall next study a few typical arrays of the second 
and higher orders of four cut;rent schemes of classification. 
As a copY. of the ·Expansive Oassification is not available 
in Madras, it has to be omitted in all further chapters. 

COMPARISON OF ARRAYS OF THE SECOND ORDER , 

We shan first take ue the comparative study of Arrays 
of the Second Order. 

Each scheme has many Al;rnys of the Second Order. 
The Decimai Classification ·has 10, the Colon Oassification 
47, the Subject Oassification 16, and the Congress Classi
fication 21. While, in most of the schemes, the number 
of Arrays of the Second Order is nearly equal to the 
number of Oasses in. the Lay-out, it is twice the number 
in the Colon Oassification on account of its Colon Device. 
Space will not allow a critical study of all the 94 Arrays of 
the Second Order. We shall choose here for consideration 
one typical and corresponding Array from each of the four 
schemes. · 

We shall take up thtt Array of the Second Order which 
includes Mathematics as a class. As Mathematics occurs 
as a Oass il} the Array of the First Order in the Colon 
Oassification, we have only three schemes to compare. Here 
are th~ Arrays of the Second Order in question:-

Oasses of the Arrays of the Second Order in which 
Mathematics occurs as a class . 

Decimal Classification 
· D.erived from 
S Pvr•ScieftN 

' S I 0 'Mathematics 
520 Astronomy 
530' Physics 
540 Chemist!'1 
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550 Geology 
560 Palaeontology 

· 570 Biology 
580 Botany 
590 Zoology 

Subject Classification 
Derived from 

AO Generalia 
Al Education 
A3 Logic 

A G(neralia 

A400-540 Mathematics 
A6 Gra£hic and plastic arts 
A9 General Science 

Congress Classification 
Derived from 

Q Science 
QAlOl-935 Mathematics 
QB Astronomy 
QC Physics 
QD Chemistry 
QE Geology 
QH Natural Histocy 
QK Botany 
QL Zoology 
QM Human Anatomy 

·QP Physiology 
QR Bacteriology · 

CANON OF ENUMERATION 
• 

1. Applying the Canon of Enumeration, we 
find that the terms a.re used in the usual sense ex
cept in the following cases:-

( 1) In the Decimal Classification, as has been 
already pointed out, Biology, a pure science, 
is forced to hold within itself branches of 
social sciences like Anthropology and Ethno
logy. 
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(2) In the Subject Oassification, usage is violated 
by the inclusion of Weights and Measures and 
Book-keeping in Mathematics, as will be seen 
from its classes given in the next section. 

( 3) In the Congress Oassification, Human Anatomy, 
Physiology and Bacteriology, which are 
usually included in the Oass Medicine, are 
placed with Science. 

HosPITALITY IN ARRAY 
2. With regard to the Canon of Exhaustive

ness and the Canon of Hospitality in Array, the 
Decimal Classification fails absolutely as all the ten 
available places have been used up. The Congress 
Classification has ample provision for new indepen
dent sciences that may in future arise. The Sub
ject Classification calls for no remark, except that 
the gaps left in the notation may prove inadequate 
sooner or later. 

CANON OF HELPFUL ORDER 

3. The Canon of Helpful Order is well satis
fied by the Decimal Classification and the Congress 
Oassification. In fact the classes in the array fol
low the developmental order, which has been fully 
discussed in studying the First Array of the .Colon 
Oassification. 

AiuYS OP TBE TBIRD ORDER 

While the number of Arrays of the Second Order 
found in the four schemes of classification taken together 
is 96, the number of Arrays of the Third Order runs to 
thousands. Hence, as before, we shall consider here only 
one typical and corresponding Array of the Third Order 
from each of the four schemes. We shall choose the Arrays 
which have Mathematics as their immediate universe. 

It may be remarked here that although B Mathematics 
occurs formally as a class in the Array of the First Order 
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MATHEMATICS 

of the Colon Classificati<>n, it should in reality be looked 
upon as a class of the Second Order, in the light of previous 
discussion of the way in which the lay-out of the Colon 
Oassilication satisfies the Canon of Helpful Order. It was 
shown there that universal knowledge is in effect first 
divided into Sciences and Social Sciences and that Mathe
matics belongs to the first of these classes. For this 
reason, and for convenience of comparison, we shall treat 
Mathematics as a Oass of the Second Order in all the 
four schemes, Colon Oassification included. 

Oasses of the Array of the Third Order having 
Mathematics as immediate universe 

Decimal Classification 

Derived from 

510 !Mathematics 

511 Arithmetic 
• 512 Algebra 
513 Geometry 
514 Trigonometry 
515 · Descriptive geometry 
516 Analytical geometry 
517 Calculus 
519 Probabilities 

ColQn Classification 

Derived from 

B Matktmatitts 

B l Arithmetic 
B2 Algebra 
B3 Analysis 
B4 Other methods of Analysis 
B5 Trigonometty 
B6 Geometry 
B7 Mechanics 
B8 Potentials 
B9 Astronomy 
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A401-425 
A430-443 
A450-456 
A460-461 
A470-489 
ASOO..SlS 
A520-525 
A530-532 
AS40 

Subject Classification 
Derived from 

A400-540 Mathematics 
Arithmetic 
Algebra 
Weights and Measures 
Statistics 
Book-keeping 
GeometTy 
Calculus 
Trigonometry 
Mensuration 

Congresa Clasaification 
Derived from 

QA101-935 Mathmtstic.r 
QAlOl-145 Arithmetic 
QA152-295 Algebra 
QAJ00-431 Analysis 
QA445-699 Geometry ~~ -
QA802-930 Analytical mechanics 
QA931-935 Elasticity 

- CANON OF ENUMERATION 

1. Applying the Canon of Enumeration, we 
find that the connotation of the tenn 'Mathematics' 
varies from scheme to scheme. The Subject Oassi
fication, as usual, dispenses with convention, while 
the practice of the other schemes squares with con
vention to a tolerable degree. 

(-i) The apparent common factors are Arithmetic, 
Algebra, Analysis and Geometry. Trigonometry and 
Probability are also common, though not apparent, factors, 
as they are comprised in Geometry and Algebra (or Statis
tics) respectively. 

( ii) One major variation consists in the Decimal 
Classification restricting the range of the term "Mathe
matics" to "Pure Mathematics", while the Colon Oassifica-
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tion and the Congress Classification use it in the wider sense 
to include "Applied Mathematics". 

{iii) The two latter schemes, however, do not agree 
in the branches of Applied Mathematics which they include. 
The former omits ElaSticity and assigns it to Physics. The 
latter omits Astronomy and makes it an independent class 
of the universe "Science". 

(iv) The appearance of Potentials in the Colon 
Oassification is not different from the practice of the Con
gress Oassification, in which it is comprised under Analysis. 

(v) Inclusion of Weights and Measures and Book
keeping in the array derived from Mathematics by the Sub
ject Oassification is utterly repugoant to accepted practice. 
This is only one of the many instances of flouting of con
vention out of extreme deference to its principle of "placing 
all tepics in logical sequence • _ . in a systematic order 
of scientific progression". 

{vi) It may also be remarked that the whole subject 
of Statistics (as a mathematical method) is accommodated 
in the class Mathematics explicitly: by the Subject Oassi
fication and implicitly (in Algebra) by the Colon Oassi
fication. But the subject is dismembered by the other twq 
schemes and Probability al~ne is· put under Mathpnatics .. 
The other parts of Statistics are considered as a class of 
Social Sciences, along with the statistical data of the sooial 
varlet)'. This is a practice of· doubtful value which crept 
in at the initial stageS Before the real mathematical nature 
of statistical methods and the almost universal range of their 
application were realised and which has since been given 
up by the learned world. 

(Vii} The term "Calculus" has been rightly TeE laced 
by "Analysis" in the Colon Oassification and the Congress 
Classification. 

HosPITALITY IN ARRAY 

2. The Canon of Exhaustiveness and the 
Canon of Hospitality in Array ·are, as usua1, dis
regarded by the Decimal Classification. They are 
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satisfied fully by the Colon Classification, and by 
the other two schemes to the extent allowed by the 
gaps in their notation. 

DECIMAL CLAssiFIC.A.TION 

( i) In the Decimal Classification, three of its ten 
places are given to one and the same subject-Geometry
and a separate place is given to a meagre subject like Pro
babilities which is thus put on a par with a very crowded 
subject like Calculus (Analysis). 

CoLON CLAssiFICATION 

( ii) In the Colon Classification also, there is appa
rently no room for new classes, since all the nine divisions 
have been already used up in violation of its much boasted 
Octave Principle. But this is only apparent. Mathematics 
is essentially a tool or method. Its future developments can 
consist only of the development of new methods. The 
divisions 3 Analysis and 4 Other Methods of Analysis form 
the real core of Mathematics as method. Of these, 4 Other 
Methods of Analysis has been duly classified on the Octave 
Principle, as will be seen presently, thus ensuring Hospita
lity in Array to any desired extent. 

SUBJECT CLAssiFICATION 

(iii) The Subject Classification has thirty-nine 
vacant numbers in the Array, and can thus accommodate 
a possible maximum of thirty-nine new coordinate branches 
of Mathematics. But the numbers available will really be 
far less ; for each new branch will need more than one 
number. 

CoNGitESS 0 •SSIFIC.A.TION 

( iv) The Congress Classification has one hundred 
and fifteen vacant numbers. But since each new-comer 
will demand considerably more than one number, the Scheme 
still does not ensure Hospitality in Array to ati(J desired 
extent as the Colon Classification does. 

CANON OF ExCLUSIVENESS 

3. To all appearance, the Canon of Exclusive
ness is fully satisfied by all the four Schemes, if the 

28 
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Canon of Context is remembered in interpreting 
their terms. 

( i} In the Decimal Classification, 513 Geometry, 
515 Descriptive Geometry and 516 Analytical Geometry 
should not be taken as independent classes. 

( ii} Similarly in the Colon Oassification, 3 Ana
lysis and 4 Other Methods of Analysis should, as their 
names imply, be considered as a single class. 

CANON OF HELPFUL ORDER 

4. The Canon of Helpful Order is well satis
fied by the Colon Classification and the Congress 
Oassification Q!lt not so well by the other two 
schemes. 

-(i) Both in the Decimal Oassification and the Sub
ject Oassification, the_ position of _"Calculus" would be 
happier if it had priority over Geometry. Algebra and 
Calculus are pure methocls and should be contiguous. Geo
metry has a large element of application in it and hence 
should not come between-Algebra and Calculus. 

( ii) In the Decimat Classification, Probabilities· 
would be better situated between Algebra and Analysis. 
But it almost looks as if it had been thrust casually into the 
ninth place simply to till up a vacant end-place. 

(iii) The position of Trigonometf)[ in the Decimal 
Oassification between two branches of Geometry is quite 
anomalous and difficult to justify on any ground . 

.Al!RAYS oF THE FouRTH ORDER 

If Arrays of the Second Order are counted in tens, 
and those of the Third Order in thousands, Arrays of the 
Fourth Order have to be counted in tens of thousands. We 
shall therefore consider only one typical and corresponding 
Array of the Fourth Order from each Scheme. 
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Classes of the Array of the Fourth Order having Analysis 
(Calculus) as their immediate universe 

Decimal Clauification 
Derived from 
517 Calcvlus 

S 17 ·1 Infinitesimal 
517 ·2 Differential 
517 ·3 Integral 
517·4 Of Variations 
517 ·S Of Functions 
517 ·6 Of Finite Differences 
517 ·7 Of Operations 
517·8 Of Complex Variables 
517 ·9 Problems 

Colon Classification 
Derived from 

B3 AmJI;ysis and B4 Other Methods of AmJI;ysis 
B31 Foundation 
B32 Calculus 
B33 Differential equations 
B34 Continuous groups 
B35 Differential forms 
B36 Infinite Series 
B37-39 Functions 
B41 Calculus of Finite Differences 
B42 Calculus of Variations 
B43 Calculus of Functional Analysis 
B44 Graphical Calculus and Nomography 
B45 Quaternions · 
B46 Vector Analysis 
B48 Operational ·Calculus 

Subject Classification 
Derived from 

A52Q-525 Calndus 
AS21 Differential 
A522 Integral 
AS23 Quatemions 
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A524 Functions 
A525 Finite Differences 

Congress Classification 
Derived from 

QA300-431 Analysis 
QA303-316 Calculus 
QA331-351 Theory of Functions 
QA371-381 Differential Equations 
QA38 Continuous groups 
QA401-431 Analytical methods connected with 

physical problems 
TERMINOLOGY 

t_ The terminology of all the Schemes is 
fairly in accordance ~ith usage. 

It may be stated that, in general, the terminology of 
arrays of higher order will be accurate and definite. 
As the order of the Array increases, ie., as we go down a 
chain, since we gain in intension and progressively eliminate 
extension, we have more and more opPortunity to deal with 
specific entities with a m~re or less definite shape or de
notation and there is thus a greater agreement in the names 
bY. which they are denoted. 

HosPITALI'I:Y IN ARRAY 

2. With regard to the Canon of Exhaustive
ness and the Canon.of Hospitality in Array, the 
Colon Classification retains its infinite hospitality.· 
The Congress Classifica~on satisfies the canons to 
a very limited extent. The Decimal Oassification 
and the Subject Classification have become rigid 
and petrified, with no pla1:es to offer. 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 

( i) With its customary hasty prodigality, the Decimal 
Oassification has squandered away all its ten places. 

(a) It has given three places--(517·1 Infinitesimal, 
517 '2 Differential and 517 ·3 Integral) to Calculus proper, 
instead of one. 
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( b} As usual, not finding enough true claimants and 
anxious to have every place filled up, it has improvised a 
dummy class, dubbed it Problems and thrust it into the 
place 517 :9-really a desperate method of filling up places. 

(c) The result is that it cannot now find place for 
late comers of full stature, incapable of subordination to 
existing classes and claiming coordinate status. Some 
examples are Infinite Series, Integral Equations, Functions 
of Real Variables, Continuous Groups and hosts of new 
fwx:tions which are provided for in the Colon Oassification 
and the Congress Oassification. 

CoLON CL.sSIP'IC£TION 

( ii) The Colon Oassification has not only accommo· 
dated all these new comers already but has in reserve any 
number of places, as a result of ill Octave Principle. The 
second Octave 49 and all the later Octaves are kept free 
and can cope with the situation, no matter what magnitude 
the number of new subjects eventually attains. 

SUBJECT CL.sSIFICATION 

(iii) In the Subject Classification, which had set apart 
only six inexpansible places for Analysis, all the six phices 
have been occupied and even by putting the fullest possible 
load on its categorical tables, it cannot accommodate even 
one additional class of a coordinate status. 

CoNGRESS CUSSil"'CATION 

( iv) The more prudent Congress Classification has 
fifty-one free places. It can house a few newer classes, 
but a time will soon come when more elaces will be needed. 

CANoN OF ExcLUSIVENESS 

3. The Canon of Exclusiveness is not properly 
satisfied by the Decimal Oassification. But it is 
well satisfied in all the other schemes. 

( i) The improvised class 517 ·9 Problems is the most 
prominent offender. How can this class be prevented from 
overlapping with the other classes? If there is a method, 
it should have been CXJ!IicitlY. stated. 
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{ ii) The class 517 ·8 Complex Variable is also a source 
of trouble. The class 517 ·3 Integral Calculus comprises 
517 · 36 Abelian Functions. Have they not a natural plac.e 
under 517·8 Complex Variable? · · 

(iii) Although it is not quite relevant here, another 
extraordinary- deviation from the Canon of Exclusiveness 
may be brought to light here as there may not be a more 
suitable occasion to deal with such cases. Under 517:2 
Differential Calculus, we find the classes 517 ,Z4 Theory
of Plane Curves and,517:26 Theoty of Curved Surfaces. 
But under 513 ·2 Curves also, we find 513 ·26 Higher Plane 
Curves and under 513·5 .Modem Geometry- 513·59, Sur
faces of Higher Order. Similar divisions are also repeated 
under 516 Analytical Geometry-. But there is no explana
tory- note in any of ·the overlapping places as to how the 
situation is to be reconciled with the Canon of Exclusive
ness. My fairly intimate knowledge of the subject shows 
me, as a matter of fact, that it is not easy to effec:t any 
reconciliation in the universe of books. 

Such offences against the Canon ·of Exclusiveness are 
found in large numbers when we dive deep and compare 
Arrays of higher and higher orders of the Decimal Qassi
fication, though they are absent on the surface, i.e., in the. 
Arrays of the First, Second and Third Orders. It would 
be a good exercise for a student to make an exhaustive list 
of such deep-lying cases of overlapping (i.e., offen£es 
against the Canon of Exclusiveness) in all the Arrays of 
all the orders in the Decimal Classification. 

If we have books whiCh deal, say with curved sur
faces, exclusively by pure methods, by analytical methods 
aad by differential methods, seearating such books from 
one another and assigning the groups to different classes 
which are not contiguous--in fact far from one another
offends against the Canon of Relevant Sequence. It hap
pens because the Decimal Classification divides first by the 
methods of study and then by the kind of spatial configura
tion. But experience shows that division first by spatial 
configuration and then by the method would be more help
ful to readers, i.e., would be a satisfactory- relevant sequence. 
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In fact, that is exactly what is done by the Colon Classi
fication. We have the following rules.1 

"Two characteristics are to be used for the subdivi
sion of Geometry, vis., Space or "S" . ciharacteristic and 
Method of "M" characteristic. 

"The two characteristics forming the basis of classi
fication of Geometry are to be taken in the order 'S', 'M'. 

CANON OF HELPFUL ORDER 

4. The Canon of Helpful Order is satisfied by 
all the Schemes except the Decimal Classification 
and the Subject Classification. 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 

(i) The position of the Complex Variable in class 
517·8 separated from 517·2 Integral Calculus by four 
other calculuses cannot be justified on any ground. It is 
a definite hindrance to users. 

SuBJECT Cu.ssiFICAnoN 
( ii) The thrusting in of A523 Quatemions between 

AS22 Integral Calculus· and A524 • Functions is also a 
hindrance. 

ARRAYS OF THE FIFTH OanER 
As usual, we shall consider only one typical and cor

responding Array of the Fifth Order from each scheme. 
· Classes of the Arrays of the Fifth Order having 

Functions as the common universe 
Decimal Classification 

There is no universe entitled Functions, but the fol
lowing attenuated Array of functions is discernible 
as parts of another universe : 

517 ·3 lmegral Calculus 
517 ·35 Laplace's Functions, Bessel's and allied 

Functions 
517·36 Elliptic and Hyperelliptic: Functions, Abe

lian Functions 

>Ranganatban (S. R.) : Colt>~~ doui/iN;IiDfl. Rules B 60 1J1d 
B 601. 
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Colon Classification 

Derived from 

B37, B38, B39 Theory, of Functipns 
B37 Functions of Real Variables 
B38 Functions of Complex Variables 
B391 Elementary functions defined by a finite 

B392 
B393 
B394 

number of algebraic operations 
Integrals of algebraic functions 
Functions defined by contour integrals 
Functions defined by differential and inte-

gral equations 
B396 Functions defined b:r. Infinite Series and 

Products 
B397 
B398 

Functions defined by grou_es 
Functions of position defined in tbe manner 

of Riemann 
B3991 Functions qualitatively defined 

Subject Classification 

No attempt is made to classify functions in this 
scheme 

Congress Classification 
Derived from 

QA331-351 General. Theory, of Functions; and 
QA406-f)A411 Stecidl Functions 

QA332 Uniform Functions 
QA333 Multiform Functions. Riemann surfaces 
QA341 Algebraic Functions 
QA342 Logarithmic, circular and ex}!Onential 

Functions 
QA343 Elliptic Functions 
QA345 Abelian Functions 
QA3Sl Miscellaneous Special Functions 
QA406 Laplace's and Legendre's Functions 
QA408 Bessel's Functions 
QA409 Lame's Functions 
QA411 Toroidel and other ~unctions 

1. There are some obvious preliminary remarks:-
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SUBJECl' CLASSIFICATION 

( i) The Subject Oassification does not attempt 
to classify Theory of Functions on the basis of fur
ther chazacteristics. 

So, Exit, Subject Classification I Evidently not destined 
to appreciate, enjoy and follow the rich and endless rami
fications of the Theory of Functions I 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 

( ii) The Decimal Qassification has not recog
nised a separate class as Theory of Functions in 
the Array of the Fourth Order, already considered. 
It had a class 517·8 Complex Variable. But it is 
not subdivided. Nor is it clear what was intended 
to be comprised in it. 

This is confirmed by two attendant factors:-
(o) This class 517·8 Complex Variable has the note 

"Se1 also 512 ·82" and 512·82 reads "Theory of Equations. 
Complex Variable. Se1 also 517~". 

(b) The few functions that the scheme mentions are 
shown in the Array of the Fifth Order having 517 ·3 Inte
gral Calculus for its immediate universe. The enumera
tion of Functions is not exhaustive in itself. Nor does the 
scheme show any sign of its having recognised the existence 
of other Functions or the possibility of new Functions 
ever being brought to light for study. As a matter of fact, 
at the present stage of mathematical activity. new Func
tions are being very rapidly discovered. For example 
Quasi-analytic Functions were discovered only in 1917 and 
Alinost Periodic Functions in 1923. Where are these 
Functions to be accommodated in the Decimal Classifica
tion? Yet we have separate treatises oD them and articles 
on them are pouring in. 

CoNGRESS CLASSIFICATION 

( ii) Even the Congress Oassification, which 
has adopted the last resort of having a jejune 

~ 
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class under the heading QA351 Miscellaneous Spe
cial Functions, will only crowd them along with 
hosts of other Functions, having no means of bring
ing together on the shelf all the resources of the 
library on a particular Function. 

· CoLON CLASSIFICATION 

( iv) But the Colon Classification has just the 
right method of housing such newcomers. The 
two new Functions-Quasi-analytic and Almost 
Periodic-are at their genesis qualitatively defined 
and hence they are put into the class B3991 Func
tions Qualitatively Defined. They are then indivi
dualised by the chronological device as follows:-

B3991N17 Quasi-analytic Functions 
B3991N23 Almost Periodic Functions 

DECIMAL CLAssiFICATION 

To return to Decimal Oassffication, surely it has 
begun to nod. At the deJ2th of the Fifth Order it has lost 
all sense of direction. ·It has merely put in an appear
ance at the FHth Order level, as if to fulfil a technic;U 
formality, but evidently .unaware of the depth$ of tba~ 
region. As it has put in its appearance, however formally, 
it may not be polite to say "Exit, Decimal Classification". 
But its performance recalls the tenderer we often meet 
with in opening tenaers for a big job. Quite ignorant of 
the quantities and costs involved in the job, by blind guess' 
work he quotes an absurdly low or an absurdly high 
figure. In the business world it is a recognised practice 
to ignore such tenderers without actually saying "Exit, dear 
ignoramus" I So we need not consider the Decimal Oassi
fication when we compare Arrays of the Fifth Order. 

Thus we have virtually only two schemes to compare-

CoNGRESS CLASSIFICATION 

2. (i) The Congress aassification gives jus! 
one number QA331 to the Theory of Functions-
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a subject which has at least two distinct branches, 
fliz., Real Variable and Complex Variable, each 
branch with its own distinctive features not onlY, 
in method but also in the field of study. Thus the 
Congress Classification has no provision for indi
vidualising the different branches of the Theory. 
Nor has it any means of individualising the divi
sions of either branch. In fact, the Congress Classi
fication comes to a sudden stop at the Fifth Order 
like a car whose petrol has run out. 

CoLON CLASSIFICATION 

(ii) (~a) But the Colon Classification con
tinues undaunted. Its eyes are not blinded by the 
high pressure of the depths. It recognises the dis
tinction between Theory of Functions of Real 
Variables and Theory of Functions of Complex 
Variables, and marks out B37 and B38 as their 
distinctive places. 

CoLON DEVICE 

(b) Indeed, it is even prepared to dive 
deeper. With its Colon Device, it senses the 
existence of two different dimensions along which 
depth (order) can be still further increased. It 
says "I can dive deeper either along the dimension 
(characteristic) of the number of Variables used or 
along that of the problem studied". 

(c) "Along each dimension", it announ
ces, "I see further and further layers of Arrays 
lying one below the other. The order can be in
creased to anY, extent, one can go to any further 
depth". 
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SIXTH ORDER 

(d) Let us, for example, examine the 
dimension corresponding to the Problem Charac
teristic. We have the following as the Array of the 
Sixth Order:- · 

1 Cauchy's theorem and complex integration 
2 Analytic representation 
3 Analytic continuation 
4 Singularities 
5 Distn"bution of values 
6 Conformal representation and uniformisation 
7 Maximum-minimum principles 
8 Inequalities and mean values 
9 Families of functions 

., 
SEVENTH ORDER 

(e) Let us take class 2 Analytic Repre
sentation and set out the Array of the Seventh 
Order for which tha~ class is the ~ediate 
universe. 

23 As a Contour Integral 
26 As an Infinite Series 
265 As an Infinite Product 

EIGHTH ORDER 

(/) Let us go one step further and set out 
the Array of the Eighth Order having "26 As an 
Infinite Series" as its immediate universe. We 
obtain the classes of this Array by the Chronologi
cal Device. We can thus have an infinity of classes 
in this Array of the Eighth Order, each new Series 
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discoverea bringing its own class number, so to 
speak. Here are two examples:-

26M22 Representation as a Fourier Series 
26M39 Representation as a Dirichlet Series 

COMPARISON OF CHAINS 

This has naturally brought us to comparison of chains. 
Let us, for definiteness, write out one corresponding chain 
in each of the schemes. 

500 

510 

517 

517:3 

517·36 

A 

B 

B3-B4 

B37-B39 

B38 

B38:2 

B38:26 

Decimal Clasaific:ation 
Universal knowledge 

:J. 
Sc1ence 

Mfthematics 

cJcu1us 
..j.. 

Integral Calculus 

El*ptic Functions, etc. 

Colon Claaaification 
Universal knowledge 

scieice (General) 

1\la~ematics 
An~ysis 

+ Functions 

F +. 
unctions of Complex Variables 

An~ytic Representation 
..j.. 

Representation as Infinite Series 
..j.. 
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B38:26M22 Representation as a Fourier Serie9 

B382:26M22 Repfesentation of a Function of two 
Variables as a Fourier Series 

Subject Classification 

Universal knowledge 

A + . General1a 

A401-A546 + . Mathemancs 

+ Calculus A520-A525 

A524 

Q 

QA 

+ Functions 

Congress Classification 

Universal knowledge 

+ Science 

Mttlieniatics 

+ QA300-431 Analysis + ·. 
QA33l-351 Functions 

QA331 + . Theory of Functions 

HosPITAL~TY IN CHAIN 

These tables show the varying extent to which 
the four schemes satisfy the Canon of Hospitality 
in Otain. Arranged in order of merit, they stand 
as follows:-

1. Colon Classification 
2. Congress Classification 
3. Subject Oassification l 

Decimal Oassification } 

·Capable of 9 orders 
Capable of 5 orders 

Capable of 4 orders 
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CoMP.ARISON OP NoT ... TION 

The follow·ing table giving the number of dieits in the 
class numbers of successive orders in the different schemes 
will now help us to comP.are their notation. 

NUMBER OP DIGITS IN CLASS NUMBERS OP DIFFERENT 
ORDERS IN THE DIFFERENT SCHEMES 

Decimal Colon Subject Congress 
Order Cla51i· Classi• Classi- Classi-

lication lication fi.cation lication 

1 .. 3 1 4 s 
2 .. 3 1 4 s 
3 .. 3 2 4 5 

4 .. 5 3 4 5 

s .. 6 4 5 

6 .. 6 

7 .. 7 

8 .. 10 

9 .. 11 

REl..LTIVITY 

The table shows the extent to which the Canon of 
Relativity is satisfied by the notation of the different schemes. 

The Colon Oassitication satisfies the Canon of Rela
tivity admirably. The notation of the Decimal Oassifica
tion is characterised by uniform length till the Third Order 
and then becomes relative. But the Subject Oassificatiou 
and the Congress Oassification are characterised by nota
tions of uniform length and entirelY. evade the Canon of 
Relativity. 

LENGTH 

Next, the notation is considerably shorter in the Colon 
Oassitication than in the other schemes up to and including 
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the Fifth Order. After the Fifth Order, all the other 
schemes drop out and "there is no basis for comparison. 
Generally speaking, for any given order of classes, the 
Colon Oassification has a shorter notation than the other 
schemes. The Congress Oassification has the longest nota
tion in the first three orders. It is so with that scheme 
in all subjects. Generally speaking, the Decimal Oassifi
cation and the Congress Oassifi.cation share the same rank 
with regard to notation m classes of the Fourth Order. 

Remembering that the other schemes do not go beyond 
the Fifth Order, the Colon Oassification notation should 
not be thought ltmg because it reaches 6, 7, 10 and 11 digits 
in the higher orders. It is an elementary principle that the 
length of a decimal notation will increase with the order 
of the class represented. !Hence it is meaningless to say 
that a certain notati~ is unduly long without reference to 
the order of the class represented. 

What is really wanted is observance of the Canon of 
Relativity. Given that, it is open to a particular classifier not 
to pursue a chain of classes beyond the order where the 
length of notation reaches the economic limit which he has 
set for himself. 

The table shows in ~eneral 

( 1) that for any given order of classes the 
notation of the Colon Oassification is shorter than 
that of the other schemes; 

(2) that for the ·first three orders the Con
gress Classification has the longest notation; 

(3) that the chains of the Subject Oassifi
cation are earliest arrested; 

( 4) that whatever he the eccnomic limJit 
fixed for length of notation, within those limits the 
Colon Classification reaches much farther down a 
chain (i.e., individualises higher orders of classes) 
than the other schemes; and 
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(5) that the chains of !]te Colon Classifica
tion can be lengthened far beyond those of the other 
schemes. 

CoNCLUSION AND SuMMARY 

The comparative features that have been brought out in 
the study of particular arrays of different orders in Mathe
matics are not peculiar to the particular arrays chosen. On 
the other hand they are common to almost all the arrays in 
Mathematics. 

The following is a summary of the results in general 
terms:-

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 

( 1) The Decimal Classification adopts a ter
minology which is generally in consonance with 
usage although it is a little antiquated here and 
there. It occasionally fail~ when judged by the 
Canon of Helpful Order. While it satisfies the 
Canon of Exclusiveness in the first three orders, it 
evades it in the higher orders. It utterly fails to 
satisfy the Canon of Hospitality in Array. Nor 
does it generally satisfy the Canon of Hospitality 
in 'Chain beyond the Fifth order. Its notation is 
of uniform length in the first three orders and satis
fies the Canon of Relativity from the Fourth order 
onwards. With regard to length of notation, it 
occupies the second place in the first·three orders, 
it shares the third place with the Colon Classification 
in the Fourth and goes to the last place in the Fi.fth 
order. · ~ · · 

CoLON CLAssiFICATION 

(2) The Colon Oassification has a termino
logy which is consonant with modern usage. It 

• 30 
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tolerably satisfies the Canon of Helpful Order. Its 
Colon Device saves it from the mistakes of the 
Decimal Oassification with regard to the fulfilment 
of the Canon of Exclusiveness in classes of higher 
orders, and also contributes to the fulfilment of the 
Canon of Helpful Order. Its Octave Notation and 
its Chronological Device enable it to satisfy the 
Canon of Hospitality in Array to any extent what
ever. With regard to the Canon of Hospitality 
in Chain, it is capable of going as far down as the 
Ninth Order, i.e., five orders further ahead of the 
Subject Oassification and four ahead of the Deci
mal and Congress Classifications. Its notation 
satisfies the Canon of Relativity admirably as it 
begins with a single digit for the class numbers of 
classes in the first and second order and progres
sively increases the number of digits to eleven when 
it reaches classes of the ninth order. Regarding 
the length of notation, it has the shortest notation 
in the first five orders of classes. Its notation ex
ceeds five digits only frqm the sixth order O!lwardst 
i.e., only in orders which are not reached by the 
other schemes of classification . 

. 
SUBJECT (LASSIFICATION 

(3) The Subject ·Classification is the worst 
sinner against terminology. Its arrays generally 
follow the Canon of Helpful Order. It satisfies 
the Canon of Exclusiveness but it fails the Canons 
of Hospitality in Array, and Hospitality in Chain 
much more than any other scheme. In fact, it is 
not capable of going beyond the Fourth order. Its 
notation is of uniform length throughout, consisting 
always of four digits. 
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CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION 

( 4) The Congress Classification has satisfac
tory terminology except for the inclusion of jejune 
classes like Miscellaneous Functions. It satisfies 
the Canon of Helpful Order, and the Canon of 
Exclusiveness without failure. It has reasonable 
provision to satisfy the Canon of Hospitality. in 
Array but any moment the gaps in the class numbers 
may be filled up and the Canon evaded. It shares 
the second place with the Decimal Oassification 
when judged by the Canon of Hospitality in Chain, 
the first place having gone to the Colon Oassifi
cation. Its notation is of uniform length through
out-five digits in all orders of classes. 



& COMPARATIVESTUDY 
EcoNOMICS 

Having made a comparative study of Arrays and 
OWns in Mathematics as a subject representing the Scien
ces, we shall next deal similarly with ;Economics as a sub
ject representing Social Sciences. 

AlutAYS OF THE SECOND ORDER 

We shall first take up the comparative studY. of Arrays 
of the Second Order. We shall take up that Array of the 
Second Order whlch includes Economies as a class. As 
Economics occurs as a class in the Array of the First Order 
in the Colon Oassification, we have virtually only three 
schemes to compare. Here are the Arrays of the Second 
Order in question:-

Oasses of Arrays of the Second Order in which 
Economics occurs as a class 

Decimal Classification 
Derived from 

300 Sociology OISd Social S ciexces General 
310 Statistics 
320 Political Science 
330 Economics. 
340 Law 
350 Administration: Army 
360 Associations. Institutions 
370 Education 
380 Commerce. Communication 
390 Customs. Popular life 

Subject Classification 
Derived from 

L· Social mtd Political Sciences 
l.()OO.Q)2 Social Science 
LlOO.l62 Economics 
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L170-185 Associations 
L201-395 Political Science 
IA00-851 Law 
LBSZ-988 Commerce, Money and Fmaru:e 

Congresa Classification 
Derived from 

H Social Sdmces 
HA Statistics 
HB-HJ Economics 
HM-HX Sociology 

CANON OF ENUMERATION 

1. Applying the Canon of Enumeration, we 
find that the connotation of the term "Social 
Sciences" varies from scheme to scheme. 

In discussing the First Array of the Colon Oassifica
tion from the point of view of the Canon of Helpful Order, 
it was indicated that the term "Social Sciences» has now 
come to cover all the subjects represented by the letters T -Z 
in the Colon Oassification, ie., Education, Geography, His
tory, Political Science, Economics, Sociology and Law. But 
none of the other schemes whose tables are given above 
interpret the term "Social Sciences" so fully. 

{ i) Here are some of the deviations in the Decimal 
Oaasilication :-

{o) History and Geography do not find a place in 
"Social Sciences". In fact they are put in a separate class 
of the First Array with 900 for class number. 

{b) As we have already pointed out while discussing 
classes of the Third Order in Mathematics, the Pure Science 
of Statistics as distinguished from Collection of Statistics 
from the field of Social Sciences is given a place under 
"Social Sciences". 

( u) (a) The Subject Oassification also excludes 
History and Geography from Social Sciences. 

(b) This Scheme further differs from the Decimal 
Oassification in excluding Education also from the class 
"Social Sciences". 
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(iii) The Congress Classification has made the class 
"Social Sciences" extremely narrow. 

(a) It bas omitted not onlY. History, Geography and 
Education from its purview, but has also dropped out Poli
tical Science and Law. 

(b) In the matter of the Science of Statistics, it 
errs in the same way as the Decimal Oassification. 

HosPITALITY IN ARRAY 

2. The Canon of Exhaustiveness and the 
Canon of Hospitality in Array are not satisfied by 
the Decimal Oassification, are satisfied by the Su~ 
ject Oassification to the extent that gaps in nota
tion allow, while the Congress Oassification has left 
more generous gaps than the Subject Classification. 

( i) The Decimal Oassification bas already used up all 
its ten places rather freely and is inhospitable to possible 
future coordinate branches of Social Sciences. Exhaustion 
of the ten places could very well have been avoided and 
three places saved in the following way:-

(a) 300 Sociology, 360 Associations, Institutions and 
390 Customs, Popular life might have been accommodated. 
in a single class more appropriately. 

(b) The same applies to 320 Political Science lind 
350 Administration. . . · 

(c) It is distinctly unhelpful to have distributed 330 
Economics and 380 Comm~rce, Communications in two 
distinct classes. 

( #) The gaps left in the Subject Classification are too 
meagre, especially if we remember that they are to accom
modate not only new coordinate classes that might arise 
in the same Array but also new subordinate classes that 
might arise in any of the OWns having their up!ler link in 
a class of the Array under consideration. 

(iii) The gaps left in the Congress Oassification are 
very liberal. But even here, since both coordinate and 
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subordinate classes have to compete for places in the same 
gaps, there is bound to be difficulty in due course. 

CANON OF HELPFUL ORDER 

3. The Canon of Helpful Order is ignored by 
the Decimal Classification and the Subject Oassifi
cation, but well satisfied by the Congress Classifi
cation. 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 

( i) A good deal of the trouble that the Decimal Classi
fication has with this Canon could have been avoided if all 
the ten places had not been forcedly used in the manner 
already described. Even otherwise we find no develop
mental or relational order among the classes. 

(a) The most irritating deviation from the Canon 
of Helpful Order is the separation of 380 Commerce from 
330 Economics by four classes (340 Law, 350 Administra
tion, 360 Associations and 370 Education), that have little 
affinity with either of them. It is diffi.cult to see what 
considerations led to this unhelpful separation. Is it wrong 
to assume that the classes were arranged quite arbitrarily 
without any consideration whatever as to their mutual 
affinity? 

. (b) Another bad scattering is that of 300 ·I Socio-
logy, 360 Associations and 390 Customs more or less to the 
brginning, middle and end of the Array. This might have 
been due to the fact that when the Scheme was forged, the 
subject "Sociology" had not yet taken shape and disclosed 
its filiation. 

(c) But no such explanation can be found for the 
separation of 320 Political Science and 350 Administra
tion. 

SUBJECT Cu.ss!nCATION 

( ii) In the Subject Qassification, in spite of its start
ing with the plan that "arrangement in a logical order, 
or at any rate, according to a progression for which reasons, 
weak or strong, can be advanced" and in S)2ite of the fact 
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that the introduction to the scheme prepare~ us to expect 
"many departures from established convention which may 
at first appear a little drastic", it is extremely difficult to 
find any justification for the claim that "every class is 
arranged in a systematic order of scientific 'progression", at 
least so far as the arrangement of the classes in the Array 
of the Second Order under consideration is concerned. 

(a) While we recognise drastic departure from esta
blished convention in separating Ll00-162 Economics from 
1.852-988 Commerce, Money and Finance, what scientific 
progression is discernible in progressing from Econonrlcs to 
Finance through the classes Associations, Political Science 
and Law? 

(b) Equally drastic is the d~parture from convention 
in separating L000-092 Social Science from Ll70-185 Asso
ciations, which includes Ll70 Friendly Societies and L185 
Freemasonry by LI00-162 Economics. Nor is any scientific 
progression com:eivable in reaching Freemasonry from 
Social Science through Economics. 

CoNGRESS CLASSIFiunoN 
(m) As the Array ofthe Second Order under conside

ration has only three classes in the Congress Classification, 
adherence to the Canon of Helpful Order could not have 
been a difficult affair. 

ARRAYS OF THE THIRD ORDER 

As in the case of .Mathematics, we shall take up only 
one typical and corresponding Array of the Third Order 
from each of the four scliemes. We shall choose those 
Arrays which have Economi"cs as their immediate universe. 

It may be remarked here that although X Economics 
occurs formally as a class in the Array of the First Order 
of the Colon Oassification, it should in reality be looked 
upon as a Oass of the Second Order, in the light of pre
vious discussion of the way in which the lay-out of the 
Colon Oassification satisfies the Canon of Helpful Order. 
It was shown there that universal knowledge is in effect 
first divided into Sciences and Social Sciences and that 
Economics belongs to the second of these classes. For 
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this reason, and for convenience of comparison, we shall 
treat Economics as a Class of the Second -Order in all the 
four schemes, Colon Classification included. 

A DI.FFICULTY IN Co:¥1'.uiSON 
But, before the Arrays are even put down for com

parison, it must be observed that the Colon Classification 
uses four 'characteristics (Business, Economic, Geogra
phical and Chronological) simultaneously for the classifi
cation of Economics. Moreover Economics can also be 
divided in the Colon Classification on the basis of Type of 
Organisation quite independently of the application of 
characteristics. In other words in the Colon Qassification, 

(1) Economics spreads Arrays of the First Order 
,(relativelY. to Economics as the universe) along five dimen
sions; 

(2) Chains of classes can grow in each of four of 
these dimensions simultaneously and independently of 
one another (No chain is possible from a class represent-
ing TJl!e of Organisation) ; and · 

(3) A class in Economics can be formed by any com· 
bination of from one to five classes of any order taken from 
these five dimensions, ,erovided no two· classes belong to 
the same dimension. 

This feature, due to the Colon Device, increases the 
Hospitality in Chain to a great extent in the Colon Oassi· 
ficalion but renders the comparison with the other schemes 
rather difficult as their make-up allows them to send out 
their arrays and chains in one dimension only. 

A W .A.Y OUT OF T.BB DIFFICULTY 

One device by which the difficulty can be got over and 
aome kind of comparison effected is to transform the five 
dimensions of•the Colon Oassification into one dimension, so 
aa to ngister with the other schemes. We shall do it in 
the following way. Each of the three arrays derived from 
Economics on the basis of Type of Organisation, Business 
characteristic and Economic characteristic (the arrays based 
on the Geographical characteristic and Olronological chs· 

a R.u!aualban _(S.R.J..: CQlt!a doui~. l9J.l. RWr. :XO. 
31 
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racteristic will not be given for considerations of space but 
will be taken as understood) will be given one below the 
other in one column when we write down the Arrays of 
the Third Order. When we pass on to Arrays of the Fourth 
and higher orders, we shall draw from any of these five 
Arrays of the Third Order according to need. 

Classes of the Third Order having Economics as their 
immediate Universe 

Decimal Classification 
Derived from 

300 Eco110mics 
331 Labour and labourers, Employers, Capital 
332 Banks, Money, Credit, Interest 
333 Land, Ownership, Rights and rent 
334 Cooperation 
335 Socialism and communism 
336 Public finance, Taxation 
337 Protection and free trade 
338 Production, Economic organisation 
339 Distribution and Coruiumption of wealth, 

Pauperism 
" Colon' Classification 

Derived from 
X Et;oMmic.r 

Based on 
Type of Organisation 

·To be got by the 
. Chr0110l0gical Device 

(IU.istranve) 
XM25 Cooperative 
XM55 Joint Stock Company 
XM85 Trust 
XN12 Public utility 
XN17 Collllllunistic 

Based on 
Business Characteristic 

X.4 Trans,eort 
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X6 Fmance 
X7 Public Finance 
XS Insurance 

X9D 
X9J 
X9JA 
X9Ml3 
X9M7 

Other businesses 
By the 

Subject Device 
( IUu.strative} 

Engineering Industry 
Agricultural Economics 
Lumber Industry 
Paper Industry 
Textile Industry 

Based on 
Economic Characteristic 

X :1 Consumptioo 
X :2 Production 
X :3 Distribution 
X:4 TransJ?Ort 
X:S Commerce 
X:6 Fmancing 
X:1 Value, price 
X :8 Management 
X:9 Labour 

Divisions based on the 

Geographical Characteristic 
and 

Chronolocical Characteristic 
are not givm for considerations of space 

Subject Claaaification 

L102 
L103-105 
Ll~l18 
LIS0-161 
L120-147 
L16Z 

Derived from 
Ll00-162 EcOfiOfllic.r 

Production 
Consumption 

~ Labour, work 

Orguisation 
Cooperstioo 
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Congress Classification 
Derived from 

HB201-236 
HB251-771 
HBSOl-845 
HB849-3840 
HC"HD2206 

HB-Hl Economics 
Value, Price 
Distribution 
Consumption 
PopulatiOn 
Natural J:!roducts and Agricultural 

indus by 
HD2321-4730 Types of organisation 

( IUustrativt~. dirui.rions) 
HD2709-2930 Trusts 
HD2951-3570 Cooperation 
HD3611-4730 Public utilities 
HD4801-8940 Labour 
HD9000-9999 Industries other than Agricultural 

(Illustrative dWi.rions) 
HD9750-9769 Lumber Industry 
HD9820-9839 Paper Industry 
HD9850-9975 Textile Industry 
HE Trans12ort business 
HF Commerce 
HGl-7933 Money, B~, etc. 
HGSOU-9970 Insurance .. 
SJ Public Finance 

Note. HB is called Economic Theories 
HC-HD is Caned Economic Histo~ 

CANoN OF .ENUMERATION 

1. Applying the Canon of Enumeration, we 
find that the connotation of the term "Economics" 
varies from scheme to scheme. The Subject Oassi
fication, as usual, dispenses with conventions and 
the Decimal Oassification does the same in this case 
to some extent. The Colon Oassification and the 
Congress Oassification agree most closel:g in their 
connotation. 
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DECIHAL CLASSIFICATION 

(i) '(o) The Decimal Classification's exclusion of 
Commerce from the class Economics has been already 
referred to in discussing Arrays of the Second Order. It 
is in this respect that the Decimal Classification supports 
the practice of the Subject Classification. 

(b) The Decimal Classification's exclusion of In
surance from 330 Economics and insertion of it as a division 
of 360 Associations with the number 368 cannot be said to 
be in consonance with accepted contemporary practice. 

'(c) ·The inclusion of 335 Socialism and Communism 
as Types of Social Organisation and especially of 335 ·9 
Socialist Communities in 330 Economics is a startling 
anomaly due to the fact that there is no adequate place for 
Sociology in the Scheme. 

(d) Cooperation is the only special type of economic 
organisation that is given a place in the Decimal Classi
fication. Other Types like Public Utility find no place 
in it. 

CoLON CLASSIP'ICATION 
( li)' Almost all the classes occurring in the Array of 

the Congress Classification are found distributed in the 
three Arrays given under the Colon Classification. Fur
ther, though it is not apparent in the enumeration of. the 
cl~ses in the Array of the Third Orde!'-the geographical 
and chronological classes of the Colon Classification (not 
written down in the above table for considerations of 
space) figure as Classes of the Third Order in the Congress 
Classification among the numbers of HC. 

SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION 
'{Hi) ( 11) The most objectionable feature of the Sub

ject Classification's connotation of the term "Economics" is 
its exclusion from it of the entire subject of Finance 
(Money, Banking, etc.) which, moreover, is not placed 
nsr enough to Economics. In fact the two are separated 
by Politics and Law. No kind of justification for this can 
be found either on grounds of "logical order" or "scientific 
progression," U these are interpreted to serve the purpose 
of Library Oassificatinn whose final aim is to help readers. 
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'(b) The exclusion of Publi~ Finance from Econo
mics is equally objectionable. I wonder if any Professor 
of &anomies in any University would agree to this divoree 
of Publi~ Fmance from Eoonomies. 

(c) In spite of the Decimal Classification, modem 
prtttice will not approve even the exclusion of Commerce 
from Eoonomics. 

(d) The remarks about Types of &anomie Organi
sation made in the study of the Decimal Classification also 
apply to the Subject Classification. 

CoNGRESS CLAssiFICATION 

( iv) (a) The Congress Oassilication deviates from 
.current practice in including HB849-3840 Population in the 
class "&anomies". Perhaps it would be more appropriate 
to put it under "Sociology". 

(b) There are also other queer 1nclusions. For 
example the Law of Primogeniture finds itself caged in 
class numbers HD1236-1239 in the class Agriculture in this 
Third Order Array having Eoonomics for its immediate 
universe. · 

HosPITALITY IN :ARRAY 

2. The Canon of Exhaustiveness and tlie 
Canon of Hospitality in.Array are not sati~fieil at 
all in the Decimal Oassification and the Subject 
Oassification. They are satisfied in the Congress 
Oassification so fa.r as the gaps in its notation per-. 
mit, and they can be satisfied to any desired extent 
in the Colon Oassification. 

DECIMAL CLAssiFICATION 

( i) As usual all the ten places have been forcedly used 
up by the Decimal Oassilication. 

( o) This is due partly to the allocation of places, 1n 
the Array of the First Order of &anomies for subjects 
which are really types of social organisation, as has been 
already remarked under the Canon of Enumeration. 

{b) It is also due to the attempt to put in one Array 
classes which are derived from &anomies on the basis of 
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Clifferent characteristics. This aspect of the Array will be 
dealt with in greater detail later on. 

(c) It should also be noted that the Array of the 
Third Order discloses the fact that there is no provision 
in the Decimal Oassification for the Economics of specific 
industries or businesses such as Agricultural Economics, 
Economics of Railways or of Oceanic Transport-unless it 
is intended that books that so specialise in industries should 
be placed in 330·19 and be further subdivided by the Num
ber for the specific industries taken from 600. Even then, 
books dealing with particular aspects of a given industry 
such as wages, labour, financing, management and so on 
will not come out with the books dealing with the industry 
as a whole, as the scheme directs the placing of such specia
lised books under the aspect of specialisation like wages, 
labour and so 011. 

(d) The absence of any means of accommodating 
new Types of Economic Organisation and any existing type 
other than Cooperation also offends against the Canon of 
Hospitality in Array. 

COLON CLASSIFICATION 
( ii) As applied to the Colon Oassification, the Canon 

of Hospitality in Array should be studied with reference 
to all the three Arrays of the Third Order severally and 
collectively. 

(a) Take first the Array based on Type of Organi
sation. Its classes are individualised by the Chronological 
Device, with the result that Infinite Hospitality is ensured. 
In fact each Type of Organisation brings its own class 
number with: it. • : " ""~"!!! 

(b) The Array derived by the Business Chara~ 
teristic is also characterised by Infinite Hospitality. This 
is secured in its case by the Subject Device, a device as 
powerful as the Chronological one in securing Infinite 
Hospitality in Array. 

(c) To all appearance, however, the Colon Classi
fication has forgotten its helpful Octave Principle and 
rendered the Array derived by the Economic: Characteristic: 
inhospitable, by exhausting the whole 1 to 9 range in the 
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fashion of the Decimal Classification. But this is only 
apparent. Actually, it has purposely left 98 free as will 
be seen when we discuss Arrays of the Fourth Order. 981, 
982, etc., are to accommodate new divisions of the class 
"Labour" and 991, 992, etc., are to be used for further 
classes in the Array of the Third Order derived by the 
Economic Characteristic. This makeshift is occasionally 
resorted to whenever it is felt that it will add to convenience 
if nine classes are accommodated in the First Octave itself. 

(d) Whenever concrete facts of history or contem
porary occurrence and not pure theory are to be accommo
dated, the services of the Geographical and Otronological 
Otaracteristics are requisitioned-any concrete event can 
be individualised in terms of space and time-and the 
Geographical and the Otronological Schedules of the Colon 
Oassification have infinite Hospitality in Array. 

SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION 

'(iii) The Subject Oassification has only seven un
occupied places in its Array of the Third Order, viz., Ll19, 
L126-Ll29, L148 and 149. This means that its Hospita
lity in Array is negligibly. small 

CoNGIIESS CLASSIFICATION 

{ iv) The Congress Classification, on the other hand,' 
has several hundreds of vacant numbers, scattered through
out the Array. The only danger is that eventually it IllJlY 
happen that new coordinate classes wiil have to be accom
modated somewhere where there happens to be a gap,. 
even against the requiremen.ts of filiation. 

CANON OF HELPFUL ORDER 

"3. The Decimal Oassification and the Con
gress Classification appear to show little respect to 
the Canon of Helpful Order, while the other two 
schemes satisfy it to a fair extent. 

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION 

(i) (a) The Array of the Third Order under con
sideration is a mess m the Decimal Oassification. This 
accounts partly for the breaking of the Can011 of Helpful 
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Order. All the classes of this Array are not derived from 
330 Economics on the basis of the same characteristic. 
334 Cooperation and 335 Socialism and Communism are 
based on the Type of Economic Organisation, making it 
appear that the latter's inclusion is to be justified at any 
cost. The classes 332 Banking, etc., and 336 Public Fmance 
are derived on the basis of the Business studied, while the 
other five classes are based on another characteristic. 

(b) Even otherwise there is hardly an:r. kind of 
developmental or other relational element in the arrange
ment of the classes. On the other hand, 

(1) on no ground can one justify the separatio~ 
of 332 Banking, Currency from 336 Public Finance; 

(2) nor is the separation of 331 Labour from 338 
Production and Organisation by six varied classes helpful 
from any point of view; 

(3) it would have been more helpful if 332 Land, 
Ownership, Right and Rent bad been placed in juxtaposi
tion with 339 Distribution, etc. 

CoLON Cl.ASSI'FICATION 

( i) The Colon Oassification satisfies the Canon of 
Helpful Order in different degrees in its three different 
Arrays of the Third Order. 

(o) In the Array based on the Type of Organisa
tion, since the classes are formed by the Chronological 
Device there is no freedom to arrange them in any more 
Helpful Order, if the order that the Chronological Device 
fixes is not helpful. As a matter of fact, the order forced 
by it is likely to neglect the genetic and other relations of 
the classes. 

A similar situation arose in Mathematics in the Array 
of the Fourth Order studied in the last chapter. There, 
Special Functions had to he individualised in the class B39. 
Instead of applying the Chronological Device directly, B39 
was first divided on the basis of the genesis of the function, 
an Intermediate Array of the Fifth Order was formed, 
and each of the classes in this Array was divided by the 
Chronological Device. In the result, the Special Functions 

~ 
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of a similar genesis were grouped together and the groups 
themselves were arranged in a Helpful Order. 

Such a device is not possible in the Array in Econo
mics under consideration. Thus we have the different 
Types of Organisation in chronological order only, in pre
ference to a possibly more Helpful Order. 

(b) As a result of the use of the Subject Device to 
form most of the classes in the Array based on the Busi
ness Characteristic, the Colon Oassification here satisfies 
the Canon of Helpful Order quite well. In the case of the 
first four classes of the Array formed independently of the 
Subject Device, one criticism may be made. It would per
haps have been happier if X8 Insurance had been placed 
in juxtaposition to X6 Fmance (Banking, etc.) without 
the intervention of X7 Public Finance. 

(c) Of the five Arrays of the Third Order of the 
Colon Oassification, the Canon of Helpful Order is satisfied 
to the least extent in the Array derived on the basis of the 
Economic characteristic. This does not however mean 
that the arrangement in the Array is a mess as in the Deci
mal Oassification. 

A VINDICAnoN 

In fact it may be vindicated as follows:-
(1) The Array begins with X:l Consumption. 

since all economic activities !Ire ultimately traceable to it; 
(2) Then comes X :2 Production which is c"on

cemed with the supply. of the element implied in the first 
class; . 

(3) Then comes~ :3 Distribution which discusses 
the various ways (helpful and injurious), in which the real 
benefits of Production may be shared by the various factors 
of Production such as Land, and Plant, Capital, Manage
ment, Labour and Middleman. These shares appear 
under the names of Rent, Interest, Profit, Wages and 
Commission. 

( 4} Apart from this subtle and elusive question 
of Distribution, Production next involves the transport of 
the concrete produce from the place of production to the 
consumer, which is put down as X :4 Transport. 
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( 5) The whole chain of operations, excluding 
Transport, which effect the transfer of the produce from 
the Producer to the Consumer comes next under X :5 Com-
mere e. 

(6) It would have been happier if the next class 
were "Value, Price". But Value, Price is class X :7 and 
class X :6 is Financing. This is a fault. 

(7) Then come in succession X :8 Management 
and X :9 Labour. These with X :6 Financing would have 
been better accommodated near X :2 Production of which 
they are correlates. But the other correlates that have 
been accommodated on either side of X :2 Production have 
at least an equal claim to be there. Because in a linear 
arrangement one cannot accommodate all in ,ideal places, 
these three divisions have been inevitably relegated to the 
end of the first Octave of the Array. 

SUBJECT CusstnunoN 
(iii) The Subject Oassification satisfies the Canon of 

Helpful Order quite well except for the irrational dismem
berment of Labour which assigns one part to L1~118 and 
the other to LlS0-161 with Ll20-147 Organisation in be
tween. This is a grievous fault in a scheme which swears 
by the principle of "Constant Place".~ 

CoNGlli!SS CuSSIFIUTION 
· ( iv) The Congress Oassification also makes a mess of 

the classes in the Array of the Third Order under con
sideration, though not to the same extent. 

(o} HD21-2206 Agricultural Business and HD9000-
9999 Other Industries are separated by the whole gamut 
of classes HD2321-4730 based on Type of Economic 
Organisation and the class HD4801-8940 Labour. No justi
fication can be found for this. This is a fault that might 
easily have been avoided. 

(b) The position of HD4801-8940 Labour is not 
satisfactory or helpful in any way. It seems to be a misfit 
here. 

• Browft (Jameo Duff}: Stlbjtd dani/i<rlliD!I. 1914. Pp. 9-10. 
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(c) I suwose some justification can be found for 
putting the theoretical aspects in the order: Value, Prices, 
Distribution, Consumption. 

(d) The classes at the end of the Array beginning 
with HF Commerce and ending with HJ Public Fmance 
are in a most Helpful Order. 

AimAYs OF THE FouRTH ORDER 
As we did in the case of Mathematics, we shall con

sider only one corresponding Array of the Fourth Order 
taken from each Scheme. 

Classes of the Arrays of the Fourth Order having Labour 
as their immediate universe 

Decimal Classification 

Derived from 

331 Labour 

331.1 Relations of Capital to labour 
331·2 Remuneration for work 
331·3 Labour of children 
331-4 Labour of·women 
331 ·5 Work under certain unfavourable conditions 
331-6 Pauper labour · 
331 :'/ Different daises of workers. Skilied and· 

unskilled 
331 ·8 Labouring classes 
331 -9 Other ·questions 

Colon Classification 

Derived from 

X ;!) Labour 

X:91 Labour System 
X :92 Labour Market 
X :93 Skilled and unskilled labour 
X :94 Labour hygiene 
X :95 Service conditions 
X :96 Trade Unions 
X :9'1 Strikes 
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Subject Classification 
Derived from 

L106-132 & L150-161 Labosw 
Ll06-lll Skilled and unskilled labour. Training 
LllZ-115 } S . nd .. L117 erv1ce CO ltionS 

L119 Strikes 
LlS0-158 Labour Systems 
L159-16l Trade Unions 

Congress Clauiiication 
Derived from 

HD4801-8940 Labour 
HD4801-4905 Labour Systems 
HD4906-5250 Service conditions 
HD5306-5659 Strikes 
HDS701-6000 Labour Market 
HD6053-6338 Oasses of labour 
HD6350-6740 Trade Union, etc. 
HD6951-7791 Social conditions, etc. 
HD7801-8031 State & Labour 
HD8039 Labour by trade 
.HOBOS 1-8940 l.abour by country 

TERMINOLOGY 

1. The terminology of all the schemes is fairly 
iri accordance with usage. 

(a) As we observed about the terminology of the 
Arrays of the Fourth Order in the comparative study of the 
classification of Mathematics, the terminology of the 
Arrays of higher order will, in general, be accurate and 
definite. It may be repeated that as the order of the Array 
increases, if., as we go down a Chain, progressively gaining 
in intension and eliminating extension we shall have more 
and more opportunity to deal with specific entities having 
sharp boundary lines, so that there will be greater agree
ment in the names by whlch they are denoted. 

(b) The terminology in the Decimal Oassification 
has some ambiguity and vagueness in this high order. but 
it is removed by •P2f0l!ri&te note&. 
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HoSPITALITY IN ARRAY 

2. All the systems except the Subject Oassi
fication satisfy the Canon of Exhaustivenes11 and 
the Canon of Hospitality :in Arr~y. 

,( i) This Array <s one of those in which the Deci
mal Classification provides for the accommodation of other 
known and unknown coordinate classes by reserving the divi
sion 9 for "Other". In fact, we have for the last class of the 
Array 331:9 Other Questions. 

( i) The Colon Classification adoEts its usual Octave 
Principle in a slightly modified form. It begins the second 
octave at 98 instead of 99, as the latter is the point of 
departure of the second octave of the Array of the Third 
Order. 

(ill) The Subject Oassification has no free number 
in the range assigned to "Labour''. 

· ( iv) The Congress Oassification has set apart a fairly 
large range for "Labour" as can be seen from the table and 
has 'also left a big set of gaps within that range. Thus, it 
meets the Canon of Hospitality in Array fairly well. 

CANoN oF ExcLUSIVENESS 

3. The Canon of ·Exclusiveness is not pro-· 
perly satisfied by the Decimal Oassification. But 
it is well satisfied by the other schemes . . . 

(i) The fault is not at once visible. But the clasS 
331·1 Relations of Capital to Labour has for a subclass 
331 :113 Classification of Work and Workers, which has 
for its subdivisions 331·1133 Age, 331·1134 Sex, 331·11355 
Apprentice, 331 ·11359 Handicapped. 

· (a) Again, the. class 331·5 Work under certain 
unfavourable conditions contains as subclass 331·555 Ap
prentice labour and 331·559 Handi~ed. 

(b) Then there is overlapping between 331·113 
Oassification of Work and Workers and 331·7 Different 
classes of Labourers. This overlapping is certainly only 
apJlllrent, being due to ambiguity in terminology. For, the 
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latter class is explained by a note which confines its range 
to "Work and workers according to different occupations 
and objects of work", whereas the former class divides 
workers on another basis. 

(c) Next, how is the overlapping between the 
corresponding subdivisions of these two classes and that 
between them and the classes 331·3 Labour of children and 
331·4 Labour of women, to be removed? It does not 
appear easy. The schedule gives no clue. Even if indi
vidual libraries adopt some convention, the differentiation 
between them will be rather thin and forced. 

( ii) In the Congress Oassilication, the Canon of 
Context should be used to infer that 

(a) HD8039 Labour bY. Trade is the place for 
books that deal with several aspects of a specific trade in 
many countries ; 

(b) HD8051-8940 Labour by country is the place 
for books that deal with several aspects of several trades 
in a specific country; and 

(e) the other classes are to be used for books that 
deal with specific aspects of labour either generally or as 
apJ2lied to specific industries or specific countries. 

If this is done, violation of the Canon of Exclusion can 
be avoided. 

CANON OP HELPFUL ORDER 

4. The Canon of Helpful Order is observed 
fairly well but not to the same extent by all the 
schemes of classification. 

( i) (G) In the Decimal Classification, it would have 
been much more helpful if 331 ·2 Remuneration for Work 
were in juxtaposition to 331 ·8 Labouring Classes, the first 
division of which is 331·81 Duration of Work, which in
cludes 331·817 Holidays and other similar items. At the 
same time 331·2 Remuneration for Work should also be 
next to 331 ·1 Relation of Capital to Labour. This dilemma 
is really due to the diffuse way in which the classes of the 
Fourth Order have been formed, as we have shown in dis
cussing the Canon of Exclusiveness. 
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(b) There is another place where the Canon of 
Helpful Order is violated. But it is hidden by the vague
ness of the terms used in naming the classes and has to be 
dissected out from lower orders. The separation of 331·15 
Labour Relations within the Plant and 331 £9 Disagreements 
between Capital and Labour by about five pages of schedule 
cannot be said to show a Helpful Order. · 

CoLON Ct.AssiFie&TION 

( ii) In the Colon Qassification, the progression of 
classes is tolerable. It may be questioned, however, whe
ther the arrangement would not have been more helpful if 
X:94 Housing, Social conditions, Labour, Hygiene and 
X :95 Service conditions had changed their places. 

SVBJECT 0 ASSIFICATION 

(iii) In the Subject Oassification, LlS0-158 Labour 
System is jettisoned between L114 Strikes and Ll59-161 
Trade Unions. It would have been happier if it had been 
placed first as in the Colon Oassification. 

CoNGRESS 0 ASSJFICA.TION 

( w) The order of the classes in the Congress Oassi
fication is more haphazatd than in the other schemes. It 
is not easy to find any helpful related order in their llro
gression. 

(a) HD4906-5250· Service ConditioiiS' and· 
HD7801-8031 State and Labour would have been next to 
each other if Heli>fuiness of Order had been aimed at: 

(b) The 5el'<rration of HD4861-4905 Labour 
Systems and HD6053-6338. Oasses of Labour has not re
sulted in Helpful Order. 

(c) It would have given a more Helpful Order if 
HD5701-6000 Labour Market had been given precedence 
over HD4906-5250 Service Conditions. 

MoDULATION 

5. The Canon of Modulation is usually satis
fied by all the schemes in all orders. But the Con
gress Qassificat:ion is one of the few instances where 
it is broken. 
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HD8039 Labour by Trade and .HD8051-8940 Labour 
by Country are classes of greater extension and smaller 
intension than all the other classes in the Array. But they 
are given the last place in it. They should, as a matter of 
fact, be considered to belong to different orders. Consi
derations of ,exigency do sometimes lead to such different 
orders being put in one Array. But, when that has to 
be done, the classes of lower order should hav.e ~riority 
in the Array over classes of higher order. 

The classes in the ArraY. of the Fifth Order do not 
correspond with one another in the different schemes of 
classification. Their comprehension varies from scheme to 
scheme. They are subdivided so differently in the four 
schemes that no useful purpose will be served by continu
ing the present method of comparison to Arrays of the 
Fifth and higher orders. Therefore we pass to a compara-
tive study of Chains, · 

COMPARISON Oli' CHAINS 

Here again, we cannot easily find chains whose links 
correspond in all the schemes. Hence, we shall com12are 
primary chains whose last links corres~d. 

First we shall take a chain that lies in one dimension 
only, then a chain lying in two dimensions only and lastly 
~e lying in four dimensions. 

The Colon Qassification is capable of having a Chain 
in 6ve dimensions, but as no other. scheme is capable of 
this, there is no basis for comparison and hence no such 
6ve dimensional chain is studied. 

Chains lying i.a one dimension {Economic aspect) 

Decimal ClasaiJication 

Universal knowledge 

300 + Social Sciences 

330 +. Econom•ta 
i-
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331 Labour 

331·8 Labo~ Oasses 

331:81 
+ 

Duration of Work 

331:814 Overtfme 
Colon Clasaification 

Universal knowledge 

y + 
Social Sciences 

X 
+ 

Economics 

Xl:9 ~ 
X:9S 

+ 
Service Qmditions 

X:9Sl Hours+ 

+ X:9Sll Overtime 

Subject Clasaification 

Universql knowledge 

L 
+· 

Social & Political Science 

.. + 
Ll00-162 Economics 

Ll06-ll8 & 
.... 

Ll50-161i Labour 

Ll12-ll4 + Economic cooditions 

Ll12 + Hours 

Congress Classification 
JJniversal knowledge 

+ 
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H 

HB-HJ 

HD4801-8940 

HD4906-S250 

HDS106 

HDSllli 

Sociology 

,,!_ . 
.o:ANnmmcs 

Latur 
S
+. ___ _, .. 
erv1ce """"'1t10ns 

+ Hours 

dertime 
The following table abstracts and displays the relevant 

featurea of the above four chains. It gives the number of 
digits in the class numbers of successive orders in the 
different schemes. 

Decimal I Colon I Subject Cungress 
Order Classi· Classi- Oassi· Classi .. 

6cation fication fication fica lion 

!irat p~er .. i 1 4 6 
Second Order. , 1 4 6 
Third Order .. 3 3 4 6 
Fourth Order .. s 4 4 6 
Fifth Order .. 6 5 4 6 
Sizth Order .. 7 6 6 

. It is obvious from the above that 
( i) The notation of the Decimal Qassifica

tion has the following features:-
( a) It is as usual of uniform length till 

the Fourth Order and thereafter satisfies the 
Canon of Relativity. 

(b) It occupies the second place in regard 
to shortness of notation throughout the chain. 

(ii) The notation of the Colon Oassification 
has the following features:-

(o) As usual, it satisfies the Canon of 
Relativity from the beginning. 
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(b) With regard to shortness of notation, 
it occupies the first rank in the first three orders, 
shares the first rank with the Subject Oassifica
tion in the Fourth Order, loses the first place to 
the Subject Classification in the Fifth Order and 
recovers the first place and shares it with the Con
gress Classification in the Sixth Order. 

(c) For any given length of notation, it 
reaches a much higher order than the Decimal 
Classification, except when the notation is limited 
to three digits. 

(iii) (a) The Subject Oassification nota
tion is,, as usual, of uniform length having four
digit numbers in all orders. 

(b) Its chain fails earlier than that of the 
other schemes. ' 

( iv) The Congress Oassification notation is 
also, as usual, of uni.form length, having six-digit 
numbers in all orders. 

CHAINS LYING IN Two DIMENSIONS 

(ECONOMIC A}!D GEOGJ!Al>HICA.I.) 

The following chains have ramifications in two dimen
sions-those of Eco_n~mic aspect and Geographical Divi
sions. · 

Decimal· Classification 
Universal Knowledge 

300 Social Sciences 
330 Economics 
331 

1 
Labour 

331 ·892 Strikes 
331 ·892954 Strikes in India 

Colon Classification 
Universal Knowledge 

Y Social Sciences 
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X 
X:9 
X:97 
X:97:44 

Eoonomics 
Labour 
Strikes 
Strikes in India 

Subject Claasification 
Universal Knowledge 

L Social and Political Science 
L1 00-162 Economics 
Ll06-118 Labour 
Ll16 Strikes 
L116P600 Strikes in India 

Congreaa Classification 
Universal Knowledge 

H Soolal Sciences 
HB-HJ Economics 
HD4801-8941 Labour 
HDS306-5659 Strikes 
HDS419 Strikes in India 

Here is the table showing the length of notation in 
different orders:-

Decimal Colon Subject Congress 
Order Classi· Classi- Classi- Oassi-

&cation &cation &cation lication 

v~, "''" "I 3 1 4 6 
Second Order •• 3 1 4 6 
Third Order •• 3 3 4 6 
Fourth Order •• 7 4 4 6 
Fifth Order , • 10 7 7 6 

' 

(i) With regard to the Canon of Relativity all 
the remarks already made continue to hold good 
for all the schemes. 

( ii) In regard to length of notation also all 
the usual remarks hold good except that the Con
gress Oassification has gained the first place in the 
Fifth Order, by the very clever trick by which the 
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table of Geographical Divisions given in the :Appen
dix is constructed and applied. 

The Chains of the Decimal Classification and 
the Subject Oassification fail at the Fifth Order. 
But the Colon Oassification and the Congress 
Classification can reach two further orders, by their 
ability to enter two other dimensions-Industrial 
and Chronological. 

We' have the following table for comparison:
Olains lying in four dimensions 

(Economic, Industrial, Geographical and Chronological) 

Subject 

Strike ie India 
Strike ie Cbemical Industries 

in India 
Strike of 1936 in Cbemical 

Industries ie India · 

' 

Colon Oassi· ' Congress Classi· 
fication fication 

X :97 :44 HD5419 
X9F :97:44 HD54l9'C48 

X9F :97 :44 :N36 HD54l9'C48 ~936 

The following table gives the number of digits in the 
class !lumbers . of different orders in the two schemes of 
classification:-

Order 

Fifth Order 
SizthOrder 
Seventh Order 

We see that 

I ~Jon Oassi-
fication 

.. j .. . 
7 
9 

13 

Congress Oassi
fication 

6 
10 
14 

(a) The Congress Classification begins to 
respect the Canon of Relativity from the Sixth 
Order onwards; 

(b) The Colon Oassification regains the first 
rank over the Congress Qassification with regard 
to shortness of notation; 
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(c) The Colon Oassification and tlie Con
gress Classification are able to reach one order 
higher with a notation wmch is respectively less 
than or equal to that of the Decimal Classification 
in the next lower order. 

CoNCLUSION AND SuMMARY 

( 1) So far as pure theory of Economics of a 
general nature is concerned, the Colon Oassifica
tion is able to represent it by a number of one digit, 
whereas the Decimal Oassification requires th·ree 
digits, the Subject Classification four and the Con
gress Classification six digits. 

(2) In regard to special aspects of pure 
theory, the Decimal Oassification and the Colon 
Oassification require only three digits to begin 
with. On account of the elastic nature of their 
notation, these schemes u~e numbers of increasing 
length for subdivision of special aspects of econo
mic theory. · 

(3) When we tum to the general aspect of 
economic theory as applied to specific industries or 
businesses, such as Agricultural Economics, Econo
mics of Textile Industry, etc. 

(a) the Decimal Oassification lias no means 
of accommodating tliem; 

(b) the Colon Oassification however has a 
special array of classes for accommodating gene
ral theories of individual industries. As this array 
is built by the aid of the Subject Device, it has in
finite capacity. It can individualise any industry 
or business whatever and arrange them in a related 
order. · " ... ' 
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(c) The Subject Oassification aoes not at
tempt this problem at all, though some industries 
can as it happens be individualised with the aid of 
the categorical table. 

(d) The Congress Oassification has special 
places for different industries. But since they are 
arranged alphabetically, relatea industries do not 
come together. To put carpenters in C2 and wood 
carvers so far away as W7 is certainly bad. 

( 4) Regarding particular aspects of specific 
inaustries such as Labour, Financing, Marketing 
and so on, all the schemes have methods· for inili
vidualising them, with this one rufference :-

(.a) In the Colon Oassification the Array 
of Inaustries and the Array of Economic Aspect 
are given independently and by the Colon Device 
any necessary combination of any division of the 
first array with any division or subdivision 
of any order of the second array can lie 
formed as and when required. This with the SuD-. 
ject Device in the construction of the First Array 
makes tlie schedule in Economics extremely com
pact ana easy of reference in the Colon Oassifica-
tion.. · · 

(b) In tlie other schemes, liowever, in 
every subdivision of Economics, division by Indus
tries has to pe specifically providea for, and its un
avoidable repetition considerably lengthens the 
schedule. Moreover, if division by industry is 
necessary in divisions in which no provision has been 
made for it by the scheme the Classification has 
either to be brought to a dead stop or different 
libraries must improvise means according to their 
lights. 
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( 5) When it comes to concrete economic phe
nomena in particular geographical areas or in par
ticular periods or points of time, the schemes are 
not equally efijcient. 

(a) In the Decimal Oassification, if an 
Economic Division is subdivided on the industrial 
basis, it cannot be subdivided geographically. 
Further, there is no provision to differentiate books 
dealing with economic occurrences in different 
periods in a particular country. In other words, 
there is no provision for dividing economic hap
penings on the basis of time. After all, time is 
an essential characteristic for dividing Economic 
History or Concrete Economic Occurrences. 

(b) In the Colon Qassification however the 
geographical and chronological characteristics are 
available for division of any class or subclass of 
any order in Economics. Every concrete econo
mic event is thoroughly individualised in the Colon 
Qassification by its Colon Device. 

(c) The Subject Classification fails in this 
respect in the same way as the Decimal Oassifica
tion. · 

(d) The Congress Classification provides 
for division on the basis of both spatial ilnd tempo
ral factors only in certain classes such as Strikes, 
Public Finance, Transport, and so on. But there 
are several subclasses which admit only of geogra
phical division. 

(6) Lastly, there is a difference in the treat
ment given to Types of Economic Organisation. 

34 
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(a) In the Decimal Classification, Coopera
tion is the only type which is recognised and that too 
is treated cursorily. 

(b) The Colon Classification, however, has 
a special array for such divisions constructed by 
the Chronological Device. This Array can admit 
of an infinity of classes. Moreover divisions based 
on every other characteristic, viz., Business, Eco
nomic, Geographical, and Chronological, can be ap
plied to any Type of Organisation-an arrange
ment which is both thorough and elaborate. 

(c) The Subject Classification has only one 
number for Cooperation in Type of Organisation. 
It does not divide this single type even as much as 
the Decimal Classification does. Nor has it any 
place for other Types of Organi~ation. 

(d) The Congress Oassification recognises 
not only Cooperation hut also Public Utility as a 
Type of Organisation. But here again, no hos-: 
pitality is provided. If. new Types of Organisa- · 
tion come into existence, they cannot be accommo
dated in a filiatory manner. The only places we 
can find must be in gaps in numbers, a~d they may 
not be natural places. There is no means of hous
ing such new Types of Organisation in appropriate 
filiatory order in relation to the divisions based on 
the different characteristics,-Business, Economic, 
~ographical and Chronological. 

( 7) We have also seen that although the Colon 
Classification has the necessary apparatus for deal
ing with all kinds of characteristics--in other words, 
has chains of classes, whose links lie in one or more, 
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of five dimensions-the length of the class num
ber is generally shorter than that of any other 
scheme when we compare class numbers taken from 
orders of equal intension. 



9. SOME HINTS, 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In the last page of the first chapter, the implications of 
the process of classifying the entities of a universe were set 
forth. Applying these ideas to the universe of books in a 
libracy, classifying a book is assigning it to the appropriate 
class in the chosen scheme of classification and the assigning 
to it of the apropriate class number. 

CLAssiFYING BooKS 

As Book Oassification essentially depends on Know
ledge Oassification, we have seen that often we will get 
books corresponding to which there is no suitable class in 
the existing schedule. In such cases, we should create the 
necessacy class in the proper filiatocy place in accordance 
with the apparatus specified by the Scheme for the purpose. 
Examples have been given in chapter 4. If the new class 
demanded transcends such a11paratus, a reference to the 
official editor of the scheme will become necessacy. 

As we have seen in chapter 4, a new class may have 
to be obtained either by intioducing an extra class in an 
existing Array or by lengthening an existing Chain "of 
classes. If the decimal .notation is used, the latter process 
will involve lengthening of class number. Here comes the· 
question of "economic length" of class numbers advocated 
by Bliss. Any libracy that has'fixed such economic limit may 
have to give up increasing the intension of casses beyond 
a certain limit and assign many books to classes of smaller 
intension and greater extension than they warrant. To 
that extent, the need for creating new classes will be 
lessened. However, for cross reference purposes and for 
arranging bibliographies in the most helpful filiatocy order, 
it is not desirable to fix any such economic limit but to 
create additional classes that answer exactly the intension 
of the idea or topic to be classified. Personally, I would 
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not vote for the economic limit even for books-particularly 
for pamphlets. My experience is that wtless the pamphlets 
are minutely classified, both the Laws "Every reader his or 
her book" and "Every book its reader" get violated. 

In all cases, the new classes created and the new deci
sions arrived at must be recorded. 

To be consistent in classifying books, as soon as a book 
is classified a reference should be made to the catalogue 
and if necessary to the books of the same class already in 
the library, to compare the book newly classified with the 
old books that have received the same class number. AJJ.y 
correction indicated by such a comparison should be made, 
whether it is in the call number of the new book or of an 
old book. 

The details of such routine involved in the classifica
tion of books in a library has been fully described in my 
book on library administration.• 

STAGES IN Cu.sSIFYING A BooK 
SEQUENCE-lolAIUUNG 

We have seen, in the first part, that there are four 
stages in the classilication of a book. Of these, the fourth 
or the final stage is concerned with its assignment to the 
appropriate sequence of arrangement, according to the pre
scribed rules followed by the library. The assignment will 
have its counterpart in the amplification of the Call Number 
of the book by the corres~nding sequence symbol. This 
stage may be called Seq-. IIWWktng. 

The number of sequences, their specification and their 
l!)!lllbols will vary from library to library. Each library 
should frame its own rules on the subject. For an illustra
tion, reference may be made to the practice of the 
Madras University Library, described in the author's book 
on library administration. • Leaving the books of the main 
sequence without any additional symbols, the underlining of 
the call numbers to indicate pamphlets, the overlining to 

• RanpDathaa (S. R.): .l.ihrarJ ~. 1935. 
Chaps. s. 8. 

• Ibid. Rule 81, CCG1111tlllar7. 
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indicate over-sized books, the underlining and overlining 
to indicate special collectiow;, and the starring to indicate 
secondary sequence may be specially mentioned here as 
worth adoption in all libraries. In a school library, 
sequences may have to be formed on the basis of standards. 
This question and the associated set of sequence symbols are 
discussed in the author's forthcoming book entitled School 
tmd college libraries. It may be stated here that Roman 
numerals are recommended to be written above the Call 
Numbers to indicate standards. 

The sequence-symbols are liable to be changed more 
often than the Qass Number. Hence, under no circum
stances should they be written in ink. 

It may be stated that as the name Fourth Stage Classi
fication implies, the marking of the sequence-symbols should 
be taken last, after the Call Number is fully worked out. 
This stage does not call for any further remarks. 

BooK-NuMBERING 

The third or the penultimate stage in the classification 
of a book is to be taken up after its Class Number is fully 
worked out. It is concerned with the individualisation of 
the book,the assignment· of its Book Number-so that it 
can be distinguished from the other books that share with 
it the same Ultimate Qass. This stage may be called Book~ 
Numbering. Here again, ea<;h library is to follow 'its own 
rules of practice. Whether the Cutter Numbers or the 
Biscoe Ntimbers are used or whether the more elaborate 
system specified in the Clolon classifif:ation is used, the work· 
is simple and calls for no special remarks or hints. 

COMMON SUBDIVISION NUMBERING 

· The second stage in the classification of a book is that 
of amplifying, by an appropriate Common Subdivision 
Number, the Class Number reached at the end of the first 
stage. While every book will require to be given a Book 
Number, it is not every book that will admit of a Common 
Subdivision Number. But this fact does not save the 
classifier the need for paying attention to this stage and 
spending some time over it, even if it be to decide that the 
book does not admit of a Common Subdivision Number, 
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While any system of Book-Numbering and any system 
of Sequence-symbols can be used with any Scheme of 
Oassification, the system of Common Subdivisions is some
thing intrinsic to a Scheme of Oassification. In other 
words, when a library chooses a particular Scheme of 
Oassification for adoption, it implies that it has also chosen 
the Scheme of Common Subdivisions to be used, whereas 
it has still freedom to choose any system whatever of Book 
Numbers and of Sequence-symbola. 

PITFALLS 
The second stage of classification is also simple though 

not so simple as those of the third and the fourth stage. 
Beginners will have to beware of certain pitfalls. 

( i) One chief source of trouble is the occurrence of 
of the term Reports on the titles of books. This term may 
denote many things l--

(a) It may denote a regular periodical report, 
such as annual report, half -yearly report and so on issued 
by Government Departments, Learned Bodies and many 
other corporate bodies. They are the Reports proper and 
they have to be assigned the Common Subdivision digit for 
Reports. · 

(b) But the Report of a committee or commission 
should receive the Common Subdivision digit for Com
mittees or Commissions and not that for Reports. 

(c) Again, the Report of the Proceedings of a 
Conference or Congress should receive the Common Sub
division digit for Conference or Congress and not that for 
Reports. , 

(d) Similarly, the Report of a Survey should be 
given only the Common Subdivisioa digit for Surveys and 
not that for Reports. 

( ~) To mention another possibility of mistake, a 
statistical. report should be given only the Common Sub
divisioa digit for Statistics and not that for Reports. 

( ii} In the Colon Oassification, where the Common 
Subdivision digits are further amplified by the Olronological 
and I or Geographical Device, to seeure greater intensioa 
and individualisation, some pitfalls are likdy to GCCur, . 
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,(a) In most cases, the e,!loch for constructing the 
Chronological Number is that of the commencement, but in 
a few cases like history and survey the epoch is the latest 
decade covered. This lack of uniformity, which is due to 
the nature of the case, often leads beginners into mistakes, 

(b) Again, the geogra,!lhical area to be used for 
the construction of the Geographical Number is the country 
of origin of the publication m the case of Societies and 
Periodicals, but it is the country forming the subject of 
study in Yearbooks, Commissions, Acts, Reports, Statistics, 
Surveys and Histocy. 

(iii) Similar remarks apply also in the case of the 
Subject Oassifu:ation and the Congress Classification, 
wherever geographical areas figure in ·the terms specified 
for Common Subdivisions. 

Bus-N UMBEIIING 

Lastly we come to the first stage in the classification of 
a book. This stage begins with the choice of the first digit 
of the Qass Number of the book and concerns itself with 
the progressive addition of further digits, until the time 
comes for the assignment of the Common Subdivision 
Number. Two substages can be recognised in the first 
stage-<>ne that falls entirely into the sphere of Knowledge 
Qassification and another. that belongs to the SJ?here o~ 
Book Classification. The second substage consists of ampli
fying the Qass Number reached at the end of the .first 
substage, 

( i) by the Rclation Sign in the case of the Decimal. 
Oassification; and 

(ii) by the Bias Number Device or the Qassic Device 
in the case of the Colon Oassification. 

There is no second substage in the other schemes, except 
that the Categorical Tables of the Subject Oassification 
re,!lresent a hybrid of the second substage and the second 
stage. 

The second substage is not difficult except to the extent 
that the use of discretion which it demands may not 
become steady and helpful until some experience is gained. 
It must, however, be stated that the maximum ~ible 
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intension should be reached at the first substage, before 
entering the aecond substage. 

THE FIRST SUBSUGll: 

It is the first substage that usually gives much difficulty 
to beginners and often demands arduous work even from 
veterans. It is again the first substage that often involves 
the creation of new classes and the fixing of their filiatorx 
position in the chosen Scheme of Qassifu:ation, in accord· 
ance with the apparatus furnished by the Scheme for this 
purpose. It is in this first substage that many pitfalls occur 
in almost an the Schemes of Qassification, to the extent to 
which the Schemes themselves or their users fail or over
look any of the twenty-one Canons of Qassification, deve
loped in the General Theory and the Special Theory appli
cable to the Universe of Knowledge. The Decimal and- the 
Congress Oassification seek to minimise such pitfalls by the 
addition of notes under several classes in their schedules 
themselves. The Colon Qassification seeks to achieve the 
same purpose by prescribing certain rules in the first part, 
and the Subject Oassification by a carefully worded intro
duction. In spite of auch provisions, there is need for each 
library to build up its own code as experience advances-a 
code of "princiJ2les by which consistency may be maintained 
by the classifier in assigning books to their appropriate 
places in a system of classification" .1 A common factor of 
seyeral such codes built UI! in American libraries is 
Merrin's Cod• for chssijiws published bx the American 
Library Association in 1928. · 

Prfll'.t.LLS 
We shall now state some common pitfalls that should 

be avoided whatever be the Scheme of OassificatioG 
adopted:-

CoNFLICT Wl'rB CoMMON SUBI>IVISIONS 

( i) The first pitfall is due to the occurrence of cer
tain terms both in the schedule of Common Subdivisions 
and in the schedules of Knowledge Oasses Care must be 
taken to see that no mistakes creep in on acatmt of this. 

I MerriU (William StetiOII)_ : C>OtU for dlwili,wa. 192.8. p. vii. 
35 
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:<a) For example. in almost all the schemes, the 
term History occurs in both J1laces. The Canon of Con
text and the Canon of Enumeration should be prominently 
borne in mind in deciding whether a book, which has the 
term History featured in its title, should go into the Main 
Class History, or whether it should go into some other Main 
Qass and have its Qass Number amplified by the Common 
Subdivision digit for History. 

To give a concrete example, History of Indian 
Constitution should go into the Main Qass History; but 
History of Indian Philosophy should go into the Main 
Qass Philosophy. 

(b) In certain schemes, the term Bibliography 
also occurs in both places as the term History and a similar 
precaution must be taken. 

(c) Again, in the Decimal Classification and the 
Colon Oassification several of the Common Subdivisions 
like Encyclopzdias, Societies, Periodicals, Congresses, 
Yearbooks, and Biography, occur both in the schedule of 
Common Subdivisions and among the divisions of the Main 
Qass, Generalia. Here also, a book-say an Encyclopzdia, 
a Periodical, a Yearbook or a Biography-should be J1UI in 
the Generalia Qass only if the subject matter covered by 
the book answers the definition of Generalia. If, on the 
contrary, the subject matter is a definite one which belongs 
to a specific Class of Knowledge, it should be put into that 
class and the aid of the Common Subdivisions invoked to 
bring out the fact that it is an Encyclopredia or a Periodi~l, 
etc. 

To give concrete . examples, 
(a) (1) The Encyclopaedia Britannica should 

be put in the Generalia Class, Encyclopredias ; but 
(2) the Encyclopaedia , of social sciences 

should go into the Main Class Social Sciences and get its 
Class Number amplified by the Common Subdivision digit 
for Encyclopredias; 

(3) the Bt'owning cyclopaedia should go into 
the specific class for Browning-the English Poet-within 
the Main Qass, Literature, and get its Ciass Number ampli-
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fied by the Common Subdivision digit for Encyclo}laedias; 
( 4) the Banking ency_c~opoedio should go into 

the specific class for Banking within the Main Class Eco
nomics, and get its Class Number amplified by the Com
mon Subdivision digit for ,Encyclopaedias; and so on. 

(b) (1) Similarly, the indian ontiqt<llrJI. should 
be put in the Generalia Class, Periodicals, as it deals with 
all kinds of subjects; but 

.(2) the Indian joumol of, obstetrics should 
go into the specific class for Ob~>tetrios within the Main 
Class Medicine, and get its Class Number amplified by 
the Common Subdivision digit for Periodicals. 

CoNFLICT WlTB Bas Nuu:au DEvicE 

( ii) The second pitfall is the temptation to invoke 
the aid of Relation Sign or tbe Bias Number Device pre
maturelY., without bringing the Class Number to the greatest 
1!05Sible intension before their aid is sought or forgetful of 
the functions of Common Subdivisions. 

To give concrete examples, 
(a) We should not seek to construct the number 

for the Physiology of Vertebrates by using the number for 
Vertebrates as the basic number and the number for Physio
logy (general) as the related bias number or the number 
to come after the relation sign, if the scheme provides a 
special place for Physiology of Vertebrates within the Main 
Class Zoology. 

(b) Nor should we seek to represent the History 
of Chemistry by coupling the Class Number of Chemistry 
and that of History by the Relation Sign or the Bias symbol 
lt should be represented by amplif:ri.ng the Class Number 
of Chemistry by the digit for the Common Subdivision, 
History. 

Tas FIIIST DIGIT 
(iii) A third pitfall relates to the fixing of the first 

digit of the Class Number, S.1., to the deciding of the Main 
Class to which the book should be assigned. The pitfall 
may be due to different tauses~ 
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DEcEPTivE TITLE 
• < 

(a) A common mistake of the beginners is to put 
. too much faith on the title and not confirm its indication by 
a reference to the contents, preface or the whole book if 
necessary, before acting u~ it. 

There are for example three books entitled Grass. 
The one by K. Rangacbari is a botanical book on grass, of 
the vegetable kingdom. There is another which is a poem; 
while the one by Merian C. Cooper belongs to human 
geography as it deals with the migration of tribes in Persia. 

OBLIQUE INTENTION 

(b) Another cause for such a pitfall is the diffi
culty in deciding the main intention or purpose of the book. 

(1) To take a concrete example, consider the 
solid, thought-provoking book Royden (Maude), etc.: 
Seven pillars of fire. It is a symposium of the following 
seven essays:-

The way of religion by Maude Royden; 
The human fact by L P. Jacks; 
Erewhon come true by A. E. Richardson; 
The riddle of money by the Marquis of Tavistock; 
The art within the bellicose civilisation by C. R. W. 

Nevinson; · · 
The coming reformation by Bernard Acworth;, and 
Utopia while you wait by E. Denison Ross. 

No wonder if a beginner is puzzled by the range of these 
essays and is tempted to consign it. to the class · Generalia: 
But, if the whole book is studied and its background pro
perly probed, one should say that the main aim of the book 
is to make an etiological analysis of the present day ills and 
maladjustments of society and hence its proper place is in 
the class,· Social Pathology. The foreword in the book 
confirms this view. 

(2) To take another example, a book in meta
physics may be apparently engaged in attacking Monism. 
But its real intention may be to establish Dualism. A book i 
like that should be classed in Dualism and not in Monism. 
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(3) Similarly, 'Chesterton's BrO'llltl4ng should be 
daSIIed with Browning and not with Chesterton. 

( 4) So also, a literal Tamil translation of Kali
dasa's Sakuntala should be classed in Sanskrit Literature 
and not in Tamil Literature and Maude's English transla
tion of Tolstoy's works should be classed in Russian Lite
rature and not in English Literature. 

One rule that is found to be of help to beginners 
in many cases is tqis :--"Reduce the title to one word, blot
ting out all the words but the most signijicrmt one. Then, 
there is every chance for the Main Subject of the work to 
be that which is suggested by that 01111 word." In the fol
lowing cxameles, the on1 word to be retained is shown in 
italics:--

Examples:--
( 1) Grammar of politics. 
(2) Science of society. 
'(3) History as a science. 
( 4) Adventures in philo so p'hy. 
( S) Number bnoks for infants: a graduated series 

of exercises in addition and ·subtraction. 
'(6) Mtmey and a changing civilisation. 

FtnlTBEI. DIGITS 

(w) A fourth pitfall may be met with even after the 
first digit or the Main OaSII of a book is correctly fixed. 
Thia pitfall may be due to the same type of causes as the 
third pitfall:--

(a) Putting too much faith on the title and not 
confirming its indication by a reference to the contents, the 
preface or the whole book, if necessary, before acting upon 
it. 

E_pl, l-A book by A. S. J. Baster has the title 
Th1 mttntalioltal b1110ls. This title would tempt one to put 
it in the class, Bank of International Settlement. But the pre
face and the text show that the book is confined only to 
"the London banks operating mainly in foreign countries" 
and that a more appropriate class for the book is that of 
Commercial Banks. 
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OBLIQUE INTENTION 

(b) Difficulty in deciding the main intention or 
purpose of the book. 

EXt11mple :-A book by Harry ;Hamilton Laughlin 
has the title Duration of th,e SI!'IJet'al mitotic stages in the 
dividing root-tip cells of the common onion. In this title, 
the term onion occurs. This might lead a beginner to look 
upon this book as a book on Onions. But a careful perusal 
of the book will show that the purpose of the book is not 
to study onions, but to study the dynamics of mitosis. As 
some plant has to be taken for experiment, the onion has 
been taken. In other words, onion is taken only as a repre
sentative plant. In fact we read in page 25 of the book 
under the heading .Material f01' Experiments, 

"The temperature-range having been decided upon, 
it is next necessary to select suitable material. 
The onion, having proven to be so well adapted 
to the sort of study in hand, was chosen for 
the completer investigations. Not only bas it long been 
known to show mitotic rhythm; bUt it P.resents a homo
genity of samples not s0 easily obtained in other types of 
organisms . . . Moreover, one sample may be taken with
out disturbing the activity of the others, at least during the 
few hours of sampling. They are not difficult to prepare 
cytologically . . . F'mally 'the cells are large and the rate 
of mitotic activity permits convenient ( 10-minute) 
sampling intervals.". . 

Hence, this book ~as to be given the Oass Number. 
for mitosis in the cytology of plants and not the one for 
onions. · 

0rHEl! PITFALLS 
. (v) Many other pitialls may arise if the Canons of · 

Enumeration and Context are not carefully observed. This 
has been already illustrated in Chapter 3, where the canons 
were enunciated and discussed. 

(vi) Books of Partial Comprehension form another 
source of trouble. If the emphasis is visibly on one of the · 
subclasses comprehended, the book can be classed in that · 
subclass. Otherwise, it should be treated as suggested in 
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Chapter 5, where the Canon of Partial Comprehension is 
enunciated and discussed. 

F'rrPALLS IN 5YNTB'ETIC Cl:.AsSIPICATION 

( flii) Lastly, there are some pitfalls peculiar to a 
synthetic type Oassification. They can be avoided if one 
follows carefully the rules prescribed for the combination 
and pennutation of the classes taken from the different 
characteristics specified for the Main Subject into which 
the book goes. 

The Oass Number should be built, digit by digit, 
in accordance with the rules. The digits that belong to the 
first characteristic should be first added to the first digit or 
the first set of digits, representing the Main Oass or a 
Canonical Division of the same. Then the digit for the indi
cation of change of characteristic should be added. There
after, the digits belonging to the second characteristic 
should be added; then again the digit for the indication of 
change of characteristic and so on. When we reach the end 
of the specified characteristics, we have reached the end 
of the first substage. We must reach the maximum possible 
intension demanded by this book before we leave this sub
stage. 

Then, we must examine if the book is written from 
any special point of view and if so we must add the relation 
sign or the bias digit and then add the bias number (the 
class number representing the special point of view). This 
completes the second substage of the first stage of classi
fication. 

Then, we enter the second stage, when we put the 
appropriate common subdivision digit, if any, and amplify 
it in accordance with tht; rule5 prescribed for the purpose. 

Next, we construct the book-number in accordance 
with the rules prescribed for it. This completes the third 
stage of classification. 

Lastly, we put the sequence-symbol, if any, in accord
ance with the rules on the subject and in consultation with 
the Reference Section and the Shelf Section in aU cases 
of doubt. 
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SUM:MAltY ~ CoNCLUSION 

In the first part we discussed successively the General 
Theory of Classification, the Special Theory of Knowledge 
Oassification and the Special Theory of Book Qassification 
as a means of building up the Theorr of Library Qassifica
tion. 

As a preliminary to the General Theory, we devoted the 
first chapter to an analysis and clarification of the funda
mentals of the subject and in so doing isolated certain new 
concepts and defined the terminology required to make 
fp;ther discussion economical. That chapter concluded by 
defining a Scheme of Oassification as 

a filiatory arrangement of the classes fonned in the 
process of complete assortment of any universe under 
consideration. 

Then we considered the following five categories 
im~lied in a scheme of classification:-

1. Associated scheme of characteristics 
2. Arrays of classes 
3. Chains of classes 
4. Terminology · 
S. Notation 

In chapters 2 and 3, . we developed eighteen canons 
which the five categories must satisfy in order to make the 
scheme of classification efficient and the work of classifying 
consistent. . . 

In chapter 4, we explored the special features of die 
Universe of Knowledge and developed three additional 
canons which a Scheme of Knowledge Oassification must 
satisfy. 

In chapter S, we explored the special features that dis
tinguish the Universe of Books from the Universe of Know
ledge and enunciated seven additional canons to be satisfied 
by a Scheme of Book Oassification, if it is to be an efficient 
basis for Library Oassification. · 

We showed the superior suitability of a synthetic type 
of classification when the Universe is infinite as it is in 
Library Oassification. 
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• The comparison of the Decimal Classification, the Colon 
Oassification, the Subject Oassification, the Congress 
Oassification and the Expansive Classification, incidentally 
made in the first part in elucidatiog the canons of classifi
cation was completed in the second part by a systematic 
comparison. 

Chapter 6 was devoted to com~rison of the Arrays 
of the First Order (Lay-outs) of the schemes. 

Chapter 'I made a close comparison of these schemes 
with regard to certain typical Arrays and Chains in the 
case of Mathematics (chosen as representative of the 
Sciences). tv· 

Chapter 8 made a similar close study of the classifica
tion of Economics (chosen as representative of the Social 
Sciences). 

The present chapter has given some general practical 
hints that may be of help in classifxing books. · 

The twenty-eight Canons of · Library Oassification 
next page so as to show their respective fields of appli
cation:-
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1 Canon of Differentiation 

1~ 
1 ,1 

2 Canon of Concomitance I 3 Canon of Relevance 
4 Canon of Ascertainability r~ s Canon of Permanence ;. 6 Canon of Relevant Sequence 

I~ 7 Canon of Consistency ,n til J .. 
~ "" c. o. ::0 ., 
" - e. 8 Canon of Exhaustiveness 1 > eL ~ 

I~ 9 Canon of Exclusiveness ~ 
:r . .., 
"' 10 Canon of Helpful Order ; Ol :r 0 

" ~ 11 Canon of Consistent Order ~~ 0 li J .:! 0 

> 0 
.... 

12 Canon of Intension 9 I .... ~ ,~ } ~- I 0 

I 
0 

~ 13 Canon of Modulation g; :i .. 
" ~ s; ~ 

l ~ 
n 

14 Canon of Currency g~ "' I !!!. 
15 Canon of Enumeration r~- ~ ' ::» 

I 
::0 

f! 16 Canon of Context "' 17 Canon of Reticence 
,£. s; ,o n 
J~ I ga 
lZ ;:s I~ 18 Canon of Relativity ~~ 

J 
>- II ; 6" 
J = 19 Canon of Hospitllity in Array 

I[ 20 Canon of Hospitality in Chain 
21 Canon of Mnemonics J I[ 
22 Canon of Partial Comprehension 18 23 Canon of Local Variation 
24 Canon of Viewpoint I 25 Canon of Oassics 
26 Canon of Common Subdivisions 

I 27 Canon of Distinctiveness 
28 Canon of Indiv·idualisation J 
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Aboolute ~u• of digll8, 15. 
A<lGldeuta i.r.t. CBllon of eontext, 72. 
Adjuotablo eleglftcatlon i.r.t. importance of DDtatlon, 98. 
4.dj~alable oiiJujfi<Jation, Publication of, 191. 
Agricultural eoonomiCI, Provialou In D<lGlmal Clauiftcation for, 247. 
AU India Librar:y Confereuca, Second: Proooedt..gs, r.t.r.t. e&non of 

mnemoniaa, 130. 
Alphabetic device i.r.l. e&ncn of hoepltality In-

Array, 104. Ohaln, 118-119. 
Alph&betic Index, Funetlou of, 88, 
Ambiguity In terminology, 82-63. 
American Electrothempeutlo Alaoeiation i.r.t. oanon of permanence, 

84. 
American Librar:y Auoeiotion, Foundation, 186. 
-- i.r.t. canon of currency, 65. 
-- Catalor Section. comp. : Caf<Jiog- I' oitJ8rifler~ JMrbODI<, 

6, g.i.r.t.-
Canou of enrroncy, 68. Neglect of mnemonie~, 124-115. 

AmpU!Ied cl-, De!lned, 19. 
A.nalyola, Sl8. 
Analytical approach to general theory, S.9S. 
Antorior divlolona In Colon Claul!lcation, 18. 
Anterior divlolouo - Common oubdivialoDL 
Anterior pooltlona for ecmmon tubdivialou eJaoooo, l13·17f. 
Anthropology O.t.t. oanOll of • ......,.,., 87. 
Applied mathematlea, Connotation of, Compared, S16. 
Arable or Indlu notation, Beoommended, 185. 
Ar!thmet!e i.r.l. oanon of enumeration, ell. 
Arrangemt!llt, Flllatorr-

Contr&Bted with eomplete auortment, 20. Deened, 1!0. m
tratad, 8, l().lt. 
~ 

A eoncopl ln90l....t In a Boheme of el-Uieation, 28. Defined, U. 
Dluotmted, 5. 

-, Canona for, De!lned and UlUitrated, 40-S& 
-, Clooed, Doftned and Uluatratad, lOG-108.. 
--, Collateral, Defined, U. 
- m a ... dim-.. 1n -- 1n Col"" ~tion, lKl.. 
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Arra.:v of-co..ttl. 
Eighth order in mathematics in Colon ClsssVIIeation, 228-229. 
Fifth order in matlumla.tica, compared, 223-227. First order, 
compared, 197-210.. Fourth order in economics, eompa.red, 
252-256. Fourth order in mathematics, compared, 218-223. 
Second order conta.ining mathematica, compared, 211-213. 
Seoond order in aoeial sciences, eompa.red, 236-240. Seventh 
order in mathematics in Colon Claasification, 228. Sim:th order 
in ma.thematica in Colon Claasmeation, 228. Third order m 
economica, eompa.red, Mo-252. Third order in mathemati..,, 
compared, 213-218. 

--, Opan-
Del!ned and illustrated, 105-106. r.i.r.l. canon of exha.1l8tiven..., 40. 

Artfficial composite book, 148. 
Ascerteina.billty, eanon of, ..., Ca.non of ,88Certa.inabillty. 
Aaaociated eomplate assortment-

Defined, 11. mustrated, 11-1s. 
Associated acbame of aaaortment, Del!ned, 17. 
Association of Special Libraries: Boporl ond ~& of the 

fllird ()(JA/tWerou, g.i.r.t. length of notation, 88. 
Aasortment

Del!ned, 1l!. 
--, Allsociated aobeme of, Del!ned, 17. Cha.racteriatie, Defined, 12. 
--, Complet-

a.nd aaaocia.ted scheme of ela.asUieation, 25. Contrasted with 
flliatory arrangement, 20. Defined, 13, 16. lliustrated, 4. 
Boheme of, Defined, 17. 

Astronomy, 216. 
Attribu-

Defined, 8. muatmted, 8-9. 
Author mark, 177. 
Author lllllllber, 178. 
Auto-bias devi.-

Defined and illustrated, U4-116. When :!!rat conceived, 194. 

Banks, Types of, i.r.t. canon of mnemonioa, 133. 
Bllal<tisutMa ir.f. canon of mnemonica, 133. 
Bias number device t.r.t. canon of-

Conaiatenli order, 51. lllnemonica, 128. Viewpoint, 155. 
Biaa-nnmbering, 272-273. 
Bibliographie claasmoation ir.t. minuteness of elas!!Ui.ation, 268. 
Biochemistry in Decimal Cla.asUieation, 201. 
Biography i.r.t. pitfalls m :first stage claeai:fleation, 274-275. 
Biscoe numbers, 179. 
Bliee (Henry Evelyn) r.ir.t. economic length in notation, 268. 

cs.t. = applied to. ir.t. = in rela.tion to. 
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B1lu, OrgMMIGII<m of lmow~dg• m Ubn>rill q.ir.t. CllllOll of
Helptul order ln la.y-out of-
Co~ Olaaaifl<l&tloD, l!OS. Deoim&l C!aaojfl••ticm, 204. 
Subject OlaaaiflcatloD, 201·208. 

Individualila.t!cm, 171. lllllemonica, 120·1llL 

---·'-'·'· aubjeot-indez llllllion, 185. 
----t' •• i.r.t. 08Jlon of purity, 78. 
-- By11om of bibliogro.phio olo.lnjlootiolo, q.i.r.t.-Anterior poai· 

tion to oommon aubdiviai0ll81 178-174. CIUlOn of local variation, 
160. 

Bodley r.i.r.t • ....,.., of retieenoe, 68, 
:Book-cl881i11cation, Special theory of, 14ll-18L 
:Book-keeping, 216. 
:Book·numb01'-

i.r.f. canon of indivlduolioa.tion, 176. i.r.l. third etago 
cla.aoiJication, 116, Of the Colon Sehame, 11il-180. 

Book-numbering, 870. 
Boob, UDiveroe of, Peoull.mtiee of, 142·148. 
Borden (Wm. Al&.DIIOII) ir.t, canon of local va.rinticm, 153. 
Bos-

Bela.ted, deftned, 22. Stnmger, deftned, 82. 
Bragg's work on oeyotuia i.r,t. """"" of mnemom .. , 131. 
Brltiah Librar.r Aaooclatioa, founded, 1811. 
Brown (Jameo DuJr), Biography of, 190·19L 
-BvbJ••t olaorijloGiiolo, q.l.r.I.-

Bieeoe numbera, 179, C...... of oonaiatent order, 46. Cenon of 
hoop!tality ln arra:y, 104. Canon of lndividualiaat.ion, 116-177. 

r.ir.t. eanon of helpful order applied to array of third 
order In aoonomloa, HL 

- and Bayers (W. C. Berwick): MIJAtiCII of ltbt-Gry .._JI, 
· r.ir.l. biography of Brown, 190. 

Caloulut, 818. 
OIIDOB ot

Aeeortainahilltr-
Deftned, 88. mumated, as. 

Claui-
Deftned, 11!7-158. mumated, IM-11!o. 

Common eubd!viaio-
Deftnod, 163. mumated, 16H15. 

Oonoomltaaoa, Deftned, 81. 
CcmliatenoJ-

Deftnod, 811. muatrated, 811. 
Co1lllatent ordsr-

Deftned, K mUJtratea, *611. 

1.ir.a. = qnoted ln nlatioa to. r.ir.t. = rilfened Ia nlatiOil to. 
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Claaol1 ot~d. 
Context-
a. f. ana.y of third order m m&them&tics, 218. Defined, 71. 
illustrated, 72. i.r.t. pitfalls iD lirt!t stage elaa&ification, 278. 
Cummey-

a.t. Jay-outs, 197-199. Defined, 64. IllUBtrated, Gt-67. 
Differentiation, Defined, 3L 
Distinetiveuess, Defined, 163. 
E:numeraticm.-

a.t.ana.yof-
Seeond order m scienceo, 212-213. Seeond order m social 

sciences, 237-238. Third order m eeonomies, 244·246. Third 
order iD mathematies, 215-216. 

a.t. lay-outs, 197-199. De6D.ed, 69. Illustrated, 69-7L 
i.r.t. pitfalls m lir8t stage elaa&ifieation, 278. 
Exclusivenesa-

a.f. anay of-
Fourth order iD economies, 254-255. Fonrth order m m&th .. 

maties, 221-223. Third order m mathem&tica, 217·218. 
a.t. lay-outs, 203. De6D.ed, 4L IllUBtrated, 41. 

Exha.uativeneu
a.t. anay of-
Fourth order in economics, 254. Fourth order in mathe

maties, 220-221. Seecm.d order ;, seieneeo, 213. Third 
order m eeonomies, 246·248. Third order m mathematics, 
21&-217. 

a.t. lay-outs, 200-202. De6D.ed, 40. illustrated, 40. 
Helpful order-

a.t. arrey of- . . 
Fourth order m economiee, 255-256. Fonrth order iD math .. 
maties, 223. Second order in science&, 213. Second order 
m social seieneeo, 239-240. Third order m economies, 
248-252. Third .orjler in mathematics, 218. 

a.t. lay-outs, 203·210. Defined, 42. IllUBtrated,. 42-45. 
Hoapit&lity m ana.y-

a.f. arr&:f of-
Fourth order m economies, 254. Fourth order m m&the
maties, 220-221. Second order m seieneee, 213. Seeond 
order m social sciences, 238-239. Third order iD eeono· 
mica, 24&.248. Third order m mathematies, 216-217. 

De6D.ed, 99. Illustrated, 99-105. 
Hospitality ;, chain-

a.f. ch&iD in two dimensiona iD economies, 263. a.t. math& 
meties, 230-231. De6D.ed, 106. IDUBtrated, 10&.119. 

Individualls&tion-
De6D.ed, 176. Illustrated, 176-180. 

a.t. = applied ta. i.r.t. = m relation ta. 



INDEX 

Clalloll of-co..td. 
Intewol..-

Defined, 69. lUUlltrated, 80. 
Looal. ....U.t!..-

De!lned, 149. IllW!tr&ted, 150·158. 
Mnemoni-

Deftned, 120. IllW!tr&ted, lliJ..l41. 
Hodulat!..-

o.l. arrar of fourth order in economica, ~~. Deftned ud 
iiiWitmted, IlL 

Partial comprehenli-
Deftned, 143-1*. Illuatrated, 144-148. t.~.f. pittalla in liJit 
atage elaaaiftcation, 1178. 

Perman-
Deftned, 8i. IUW!tr&ted, 84-811. 

Purlt7, 78. 
Bel&tivitf-

a.l. eh&in In-
Four dlmenoi1>na in economica, ll82-ll63. One dlmenlioa in 
economlca, 269-1180. Two dlmomaioaa in economica, ll80-ll68. 

a.l. methematiao, 231-283. Deftned, 90, IllWitrated, 90-9ll
Remvance-

De!lned, 81, IUW!tr&ted, 81·3ll
Belevant aequence--

o.l. &rraf of fourth order in mathematica in Decimal Cluaill
O&tion, lll!ll. Deftned, 87. mutrated, 87-88. 

Betieoo-
Def!aed, 68. muatrated, 68. 

Viewpoin~ 
Delined, 163-164. muatmted, 164-157. 

Caaoaleal order, muatmted, 44-45. 
Cai.oaa for-

.Anafa, Deftned and illnatrated, 40.58. Chains, De1lned ud 
illustrated, 69-61. Charaeterietiao, Deftned ud illuotrated, 
81·39. Notation, 73-DS. Termiaalogr, 63·72. UDi- of 
boob, 1411-181. UDi- of lmowledge, 93-lil. 

Caaoaa of lib.....,. cluaill""tloll, Tabulated, ll8l!. 
Card oat&logue i.r.l. canon of currency, 87. 
Catalogue, i.r.t. CBJloa ot-

Cu.....,r.y, 66·87. Partial comprehenoina, 148·148. 
Calolo_.r f' •,_.Jier,. ,-•ook, 6, q.i.r.t.-

Cauoa of ......,.,., 86. N.gleot of maemonl.., lH-125. 
Catogori•al table, i.r.t. caaoa ot-

Coaalltenl order, 41. Boapitelit7 in chain, 117. 
Cli&ID-

Inftued BJ1d lU-ted, 15. 
-, Cauoaa for, De6ued IUld iUuotratod, 119·61. 

t.i.r.t. = quoted Ia nlt.tioa k>. r .ir.l. - Nfernd ia nlalioa to. 
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~cmtd. 
--, Complet&-

INDEX 

Defined, 15. illustrated, 7, 15. 
-- in economics, Compared, 257-263. 
-- in mathematics, Compared, 229-233. 
--, lneomplete, In the llllilverse of knowledge, 96. 
-·, Loose, Defined a.nd illustrated, 15. 
--of cle 111 

A ooncept involved in a scheme of elasaification, 26. illustrated, 
7. In the universe of knowledge, 95-96. 

--, Primazy-
Defined, 15. illustrated, 7, 15. 

Ollaracteristic-
.A. concept involved in a scheme of eJaMifics+Jon, 26. Defined, 
a.nd illustrated, 9. 

--, AEortment, Defined, 12. 
-, Canons for, Defined a.nd illustrated, 31-39. 
--, Concomitant, Elfeet on division, 10. 
--, Division, Defined and illustrated, 10. 
--, Independent, Effect on division, 10. 
Cha1"8Cteri&tics, Train of, illustrated, 106-110. 
CirMlt!s .4"""' Cotter referred to, 188. 
Chimerical notion about length of notation, SS. 
Ollronological Dmce ir.t. canon of-

Consistent order, 49. Helpful order 11.f. array of third order 
in economics, 249. Hospitelity :im array, 102-103. Loea.l varia
tion, loll. 1\fnemoniea, lll8. 

-- ir.t. pitfallB in .....,nd stage elasaification, ll71-ll7ll. 

Olas&- . 
Creation of new, 268. Defined, 13. illustrated, 4. 

--, Collateral, Defined, 14. 
-- Index Entry ir.t. canon of c,-cy, 67. 
--, Multipl- . . 

Defined, 13. Illm!trated, 5. 
-- Number, Defined, 28. 
--, Bubordioate, Defined, 14. • 
--,Unitary-

Defined, 13. illustrated, S.. 

~ 
Array of: A ooncept involved :im a scheme of clasajfication, 26. 

-Chain of-A concept involved in a scheme of cl•Mifi•ation, 26. illustrated, 
1. 

Claaoio Device <.r.f. canon of clsseies, 161·163. 
Classics,. CanoD of, lfNJ Canon of elasaies. 
ClassiJication Deoimsle ir.t. notation, 77. 

ol.f. = ap_Plied to. i.r.f. - in relation to. 
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Olu•tccattoa-
- of economies, Compared, 236-267. 
-- of mathematiea, Compared, 211·235. 
--, l!ehome of-

And auoel&ted complete 11118Drtment, 25. Defined, 26. 
Fundamental eategoriM of, ao. Dluatrated, 7. ImplioatiODI 
of, 26. N........., &ida iD, 28, 

--, Synthetic ,.~ Synthetle elauilleatiOD. 
-, Th110J7 (General), 1-181. 
CU..rifled oatalo11"4 co-

q.i.r.t. """"" of currency, 67. 
r.i.r.t • ...., ... of partial comprehenaion, 147. Canon of perman· 
ence, 8i. CluoiJicatlioo of arWieial eom~te bookll, 148·U~. 

Cillll8ifying,-Deflncd, 29. Deaeribcd, 268·279. 
Clooed array, Defined and illuatrated, 106·106. 
Cod• for olaloifler• r.i.r.t. to llrst atage clllll8ifleation, 273. 
Collateral array, Dcflned, 14. 
Collateral clllll8, Dcflned, 1i. 
Colon-

Invented aa an ordinal number, 19ll. Value of, 192. 

OolOJI Clau111catlon-
Arraya In llva dimenaiona m economica, 241. GeneoW, 192. 
i.r.t. anterior diolal0111, 76. 
i.r.t. anterior peaition for common oubdiviai01111 174. 

- i.r.t. canon of-
Ciu&iea, 158·163. CoDiiateney, 39. Conalotent order, 47-GS. 
Currency a.f. lay-out, 198·199. 
Enumemtion a.t.-

Array of third order In eeonomiea, 245. Lay·out, 198-199. 
; Exoluai- a.t. array of-

Fourth order In eeonomica, 854. Third order In matbematiea, 
IllS. 

EzhauetiW!IIOU, 40. 
Helpful order, 49·45. 
- a.t. array of-

Fourth ordor In eeonomica, 256. Fourth order In mathematica, 
223. Third order In ..,.,..omica, 849. Third order In mathe
matica, IllS. 

- a.t. lay-oot, 20i-206. 
Boopltality In array, 100-lM. 

-'· array of-Fourth order In _,omi..,, 254. Fourth order In math• 
matiaa, 221. Tblrd order In eoonomica, l!41-l!48. Third order 
In mathematkw, 1!17. 

Hoopltality ill ohaln, 108-110. 

1.c.r.t. = quoted 111. 'Nlation to. r.C.r.t. - refenc Ia telatioa to. 

37 
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Colon (!!ass!"catlon--C071td. 
i.r.t. C&JlOD of--oontd. 
Hospitality ts.f.-

INDEX 

Chain in two dimensions in ecouomics, 262. Eeouomies,. 25f .. 
268. Mathematics, 229·230. 

Individualisa.tiozl, l'Tll-180. Loea.l -.ari&tion, 150·152. Mae-
monies, 123·141. Bela.tivity, 9().92. 

Relevant sequence, 3'1·38. G.t. mathematics, 223. 
Viewpoint, 154.-157. 

-- i.r.t. chain in four dimomaions in eeonomics, 26lt·263. Creation 
of new class numb..., 14L Importance of notation, 98. Mathe
m&tic&l fnnetions, 226·229. Non·seheduled mnemonics, 129·133. 
Nota.tion, 7lH6. P......Uel order, 55·57. Terminology in lay·out, 
198·199. Theory of functions, 227·229. 

--, La.y·ont, 196. 
-- '11& Decimal Classification t.r.t. ea.non of common subdivisions, 

170. 
Co1071 Cla8Bi~ 
-- q.i.r.t. anterior position for common subdivisions, 174. 
-- q.i.t'.t. canon of-

Ciasaics, 161·163. Common subdivisions, 166·167. Consistent 
order, 48, 50. Loea.l 'V!lriation, 151; Relevant seqnencs, 223. 
Viewpoint, 155. 

-- r.i.r.t. canon of-
Consiateney, 39. Consistent order, 49, 51. Enumera.tiozl, 7L 
Hospitality in chain, 1~0. Belevant sequence, as. Individua· 
lis&tion, 176. 

-- r.i.f'.t. comparison of array of tWrd order in economical 
24L 

Colon eurve, 86. 
Colon device i.r.t. e&nOn of-

Consistent order, 49·50. Hospitality in ehain, 108·110 and 112· 
114. Mnemonics, 127. • 

Colon eeheme book numoers, 1'19-180. 
Co1071 1JB. Decimal Cla8Biftcati<m,. a 8tatiotioai Bfvdy of tl!Bir .wtati<m, 

q.i.t.t. length of notation, 83·89. 
Commeree in Deeimal Ol88Si1ieetron and Subjeet Olo!lf!jfiro.tion, 245. 
Committee on Deeimal OI88Si1ieo.tion, 65. 
Common subdivision nmnberillg, 270·212. 
Common aubdiviaiOilB, Canon of, su Canon of eommon subdivisiODB. 
-- t.r.f. oanon of consistont order, 46-48. Seheduleo of, 164·165. 
Communism in Deeima1 OI88Si1ication, 245. 
Oompleta assortment-

And BIII!Oeia.ted seheme of classifiea.tion, 25. Contrasted with 
:flliatory arrangement, 20. Defined, 13, 16. IDI>Iltrated, 4. 

--, Asooeinted-
Deined, 17. lli1111trated, 17·18. 

a.t. = applled to. i.r.t. = in relation to. 



INDEX 

Complete chaln-
Deftned, lll. DIUBtrated, 7, 1~. 

Complete dlvi&ion, Defined and IIIUBtrated, 1L 
Complete paeudo-ch&in, DefuJ.ed, 19. 
Completely ampllJied clou, Dellned, 19. 
Completely ampll11ed orlginel nniverse, DefuJ.ed, 19. 
Oompoaite term&, Derived, 137·189. 
OonoomltBiloe, Oanou of, uo 081lon of eoncolllitanM. 
OoncomltBilt cha.racteristle, Et!ect on dlvi&ion of, 10. 
eong.._ car.lJ, Decimal OlauiJication nnmblll'l on, 65. 

0011&T- Olaul1l ... tton-
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G8118&il, 189·190. tr.t. Bllterior pOiition for common IIUbdiviai-, 
114-1111. 

-- tr.f. CBilOn of-
Oonliltent order, ll2-l!~. Currency, 64. Currenq a.l. lay· 
out, 199. 
Enumeration a.f. a.rray of-

Second order In l<llen..,., ll18. Seeond order ia aocial 
aoiBIIBeo, 238. Third order In economleo, 246. 

-- &f. lay..,t, 199. 
Exclnolveneu a.l. array of fourth ·order In economies, 255. 
Helpful order, 42-44. 
--o.t. array of-

Fourth order In eaonomleo, 2M. Fourth order ia mathematleo, 
228. Second order In eelenceo, 218. Second order In oocl&l 
lelenoeo, 240. Third order In eoouomleo, 251·252. Third order 
In mathematilll, lll8. -.c. lay-ont, 208·209. 

H01pitallty In arra.y, 105. 
-.c. array of-

Fourth order In econom!eo, 254. Fourth order in mathe
matleo, 221. Second order In lel811800, ll13. Second order In 
11001&1 lelen..,., 238-289. Third order In eeonom!eo, 248. Third 
order In matltematleo, ll1'1. 

Hoopitality In ch&in, 118-119. 
- a.t.-

Chaiu in two dimen&o111 In eoonomleo, lltlll. Economl.., ll57· 
2tl3. Matltematl.., 8ll9-l!30. 

Mnemoni.., 184. Modulation in array of fourth order In eeono
m!eo, 1116. Relativity, 90-911. Viewpoint, 157. 

-tr.I.-
Ch&ln In four dimen&ou In eeonom!OI, 26!1-208. Matltematleal 
fomotlone, llllll-227. Notation, 16·11. Parallel order, 68. 
Terminology In lay-out, 199. Theory of fnnotione, 22tl-!ll'T. 

- Lay-aut, 197. 
Oonoloteno7, Canon of, - 081lon of eouloten•:l'· 
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Ccmsiat.mt order, c,.,..n of, - Canon of eoDBiatent order. 
Constituent terma, Fundamental, 131-139. 
Context, C~ of, su Canon of con-. 
Continw>WI groups, l!l!L 
Corrola.tion coellicient of Colon Clasaifica.tion Bl>.d Decimal Cluoi!ll· 

e&tim>, 88. 
Correla.tion table, 84. 
Creetion of new claaa, 268. 
Crosa reference entry and e&non of pa.rtial eompreheDBivn, 147-148. 
Cryatulo i.r.t. e&non of mnemcmieo, 131-132. 
Currency, CBJlon of, see Canon of eurrency~ 
Cutter (Ch&rleo Ammi)-

Biogrophy, 188-189. i.r.t. Co- ClaaaiJ!eation, 190. i.r.t. 
Decimal ClaaaiJ!cation, 188. 

Cutter (William Ps.rker)-
i.r.t. ~ Clasaifieation, 190. 

-- ChMZe& .Ammi Cutter, Referred to, 188. 
Cutter number!, 178. 
Cyclopaedias i.r.f. pitfo.llo in :first stage claaoidcation, 274-275. 

Dawo (Grosvenor). C<>mp.: MeWU DetDey, aeer, impirer, doer.
q.i.r.t. e&non of local variation, 153. r.i.r.t. Dewey's biography, 
184. 

Deceptive title i.r.t. pitfo.llo in :first atage claaoidcatilln, 276-277. 
Decimal Classl11.catlon-

Committoe on, 65. Geneais, 186-187. i.r.t. anterior position 
for eommon IRlbdiviaiODB, 174. i.r.l. array of fifth order U. 
mathematics, 223·226. 

- if<~t. ea.non ol-
CollSisteney, 39. CollSist.mt ·order, 47. Cnrreney, 64·66. 
Cnrreney o.t. lay-out, 197-199. 
Enumeration a.t. army of-

Second order in aCieilcea, l!ll!. Second order in aoeial acieneee; 
237. Third order in economics, 245. 

-- a.t. lay-out, 197·199. 
Exclusi-veneaa a.t. array of-'-

Fourth or higher order, 222. Fourth order in eeonomieo, 254-
255. Third order in mathematieo, 218. · 

Exhauati'VllD...., 40. 
-- a.t. array of aecona order in seienceo, l!l3. 
Helpful order, 42-45. 
-- a.t, array of-, 

Fourth order in economics, 255-256. Fourth ordet" in me.th.,. 
m&tiea, 223. Second order in acieneee, 213. Second order in 
aocio.l acieneea, 239. Third order in eeonomica, 248-249. 
Third order in mathematioa, 218. 

.... = applied to. i.r.t. = in >dation tu. 
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DeMma) OlauUica.ttoa-em.ttJ. - -.~.1. ca.non of-otmtd. 
Helpful order o.t. lay-ont, 1103-204. 
HOflpltolity In ...,.,.y, 99-100. 
- o.t. """'Y of-
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Fourth order dD ...,nomies, 254. FOilrth order In mathema.tiea, 
220·221. Second order dD llcieneea, 213. s-d order In 
aocial aelenoeo, 238. ThiTd order In eeonomies, 246-247. 
Third order dD matbematiea, 217. 

:lloopitolity In ehn!n, 106-108. 
-- o.t.-

Chain In two climenlicma In eoonomiea, 202. Eeonomi..,, 257· 
263. Matbematiea, 22~230. 

Loeal 'OIU'iation, 152·11>3. Relativity, 90-92. Relevant aequenea, 
as. Relevant ooquenoe ..... matbematiea, 222. 
Viewpoint, 1M, 157. 

-i.r.t.-
Commel'<le, 245. Importanee of notation, 98. Ineunmee, 245. 
Matbomatieal funetimul, 235. Notation, 75. Parallel order, 58. 
Boheduled mnemoniea, 121·126. Socioliem and eommuU!m, 245. 
Sociology, 239, Terminology In ...,.,.y of fonrth order in eeono
miea, 253. Termi'llology in lay-out, 197·199. 

- Lay·out, 196. Mutilation of, 192. Propoeed, 185. 
...:- numbera on CongrMB aarda, 6G. 

w. Colon Claui11eotion i.r.t. ca.non of common anbdiviai!ona, 110. 
lHcimal Dloui)lcalion, Edltiona of, 187. 
Deaim<JI olanifloolion Oftd relaf41uo md8c !l.i.r.t.-

Antbor nnmbora, 178. Canon of hospitality in army, 99. Canon 
of viewpoint, 1M. Minuta olaeai1!eation, 111·118. 

Deoimal eune, 86. 
Deo!mal notation, 14-15. t.r.f. """"" of hospitality in oha!n, 118. 
Deri'I'Od composite terma, 137-138. 
Developmental order, Dlllltratad, 411-43. 
Dewe;,; (Mei.U), Biography, 184-187. 
-t.r.t.-

Colon 01-iJleation, 198·193. CoDgrlllll Claui11atioa, 190. 
-- Pntuem'a estimate of, 185-186, 
-- g.l.r.t.-

Caaon of loeal 'OIU'iation, 153. Colon ClllllliBation, 194. 
- r.i.r.t. Caaon of oummoy, 04. 
-: lHcimal oloori)lcat;o, Gild relalwe -... !l.i.r.t.-

Autbor numbora, 178. Caaon of boopitality in array, 99. Canon 
of viewpoint, 1M. M'muta olaeai1!eation, 111-llS. 

Diajtrammatio a.ppi'Oft<h to general theory, 1!-7. 
Diotionariea i.r.t. plttalla In !!rat stage eluai!lll&tion, !74-275. 
Dift<rentl .. t.ion, Canon of, - Canon of dift......,tla.tion. 
Digit, 73. 
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Distinctiveaeoa, Canon of, 8BB Can<>n <>f diatinctiven-. 
Divieioo ch&rru:teristie, Defined, 10. 
Divil!i<m, Complete, Defined and illtJBtra.ted, 11. 
Divil!iml, Defined and illUBtmted, 10. 
D<>noyer's work <>n moleeula.r mys i.r.t • ...,.,. of mnemonioe1 132. 

Eaton (J<>hn) i.r.t. Decimal Classifieaticm, 187. 
Economic length in notation, 268-269. 
Econ<>mic limit in length <>f claaa number in mathematiea, 232. 
Economics-

Comparative study of, 236-267. Of speeilic induatri<~~, Provil!inn 
in Decimal Classification for, 247. 

Eighth order army in m&tbematics in colon classiJica.ticm, 228-229. 
Elaaticity, lll6. 
Embodied knowledge, 142. 
Empty box, And peendo-entity, 25. 
Encyclopaedias i.r.t. pitfalla in 1lrst stage classiJieaticm, 27<1-275. 
Entity-

Defined and illustrated, 8. Related, Dellned, 22. Stranser, 
Defined, 22. 

Enumeration, Canon of, see Canon of enumeration. 
Euays offeretJ to Herbert P..- by m. oolleogue8 antJ fritmi1.s "" 

Ai.& tAirltetA Gftf~WerBary as librofoWn. of CtmgnJ/18 r.i.r.t. ca.non of 
helpful order o.t. lay-out of Congress rn .. si1ieation, 208. 

Evasioo in terminology and synthetic ·classiJieatioD, 13(;-139. 
Exclusiveness, Canoo of, ""' Canon of exclusiveness. 
-- in common Sllbdi'OisiODS, 17L 
Exhaustiveness, Canon of, 8oe Canon of enaustiveaess. 
-- in common sub-di'OisiOIU!, iQ8. 
B>:psnslve Classification, Genesis of, 188·189. 
-- t.r.t. ea.non of-

Consistent order, 4E!- • Currency o.t. lay-out, 199. Enl!Dleratioa 
G.t. lay-out, 199. Helpful order tLt. lay·out, 209. 

-- ir.t. importance of notatiOD, 98. Notation, 11. Terminology 
in lay-out, 199. 

--, Lay-out, 197. 
Extension and intansioD, Defined and illustrated, 59-60. 

Family of BitJtJhas as a.n illtJBtmtion of complete assortment, 20. 
Favoured country ir.f. canon of locel V&riatioD, 151. 
Favoured l&nguage i.r.t. canon of locel V&riatiOD, 151. 
Fifth order array in m&tbematiea, Compared, 223-226. 
Fi!i&tmy a.rrangement-

Contraeted with complete assortment, 20. Defined, 20. mustm· 
ted, 6, 20-24. 

... ,. = applied to. ir.t. = in rel&tion to. 
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J'illlt linii-

Deftned, lG. lliUitrsted, 7, lG. 
Firat order ..,...,.,.., Compared, 19~·210. 
Filllt etage cl&88i11cation, llint. for, 272-279. 
Firat oubatage In 11l'lt stage alasai11cation, llinta for, 273-279. 
Fwt1 law of U~.....-g aole!wo r.i.r.t.-

Geneala of Colon Claaa111cation, 192. Library claaaidlcation, 93. 
For01try in Decimnl CIBIIBillcation, 201. 
FIJf'fl> - lttfltJ m fJOIItf"1/ q.i.r.t. C&llOil of perman ... ce, 35·86. 
Form di'riaion of poetry; i.r.t. canon of parmanenee, 35·36. 
Form·heedinga ••• Common mhlli'riBioll& 
Foundation i.r.t. canon of oontut, 7S. 
Fonr dimenaion eluUol In eeonomiea, Compared, 252·263. 
Fonrth order array in-

Eeonomlea, Compared, 252·256. Mathematiee, Compared, 218· 
223. 

Fourth etage alBIIBillcation-
llinta for, 269·270. Need for, 173. 

Fraser {Ronald G.J.}: .MoltJOIIIar 'ftYP, q.i.r.l. and r.i.r.t. canon nf 
mnemonle~, 13S. 

FreqUMCy ......... 86'. 
Funetlona of real variables, 227. 
Funotlon-opaoe i.r.t. canon of mnemonlea, 130·131. 
Fundamental oonatituent terma, 137·139. 

General theory-
Analytically approaohed, 8·93. Diagra.mmatienlly approached, 
ll-7. 

Generalia i.r.t. pitfalla in drat otago claaoi11oation, 274-275. 
Geographical devica i.r.l. canon of-

• Ccmaletaot order, 48. Hospitality in II.ITil)', 103·104. Loeal 
1'11J'iatlon, 15S. Maemonlee, ll!S. 

-- i.r.f. pitf&llo In oeoond otago alB88lllcation, 27ll. i.r.t. oeheduleol 
mnemoniea, 12l·ll!S. 

Goomotry-
ln Deelmnl Cl&88i.11cation, l!l7. i.r.t. canon nf 811nmeration, 69. 

Group-
Defuled, 11. lllultlplo, Defuled, 11. Unitary, Defined, 11. 

Htnldf>tlcA doP ...,.,._~a~ fJA!IM r.i.r.t. canon of mnemoniea, 139. 
Helpful order, Canon of, - Canon of helpful order. 
- bl aommou aubdi'V'iaiou, 188. 
Bllb<rt apace i.r.t. oanon of mnemonics, 130. 
Bletory i.r.t. pltfalla in llrat otago elaaai.11ea.tion, l!74. 
Hoapltallty In vray, Canon of, 8tJ8 Canon of hospitality in urey. 
Hoopltnllt7 In eh&ln, Canon of, 8tJ8 Canon of hoepitalil:J' in chain. 

g.i.r.t = qnoted m telt.tlon to. r.ir.t = Jef.......t in relation to. 
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Hospitality in common aubdi\'iaiou, 168. 
llumbnga, 68. 

Immediate universe, Defined, 14. 
Incomplete chain in univerae of Jmowledge, 96. 
Indeyendent eh8l"aeteristic, Effect on dioiaion of, 10. 
Indian Botanical Society r.i.r.t. eanon of permanence, 34. 
Indian notation recommended, 185. 
Indi>:idua.lisation, Cs.non of, see Canon of indi'Vidna.lisation. 
-- in common BUbdioiaions, 168-169. 
'lndivirlualise', De:fined; 16. 
InJinite aeri..,, 22L 
Inatitnt International de Bibliographie i.r.t. C&DOJl of euneney, 65. 
Inanra.nce in Decimal Claaaification, 245. 
Integral equations, 221. 
Integral notation, 74. i.r.t. eanon of hospitality in chain, 116. 
Intension &Jld extension, Defined and illustrated, 69-60. 
Intension, Canon of, Bee Canon of intension. 
Intention of author, Oblique, i.r.t. pitfalla in :first stage cleaeili...,. 

tion, 276, 278. 
Intemal repair of catalogue, 67. 
IntornalU>DBl Inatitnte of Bibliography i.r.t. notation, 11. 
Introtl<icti<m to librory cla811tjicatitm q.i.r.f.-

Author ma.r:kB, 177. Canon of intenaioD, 59-60. Cnttar numbers, 
178. Importance of notation, 97. Marril numbers, 178. 

-- r.i.r.f. eanon of pority, 18. 

J olmsonian definition of o&ts, 68. 
JOIIni<Jl of Imlitm botmog r.i.r.f •. eanon of permanence, 34 •• 

Ker (W.P.)' Form ana sty~ m poetry q.i.r.t. e&nOn of permanence, 
35. 

Kinship, Lineal, In chain, 22. 
Knowledge cleaeiJication-

Importaoce of notation in, '97·98. Special theory of, 93-141. 
Knowledge, Defined, 93. 
Knowledge, Future, lnaeceBBible or Potential, 34. 
Knowledge, Universe of-

As a oompletely a.mplliled universe, 25. Defined, 95. Peculi~
tiOB of, 95·96. 

L&'ke Plscid Club Education Foundation i.r.f. C&DOD of eunency, 64.. 
Last llilk-

Defined, 15. TI!us!r&ted, 7, 15. I11 the universe of knowledge, 
96. 

Law of Pandmony i.r.f. synthetic clBesification, 137·138. 
Laws of Library Beienee i.r.t. minute eleaaiiJration, 269 . 

s.t. = applied to. .t.r.f. = in relation to. 
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Lay-out-
Compared, 197·210. Tabulation of, 196·197, 'Ummportanoe ot 
order In, 209·210, 

Learned aocietieo &nd periodicals ir.f. e&nOII of permanence, 34·35. 
Left· banded notation, 74. 
Length of notation, 79·92. 
-- Compared In mathematica, 231·233. Dioeuued, ·92. ir.f. ehaln 

in four dimensions In economies, 262·263. i.r.t. eh&in iD two 
dimenaiona In eeonomieo, 261·262. 

LibrtJf'll admmo.h'at""' r.i.r.t~ 
Creation of new clasoeo, 269. Fourth stage cl&aaiJication, 173, 
269. Prlnolpla of parallel movement, 180. 

Libraf'll ..C88otliat""' reoord q.i.r.t.-
Canon of oommon oubdlvlsione, 170. C&non of local va.riation, 
152. Creation of cla&o numbero, 141. 

Librnry Bureau founded, 18S. 
Library claaoiJicatlon-

Buio for, 93. i.r.l. knowledge claasification, 93, 
Libraf'll~ 

Founded, 185. q.i.r.t. ganeailo ot Deolmal Claasidcation, 186. 
Library of Cougreeo: Cla8B>}Ioatioa. Cla8o D. U"'-~al on4 old 

world Ai&IOf'll r.i.r.t. canon of partial oomprahanaion, 1"'. 
LibriJf'll of CfYAgr .. , ola8oi}loation--

q.i.r.t. Conan of hoopitality in &.rray, 105. r.i.r.t. eanon of 
helpful order o.t. l&y-out of Congroao Claosiilcation, 208. 

Llbrury School of Madrno i.r.l, Colon CIBIIiftcation, 194. 
Librof'll "'or!<J-

Foundod, 1911. q.i.r.t. O&llOD of common oubdivlsio1111, 165-166. 
Llh, Doftoed and illustrated, 9, 
Lineal klnohip, In oh&ln, 22. 
Llne&r notation, 14. 
Litlf!mo tronof""""li<>M m BilbBrl Bpooo Oftd tlleir oppliooliotl to 

tJMiy.V q.i.r.l. canon of mn<'lllonieo, 130-l3L 
Link, Flrot-

Deftnod, 15. IDuotrntad, 7, 15. 
-. Laat-

D<>!inod, lG. IDuotrnted, 7, 15. In the univeroo ot lmowled&e, 
96. 

Lo<..J list i.r.t. canon of oonaiotant ordv, 46. 
Looo.l variation, Canon of, - Canon of local variation. 
I..ouri-

Notation, 79·92. Cl011 numbers, .Tuotilled, 156. .,.. ohort 
notation, 79·9S. 

Loooo cltain-
Deftnod, 15. muotrnted, '· 111. 

f.i.r.t. = quoted In rolation to. r.i.r.t. = refenecl In rolatiOD. to. 
38 • 
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Madras University Library-
i.r.t. Colon Classiiieation, 193. r.t.r.t. <anon of perma1181108, 35. 

M"'""" of cla88ificati<»> q.<.r.t. cawm of
Helpful order in l&y·out of-

Decimal ClsasiJicamn, 203. ExpBDSive CIIU!IIiJicatioa, 209. 
Mnamonice, 120. 

-- q.ir.t. importance of notation, 98. 
-- r .i.r.t. eanon of purity, 18. 
MantlG! of library economy-

Publication, 191. r .<.r.f. biography of Brown, 190. 
Martel (Charles} <.r.t. Congress CIIU!IIiJication, 189·190. 
--: Ltbraey of Congren cla88ijicali<m r.\.r.t. canon of helpful order 

· in l&y·ont of Congress classiJication, 208. 
'Mathema.tica, Comparative study of, 211·235. 
Me&DS of Culon CI8Bsmcation and Decimal ClsasiJica.tion, Compared, 

81. 
Medians of Colon Claaailleation and Decimal Classilieatinn, Com· 

pared,85. 
Medicine, Systems of, ir.t. canon of local variation, 152. 
Med\ctJl libraey r.t.r.t. canon of permanence, 3i. 
Melvil Deweg: seer, Wpirer, i!.oer, q.i.r.t. eanon of loea.l vuriation, 

153. r.ir.t. Dewey's tiiography, lSi. 
Merrill (William Stetson): Coile f(lf' cla88ifiers r.i.r.t. first Biage 

classiJieatioa, 273. 
Merrill number&, 178. 
Metric Buroan, 185. 
Minor authol'B i.r.t. canon of retieence, 68. 
Minute classification, Dewey'& defence of, 111·112. 
--,. Need oft In-- · 

Bibliographie classiJieation, '268. Knowledge el!U!IIiJieatioa, 93. 
Library classiJieation, 268·269. Pamphlet elaaailleatioa, 269. 

lli><ed notation, 73. ' 
Mnemonics, Canon of, He 't:a.non of mnemonics. 
-- In common subdivisions, 168. 
--, Non·oeheduled-Dellned, 121. Result of neglect of, 124·126. 
--, Scheduled- • 

Defined, 121. mustrated, 121·128. 
MoiJBm libr- q.i.r.f.-

Artilleial composite books, 149. Length of notation, 83·89. 
llodea of C',olon ClsasiJieation and Decimal ClsasiJieatioa, Compared, 

85. 
llodulatiJOn, Canon of, Be<J Canon of Modulation. 
Molecular rays ir.t. eanon of mnemonieo, 132. 
Mo!eoular rtJgs q.ir.t. and r.ir.t. canon of mnemonica, 132. 
Morphology i.r.l. eanon of context, 73. ~ 
Mother country i.r.t. canon of loea.l variation, 151. 

cs.t. = applied to. i.r.f. - in relatim to. 
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Multiple elau-
Deftned, 13. ID!l8trated, II. 

ll:ultlple aroup, Defined, lL 

NIIJ'IU!a: Blloktwtf'tJI t.r.t • ......,,. of mnemODi..., 133. 
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Natruaj&D (K.): Vagarie8 m Inditm book produclicm, Quotod, 149. 
Negleet of mneJnODi<ll, Reoult of, 124·126. 
Now claoa, Creotion of, 268. 
N..., Engliall dioliorHJt-y r.t.r.l. terminology, 63. 
NetD pl4cing• m Col<m CIMoi)lcalicm, 8-, q.i.r.f. eanon of =• 

mcmica, 130·184. 
Non·oeheduled mnemonl-

Deaned, 121. ruustrated, 129·133. 
Notatlon-

C&~~oll.l for, 73·9l!. Deftned, 28. Importance iD Jmowledge 
claaaHication, 97·98. Length of, 79·93. 

N""" DmiiiN, 61!. 

O..u, Johll.lcmi&ll defiD!tion of, 68. 
Oblique lntontion of author i.r.l. pitfnlla In lirat stage e)eMiftcation, 

276, 878. 
Oetave notation r.i.r.t. ce.non ol exhauativenese, •o. 
Octave principle a.C. array of-

Fourth order In m&thematica, 221. Third order In economiel, 
847·248, Third order In mathemati..., l!l?. 

- Defined and Ulll8trated, 100·101. i.r.t. eanon of hoopitellty In 
array a.t. array of fourth order In eoonomi..., 11M. 

One dlmeno!on chain in economiel, Compared, 257·260. 
Open arra:r-

Deftned and IUUIItrated, 105·106. i.r.l. eanon of uhauativen-, 
tO. 

Ord.,._ 
Defined, u. llluatrated, 11, e, 1s. 

0rl1""w11oa of -..lodge m librario& q.i.r.f. eanon of
Helpful order In la7"out of-

Conrr- Claeaifiaatlon, 208. Deoimal Clalaillcation, 104. 
Subj""t Claeaifiaatiou, 107·208. 

Individualioatiml, 117. Ynemonl.., 120·121. 
---q.i.r.f. aubj...t Index iUueiou, 131!. 
-- r.t.r.l. """"" of pnrity, 78. 
Orlr\1181 om- ruuatrated, s. 
-, Completel;y ampli11ed, Deftned, 111. 
"'thor"a.m-

Deftaed, 99. ruustrated, 99·100. 

~ot.r.t. = q110ted In relation to. r.i.r.t. = referred In relatioa to. 
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"Other" principle, Extended, 100-101. 

Pamphlets i.r.t. minute elusilieation, 269. 
Parallel order of simil&r classes, Dlustrat&d, 55-58. 
Parsimony, Law of, end synthetic elaasifica.tion, 137-138. 
Partial comprehension, Canon of, see Ca.non of parlial eomp-MhensioD. 
Periodieals i.r.f. pitfBils in first stage elusilieetion, 274-275. 
Periodicals end Learned Societies i.r.1. eanon of pei'IIl8Jlenee, 34-35. 
Periodogram a.na.lysis end eanon of mnemonros, 131. 
Permanen~ Canon of, aes Canon of perma.uenee. 
-- in common aubdiviaioM, 171. 
Philology i.r.t. eanon of currency, 67. 
Philosophical systems i.r.t. canon of local variation, 151-152. 
Philosophy i.r.t. canon of-

Currency, 67. Enumeration, 71. 

Pl>y&ical ·- i.r.t. eenon of permanence, 35. 
Pbysical Society i.r.t. canon of permanence, 35. 
PitfBils in-

First substage elusilieatilm, 273-279. Second stage elaasifica· 
tion, 271-272. 

Plane notation, 74. 
Poetry, Form diviBion of, i.r.i. eanon of permanence, 35-36. 
Politiea i.r.t. cauon of enumeration, '11. · 
Potentials, 216. 
Preosy (J.C.) q.i.r.t. canon of-enrreney, 66. 
Prineiple of parallel movement, 180. 
Primary chain-

Defined, 15. illustrated, 7, ~5. 
Probabilities in Decimal Classification, 217. 
Problems in calculus in Decimal Classification, 221. 
Proeet!llmgs of the Second All India Library Conference r.i.r.t. 

canon of mnemonies,-130. 
Peeudo-eha.in, Defined, 19. 
--, Complete, Defined, 19. 
Peeudo-elsss, Defined, 19. 
--, Rank of, Defined, 19. 
Peen do-entity-

And empty box, 25. Defined, 19. In the nnilverse of know· 
ledge, 95. 

Publia librarie8 in the ll11iteli 8tat81 r.ir.t. genesis of Decimal 
Classification, 187. 

Pnre mathematics, Connotation of, Compared, 215. 
Pnre notation, 73-74. 
Purity, Canon of, see canon of purity. 
Putnam (Herhert) i.r.t. Conv- Classification, 189-190. 

a.f. = applied to. t.r.t. = in relation to. 
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!'ntllliiD, Dod.: E114!11 Df/Of'ld 1>!1 IN DDlleag- and frW71ds Oil Ail 
tllirUBtlo """"'-f'f'! dl libf'Gf'iaft of Co..grftB, r.i.r.t. eanou of 
helpful order ill lay-out of Congreoa CJauijlcatiou, 208. 

Pumam'a •timata of Dewey, lSG-186. 

Quantitatlv• order, mu.tn.ted, ~-
Quartos of Shakeapeare ir.C. canon of retieeuce, 68. 
QuaternJo .. in Subject Claaai11eation, 223. 
Quinn (John Henry) '·'·'· Adjuatable Claaai11catiou, 191. 

Radiation ir.t. oanon of enumemtioo, 70. 
l!adium, Le, r ••• r.f. eanon of mnemonica, 132. 
:Raman'• work on ultra.-aound i.r.t. eanon of mnemonlce, 133. 
Baoganathan (8. R.): CI&Bi~d oatolog"" code-

r.t.r.t. canon of-
Correney, 61. Partial eomprelumalon, 147. Permanence, S'

r.i.r.t. claosifioation of arti11oial eompoeite bookl, 148·149. 
--: Coloft eiDBiijloalioft-

i·'-'"·'· anterior positioDB for aommon aubdiviaiou, 174. 
q.i.r.f. oanon of-

Claaalea, 161·163. Common aubdivlalons, 166-167. Conaio
tent order, 48, GO. Local variation, 151. Relevant oequenee 
ia mathematics, 223. Vivwpoint1 155. 

r.i.r.f. canon of-
Conaiataooy, 89. Consistent order, 49, 51. Enumeration, 71. 
Hoopitality in ohnin, 110. Individnalioetion, 176. Relevant 
oequence, 88. 

r.l.r.t. eompariaon of arrays of third order In eeonomiea. 1!41. 
-- : """ law of lib""'!' .......,. r.i.r.t. Gen.-ia of Coloo Claaal· 

• fiootlon, 199. Library claaaifioation, 93. 
-- : Library G<fmi....,roCioft r.i.r.1.-

C-tion of new el81111811, 269. Fourth stage claaaifioatlon, 113, 
llOII. Prlnolplo of parallel mcmuneut, 180. 

- t Bome """' plaDiftg• ;., ooloft ciDBiijloaCioft q.i.r.f. canon of 
mnemonlce, 130.136. 

Baok, Defined, 16. 
- of pseudo-claM, Defined, 111. 
"Ranked," ruuotmted, " 
&,.. Mol..,ular, i.r.t. oan<>n of mnemonlea, 1311. 
ReAde,. and Writers eompany, Founded, 18~. 
Related box, Dellned, l!S. 
Related entity, Defined, 211. 
Relation eip and ot.Don of viewpoint, 15'
Relat!onal order, IDultmted, CS-«. 
Relath-!t,., Canon of, - Canon of nlo.tlvity. 
Bolevanoe, Canon of, - Canon of ""'"""""'" 

q.i.r.t. = quoted In nlatlon to. r.i.r.t. = refened in nlatloa to. 
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Relevs.nt sequence, Canon of, '"" Ca.non of relevant ""'!"""""' 
Reports -i.f'.f~ pitfalla in second stage elewrifleaticm, 211. 
Reticence, Canon of1 &etJ Canon of reticence. 
-- ill common IIUbdiviBiODJJ, 17.2-173. 
Right-ha.nded notation, 74. 
Boman notation attacked by Melvil Dewey, 184. 
Buies for G di<;fioftMy CGIG!ogtoo, mentioned, 188. 

Ba"ring m terminology ill syntbetie elsssilication, 135-139. 
Sayers (W, C. Berwick}-

And the phrase "eanons of classllication", 30. i.r.t. Cclcn 
Clas&Jicat.ion, 193. Reriser of MantiiJJ of l<l>rMY economy, 191. 

--and Brown (James Dui!): M.......U of liln-MY """"""'!! r.i.r.t. 
biogmphy of Brown, 190. 

--: I1>lrodvclion to librMY clt.JBrifiotltion q.i.r.t.-
Author marks, 177. Canon of illteDBion, 59-60, Cutter num
bers, 178. Importance of notat.ion, 97-98. Merrill numbers, 
178. 
-- r.i.r.t. canon of purity, 78. 

-- : M..,....l of e!as.rijitlalion q.ir.f. eanon of-
Helpful order ill l&y-out of-

Decimal Cl&ssi1ication, 203. Expansive Clas&Jication, 209. 
lllnemoDies, 120. 
-- r.i.r.f. canon of purity, 78. 

-- : SyBfems of claarifiotltion witTs par«ctUtJr ref~ to thou 
used m special libroriea · q.i.r.t. length of notation, 88. 

Beheduled mnemoni-
Dedned, 121. Dlustrsted, 121-128. 

Behedules of eommon subdiviBioU, ltli-165. 
Boheme, Associated, Dedned, 17. 
Boheme of assorlment, Dedned, 17. 
Boheme of cl81!8i1ication- • 

And IOIJ&Oeiated eomplete assortment, l!5. Dedned, 26. For • 
unilverse of knowledge and 'ita special requirements, 97. Fonda
mental categories of, 30. Dlustrsted, 7. Implicationa of, 26. 
N.........., aids in, 28. 

Sc1>1DiAgvn!J8 vnd Welleooleh"' UltrasclialfD81leoo r.i.r.f. eanon of 
mnemoDies, 132. 

Second AU India LibrtU7 Conferenee: Proceeding• r.i.r.f. eanon of 
mnemonics, 130. 

Seeond order array in-
Mathematics, compared, 211-218. Social ecieneea, eompared, 
236-240. 

Second stage eJs.stoijlcation-
Hillta for, 270.27:1. Nead for, 166. 

11.1. = applied to. o.r.f. = ill relation to. 
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Seeond oubatage In flrat atage el•'""Jieation, Binta for, 272·273. 
Sequenee-markil>&', ll69. 
Seventh order array In mathomatica in Colon Claasilleation, 228. 
Sixth order array in mathematiC& m Colon ClaMiflcation, ll28. 
Shakeopeare t.r.t. canon of retleence, 68. 
Short w. long notation, 79·82. 
Bhortn- of DOtat!on ,.. Length of notabio:a. 
BiddhM, Family of, Aa an illustration of ftliatol')' arrangement, 

1!0, 
Similar claasee, Parallel order of, ruuatratad, 65-58. 
S!varaman {K. M.): Col<m "· D.- o!GM~icm, 11 lltJiillwl 

BludJI of t- tWioti<m quoted, 83·89. 
Boeialiom m Decimal Claasi11eation, 245. 
Bocl•ti• i.r.t. p!tfalla In firat atage oluai11cation, 27(.275. 
Boelolog:r In Decimal Claaai11cation, 200·201, 239. 
Sociology l.r.t. canon of C111TSCJ, 67. 
Solid notation, 74. 
Bomo Mw p""""g• m Col<m olani~i<m g.i.r.t. canon of am• 

momea, 130·184. 
800114 ltldi<m toacM< g.ir.t. length of notation, 83-89. 
SpatiDI order, muatratad, 43·U. 
Speelea, 78. 
Spoiling Refonn .Auoelation, 185. 
Spolford {Ainaworth Rand) ir.t. CongrNS ClaMifleation, 190. 
--, Librarian of the CongrNS, 189. 
Btorea of ciBAiftcation, 269·279. 
Standard devi&tloua of Colon ClaMiflcation and Decimal Claaaiilc&· 

tlon, Compared, 87. 
Btotlotiea, 216, 237. 
Stewart {J&moo Douglaa) i.r.l. Subject oluai11eation, 19L 
St01111 i.r.l. e&non of oonte:rt, 72. 
Stone (Mal'llhal HarV<~y}' r.;.....,. lnmsfon!I<Jti<ml m Hilbert s,..,.. 

0!1<1 IMir """""""""' fo OlltJiyoio g.t.r.l. and r.t.r.l. canon of 
amemom .. , 130·131. 

Stranger box, D<ftned, 22. 
Stranger entity, Defined, sa. 
Subjoel Ollllllln&tioJI-

Fifth order array o.baent in mo.tbemo.tiea, 834. Geneoio, 191. 
i.r.t. anterior pooitlon for eommon oubditiaiona, 174. 
i.r.t. e&non of-

ConaiateDt order, t6. Currency In la;r<>nt, 1911-199. 
Enumeratl011 o.l. azra:r of-

Second order In llcl- 213. Seaond ord~r m IOOial 
llclen..., 837. Third order iiD ~ ~l!tG. 

--e.l. ~t, 1911-199. 
Ezclua!~eaa .. ,. arra:r of fonrtb order m eoonomieo, S54. 

q.i.~.l. = quoted In rolation to. r.ir.t. = refernd in nlatillll to. 
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Subject Olaasille&tion-Cont4. 
.. f".t. ea.JlOD o1~td.. 

Helpful order o.t. array of-
Fourth order in eeonomics, 256. Fourth order in mathe
ma!ica, .223. Second order in social acieuoes, 239·240. Third 
order in economiea, 251. Third order in mathematiu, 218. 

--a.t. lay·Ollt, 206-208. 
Hospitallt;r in array, 104-105. 
--...t. array of-

Fourth order in economics, 254. Fourth order in math• 
maties, .221. Second order in scienees, 213.. Seeond order ia 
social acieucee, 238. Third order in economiea, 248. 
Third order in mathematiea, 217. 

Hoepitalit;r in chain, 117. 
--a.:t. chain in two dimensiou in economies, 262.. 
llfnemOlliCII, 134. Belati'Oiit;r, 90-92. Viewpoint, 156. 

-- i.r.t. notation, 76. Terminology in lay·out, 198·199. 
--Lay·out, 196. 
Subject c!amficati<m q.i.r.t.-

Biscoo numbers, 179. Ca.non of hospitallt;r in array, 104. Ca.non 
of indiv.idualieation, 176-177. 
r.i.r.t. ca.non of helpful order o.f. array of third order in 
eeonomies, 25L .. 

Subjeet DI!Viee i.r.t. canon of-
Collllistent order, 50-5!. Helpful order a.f. array of third order 
in eeonomiea, 250. Hoepitallt;r in array, 101-102. llfnemoDiea, 
128. 
i.d. eehedaled mnemoDics. 122. 

Subject-index illusion, 134·135. 
Sunordinate class, Defined, 14. • 
Synthetie elassiftcation i.r.f.-

Ca.non of local variation, 152. Evasion in terminology, .135-
139. Law of parsimony, 137·138. PitfaJJs in Jlrst stage 
elassiftcation, 279. . . 

System of bibliogropmo ciGarilfcati<m q.i.r.t.-
Anterior poaitien to <OIUI011 eubdiv.iaiona, 173·174. Ca.non of 
local ~ation, 150. • 

J!y8fems of ciGa.rijicati<m witiO portioul<w rcfertmc~J to tllo8e ,...cl iA 
Speciol JibrorieB q.i.r.t. length of notatilln, 88. 

System& of medicine i.r.f. ca.non of variation, 1lm. 

Terminology-
Defined, 28. In array of fourth order in economies, 253. In 
array of fonrth order in mathematics. 220. In synthetie cla.ssi· 
Jlcation, 135·139. Of lay-out compared, 197·199. 

--, Ca.nona for, 63·12. 
Terma-

Derived composito, 137-139. :Fundamental constitaent, 131-139. 

o.t. = applied to. i.r.t. - in relation to. 



'l'eotmc J&bo""to", ee. 
Theory, General, 11·29. 
Third ordel' an&'f la-
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Economiu, compared, 24fl.ll52. K&themati~, compared, ll13-
lll8. 

'l'hlrd atoge elau111catlon-
Hinta fM, 11711. Nead for, 178, 

'l'l,.,. Mdel', IDuatrated, 48-44. 
Tltlo, Deoeptive, u.r. pitfalla Ia ftrot otage eluaillc&tioD, 1176-1177. 
'l'nili>a of oharaoterlatl01, IDuatrated, 1115-110, 
'l'wo dlmOillion chaln ill eeonomioa, Compared, 2611-1162. 
'l'yp• of baDb ILild """"" of mnemonioa, 133. 
'l'ypee of """"oml" Mga.Disatit>D, Proviaion !a-

Colon ollllliflcation, 247. Decimal CIBIIiJieatiGD, 247. 

Ultimate elau, Deftnecl, 176. 
Ultn.-aoud and canon of JIUUIDioniCI, 131-138. 
Ualformity Ia length of notetlt>D, 80. 
Uall&l"f elau-

Deftned, 18, ID1111t,.,.tecJ, 8. 
Uni~ group, Deftned, 11. 
Ualted Stateo, Govenunent of, Lr.f, canon of euneDC'f, 114. 
Ualv-

Deftned and illuatratecl, 10. Immediate, Deftnecl, 14. 
-ofboo--

Peoul!a.rltlM of, Ull-148. Special theory of el88aillc&tlon of, 
118·181. 

- of lmowledp-
A eomplete!y amplllled univeroe, 25. Deftnecl, Ill!. Peoulio.rlt!M 
of, 95-118. Special theo17 of ol•uiflcatlon of, 93·UL 

-, Orlilaal. IDuatrated, 8. 
Uaivero!tJ of Madrea t.r.t. Colon Cllllli11cation, 194. 
Ualvero!tJ of the State of New York, M. 
Ullllke, Deftned and illuatrated, fl. 

l'ogarido iol ltodimt •oot ~ quotecJ, 1411. 
VaguOD- Ia termlnolo111, 82-118. 
Valuee of d!l!it., 715. 
Vlewpolat, Canon of, - Oll.llon of 'riewpolat. 

Welrhta ad mouureo, 811. 
Wrlghl (W.F.) g.C.r.t. OILDGII of """""011 lllbdi'Wiaiou, 165-11111. 

y -boob c.r.t. pltfalla Ia am atap olaMilloatlon, 21'-218. 

f.v.t. • quoted Ia zelat1011 to. r.C.r.t. = roferrad Ia zelatloa to. 



MADRAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

Publicatloa Series, Z. 

The Five Laws of Library Science 

n 

I. B. JU.NGAN.A TJIAN, M.A., L.T., F .L.A. 

801101 OPIHIOlll'S. 

riThe book Ia lo•ely, the author'a ""thllliaam for W. vocation ia 
inf..,tlolii".-Lib""l' A""'Dial""' B.......S. 

"Would 1'000mm81ld thia book to all librarians, who wiD fiud 
mauy valuable hintoo to tho proper administratio11 of a libnuy to 
library oommittoe m111. •• .''-Tu .U,_ - Book W«ld. 

"He Ia to be oongratulatad on hit moat illtoraating book. It Ia 
the work of u eduaationiet u well aa of a librarian".-TMMI 
ue....., Bupp,_t, 

"He baa exhibited a wealth of leamillg, a mutary of detail, a 
fine &8Die of hiiJIIour and a polithod etyle'',-Jounoal of O.....Cal 
.~ .. ~ 

"A. vaJume which to the book·lo- Ia more intoreoting tholl a 
thriUor, more &DlighttllliDjr tholl a tezt·book".-T.M Mod...., MGil. 

. "Tho work • • • OODtaina a 1evt111ty-page :rapid our.ey of libnuy 
CODditiODI all o.... the world".-A....,;- LibrMy _. __ 

"The Had:rao Libnuy .Attoei&.t!OD it rendering yoollWl'a oerrioe 
to llto library oauoe by the inotltutl011 of a - of boob 011 libnuy 
oervlee".-TAe Libra......, 

"The book Ia wrlttell in u aeeptiODally fueinating ud lucid 
otyle • • • from tho bogilllllng to the end ~ otlmulatillg ud 
otralghtfonnLrd , • , tho book ia quite a<CU:rate in :fact".-2'116 
Mod- Lib,... ....... 

"Ia hia book which -• to reduee and relate all the prilleipiel 
and p:raetioe of l!brery work to a t- fulldammtel lawo, - are ~~~d 
to reeGirJliM a m&.KUlftoont aohinomont which rub u a landmark m 
the d.....topment of llbrerlanohip in thia ooUDtry".-TM ~ 
CoiWgaJI..,..._ 

"Ilia pre~~nted trom .. frteh a point of .;-, and with ao li.-iy 
an onthualum, that It ,...,. ,..u ad tG a .-uidoretioa of 111&117 
problema".-2'llt r-· Jl'orlr .. .l. ...... rieuAi,p. 



MADRAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

Publication Scriea, 3, 

The Colon Classification 

B!' 

S. R. RANGANATHAN, M.A., L.T~ F.L.A. 

SOME OPDIIONS. 

"All who are interested in synthetic; classification will find this 
the - 1'80I!Jl\ exerciae in it. It has an admirable aeheme for 
ammglng the Indian literatures, the fullest I lmow".-TT!s Yeatr's 
Worktt.Li~ 

"It ;a UDi9eri!Bily Interesting as a stody of an original kind in 
c)eaaifieation method a .. Certainly the eoloa scheme is remarkable 
foP 1ts aualyaia of the many Nlatioue of 1111bjeets, and students 
should be acquainted with thia new and interesting general classid· 
cation".-In the Im~ to Wnory Claarifloatioto, 1935, by 
w. 0. Berwick Sayers. 

"It ;a an atremely el- seheme ••• The l'OBUlt ;a almost 
parfect".-Li7mlry ..tl.-.iaUoa Becord. 

"The seheme ia botb elaatia and comprelum&...., while at: the 
same time providing for sensible ftriatians to moot ioc&l ciroum-' 
stances".-Nattw~. . 

"One of the main featnree which will strike """" a .......U :reader 
ia the very great mlnut- of clasoiJicetion iD moot of the eubjects 
treated, especially tcpics in Indology, which will be of immense uee 
to libr&riana both m the Eaet and iD the West. The anthor d"""""" 
to be eongratulatsd ou ble excejlent perfonnance. The book ought 
to ftnd " place iD every library, bowever amall".~t s-. 

"The basis of the work ia relation-the beariDg of one topic on 
anotber the aspaets of a oubjeet, the forms and modes of presentation 
of eubjeet-metter • • • Preei8& and well·worded roles are giftll 
regarding the formation of claso aumbera • • • Many worlm of 
Sanskrit literatnre and others a. the delds of Hindu Philooophy and 
religion are lieted iD a systomatio order, thas illastreting botb the 
eorreot-titles of thess worlm and their relationship to one another".
:!"Tis Libr<H'!I J"OIWI!tJI. . 

' BeDomoMftded '"" _.,,..,. ... all 1Mool8 ...., <JD!l8g.. "" tlls 
Dtreotor of Plflrilo IM'I-, Jfddnu, ift Aie PrtlooodiAgl No. 7~ 
G. of 1933, dat1<1 15tA Jfay, 1933. 
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Publleatioll Seriea, 4. 

The Classified Catalogue Code 

• 
8. R. BANGANA.THAN, liLA., L.T., F.L.A. 

SOl!otB OPINIONS. 

Recommended for purcbaae In all lllhoola and ooll- by the 
Dlraotor of Publlo Iutruetion, Madrlll, In hill PrMANlinga No. 613 
G. 84, doted 6th April, 1934. 

"It Ia a book of OOIIIid..,.bll! .Jue • • • Tbe metbod of handling 
ftrioua typeo of booka Ia elaborately dealt with • • • Card techniqao 
lll tully dealt with and oouid..,.ble value attaclloe to the oheptere 
oa oriental tranaliterutlon and the rendermc of B.illdu and Milham· 
madan D&moe".-Lib""''! 4-"'lioto B...,..ti. 

"Thill book will take & very high nmk &mO"'f pnhlioatiou deal
IDa with the technical and praotieal aapeeta of lil>mr7 worlr. For 
the llret time, we believe, doea auoh & work oome from the pen of o.n 
lndie.n".-Uftil6!1 InditJ cmd Indioft BlafN. 

"The Cltll.rijled Calalogw COO., by Mr. B. B. llanganathan, ill 
the fourth of a uoeful earl• of pablioatiOilll of the Mad- Library 
AuoolatlOL The ruloe for the lndelrlng of booka and periodicala 
he ... been dealt with In detail".-c-t B~ 

" • • • The tnt.lllliteratioa oodoe for Indie.n langaagoe and the 
ruloe for the indel<ing of Indian namoe will both be of OOIIIidorable 
eerri..., Th011 again the ruloe for dealing with the ....,.. in Banakrit 
literature of autboN writing 1111der ditr ....... t -· and the oppoelte 
trouble of dltrorent writere uaing the oame name will help librariau 
who wiU he" to deal witll tbill olaoe of literature''.-Li,., II' orld. 

"You too hew brought your elaeelfteaUon Ia relatloaohip with 
your ayatem for your elaeelflod oa.telogae. Tile elaaoitled form of 
oubj .. t ... talogue - likely to lleve a new dooelopmeat. I regard 
the dlotlonuy.oatal- ao a blunder In the development of the 
eocmoml• of Ubr&rieo."-B. B. Bliat. 



MADRAS LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 

Publication Series, 5, 

Library Administration 
BY 

8. B. RANGA.NATHAN, M.A., I..T., F.L.A. 

SOlliE OPIIIIIOliS. 

"The abundant industry, learning and initiame wbieh Mr. 
Bauganatban has given in the past ten years to librariansbip in India 
must have been of the greatest intenst to the British libra.riazt •••• 

-If Bauganathan eompletes the seriea he will have been the world's 
moat prollile write:r on libratiaDahip ••• The book may be ....,.. 
mended aa a. remark&ble example of the eolleeting, 8l'l'aDgillg and 
exposition of routine detail, in "bieh sight is not loet of the larger 
iesnes".-:-Ltbnuy ASBooiot1olo B-. - -

"The whole forma an extremely eomprehenaive and earefuJ work 
and • • • English libra.riazts will find the book of real interest omd 
888istomee to them".-Libnuy WMid. 

"It ahould be of real 11118 to Indiom librarians who wish to bring 
their libraries up to the best modem staD.dards of managemeut".
Timeo Literat-!1 ~· 

"It makes BD important_ eontn"butic>n to the stUdy of e.dlllini&
tration in general • • • It is - dillioult to appreciate the faot that 
Mr. Bauganathan has hete devised a eimple but powerful method of 
conatruetive a.nalyaia which will leave no comer of & -aubjeet un.ei
plored • ; • He olfezs many ehrewd obsenations of general int.,....,~ 
and he is not afraid to hit str&ight from the shoulder • • • Thie is 
certainly not a hook for popular consumption hut is one whieh· the 
admiDistrator should have constantly at hie elbow, for it is a mine of 
Ideas whieh ahoald help him in his exalted eallillg".-TM Mad,.,., 
Moil. 

'The book is ,. masterly ~;ysis of the libra.riazt's eraft".-TM 
Hindu.. 

''The well-known &uthor preseuts the subject with a thorough 
mastery of det&U and a. judici""-" combination of tbe fruits of biB 
extensive studies and ~usble experience in the field whieh he bas 
made his own".-My..,...._E........,.., Jootr'IIIJL 

"If the methods ·desoribed in this book are sorupulously foftowed 
out Iibrariea wi!.l e&ve lot of leboor and money whioh has beeu and 
is being wasted on """"""t of moet uneystemstio and Ull8cientifie 
work".-TM Maloratt4. 

Recommended for purehaae in an sehools ana ooneg ... by tile 
Di!'8Cltor of Publie Instruetion, Madras, in his Pr.......nuge Di& 
4836/35, dated 8th November, 1935. 
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. SERVANTS OP lND!A SOCIETY;S UBI\ARY. 
POONA 4. ··· 

11oob: drawn fl'Om the library m11y not be 
ra~!ned for lonser than a fortnight . 

• 
Borrowel'9 will be h~!d a&rlotly responsible 
for any dain~e . don.e to books while they 
1\n i.n th~ir ~oesesaicn. ' · 


